
 
 

 

June 24, 2015 

 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

The New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE) intends to submit applications for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 to the New York State Department of Education (NYSED). 

 

The NYCDOE currently intends to submit applications for the following six (6) schools with the following 

intervention models: 

 

We may also submit additional applications; we are currently finalizing the selection of any other schools and 

intervention models.  Please feel free to contact us with questions.  Thank you for this opportunity to support 

our schools. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
Mary Doyle 

Executive Director 

State School Improvement & Innovation Grants 

Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

MDoyle5@schools.nyc.gov 

 

 
 

 
 

DBN School Name BEDS Code Intervention Model 

30Q111 PS 111 JACOB BLACKWELL 343000010111 Innovation Framework 

07X520 FOREIGN LANG ACAD OF GLOBAL STUDIES 320700011520 Innovation Framework 

14K322 FOUNDATIONS ACADEMY 331400011322 Innovation Framework 

16K455 BOYS AND GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL 331600011455 Innovation Framework 

25Q460 FLUSHING HIGH SCHOOL 342500011460 Innovation Framework 

09X313 IS 313 SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP DEV 320900010313 Innovation Framework 

mailto:MDoyle5@schools.nyc.gov
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2015	SIG	6	Application	Cover	Page
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Please	complete	all	that	is	required	before	submitting	your	application.

Page	1

Select	District	(LEA)	Name:

Listed	alphabetically	by	District

331400010000	NYC	GEOG	DIST	#14	-	BROOKLYN

Select	School	Name:

Listed	alphabetically	by	school	name	(Priority	Schools	followed	by	Focus	Schools)

331400011322	FOUNDATIONS	ACADEMY

Lead	Contact	(First	Name,	Last	name):

Mary	Doyle

Title	(for	Lead	Contact)

Executive	Director

Phone	number:

212-374-2762

Fax	number:

212-374-5760

Email	address:

mdoyle5@schools.nyc.gov

Grade	Levels	Served	by	the	Priority	School	Identified	in	this	Application:

9-12

Total	Number	of	Students	Served	by	the	Priority	School	Identified	in	this	Application:

186
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School	Address	(Street,	City,	Zip	Code):

70	TOMPKINS	AVENUE,	Brooklyn,	NY	11206

Status	of	School:

For	electronic	review	purposes,	please	select	the	best	descriptor	for	the	status	of	the	school.

Priority	School	-	no	prior	funding	of	SIG	1003g/SIF

Select	the	SIG	Model	for	this	School	Application

Applicants	must	submit	the	SIG	Model	chosen	for	this	particular	School	Application	here.	ReviewRoom	will	direct	your	application	based	on
the	chosen	model.

NOTE:	Please	be	certain	that	the	selection	chosen	here	in	ReviewRoom	matches	the	signed	application	cover	page	that	is	submitted	in
hardcopy.		If	there	is	a	discrepancy,	the	signed	application	cover	page	will	be	used	to	identify	the	model	chosen	for	submission.

Innovation	Framework	-	Community-Oriented	School	Design
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   



STRONG SCHOOLS, STRONG COMMUNITIES  
 

For additional information, please visit our Strong Schools For Staff Intranet page:  
http://schools.nyc.gov/StrongSchoolsForStaff   

OVERVIEW 

As Chancellor Fariña announced in January, we are launching our Strong Schools, Strong Communities support 
structure for school year 2015-16.   This new school support structure will ensure that every NYC public school student 
graduates prepared for college, career, and independent living.  The new school support model helps us to achieve 
this vision by aligning supports to supervision, tailoring supports to individual school needs, and bringing expertise 
closer to school. 
 
The Strong Schools, Strong Communities support structure is driven by a capacity building approach. The new support 
structure will provide you and your staff the resources needed to implement meaningful change through continuous 
cycles of improvement.  The new structure includes the following components: 
 

 
•  DOE leadership will work with Borough Field Support Centers and Superintendents 

to guide policy implementation, provide training, and lead initiatives  
 

 
• Work to ensure that schools meet student achievement goals and identify areas of 

focus for support; accountable for all schools in their districts 
 

 
 

• 7 centers will provide tailored, coordinated delivery of instructional, operational, 
and student services to schools 

 
 
 

• 6 providers will work with groups of Secondary and High Schools under a 
Superintendent and provide integrated supports to schools for a period of 3 years 

 
 

BOROUGH FIELD SUPPORT CENTERS 
Each of the 7 Borough Field Support Centers – overseen by Directors – will provide high-quality, differentiated support 
in the areas of instruction, operations, student services such as safety, health, and wellness, and support for English 
Language Learners and Students with Special Needs. 
 
Bronx (Districts 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12): Jose Ruiz (JRuiz2@schools.nyc.gov) – 1 Fordham Plaza, Bronx, NY 10458 and 1230 
Zerega Ave., Bronx, NY 10462 
 
Brooklyn (Districts 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 23, 32): Bernadette Fitzgerald (BFitzge2@schools.nyc.gov) – 131 Livingston St., 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 
 
Brooklyn (Districts 17, 18, 20, 21, 22): Cheryl Watson-Harris (CWatsonHarris@gmail.com) – 415 89th St., Brooklyn, 
11209 and 4390 Flatlands Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11234 
 
Manhattan (Districts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6): Yuet Chu (YChu@schools.nyc.gov) – 333 7th Avenue, Manhattan, NY 10001 
 
Queens (Districts 24, 25, 26, 30): Lawrence Pendergast (LPender@schools.nyc.gov) – 28-11 Queens Plaza North, 
Queens, NY 11101 
 
Queens (Districts 27, 28, 29): Marlene Wilks (MWilks@schools.nyc.gov) – 8201 Rockaway Blvd., Queens, NY 11416 
 
Staten Island (District 31): Kevin Moran (KMoran2@schools.nyc.gov) – Petrides Complex, 715 Ocean Terrace Staten 
Island, NY 10301

Superintendents  

Borough Field  

Support Centers  

Central Teams 

Affinity Groups 

mailto:JRuiz2@schools.nyc.gov
mailto:BFitzge2@schools.nyc.gov
mailto:CWatsonHarris@gmail.com
mailto:YChu@schools.nyc.gov
mailto:LPender@schools.nyc.gov
mailto:MWilks@schools.nyc.gov
mailto:KMoran2@schools.nyc.gov


STRONG SCHOOLS, STRONG COMMUNITIES  
 

For additional information, please visit our Strong Schools For Staff Intranet page:  
http://schools.nyc.gov/StrongSchoolsForStaff   

 
 
In the new Borough Field Support Centers, supports will be integrated and provided from a capacity building approach tailored to each school’s needs, with 
expertise closer to schools.  The organization chart denotes how these supports will be organized within the Centers, and demonstrates a pathway for guidance 
that you can reference.  Additional information about each of these roles can be found at http://schools.nyc.gov/StrongSchoolsForStaff   
 

 
 
 
 

http://schools.nyc.gov/StrongSchoolsForStaff
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   
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Section D: District trainings offered for Year One  

 

Planned Event Office Responsible Rationale Outcomes 

 

New Teacher 

Mentoring 

Office of Leadership The mentor’s role is to promote 

growth and development of new 

teachers to improve student 

learning by providing instructional 

coaching and non-evaluative 

feedback.  The NYCDOE believes 

that one of the first leadership 

opportunities for teachers is to 

become a new teacher mentor; 

there are new teacher mentor 

certification courses held. 

 

In 2014-15 there were 

approximately 6,000 new 

teacher mentors 

Teacher 

Leadership 

Program (TLP) 

Office of Leadership Strengthening content knowledge, 

coaching, and facilitative skills are 

the key elements of this program 

for teachers already serving in 

school-based leadership roles; TLP 

is an opportunity for teacher 

leaders to develop their facilitative 

and instructional leadership skills. 

It is designed to challenge and 

support teacher leaders across the 

city in developing the content 

knowledge and facilitative 

leadership skills needed to guide 

instructional improvements in 

schools.  Upon completion of the 

program, teachers may choose to 

remain in teacher leadership roles 

within their schools or consider 

applying to a principal preparation 

program to further strengthen their 

leadership skills and prepare for 

roles as school leaders.  

 

Approximately 350 

schools selected with 50 

principals and 700 

teachers actively 

involved for 2015-16 
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New Leaders 

Emerging 

Leaders 

Program 

External Partnership 

with New Leaders 

and the Office of 

Leadership 

Provides teachers, instructional 

coaches and other school leaders 

with hands-on, on-the-job training 

that deepens their adult leadership 

skills. 

Approximately 25-30  

teachers and/or assistant 

principals provided with 

high-impact professional 

development 

 

Potential invitation to 

New Leaders Aspiring 

Principal Program 

 

Leaders in 

Education 

Apprenticeship 

Program 

(LEAP) 

Office of Leadership Develops individuals who 

demonstrate leadership capacity 

and readiness to take on school 

leadership positions in their 

existing school environments. 

Approximately 100 

apprentices per year 

 

Number of certificates 

obtained for: 

 

School Building Leader 

(SBL) certification 

 

Program certificate of 

completion 

 

NYC 

Leadership 

Academy 

Aspiring 

Principal 

Program  

External Partnership 

with NYCLA and 

Office of Leadership 

Focuses on leaders interested 

in ensuring high academic 

achievement for all children, 

particularly students in poverty and 

students of color. 

15 aspiring principals for 

2015-16: 

 

Program certificate of 

completion 

 

NYC 

Leadership 

Academy 

Leadership 

Advancement 

Program 

External Partnership 

with NYCLA and 

Office of Leadership 

Prepares teachers and guidance 

counselors who currently serve in 

school-based leadership roles to 

become school administrators in 

NYCDOE schools. 

After two years: 

School Building Leader 

(SBL) certificate 

obtained 

 

Assume the role of 

Assistant Principal  

 

Potential partnership with 

an APP graduate  

 

Assistant 

Principal 

Institute (API) 

Office of Leadership A year-long program designed to 

prepare strong assistant principals 

for principal positions in one to 

three years.   

 

Approximately 60-75 

assistant principals for 

2015-16 

Wallace 

Fellowship 

Office of Leadership 

and External 

Partnerships with 

Partnership with Bank Street, 

Relay Graduate School, Fordham, 

Queens College, Hunter College, 

Approximately 100-150 

candidates enrolled in 

these programs apply and 
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Universities in NYC Brooklyn College, and Lehman 

College to prepare teachers with 

the credentials necessary to obtain 

NYS SBLs. 

are selected for a 

fellowship where they 

receive additional 

opportunities to engage 

in NYCDOE professional 

learning and preparation 

to become an assistant 

principal or principal in 

NYC 

 

Principal 

Candidate Pool 

Office of Leadership To positively impact student 

achievement by ensuring that 

strong leaders are considered for 

principal roles.  This is one of the 

first steps before a candidate is 

eligible to apply for a principal 

position.  In 2013, the process was 

aligned explicitly to the Quality 

Review Rubric. 

 

High-quality reports 

about potential principal 

candidates  

 

Advanced 

Leadership 

Institute (ALI) 

Office of Leadership The New York City Department of 

Education's (DOE) Advanced 

Leadership Institute (ALI), in 

partnership with Baruch College, is 

a one-year leadership development 

program for high-performing 

principals, network, cluster, or 

central leaders. Taught by current 

DOE leaders, ALI combines theory 

with clinically-rich learning 

experiences to develop the 

knowledge, skills, and aptitudes 

necessary to effectively lead at the 

systems-level. Participants 

accepted into ALI will be eligible 

for a 60% reduction of SDL tuition 

fees through Baruch College. 

Those who meet and demonstrate 

success will receive a certificate of 

completion from the DOE and be 

considered for New York State 

(NYS) School District Leader 

(SDL) certification. Candidates 

who already hold School District 

Leader (SDL) certification are also 

eligible to apply. 

 

Approximately 30 

candidates for the 2015-

16 school year 
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Chancellors 

Fellowship 

Office of Leadership The Chancellor’s Fellowship is a 

leadership development 

opportunity for top talent at the 

New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE). The 

program is designed for 

exemplary principals and central 

leaders who are committed to 

public education and have a 

proven record of success. The 

Fellowship provides tangible 

tools and non-monetary rewards 

to our 'best and brightest' 

including professional 

development; executive coaching, 

career guidance and a network of 

peers and alumni.  The 

Chancellor’s Fellowship is a 

highly selective program for up to 

twelve participants. Chancellor’s 

Fellows will be trained and 

provided opportunities in six 

competency categories that 

collectively define what it takes 

to be an effective system-level 

leader. Each Chancellor’s Fellow 

will also receive a 360-degree 

review and five hours of 

executive coaching. 

 

20 participants per 

calendar year 

Teacher Career 

Pathways 

Program 

Office of Teacher 

Recruitment and 

Quality 

In the classroom for half of the 

day, Peer Collaborative Teachers 

(PCTs), formerly known as Lead 

Teachers, create model classrooms 

to demonstrate best practices and 

try out new curriculum and 

pedagogical strategies.  PCTs 

spend the remainder of their time 

coaching peers, co-teaching, and 

facilitating teacher teams. Model 

Teachers create laboratory 

classrooms and share best practices 

with colleagues.  Master Teachers 

play a school-wide role in driving 

instructional initiatives. They may 

also work as a leader coaching 

other teachers across schools.  

SY14-15: 225 PCTs (140 

schools); SY15-16 

numbers not finalized yet 
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   
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A. District Overview 
The LEA must demonstrate a commitment to success in the turnaround of its lowest achieving schools and the 
capacity to implement the model proposed.  The district overview must contain the following elements:   

i. Describe the district motivation/intention as well as the theories of action guiding key district strategies to 
support its lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for college 
and careers. 

ii. Provide a clear and cogent district approach and set of actions in supporting the turnaround of its lowest 
achieving schools and its desired impact on Priority Schools.  

iii. Describe the evidence of district readiness to build upon its current strengths and identify opportunities 
for system-wide improvement in its Priority Schools.  

 

Under the leadership of Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña, the New York City Department of 

Education (NYCDOE) is fundamentally changing the way in which it partners with and provides 

support to schools, and holds everyone in the system accountable for results.  The NYCDOE 

created Strong Schools, Strong Communities (see plan here), which outlines the 

motivation/intention and theories of action guiding NYCDOE strategies to support the lowest 

achieving schools and ensure that all students graduate high school ready for college and careers.  

The plan describes a new approach to supporting New York City’s public schools and all of our 

students, which consists of three key components: 

 

1. The Framework for Great Schools – a roadmap to school improvement for school leaders 

2. School Quality Reports that give schools and families well-rounded and actionable 

information about school performance 

3. A streamlined system to deliver customized support to schools 

 

The Framework for Great Schools provides the NYCDOE approach in supporting the turnaround 

of our lowest achieving schools and ensuring that all students graduate high school ready for 

college and careers.  There are six essential interconnected elements of the framework which are 

the foundation for our approach: 

 

1. Rigorous instruction: Classes are driven by high educational standards and engage 

students by emphasizing the application of knowledge.  

2. Collaborative Teachers: The staff is committed to the school, receives strong 

professional development, and works together to improve the school.  

3. Supportive Environment: The school is safe and orderly. Teachers have high 

expectations for students. Students are socially and emotionally supported by their 

teachers and peers.  

4. Strong Family-Community Ties: The entire school staff builds strong relationships with 

families and communities to support learning.  

5. Effective Leaders: The principal and other school leaders work with fellow teachers and 

school staff, families, and students to implement a clear and strategic vision for school 

success.  

6. Trust: The entire school community works to establish and maintain trusting 

relationships that will enable students, families, teachers, and principals to take the risks 

necessary to mount ambitious improvement efforts.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/C955EF12-EBBC-4B41-AF8D-20597C55DF0C/0/StrongSchoolsStrongCommunities_NYCDOE.pdf
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The NYCDOE School Renewal Program was recently created for the most struggling schools, 

including Priority Schools.  All of the schools for which the NYCDOE is applying for the School 

Improvement Grant (SIG) Cohort 6 opportunity are Renewal Schools.  The School Renewal 

Program provides a more targeted approach for school improvement, and demonstrates the 

readiness of the NYCDOE to build upon current strengths and identify further opportunities for 

improvement.  The NYCDOE is working intensively with each Renewal School community over 

three years, setting clear goals and holding each school community accountable for rapid 

improvement.  More information about the School Renewal Program is here.   

 

Renewal Schools are transforming into Community Schools as the New York City Community 

Schools Initiative is a central element of Mayor Bill de Blasio’s vision to re-imagine the City’s 

school system; this direction is aligned with the New York State Education Department 

(NYSED) state-determined SIG model: the Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School 

Design, the model selected for NYCDOE SIG Cohort 6 applications.  Community Schools are 

neighborhood hubs where students receive high-quality academic instruction, families can access 

social services, and communities congregate to share resources and address common challenges.  

The Mayor has pledged to create more than 100 Community Schools over the next several years, 

including this school.  More information on the Community Schools Initiative is here.   

 

This SIG plan is based on the school’s unique Renewal Schools Comprehensive Education Plan 

(RSCEP), which was crafted this past spring based on needs assessments for each school and 

includes a Community School description along with SCEP required information.  NYCDOE 

Renewal Schools will be transformed into Community Schools, have an additional hour of 

instruction each day, increase professional development in key areas like student writing, and 

launch a summer learning program – with concrete targets in student achievement.  This SIG 

plan will support key improvement strategies in the Renewal School. 

 

Another strength of the NYCDOE includes control of the schools under the Chancellor and 

Mayor, which ultimately has given more independence to principals.  One of the most important 

reforms has been giving principals control over hiring and budget decisions.  An opportunity for 

improvement, however, is that while some principals were able to use this autonomy to drive 

achievement in their schools, others struggled without direction on how to improve, particularly 

in struggling schools.  Moving forward, each NYCDOE Community and High School 

Superintendent will be responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed 

and hold school leaders accountable for results.  Superintendents will utilize a school’s 

performance data, the Framework for Great Schools, and the professional judgment they have 

gained through experience to raise student achievement in struggling schools.  

 

The Mayor, Chancellor, and NYCDOE leadership will closely monitor Renewal School progress 

via regular data reports and frequent visits to the school.  Renewal Schools have at most three 

years to show significant improvement before the NYCDOE considers restructuring the school.  

If the school fails to meet benchmarks each year, or the Superintendent loses confidence in the 

school leadership, the Superintendent will make the changes necessary to ensure that each child 

in the school has a high-quality education.  Such changes may include school 

consolidation/merger or closure.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/RenewalSchool
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/index.page
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The NYCDOE is monitoring schools with low student enrollment for possible 

consolidations/mergers.  By the end of the 2014-15 school year, proposals to consolidate four 

low enrollment schools were announced for proposal to the Panel on Educational Policy (PEP) in 

fall 2015.  In addition, there are other schools that could benefit from consolidation, and school 

leaders are working closely with their communities and Superintendents with the intention of 

aligning resources and building consensus for consolidation.  We anticipate making further 

announcements this fall if there are viable school redesigns, which may include SIG Cohort 6 

schools.  Our budget requests for schools with currently less than a 200 student enrollment 

reflect a reduced amount for school year 2015-16 as we took into consideration the relatively low 

student enrollment.  We believe that our school redesign efforts will ultimately provide a much 

richer educational experience for our students.   

 

B. Operational Autonomies 
The LEA must provide operational autonomies for Priority Schools in exchange for greater accountability for 
performance results in the following areas: 1) staffing; 2) school-based budgeting; 3) use of time during and after 
school; 4) program selection; and 5) educational partner selection. In addition to providing quality responses to 
each element requested in this section of the Project Narrative, the Priority School must have school-level 
autonomy in at least two of these areas for an acceptable rating in this category. Applications that provide quality 
responses and that are granted anywhere from 3 to 5 of these autonomies will receive a rating of exemplary for 
this category. The LEA must respond to each of the following:   

i. Describe the operational autonomies the LEA has created for the Priority School in this application. 
Articulate how these autonomies are different and unique from those of the other schools within the 
district and what accountability measures the district has put in place in exchange for these autonomies.  

ii. Provide as evidence formally adopted Board of Education policies and/or procedures for providing the 
school the appropriate autonomy, operating flexibility, resources, and support to reduce barriers and 
overly burdensome compliance requirements.  

iii. Submit as additional evidence, supporting labor-management documentation such as formally executed 
thin-contracts or election-to-work agreements, or school-based options, that state the conditions for 
work that match the design needs of Priority School. 

 

As a Renewal School, the school is provided increased supports for increased accountability for 

performance results. Key elements of the School Renewal Program are: 

 

 Transforming Renewal Schools into Community Schools 

 Creating expanded learning time 

 Supplying resources and supports to ensure effective school leadership and rigorous 

instruction with collaborative teachers 

 Underperforming schools will undergo needs assessments in six elements of the 

Framework for Great Schools to identify key areas for additional resources 

 Bringing increased oversight and accountability including strict goals and clear 

consequences for schools that do not meet them 

 

Budgeting: A budget for the school is based on the Fair Student Funding (FSF) formula. Funding 

follows each student to the school that he or she attends based on student grade level, with 

additional dollars based on need (academic intervention, English Language Learners, special 
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education, high school program).  Recently the NYCDOE committed $60 million in additional 

funding to ensure that struggling schools have the resources they need to succeed. Renewal 

Schools will be brought to 100 percent of their FSF recommendation within two years.  Also as a 

Priority School, the school receives funding through Title I allocations to support its goals 

outlined in its school improvement plan as a struggling school.  Priority Schools select to use this 

funding towards identified areas of need, for example expanding learning time.  Priority Schools 

may also receive School Achievement Funding from the NYCDOE to improve instructional 

programs.   

A description of Fair Student Funding, which can be used at principal discretion, is posted here.  

A description of School Achievement Funding can be found here.  The Priority School receives 

funding in its budget to use flexibly and an additional funding allocation to support its school 

improvement activities, documented in a NYCDOE procedure known as a School Allocation 

Memorandum (SAM).  The Priority and Focus Schools SAM for school year 2014-15 is posted 

here and is also attached.   

 

Staffing: Renewal School principals select staff to fill vacancies.  Principal staffing actions 

include additional pay for certified staff for expanded learning as required by NYSED as a 

Priority School.  Schools participate in NYCDOE teacher leadership programs to support the 

retention and development of expert teachers at their school.  The NYCDOE provides 

organizational assistance to Priority Schools.  The Office of State/Federal Education Policy & 

School Improvement Programs is designated to work with Priority Schools to select and 

implement their whole school reform models and assist the schools with compliance 

requirements.  School Implementation Managers (SIMs) work with SIG schools on school 

improvement efforts and SIG compliance requirements.   

Renewal School principals and their leadership teams were targeted by NYCDOE central for 

ongoing consultation recruitment and retention needs as well as a series of trainings, workshops, 

and activities that are customized to fit the specific needs of the school.  Focus areas include 

recruitment and marketing to candidates, determining “right-fit” teachers, teacher selection, and 

supporting and retaining new and existing teachers.   

 

Through the 2014 teachers’ contract and subsequent amendments (see the attached UFT MOA) 

three new teacher leader roles were created.  All Renewal Schools had the opportunity to 

establish teacher leader roles with a designated funding allocation; below is additional 

information on three key new roles.  

 Model Teacher: Takes on additional responsibilities such as establishing a laboratory 

classroom; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instructional practices; reflecting 

on and debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

 Peer Collaborative Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the 

time to take on additional responsibilities to support the professional learning of their 

colleagues through peer coaching and intervisitation. 

 Master Teacher: Released from the classroom for a minimum of 20% of the time to take 

on additional responsibilities to support the entire school or across multiple schools; 

responsible for school-level progress.  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/funding/overview/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.pdf
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Teacher leaders are integral to the school improvement process as well as a way to retain high-

performing teachers, recruit and attract experienced educators, create opportunities for 

collaboration, and further develop and refine teacher practice. As one principal explained, 

“Having a distributed leadership structure in this school is not only effective for building 

effective teaching practices, but also for running a school. It makes my day and my job infinitely 

easier. One example is planning [professional learning time] on Mondays… it is a big task. 

Knowing that we have teacher leaders working with teachers who are putting forth things they 

would like to work on makes that time more effective and the teachers more invested.” 

 

Each school will receive up to $27,500 to fund a team of teacher leaders. The allocation will be 

issued through a SAM following the completion of the teacher leader selection and staffing 

cycle. The selection process is a joint UFT-NYCDOE designed and implemented process. In 

addition, only teachers rated Effective and Highly Effective are eligible to apply.  

 

Guidance provided by the NYCDOE includes that schools may use the allocation to fund one 

Peer Collaborative Teacher and two Model Teachers: 

 

 Schools where teacher leadership has been the most successful in building school culture 

have staffed more than one teacher leader role at their school – ideally a team of at least 

three.  Having more than one teacher leader at a school, formalizes teacher leadership to 

the rest of the staff and makes the work of the teacher leaders a larger part of the school 

culture. 

 

 Given that the Peer Collaborative Teacher has release time, they are well positioned to 

organize the teacher leadership team in a way that broadens the impact of the teacher 

leader team and increases the potential supports for other teachers in the school. The 

Model Teachers act as key partners in the work to support growth through sharing their 

classroom with other teachers in the building.   

 

Program selection: NYCDOE was among the first large urban school districts in the nation to 

recommend new high-quality Core Curriculum materials, with English Language Learner 

supports, for grades K-8 in ELA and math that align to the CCLS and promote the instructional 

shifts.  The NYCDOE conducted an extensive research and review process in order to identify 

high-quality Core Curriculum materials that align to the CCLS and promote the Common Core 

Instructional Shifts for ELA and Mathematics.  Additional information on NYCDOE and the 

Common Core may be found here.    

 

Each Renewal School participated in a needs assessment, which included the Surveys of Enacted 

Curriculum (SEC), a research-based, nationally validated set of online surveys that align teacher-

reported data on ELA and mathematics instruction against the Common Core standards.  The 

SEC is used as one set of data to help inform the school how what is happening in the 

classroom—the enacted curriculum—compares to the written curriculum and tested curriculum, 

including state assessments.  It helps begin conversations about how to better align the three 

types of curricula.  Reports were provided to each school to inform their SIG Cohort 6 plan. 

   

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/5CC378E0-7EE7-4A11-A55B-EDD26552EE16/0/CommonCoreCurriculumSupports0528_v11.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/B501D8D1-5144-41D3-BDF6-85FAE159A938/0/ELLSupports_CC.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/ELA/default.htm
http://authoring.nycboe.net/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/CommonCoreClassroom/Mathematics/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/Standards/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/InstructionalShifts/default.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Academics/CommonCoreLibrary/About/NYSStandards/default.htm
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There are differentiated professional supports provided to Renewal Schools.  Teachers in K-8 

schools are provided professional development through the Teacher’s College Writing Project 

and the ReadyGen Independent Reading Initiative.  Teachers in high schools are provided with 

professional development through the WITsi (Writing is Thinking Through Strategic Inquiry) 

process, included in the school-level SIG plans.  Effective strategies for teaching expository 

writing will be taught explicitly up front and integrated into the strategic inquiry process.  The 

rationale for their central role is that they are high-leverage strategies that target struggling 

students’ deficiencies and that improve content knowledge, academic vocabulary, written 

language, oral language and reading comprehension simultaneously.  They also help teachers 

pinpoint what struggling students need and how to provide it.  The strategy is to begin (year 1) 

with a focus on the 9th grade and to focus on one additional grade each subsequent year (9th and 

10th in year 2; 9th through 11th in year 3).   
 
Schools are also selecting programs to improve school climate and safety with the goal of 

decreasing incident rates, suspension rates, and disruptive behavior, and an increase in teachers’ 

ability to manage challenging student behaviors and an increase in student academic 

achievement.  To help strengthen school communities and improve academic outcomes, staff 

members need support to understand and anticipate behavior issues before they escalate.  The 

Positive Learning Collaborative (PLC) is a joint initiative between the NYCDOE and teachers’ 

union, UFT, which provides intensive training and direct consultation to educators in order to 

develop the skills that prevent crises and help students focus on academic goals.  Information 

about PLCs will be shared with SIG Cohort 6 schools for consideration of implementation. 
 

Educational partner selection: As part of being a Renewal School and under the Community-

Oriented School Design model, the school has selected partnerships with community-based 

organizations (CBOs) that offer tailored whole-student supports, including mental health services 

and after school programs.  Principals have discretion over selecting educational partners, 

including those outlined in the SIG plan, that have been formally contracted by the NYCDOE 

after a vetting process.  The NYCDOE oversees a request for proposal process from 

organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school improvement.  

Accountability plans for the partner must be included based on annual evaluations of student 

progress in the Priority School.  If progress is not evident, then the work with the partner is 

discontinued. 

Educational partner selection from pre-qualified organizations is accomplished through the 

Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) procedure, which provides a streamlined process for 

schools to follow, posted below.  All RFPs are on the NYCDOE public website here.  Renewal 

Schools have selected from the following community-based organizations (CBOs) listed here.  

CBOs selected for SIG Cohort 6 applicant schools include Zone 26, Grand Street Settlement, 

Center for Supportive Schools, Phipps Neighborhood, Good Shepard Services, Fordham 

University, the Child Care Center of New York, Westhab, and El Puente.  More information 

about the chosen CBO is in Attachment Z.   

The MOUs submitted under the SIG Innovation Framework for each school and CBO outline 

their partnership.  The CBO selected is the lead partner in the SIG Innovation Framework 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DCP/KeyDocuments/MTACPQS.htm
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/communityschools/schools-and-partners/schools-and-partners.page
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Community-Oriented School Design.  The process for CBO selection involved the NYCDOE 

issuing a request for proposals to CBOs to partner with Renewal Schools.  Once the pool of 

CBOs was selected, School Leadership Teams (SLTs) were able to interview CBO 

representatives to determine fit with the school.  The SLT utilized a rubric that included 

questions on whether the CBO could support the vision of the school through understanding the 

student population and needs.  The CBO works in collaboration with the school principal, SLT, 

and the community school director assigned to the school to coordinate resources.     

Use of Time During and After School: The school has a variety of opportunities for changing the 

use of time during and after school.  NYCDOE Priority Schools are implementing an additional 

200 hours of Expanded Learning Time (ELT).  NYCDOE created guidance for schools to 

implement ELT called Guidelines for Implementing Expanded Learning Time at Priority 

Schools; see here.  The Priority School has the option to have ELT providers support students 

through extended learning time.   

All students in Renewal Schools will be given an opportunity for an additional hour of 

supplemental instruction each school day, beginning next school year; a separate budget 

allocation is provided for this purpose.  The approach is that at least one hour of ELT is offered 

to every student, known as the Renewal Hour.  Schools may offer both the Renewal Hour and 

other ELT programming.  In addition, the lead CBO has funds budgeted in their Community 

Schools contract to hire staff for the ELT initiative.  There are two basic models for the Renewal 

Hour: integration into the regular student school day or offering the ELT before or after the 

school day.  The attachment “Guidance for Use of Expanded Learning Time” outlines the 

options for the implementation of Expanded Learning Time that Renewal Schools in more detail.   

Schools can utilize a School-Based Option (SBO) to create flexible use of time.  The SBO 

process allows individual schools to modify certain provisions in the teachers’ union 

(UFT)/NYCDOE Collective Bargaining Agreement.  In the SBO process, the school community 

creates a plan for how to effectively implement extended learning time. The principal and 

school-based UFT chapter leader must agree to the proposed modification which is presented to 

school union members for vote.  Fifty-five percent of the UFT voting members must affirm the 

proposed SBO in order for it to pass.  The intent of the SBO process is to empower the school 

community on how to best make use of time before, during, and after school.  The SBO process 

is described in the NYCDOE/UFT Collective Bargaining Agreement on page 46 here and is also 

attached. 

C.  District Accountability and Support 
The LEA must have the organizational structures and functions in place at the district-level to provide quality 
oversight and support for its identified Priority Schools in the implementation of their SIG plans.  The LEA plan for 
accountability and support must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the manner by which the district ensures that all federal requirements of a school’s 
chosen model are fulfilled and continue to be fulfilled throughout the duration of the grant. 

ii. Identify specific senior leadership that will direct and coordinate district’s turnaround efforts and submit 
an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management structures at the district-level that are 
responsible for providing oversight and support to the LEA’s lowest achieving schools.  

http://intranet.nycboe.net/NR/rdonlyres/970DDA97-E393-433F-921B-39260BED7462/0/Acpolicypriorityelt.pdf
http://www.uft.org/files/contract_pdfs/teachers-contract-2007-2009.pdf
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iii. Describe in detail how the structures identified in “i” of this section function in a coordinated manner, to 
provide high quality accountability and support. Describe and discuss the specific cycle of planning, action, 
evaluation, feedback, and adaptation between the district and the school leadership.  This response 
should be very specific about the type, nature, and frequency of interaction between the district 
personnel with school leadership and identified external partner organizations in this specific Priority 
School application.  

iv. For each planned interaction, provide a timeframe and identify the specific person responsible for 
delivery.  

 

The central Office of State/Federal Education Policy & School Improvement Programs 

(organizational chart attached) works to identify and monitor Priority School whole school 

reform model selection and SIG progress monitoring.  The School Implementation Manager 

(SIM) ensures SIG application development, implementation, and monitoring of the approved 

plan. Specific activities of the SIM include: 

 

 Review quantitative and qualitative data to assess student strengths and weaknesses; 

 Investigate root causes or contributing factors for low student achievement; 

 Align resources to maximize benefits to students; 

 Monitor plan implementation and make mid-course adjustments, as needed; and  

 Evaluate the impact of improvement interventions and external partners. 

Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña assumed leadership of the NYCDOE in January 2014.  Dr. 

Dorita Gibson is the Senior Deputy Chancellor and the Chancellor’s second in command 

overseeing all aspects of school support, Superintendents, support for struggling schools, District 

75 and 79 programs, and school communications.  Phil Weinberg is the Deputy Chancellor for 

Teaching and Learning overseeing professional development and curriculum, performance and 

accountability, Common Core and college-readiness initiatives, Career and Technical Education, 

and instructional support.  Attached is a copy of the NYCDOE senior leadership organizational 

chart which also includes leadership in Family Engagement, Operations, Students with 

Disabilities, and English Language Learners, all of which play an integral role in coordinating 

turnaround efforts.   

 

The NYCDOE is transitioning to a new school support structure now that will be in place and 

operational for the first day of school in September 2015.  The new approach to school support is 

guided by six critical principles: 

 

1) Clear lines of authority and accountability so all schools improve. 

2) Families have one place to call if they cannot resolve problems at the school. 

3) School leaders maintain the critical independence over budget and human resources they 

have had, so they can continue to drive improvement. 

4) Provide customized support so school leaders can focus on those improvement efforts 

most likely to boost achievement. 

5) Provide one-stop support to school leaders. 

6) Create equity in the system by providing more intensive support to schools that need it 

most.   
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The new school support structure consists of four major parts: 

 

1) Superintendent’s Offices: each Community and High School Superintendent will be 

responsible for providing schools with the resources they need to succeed and hold 

school leaders accountable for results 

2) Borough Field Support Centers: each of the seven geographically located Borough Field 

Support Centers will utilize a BOCES model (Board of Collaborative Educational 

Services) in the provision of support to schools.  An organizational chart is attached.   

3) Central Teams 

4) Affinity Groups, formerly called Partnership Support Organizations 

 

As Renewal Schools, under the direction of the Superintendent, the Principal Leadership 

Facilitators and Directors for School Renewal (DSRs) are the core drivers of school 

improvement and implementation for Renewal Schools within their district.  The DSR oversees 

and supervises the coordination and delivery of intensive supports to persistently low achieving 

schools. The DSR assists with needs-aligned instructional and operational supports to a number 

of underperforming schools, including professional development, intensive interventions, 

summer programming and extended learning opportunities, to ensure accelerated academic 

achievement for the schools served. Attached is a copy of the Renewal Schools Program 

organizational chart. 

 

DSRs work with Renewal Schools to coordinate all school improvement efforts; SIMs work in 

collaboration with DSRs on SIG requirements.  Community School Directors (CSDs) are 

assigned to each Renewal School to coordinate resources at the school-level with the CBO and 

school.  The attached “Stages of Development in a NYC Community School” provides a rubric 

for schools to move from exploring to excelling in the features of a community school.  Staff are 

held accountable through performance reviews and grant monitoring.  External partner 

organizations working with Priority Schools are evaluated by schools and the NYCDOE based 

on performance targets. Regular meetings take place with partners to ensure effectiveness, and 

through the SIG Innovation Framework Community-Oriented School Design the NYCDOE will 

convene all lead partners and school leaders as done with its School Innovation Fund (SIF) lead 

partners last year to share expectations of SIG and as a lead partner.   

 

Interactions with the Renewal School include weekly coaching visits to schools by DSRs and 

content specialist instructional coaches.  There are frequent observations with timely, accurate, 

and actionable feedback.  Superintendents provide professional development for school leaders 

through organizing bi-monthly, collaborative Principal meetings.  Superintendents also conduct 

school visits and provide feedback to school leaders.  Leadership coaches who are former 

successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School principals.  The Principal 

Leadership Coaches are invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of 

the feedback and next steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor 

ongoing progress; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent.   
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SIMs have a caseload of approximately a dozen schools implementing SIG Cohorts 2-6 and SIF.  

SIMs are in each of their schools at least twice per month, communicate with school teams on 

progress monitoring, and represent their schools to NYSED in the progress monitoring process.  

Benchmarks have already been set for the school through the RSCEP, which align to SIG 

benchmarks, and require an increased level of accountability. Using these measures, Renewal 

Schools will be further evaluated by their superintendent at the conclusion of each of the next 

two school years, in June 2016 and June 2017.   

 

One Renewal School benchmark of note is that of student attendance which is also reviewed by 

NYSED in SIG progress monitoring. This measure is required for all Renewal Schools as it is a 

key indicator of schools’ progress. NYCDOE had 81 schools implementing SIG and SIF grants 

in school year 2014-15 and participated in U.S. Department of Education SIG monitoring of 

NYSED to outline its SIG development, implementation, and monitoring process.  SIG Cohort 6 

school plans outline strategies that will lead to successful outcomes in the leading indicators that 

are measured in NYSED SIG monitoring, including improvements in the areas of student 

attendance, teacher attendance, discipline referrals, ELT opportunities, and academic data.     

 

In November 2014, NYCDOE released two new school quality reports, which present 

information about the school’s practices, learning environment, and performance results.  

The School Quality Snapshot is designed specifically for families, and provides a concise 

summary of each school’s practices, environment, and performance.  The School Quality 

Guide is a more detailed report with additional information, including multiple years of data to 

show the school’s progress over time. The Guide also sets rigorous and realistic targets that are 

based on the historical performance of schools with similar populations and the city as a whole 

for schools in areas including student achievement, student progress, and college and career 

readiness. 

Each Renewal School was provided a menu from which they chose leading indicators and 

student achievement benchmarks.  Generally the targets included in the NYCDOE High School 

and Elementary/Middle School Quality Guides were used as the basis for setting these 

benchmarks.  The attached shows samples from the benchmarks menus provided 1) for an 

elementary/middle school and 2) for a high school.  The guidelines for choosing benchmarks are 

similar; the leading indicators and student achievement benchmarks are different based on the 

school grade level. 

 

Schools began receiving new data tools this year to help them track student progress and school 

improvement.  The Progress to Graduation Tracker provides high schools and transfer high 

schools with credit and Regents data to more easily track individual students’ progress toward 

graduation. The Tracker is updated on a daily basis so that educators can use the most up-to-date 

information possible when identifying students who may be in need of additional supports and 

interventions to help them succeed.  The School Performance Data Explorer allows elementary, 

middle and high schools to easily search, sort, and monitor metrics for current students across 

subgroups and overtime. The tool includes information on how former students are doing 

academically since they have left the school.  By allowing educators to examine both whole-

school and individual-student metrics and trends, the Data Explorer is meant to help schools 

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/F594D93F-393D-4D67-A5F6-EB1076B1CF94/0/EducatorGuideHS1202015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/BF3F9933-10BA-4847-9A02-62D1D8D2F513/0/EducatorGuideEMS172015.pdf
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better identify and support struggling students earlier than ever before, identify and address 

performance trends at their school, and track current and former students’ progress over time. 

The following chart summarizes the interactions, timeframe, and persons responsible that are 

discussed in this section: 

Planned School Improvement Interaction Timeframe Person Responsible 

Professional development for school leaders. 

School visits & feedback for school leaders. 

 

Bi-monthly 

collaborative 

Principal meetings   

On-site school visits   

 

Superintendent 

Professional support to implement feedback 

provided by the Superintendent. 

Monitor progress and help to make adjustments 

when necessary. 

On-going Principal Leadership 

Facilitator (PLF) 

Supervises the coordination and delivery of 

multiple supports from NYCDOE. 

Provides instructional and operational support 

for schools. 

Supports professional development needs of the 

school. 

Supports interventions, summer programming 

and extended learning opportunities for schools.  

Provides content coaching and classroom 

observations and feedback. 

Weekly visits to 

School 

Director for School 

Renewal  (DSR) 

Coordinate resources at the school-level with 

the CBO and school. 

On-site daily  Community School 

Director (CSD) 

Support and monitors SIG implementation. 

Coordinate with Superintendent teams on 

school improvement initiatives for SIG 

Bi-monthly on site 

visits 

School 

Implementation 

Manager (SIM) 
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D. Teacher and Leader Pipeline 
The LEA must have a clear understanding of the type and nature of teachers and leaders that are needed to create 
dramatic improvement in its lowest-achieving schools. In addition, the LEA must have a coherent set of goals and 
actions that lead to the successful recruitment, training, and retention of teachers and leaders who are effective in 
low-achieving schools. The LEA’s plan must include each of the following elements:  

i. Identify and describe recruitment goals and strategies for high poverty and high minority schools to 
ensure that students in those schools have equal access to high-quality leaders and teachers.  

ii. Describe the district processes for altering hiring procedures and budget timelines to ensure that the 
appropriate number and types of teachers and principals can be recruited and hired in time to bring 
schools through dramatic change. 

iii. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of leaders to be 
successful in leading dramatic change in low-achieving schools. In addition, describe how these programs 
are aligned to the implementation of the specific model chosen (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, 
Innovation Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention). Provide a history of these or 
similarly purposed programs in the district, how they are or have been funded, and identify whether the 
school principals chosen to lead the new school designs proposed in this application have emerged as a 
direct result of these programs. Please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective 
leader development.* 

iv. Identify and describe any district-wide training programs designed to build the capacity of teachers to be 
effective specifically in low-achieving schools. Provide a history of these programs in the district, how they 
are or have been funded, and identify whether the instructional staff chosen for the new school designs 
proposed in this application have emerged as a direct result of these programs. If the programs are newly 
proposed, please identify the goals in terms of quantity and quality of effective teacher development.* 

v. Identify in chart form, the district-offered training events for items “iii & iv” above, scheduled during the 
year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016). For each planned event, identify 
the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the desired measurable outcomes, and the 
method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide a rationale for each planned event and 
why it will be critical to the successful implementation of the SIG plan.  
 

*The district-wide training and professional development programs to be identified in this section are those that 
are offered by the district to a group or cluster of like schools (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention) and/or to cohorts of teachers and leaders who will 
serve in them (e.g., training for turnaround leaders; training for teachers who need to accelerate learning in 
Priority Schools where students are several levels below proficiency; training for school climate and culture in 
Priority Schools, etc.). NYSED’s Strengthening Teacher and Leader Effectiveness (STLE) grant may provide suitable 
examples of the types of training and professional development expected in this section.  See 
https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice. School-specific and embedded training and professional-
development should be detailed in Section II. I.  

The NYCDOE believes in its talent: the teachers, school leaders, and other personnel who work 

with our city’s 1.1 million students.  The mission of the Office of Leadership is to build and 

sustain a leadership pipeline that yields high-quality leaders at all levels of the system, 

including teacher leaders, assistant principals, principals, and systems-level leaders.  The 

pipeline structure has systemic supports and effective leadership development programs at each 

stage to identify and cultivate: 

1. Strong teachers to meet the citywide instructional expectations and move into more 

formal teacher leadership development programs; 

2. Effective teacher leaders and assistant principals to move into principal pipeline 

programs and then into principal positions; 

https://www.engageny.org/resource/improving-practice
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/default.htm
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3. Quality support for novice principals; and  

4. Opportunities for experienced principals to mentor aspiring leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE seeks to ensure that every student has the opportunity to learn from a high-quality 

educator in a school with a strong school leader, particularly in Priority Schools where the need 

is great.  To accomplish this goal, we developed a pipeline of expert teachers and leaders and 

provide them with targeted support.  To increase the number of candidates who are well-

prepared to become principals, we have strengthened our principal preparation programs.  

Simultaneously, we have shifted our focus toward identifying talented educators and nurturing 

their leadership skills while they remain in teacher leadership roles.  Our theory of action is that 

if we invest in providing job-embedded leadership development opportunities for our most 

promising emerging leaders and supporting our strongest current leaders to build leadership 

capacity in others, then we will build a leadership pipeline that is more cost-effective and 

sustainable, and produces more high quality next-level leaders. 

 

The NYCDOE created the Principal Candidate Pool selection process to make clear the 

expectations for principals in the recruitment process. The process is used to discern all 

candidates’ readiness for the position of principal and ability to impact student achievement.  

The NYCDOE has launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in 

order to meet the following objectives:  

 Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the 

expectations to which principals will be held accountable under 3012-c.  

 Offer participants an opportunity to receive high-quality professional development 

about the NYCDOE’s expectations of principals.  

 Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic 

placement hiring decisions related to principals. 

To recruit expert teachers, NYCDOE creates a diverse candidate pool.  For subject-shortage 

areas in which there are not enough traditionally-certified teachers to meet the needs of schools, 

we developed alternative-certification programs such as the New York City Teaching Fellows, 

which draws skilled professionals and recent college graduates to teach in high-need schools.  

Begun in 2000, since then the program has provided schools with more than 17,000 teachers.  In 

addition to the NYC Teaching Fellows program, the NYCDOE has created an innovative 

residency program called the NYC Teaching Collaborative that recruits and trains a cohort of 50 

new teachers annually through a practice-based teacher training model in hard-to-staff schools. 

This program is modeled after the nationally known program run by AUSL in Chicago. 

Additionally, the NYCDOE recruits annually a cohort of new hires that have been identified as 

top tier recruits to fill positions in struggling schools called the “Select Recruits” program. 

 

The NYCDOE created teacher recruitment initiatives to build a pipeline of teachers prepared to 

turnaround the performance of our lowest-performing schools and teacher leadership programs 

for experienced educators to support professional development in their schools.  In June 2014 the 

NYCDOE and UFT negotiated a set of teacher leadership positions and those positions have 

been focused in a subset of schools to serve as a vehicle to attract new talent to struggling 

schools and create leadership opportunities for current teachers on staff. In spring 2015 a cohort 
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of school participated in a foundational teacher leadership professional learning series that 

oriented teachers to the new positions and provided opportunities for foundational skill 

development in key teacher leadership skills.  The NYCDOE also leverages the state-funded 

Teachers of Tomorrow grant to provide recruitment and retention incentives for teachers to work 

in our highest-need schools.   

 

To support schools in recruiting and retaining this new talent at the school level, the DOE 

produces annual “Smart Retention” reports which create a picture of a school’s history in 

retaining talent year over year. Alongside the report, NYCDOE offers coaching in recruitment 

and retention strategies for a subset of identified schools.  Each year the NYCDOE sets hiring 

policies to ensure that teachers and principals can be recruited and placed into our schools.  

Principals are typically in place in schools by July before the start of the next school year to 

begin year-long planning and school improvement efforts and teachers in place by September.  

Once selected, principals are empowered to make certain staffing decisions for their schools.  

Schools receive their budgets for the new fiscal year by June.   

 

Annual hiring exceptions are set to ensure that hard-to-staff schools are staffed appropriately.  

These exceptions are made on the basis of the following factors: hard to staff subject areas, 

geographic districts, and grade level (elementary, middle, high).  The timeline allows school 

leaders the ability to plan for any staffing needs or adjustments in concert with the citywide 

hiring process which begins in the spring and continues into the summer. 

 

The NYCDOE creates and collaborates with partners on principal training programs to build a 

pipeline of principals with the ability to drive teaching quality and student achievement district-

wide, particularly in schools with the greatest need.  Our principal preparation programs share 

the following characteristics: 1) a carefully-developed recruitment process to screen for highly 

qualified participants, 2) required completion of a practical residency period, and 3) projects 

capturing evidence of impact on leadership development and student gains.  The NYCDOE is 

now committed to hiring principals with at least seven years of education experience.  LEAP, 

launched in 2009, is a rigorous 12-month on-the-job program.  LEAP develops school leaders 

within their existing school environments and creates opportunities to harness existing 

relationships including those with current principals and school communities.  The LEAP 

curriculum differentiates learning based on individual needs and is aligned with the NYCDOE’s 

instructional initiatives and the CCLS.   

 

Leadership coaches who are former successful principals have been assigned to Renewal School 

Principals that are leading high schools. The DSRs collaborate closely with the ELI Principal 

Leadership Coaches and Leadership Academy coaches. The Principal Leadership Coaches are 

invited to school visits and debriefs to help support implementation of the feedback and next 

steps given; they meet regularly with DSRs and Principals to monitor the ongoing progress of the 

Renewal efforts; they observe classroom instruction with the DSR and Principal to ensure a 

common, calibrated language around instruction and feedback; and they attend Renewal 

Initiative meetings facilitated by the Superintendent to stay apprised of all the initiatives.   
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K-8 Renewal School principals are provided professional development and support through the 

School Renewal Principal Learning Community, which meets five times per year around 

thematically organized sessions designed to engage school leaders in their own professional 

learning.  The sessions also involve guest speakers and experts in the field.  Renewal Principals 

Study Groups are led by a panel of advisory principals and focus on developing leadership 

expertise in one or more of the following areas: budgeting, data analysis, curriculum and 

instruction, parent engagement and rebranding which involves re-visiting the mission and vision.  

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the principal chosen to lead the school design.   

 

The NYCDOE believes that to support teachers in their growth and development, it is important 

to have a common language and understanding of what quality teaching looks like.  We have 

invested significant resources into beginning the work of developing principals’ and teachers’ 

understanding of Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, while training principals to do 

more frequent cycles of classroom observations and feedback.  Resources to begin this work are 

provided to principals and educators in a number of ways: central and school-based professional 

development opportunities, online courses, and Teacher Evaluation and Development Coaches 

(TDECs) who work across multiple schools within their district.  In addition, the NYCDOE has 

developed district-wide training programs to build the capacity of specific groups of teachers, 

including new teachers, teacher leaders, and teachers that work with special populations.  

As of July 1, 2015, the NYCDOE Talent Coach and MOSL Specialist positions have been 

combined to create a new role: the Teacher Development and Evaluation Coach (TDEC). TDECs 

are supervised by superintendents and as such support school leaders throughout their district 

with Advance, NYCDOE’s teacher development and evaluation system. Teacher Development 

and Evaluation Coaches (TDECs) collaborate with and support instructional leaders in 

using Advance to assess teacher practice, utilize measures of student learning to assess teacher 

effectiveness, and deliver high-quality developmental feedback to improve teacher effectiveness 

and student learning. Coaches also inform central efforts to develop and refine systems, research 

tools and program policies that support school leaders across New York City in providing 

meaningful evaluations and targeted professional development to teachers.  

New teachers who work in low-achieving schools are provided differentiated levels of support, 

depending on their pathway to teaching.  The New York City Teaching Collaborative offers a 

subsidized Master’s degree program and focuses on supporting our highest-need schools, 

provides intensive training and school placement during the spring, with ongoing mentoring and 

training throughout the fall. 

 

Several district-wide training programs are also available for teacher leaders who work in low-

achieving schools.  We are looking to improve the teacher leadership programs that we offer and 

are now working to create career ladders for teachers.  All of the programs have developed 

continuous feedback loops (surveys, focus groups, school-based visits) to ensure that 

professional development is effectively being delivered and meeting the needs of new teachers 

and teacher leaders.  Current programs that exist include the Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) 

Program, the three new identified teacher leadership positions, and the Learning Partners 

Program which allow teachers to stay in the classroom while collaborating with colleagues 
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within and across schools.  Professional development is also offered through collaboration with 

the UFT Teacher Center.  More information about teacher career pathways is here.   

 

A chart is included as an attachment on NYCDOE trainings offered, and additional information 

is included as an attachment as “Programs and Partnerships 2015.” 

 

E. External Partner Recruitment, Screening, and Matching 
The LEA must have a rigorous process for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, and evaluating partner 
organizations that provide critical services to Priority Schools.  

i. Describe the rigorous process and formal LEA mechanisms for identifying, screening, selecting, matching, 
and evaluating external partner organizations that are providing support to this Priority school.  

ii. Describe the LEA processes for procurement and budget timelines (and/or any modifications to standard 
processes) that will ensure this Priority School will have access to effective external partner support prior 
to or directly at the start of the year-one pre-implementation period and subsequent implementation 
periods.  

iii. Describe the role of the district and the role of the school principal in terms of identifying, screening, 
selecting, matching, and evaluating partner organizations supporting this school. Describe the level of 
choice that the school principal has in terms of the educational partners available and how those options 
are accessible in a timeline that matches the preparation and start-up of the new school year.  

iv. If the model chosen is Restart, the LEA/school must describe in detail the rigorous review process that 
includes a determination by the LEA that the selected CMO or EMO is likely to produce strong results for 
the school.  See federal definition of ‘strong results’ at http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html. 
Federal Register, vol. 80, no. 26, pg. 7242.  

 

To identify, screen, select, match, and evaluate external partner organizations, the NYCDOE 

uses a Pre-Qualified Solicitation (PQS) process.  PQS is an ongoing open call-for-proposals 

process by which the NYCDOE selects potential partners. Each partner undergoes a screening 

process, which includes a proposal evaluation by a committee of three program experts who 

independently evaluate partner proposals in terms of project narrative, organizational capacity, 

qualifications and experience, and pricing level.  The result is a pool of highly-qualified partner 

organizations which are approved and fully contracted.  The Priority School is then able to select 

services from any of the pre-qualified external partner organizations by soliciting proposals and 

choosing the best fit according to its needs.  If a principal is interested in a specific partner that 

has not already been approved, then she/he can recommend that the partner engage in the 

qualification process with the NYCDOE.   

 

In addition, the NYCDOE uses a specific solicitation process called Whole School Reform, 

which seeks proposals from organizations experienced in working with schools in need of school 

intervention.  The goal is for the partners to support the school to build capacity and enable the 

school to continue improvement efforts on its own.  Partner proposals must offer a variety of 

methods and strategies grounded in best practices to achieve substantial gains.  Potential partners 

provide accountability plans that include annual evaluations on student achievement progress 

and the process for enabling schools to continue the reform efforts beyond the contract period, 

along with at least three references from current or past client schools.  Once partner proposals 

are reviewed by the evaluation committee and recommended for approval, further due diligence 

is done before formal recommendation for the Panel for Educational Policy for approval.  

Principals have discretion to select approved partners based on their scope of service needs.   

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherCareerPathways/default.htm
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/sif/index.html
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Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

the CBO that is providing support to this Priority School. The school-level plan for this Priority 

School describes the particular design framework proposed and the scope of the re-design, as 

well as our rationale for selecting the chosen external partner as a solution to address identified 

gaps. 

Priority Schools receive budget allocations for the new fiscal year by June, well in advance of 

the start of the new fiscal year in July and the start of the school year in September.  The 

NYCDOE budget process provides principals with ample time to secure external partner support 

through the above-mentioned systems.  Principals may secure services from a list of external 

partners that have already been thoroughly vetted by NYCDOE.  Individual principals create a 

scope of service and solicit proposals from partners based on their specific needs.  Once 

received, principals score proposals and award contracts to the most competitive and cost-

effective partners.  Priority Schools secure support from effective external Whole School Reform 

partners as early as May or June, well in advance of the year-one implementation period.   

 

The NYCDOE manages the initial process of screening potential partner organizations so that 

principals can focus on selecting partner organizations based on their budget and service needs.  

NYCDOE manages an ongoing call-for-proposals process for select categories of services to 

schools.  All proposals received by the NYCDOE must first be reviewed to determine if they 

meet all of the submission qualifications prescribed in the call for proposal.  Proposals meeting 

these requirements are evaluated and rated by a district-based evaluation committee. 

 

As needed, the NYCDOE may conduct site visits to verify information contained in a proposal 

and may require a potential partner to make a presentation on their services or submit additional 

written material in support of a proposal.  Once the NYCDOE recommends a vendor for award, 

the recommendation is reviewed by the Division of Contracts and Purchasing for approval and 

then the Panel for Educational Policy for review and final approval. 

 

Priority School principals are able to contract services from any of the approved pre-qualified 

educational partners by developing a specific scope of work, soliciting proposals using a user-

friendly online tool and choosing the most competitive partner according to their specific needs. 

Once school principals receive school budgets for the new fiscal year in June, they are able to 

begin negotiating with potential partners for services in the new school year. The process allows 

principals sufficient time to solicit vendors and establish contracts in time for the new school 

year and possible preparation activities during the summer. 

 

At the end of each school year, each school principal evaluates the services of the vendors – 

based on the objectives, proposed scope of services, and outcomes from the services – and 

determines whether to continue the partnership. Central staff assist the Priority School in 

evaluating the impact of chosen partners toward meeting the school’s improvement goals. 
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F. Enrollment and Retention Policies, Practices, and Strategies  

The LEA must have clear policies, practices, and strategies for managing student enrollment and retention to 
ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving disproportionately high numbers of students with disabilities, 
English-language learners, and students performing below proficiency.  

i. Identify and describe similarities and differences in the school enrollment of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency in this Priority School as compared with other schools within the district. 
Discuss the reasons why these similarities and differences exist.  

ii. Describe the district policies and practices that help to ensure SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below 
proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school programs across the district.  

iii. Describe specific strategies employed by the district to ensure that Priority schools in the district are not 
receiving or incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 
performing below proficiency.  

 

Please see Attachment Z: School-Level Information for District-Level Plan for information about 

this Priority School’s enrollment as compared with other schools. 

 

The NYCDOE operates a school choice-based system for students and families from Pre-

Kindergarten to high school.  In the past several years, the NYCDOE has worked to increase 

equitable access to high quality programs at all grade levels. All students, including students with 

disabilities, English Language Learners, and students performing below proficiency have access 

to all public schools as part of the choice-based enrollment system.  Students participating in Pre-

Kindergarten admissions can access NYCDOE district schools and New York City Early 

Education Centers (NYCEECs). The NYCDOE works to make as many pre-K programs as 

possible available to families. This year, families had the benefit of a new streamlined 

application process. This single application process allowed families to rank their options in 

order of preference, including both NYCDOE district schools and NYCEECs.  Students 

participating in Kindergarten admissions can access all elementary choice and zoned schools. 

Zoned schools give priority to students who live in the geographic zoned area. Choice schools 

are schools that do not have a zone and give priority to applicants based on sibling status, district 

of residence, and in some cases, other criteria.  The Kindergarten application process is a single 

application that allows parents to rank their school options in order of preference, including both 

zoned and choice schools.   

 

At the middle school level, families also may submit a single application that allows them to 

rank their school options in order of preference. Some community school districts maintain 

primarily zoned middle schools, which give priority to students in the geographic zone. Most 

districts also have choice schools which have admissions methods based on academic or artistic 

ability, language proficiency, demonstrated interest, or a lottery (unscreened).  At the high school 

level, approximately 75,000 students participate annually in a single application process that 

covers over 400 schools. The citywide choice process provides an opportunity for all participants 

to select up to 12 choices from across the five boroughs. The process consistently matches the 

majority of students to their top choice schools; for the previous five years, high school 

admissions has matched over 80% of students to one of their top five choices. Students may 

participate for both 9th grade and 10th grade admissions. 
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Since the 2012-13 school year, students with disabilities who have IEPs have benefited from 

improved access to zoned and choice schools. Rather than being assigned to a school based 

solely on availability of their recommended special education program, students with IEPs 

participated fully in the standard Kindergarten, middle school, and high school admissions 

process alongside their peers. This increased level of access will continue to scale up until the 

NYCDOE can ensure all students with disabilities have access to the schools they would 

otherwise attend if they did not have an IEP and, furthermore, that their special education 

programs, supports, and services be available in the schools to which they are matched.  

 

Throughout the 2013-14 and 2014-15 school years, the Division of Specialized Instruction and 

Student Support (DSISS) partnered with field-based school support teams and schools to 

proactively support students with disabilities in the following four areas: student engagement in 

rigorous curriculum with full access to community schools and classrooms, development and 

implementation of quality IEPs, infusing school-wide and individualized positive behavioral 

supports, and effective transition planning. For the 2015-16 school year, DSISS will continue 

this work. All stakeholders will continue to be responsible for ensuring students with disabilities 

are educated in the most appropriate, least restrictive environment.  To that end, through the 

NYCDOE’s special education reform work, schools will engage in professional learning 

opportunities that focus on the continued commitment to supporting all educators in their 

understanding and facility with learner variability, access to content, rigorous expectations, 

inclusion, and the essential knowledge and skills needed for students to be college and career 

ready.  Priorities for professional development are built on themes that reflect research- and 

evidence-based best practices and are fully integrated with the Common Core Learning 

Standards and Advance.  

 

The NYCDOE has begun to put in place policies and practices designed to ensure that Students 

with Disabilities (SWDs), English Language Learners (ELLs), and students performing below 

proficiency have increasing access to diverse and high quality school options across the district.  

Our current SWD and ELL policies and guidance not only support schools in focusing their 

programming practices around student needs, but also encourage schools to develop a deep 

knowledge and understanding of their students’ strengths, needs, and preferences in order to 

drive programmatic planning and/or shifts.  Schools are supported in expanding their continuum 

of services to provide differentiated and individualized levels of support rather than stand-alone 

special education programs, so that students may receive recommended services based on 

individual needs at their schools of choice. For ELLs specifically, the NYCDOE encourages 

families of eligible students to request a bilingual program in their schools, knowing that if there 

is sufficient interest then schools will create and sustain bilingual programs that benefit not only 

ELLs, but also students interested in learning a second language.  

In addition, for students with specific disabilities who may benefit from specialized instructional 

and/or social-emotional strategies, the NYCDOE continues to create and expand specialized 

programs in community schools and specialized schools. For SWDs, the NYCDOE has grown 

the number of District 75 (D75) specialized schools for students with disabilities, specialized 

programs in community schools for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) known as 

the ASD Nest Program and the ASD Horizon Program, specialized programs in community 

schools for students with intellectual disability or multiple disabilities know as Academic, 
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Career, and Essential Skills (ACES) Programs, and also Bilingual Special Education (BSE) 

Programs for ELLs with IEPs who are recommended for a special education program in their 

home/native language. Families of students with specific disabilities may also elect to enroll in 

their zoned school. 

District 75 provides citywide educational, vocational, and behavior support programs for 

students who are on the autism spectrum, have significant cognitive delays, are severely 

emotionally challenged, sensory impaired and/or multiply disabled at more than 310 sites.  

Specialized Programs in community schools (ASD Nest, ASD Horizon, ACES, and BSE 

Programs) are intended to increase access to community schools even further, for students with 

these specific disabilities for whom a District 75 school was historically more likely to be 

recommended.  The ASD Nest Program and ASD Horizon Program are two different programs 

in community schools that serve admitted students with a disability classification of autism. Each 

program is designed to develop students’ academic and social skills, but has different service 

delivery models and admissions criteria. The ASD Nest Program is primarily designed to support 

students with ASD who would benefit from intensive social skills development. As the result of 

significant growth in these programs, in 2014-15, a student on the autism spectrum was more 

than three times as likely (from 9% to 29%) to attend a community school than in 2007-8. This is 

especially significant given that over the same time period, the numbers of students classified as 

autistic has more than doubled, from 5,365 to 13,161 students. 

The NYCDOE offers a range of high-quality programs for students performing below 

proficiency.  The Office of Postsecondary Readiness works to support over-age and under-

credited students, students enrolled in Career and Technical Education programs and Black and 

Latino students.  The NYCDOE has Transfer Schools, which are small, academically rigorous, 

full-time high schools designated to re-engage students who have dropped out or who have fallen 

behind in credits.  CTE is delivered in two ways across the NYCDOE: at designated CTE high 

schools and CTE programs in other high schools.  CTE programs offered in high schools are 

developed in response to future employment opportunities and the potential for career growth 

in New York City. Currently, CTE programs are offered in fields ranging from aviation 

technology and culinary arts to emergency management and multimedia production.  

In addition to expanding access to high-quality school and program options for SWDs, ELLs, 

and students performing below proficiency, the NYCDOE is committed to supporting schools in 

meeting students’ unique learning needs.  The NYCDOE previously made modifications to the 

Fair Student Funding formula to provide weights, which provide additional funding, for students 

who require additional support in order to succeed, including weights for Academic Intervention 

Services (AIS), ELLs, and Special Education Services.  In 2011-12, the NYCDOE revised the 

funding methodology to provide additional weights to traditional high schools serving overage 

under-credited (OAUC) students.  Providing schools with additional funding for AIS and OAUC 

further supports students that are performing below proficiency. 

Meeting the needs of ELLs and SWDs is an area of special need in our schools. The UFT 

Teacher Center will support educators in SIG Cohort 6 schools through customized professional 

learning opportunities targeted to meet the unique needs of each school.  Three Teacher Center 

Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the school-based staff development 

committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, including ELLs and 
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SWDs.   
 

The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with Master/Peer 

Collaborative and Model Teachers and school-based site staff to: 

 Design customized professional development 

 Provide intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-

one coaching, in-classroom support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, 

classroom learning labs, study groups and work sessions, to impact student achievement 

 Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional decisions 

 Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional 

development, learning laboratories and study groups, etc. 

 Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning 

 

The NYCDOE employs specific strategies to ensure that Priority Schools are not receiving or 

incentivized to receive disproportionately high numbers of SWDs, ELLs, and students 

performing below proficiency.  One important strategy is the reform of the over-the-counter 

(OTC) process, which has been critical to managing disproportionately high enrollment of 

SWDs, ELLs, and students performing below proficiency in Priority Schools.  Each summer, the 

NYCDOE opens temporary registration centers across the city to assist families seeking 

placement or hardship transfers (primarily in high school grades) during the period before the 

start of school. Approximately 15,000 new or returning students are placed during this peak OTC 

period and many are higher-needs students. For the past several years, the NYCDOE has added 

seats to every high school’s OTC count.  As a result, the impact of OTC placements at low-

performing schools, including Priority Schools, was minimized, and there was an increase in 

student access to more programs.  

For fall 2015, the NYCDOE Chancellor has publicly committed to reducing OTC in Renewal 

Schools, including all the schools applying for SIG Cohort 6.  Additionally, in 2014-15, 

NYCDOE implemented a one-year elimination of OTC enrollment for the two State-identified 

Out of Time schools.  

Another important strategy is the NYCDOE enrollment “targets” for Students with Disabilities, 

in which elementary, middle, and high schools allot a percentage of their seats to SWDs, 

equivalent to the district or borough rate of SWDs. In 2014, students with recommendations of 

services for 20% or more of their day were included in these targets. This strategy has 

contributed to an impressive decline in the number of schools serve few SWDs. Between 2007-

08 and 2014-15, the percentage of schools that enroll SWDs at a rate of 10% or less has been cut 

in half, from 19% of schools in 2007-08 to just 9% of schools in 2014-15. 

Furthermore, to increase access to some of NYCDOE’s highest performing schools, NYCDOE 

has reduced the screening requirements for seats in selective programs that maintain unfilled 

seats. Typically, schools that have screened programs are allowed to rank students who meet that 

program’s admissions criteria, and only those students who are ranked may be matched to that 

school.  Since 2012, the NYCDOE has worked with screened schools to increase the number of 

SWDs ranked and matched to their programs. In situations where schools do not rank a sufficient 

number of SWDs, additional SWDs are matched to the unfilled seats in order to provide greater 
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access for these students to high-quality schools.  In its first year, this work resulted in 20 

programs placing approximately 900 additional students into academically screened seats that 

would have otherwise gone unfilled.  For students entering high school in 2013, the NYCDOE 

placed almost 1,300 students were placed into these programs. The NYCDOE will continue this 

work in the upcoming school year.  

 

The Public School Choice transfer process is another strategy that NYCDOE uses to help reduce 

the number of higher-needs, lower-performing students in Priority schools. Through Public 

School Choice, all students attending Priority schools are given the opportunity to transfer out of 

their current school and into a school that is “In Good Standing.”  Students submit an application 

in the spring listing their choices, and they receive an offer over the summer for the upcoming 

fall.  Lower-performing students and lower-income students are prioritized to receive an offer of 

their choosing.  Furthermore, the NYCDOE has slightly revised the process in recent years to 

make the following two changes: the lowest-performing students within Priority Schools are 

more accurately identified through the use of indicators beyond merely test scores (including a 

promotion-in-doubt indicator based on grades and an indicator for students in temporary 

housing); students attending Priority Schools are prioritized to receive an offer above students 

attending Focus Schools. In 2014, over 6,500 families applied for transfers through Public 

School Choice and over 4,500 students received an offer. 

 

G. District-level Labor and Management Consultation and Collaboration 
The LEA/school must fully and transparently consult and collaborate with recognized district leaders of the 
principals’ and teachers’ labor unions about district Priority Schools and the development and implementation of 
the plan proposed for this specific Priority School proposed in this application. The evidence of consultation and 
collaboration provided by the LEA must contain each of the following elements: 

i. Describe in detail the steps that have occurred to consult and collaborate in the development of the 
district and school-level implementation plans.   

ii. Complete the Consultation and Collaboration Form and submit with this application (Attachment A).  

 

The NYCDOE has consulted and collaborated with key stakeholders on the development of SIG 

Cohort 6 plans.  Application and NYCDOE-developed guidance materials were shared directly 

by staff with the parent leadership group, CPAC; the principals’ union, CSA; and the teachers’ 

union, UFT.  The engagement process with each group took place via meetings, phone calls, and 

emails about the applications.  School Leadership Team (SLT) meetings took place to discuss 

school plans, which includes the principal, parent representatives, and UFT school leadership. 

 

NYCDOE staff met with the Chancellor’s Parent Advisory Council (CPAC) in a full meeting on 

June 11 to discuss SIG Cohort 6.  CPAC is the group of parent leaders in the NYCDOE; it is 

comprised of presidents of the district presidents’ councils. The role of CPAC is to consult with 

the district presidents’ councils to identify concerns, trends, and policy issues, and it advises the 

Chancellor on NYCDOE policies.  NYCDOE staff met with UFT leadership on June 29 and 

engaged in multiple phone calls and emails with UFT regarding plan and overall school feedback 

subsequent to this meeting.  CSA was also consulted with via phone calls and emails.  All groups 

received district and school drafts for review and feedback.   
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The NYCDOE is committed to collaboration in its efforts to improve Renewal Schools.  Teacher 

leaders in particular are integral to the successful implementation of all other school 

improvement measures.  They serve as indispensable colleagues for school leaders, ensuring that 

the school community retains its most effective teachers, is supportive of all teachers’ growth, 

and increases student achievement.  School-level plans include information about faculty senates 

or other structures to promote shared school-based governance, responsibility, and collaboration 

in the interests of furthering the educational mission of each school.  Moreover, the success of 

these schools depends largely on developing in parents an ownership and leadership in schools. 

This means shifting the paradigm from parents as participants to parents as leaders and 

decision-makers who work hand-in-hand with school staff and CBOs.  Stakeholder 

collaboration will continue to be a focus for each SIG Cohort 6 school. 

In addition to the district-level Attachment A, NYCDOE asked that schools submit a school-

level Attachment A, the Consultation & Collaboration Documentation Form, in order to ensure 

consultation and collaboration took place on the school-level plans with staff and parent 

stakeholder groups.  Signatures include the school’s principal, parent group president, and UFT 

representative.  These school-level forms are also attached in addition to the required district-

level Attachment A.  The district-level form is signed by the president/leaders of the teachers’ 

union, principals’ union, and district parent body as of July 17 and July 20.  The individuals who 

signed are Michael Mulgrew, UFT President; Ernest Logan, CSA President; and Nancy 

Northrup, CPAC Co-Chair.   





II. School-level Plan – Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation Framework, 
Evidence-based and Early Learning Intervention 

A. Assessing the Needs of the School Systems, Structures, Policies, and Students  

The LEA/school must demonstrate a critical and honest assessment of structural/systems gaps and needs, as 
well as student achievement gaps and needs that are identified as the result of a systemic analysis process. 
The assessment of needs section must address each of the following elements:  

i. Use statistics and descriptive language, to describe the population of students the school serves, and 
the unique needs of sub-groups (e.g.: students with disabilities, English language learners, students 
from households that are eligible for free or reduced lunch, first-generation college-goers, and/or 
students traditionally underrepresented in college).   

ii. Describe the systematic in-depth diagnostic school review of the school conducted by the district, a 
Joint Intervention Team (JIT), Integrated Intervention Team (ITT), and/or related outside education 
experts to determine its existing capacity, strengths, and needs.  Include the means by which 
community and family input were included in this review  

iii. Describe the results of this systematic school review, including the existing capacity, strengths, and 
needs to dramatically improve student achievement. 

iv. Discuss how the LEA/school will prioritize these identified needs in the implementation of the SIG 
plan.  

 

School Community Information and Characteristics: Foundations Academy is a high school 

with 105 students from 9 through grade 12. The school population comprises 62% Black, 33% 

Hispanic, 2% Asian, and 1% White students. The student body includes 6% English language 

learners and 40% special education students. Boys account for 51% of the students enrolled and 

girls account for 49%. The average attendance rate for the school year 2013 - 2014 was 72.2%.  

The attendance rate YTD is 74.8%. 

 

We are a small liberal arts preparatory high school located in the Bedford Stuyvesant section of 

Brooklyn, providing a uniquely personalized high school experience.  Every student is known 

by name and all staff members regularly share information about student progress and student 

challenges.  As a small learning community we value each student for their unique identity and 

contribution they make to our school. 

 

The school is housed in a building shared with two other schools, including one Charter school. 

The building is situated between two conflicting and notoriously dangerous housing projects, 

with the area surrounding the school well-known for street violence and gang activity. In recent 

months the well-publicized shooting of two NYPD Officer occurred on the same corner as the 

school.  

 

Foundations Academy is a relatively low-enrollment Renewal School.  The NYCDOE is 

currently exploring options for redesigning Foundations Academy in the future to increase 

enrollment.  As a result of anticipated low student enrollment for school year 2015-16, we have 

requested a reduced budget amount for the school in year 1.  

  

Our Mission: Foundations Academy is a collaborative community of lifelong learners.  It is our 

mission to develop college-ready and career-focused citizens through an actively engaging, 

rigorous and disciplined curricula aligned with the Common Core Learning Standards.  

Empowering our students with 21st century skills will enable them to lead change in our local 

community and our nation. Through rigorous instruction, social-emotional support, and a 



collaborative environment we are building foundations for excellence for all learners. 

 

Instructional focus:  The focus promotes our core beliefs on how students learn best. We 

believe that if teachers demonstrate high expectations for all learners as evidenced by their 

implementation of appropriately scaffolded, cognitively engaging and meaningful tasks aligned 

to the Common Core Learning Standards then students will learn; as evidenced by quality 

student work products. To support our mission and instructional focus we have recently formed 

partnerships with Medgar Evers College, NYU and Hosh Kids. Each of these partnerships 

provide our students with an opportunity mindfully form their goals centered on college 

readiness.  

 

School Population: Our student population includes 30 students with individualized 

educational plans designed to ameliorate their specific disabilities.  Our student population also 

includes seven English-language learners.  10 of our students are living in temporary housing, 

and many students live in nontraditional home environments including, but not limited to single 

parents or guardians. The school has an even ratio of male to female students and over 95% are 

of African American or Hispanic ethnicity. The school predominantly serves low-income 

students and many come from the surrounding neighborhood, which has a high rate of crime.  

 

The school’s most recent School Quality Guide (see attached) indicates that Foundations 

Academy is “Not Meeting” its targets in any of the indicators measured as part of the City’s 

new accountability tool. The New York City Department of Education School Quality Guide is 

detailed report, replacing the system’s School Progress Report in 2014. The School Quality 

Guide includes both qualitative and quantitative information, including Student Progress, 

Student Achievement, and School Environment. The report provides multiple years of data, 

which sheds light on trends over time. The report also provides context for the school’s 

quantitative data by including comparisons to the performance of similar schools and all 

schools citywide. Schools are rated as Not Meeting Target, Approaching Target, Meeting 

Target and Exceeding Target. 

 

Additionally, the school has undergone a series of diagnostics reviews, including an IIT review 

(June 2014), a Quality Review (April 2015), a School Improvement Center at American 

Institutes for Research (AIR) assessment (May 2015). Subsequently, the engaged in an in-house 

administrative assessment and reflection to reflect on the capacity, strengths, and needs of our 

school which included meetings with our teachers as well as interviews with students and 

feedback from parents gathered at open school nights and form parent volunteers that 

participate in our school daily.  

 

Information from reviews has since been shared with parents at monthly SLT meetings and 

information sessions.   

 

Both the IIT review and Quality Review surfaced similar findings, and drew similar 

conclusions, which resulted in scores of Developing for each QR indicator and Tenet, with 

specific findings as follows: 

 

IIT Quality Review 



2.2 The school leader does not consistently 

ensure that the school community shares the 

SMART goals and school NYCDOE CSD 
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vision to address priorities outlined in the 

SCEP 

 

3.2 The school leader is beginning to ensure 

that teachers implement rigorous and 

coherent curricula aligned to the CCLS and 

adapted to meet the needs of students. 

 

4.2 Teachers do not ensure that instruction is 

organized around plans that address all 

student needs. 

 

5.2 The school leader is working with staff to 

develop systems to support student social and 

emotional developmental health. 

 

6.2 The school leader is beginning to ensure 

that communication with students and 

families fosters high 

expectations for student academic 

achievement 

 

4.2 Distributive leadership practices are 

developing to support leadership capacity-

building. The impact on teacher practice and 

student progress has yet to be realized.  

 

1.2 Class discussions reflect uneven levels of 

student thinking and participation. There are 

uneven levels of student engagement, 

thinking, and participation during lessons.  

 

1.1 Curricula and academic tasks 

inconsistently emphasize higher order skills 

and rigorous habits for all students. The 

school has not yet implemented demanding 

curricula that provide all students with access 

to rigorous tasks, across grades and subject 

areas, which promote college and career 

readiness for all learners.  

 

2.2 Teacher assessment practices 

inconsistently reflect the use of ongoing 

checks for understanding. The school’s 

developing assessment practices and 

inconsistencies in teachers’ use of assessment 

data, limit positive impact of assessment data 

on classroom instruction and students’ self-

assessment.  

 

3.4 Feedback and guidance supports are 

developing the level of detail needed to help 

students for the next level. All students do 

not yet consistently demonstrate awareness 

of a connection between the work they do in 

class and expectations for college and career 

readiness, as well as high expectations for 

their personal and academic behaviors  

 

The common themes surfaced through both the IIT and QR highlight the need for Foundations 

Academy to ensure alignment of curricula and pedagogy, an increased level of rigor, consistent 

assessment practices that result in data being used to inform teachers planning and instruction. 

This was something the AIR review also highlighted, specifically citing concerns with 

academic expectations for students not being aligned to their identified needs. As such, while 

Foundations Academy is highlighted as beginning to ensure CCLS alignment and inclusion of 

rigorous tasks, there is much work to be done and the implementation of a whole-school reform 

model through a SIG plan would allow the school to ensure there is curriculum and pedagogical 

development and alignment to the Common Core Learning Standards that includes specific 



supports for all students, including Students With Disabilities and Ells 

 

The results of these reviews prompted a quick review of systems and structures and in the 

development of new systems and processes to improve guidance, the removal of the assistant 

principal for guidance, additional training and support for the guidance counselor and the hiring 

of a social worker.   The most recent Quality Review found improved guidance processes in 

place and led to an overall rating developing. 

 

The AIR’s District and School Improvement Center conducted a School Renewal Assessment 

(SRA) in May, as a means to determine the school’s strengths and challenges related to the New 

York City Framework for Great Schools. This review and  assessment identified several key 

findings  including:    

 

Areas of Strength Areas for Improvement 

Teachers have been introduced to new 

pedagogical approaches in addition to 

receiving additional outside support for 

instruction. 

High staff turnover has led to a lack of 

cohesive community, and impeded 

interdisciplinary collaboration. 

Continuous professional development & 

common planning time has promoted 

increased teacher collaboration and reflective 

dialog. 

Teacher perception of the role of the HSRI 

coaches it to help set instructional standards 

& work on lesson plans.  According to 

teacher feedback, the benefit of HSRI 

coaching is not apparent.  Specifically, there 

is inconsistency in the perception of the value 

of lesson plan review when used to support 

teacher growth and development. 

Teachers are using various strategies to meet 

high academic expectations set by 

administration.  

There is a lack of agreement among staff 

regarding student abilities and potential 

(including college/career readiness) 

ELA teachers supported the CCLS 

instructional shifts and felt prepared to 

deliver, adapt, and assess CCLS-aligned 

ELA lessons. 

There are procedures place for monitoring 

instruction revealing there is a misalignment, 

between ELA content coverage, instructional 

time, and rigor levels compared to what is 

recommended by the CCLS.. 

Various supports have been put in place that 

has led to an increase in student attendance. 

The school does not offer a full range of 

social/emotional and academic support; in 

addition students do not consistently attend 

the opportunities that are available. Systems 

to address student behavior have been put in 

place but there has been little follow-through 

(due to a thin staff).  Various supports have 

been put in place that has led to an increase in 

student attendance. 

Despite the known violence in the 

community, students generally feel safe at 

Foundations and do not bring conflict into 

There is room for growth reported trust 

between teachers, and improvement for 

increasing parental involvement. 



the building. 
 

There is reported trust between teachers, and 

between teachers & students.  

 

Additionally, the AIR review highlighted areas of focus in terms of the supportive environment 

we provide as a school, including the need to better promote our academic ELT activities, 

implement consistent protocol’s for behavior management and discipline, improve student 

attendance, and ensure a broader offering of enrichment programs. Furthermore, the AIR 

review cited multiple areas of need in regards to our community ties, especially given the actual 

and perceived danger of the community. Findings included, increased involvement of CBOs in 

connecting the community to colleges and career pathways, the need to hire social workers, 

communizing with families more, hosting family events and parent workshops, improved 

access for families to student progress, and increasing partnerships and family ties. As such, this 

SIG plan will allow us to deepen our relationship with our CBO to ensure community and 

family ties are strengthened. Please see attached AIR report.  

 

In order to prioritize our identified needs, the school has engaged in a significant amount 

reflection, stakeholder engagement, and planning. As such, we have identified our top priority 

as needing to create a school climate in which students and families are supported academically, 

socially and emotionally, and through ongoing structures of outreach and collaboration with all 

constituents and stakeholders. Specifically: 

 

To ensure we see the necessary improvements, we plan to: 

 

 Build teachers’ capacity to align curriculum and pedagogy to ensure Common Core 

Learning Standards are embedded in curricula activities and assessment practices. By 

doing so, we will increase levels of rigor, make consistent our assessment practices, and 

ensure data analysis informs teachers’ planning and instruction. Given that all reviews 

cited the need for teachers to ensure their planning, teaching, and assessments reflect the 

ongoing needs of students, it is critical that we prioritize this area of focus.  

 Work with our CBO to develop short and long term plans for family and community ties to 

ensure students and their families can access services and supports in the immediate area 

and in their respective zip codes. Our partnership with Grand Street Settlement and the 

resulting plans will lead to systems of support for families in areas of heath, wellness, 

legal, economic and academic support.  

 Develop, in conjunction with our CBO - Grand Street Settlement, a robust and authentic set 

of out-of-school time programs and functions to strengthen the heartbeat of the school.  We 

will continue to improve our social and emotional wellness programming and mitigate 

student off-task behaviors. 

 Utilize the NYC DOE’s new Master Teacher program to hire highly qualified master 

teachers. These teachers will not only provide increased levels of experience and expertise 

directly in the classroom, but will support their colleagues to improve planning, instruction, 

and assessment through coaching and mentoring roles.  

 Create the conditions and supports necessary for teachers to access and utilize data to 

ensure their planning and instruction is aligned to students’ ongoing identified needs 



 Create expectations for students that are high yet realistic, and that offer possibilities 

beyond their immediate neighborhood while remaining grounded in the communities in 

which they live.  

 Master Teachers will also play a role in distributed school leadership functions to improve 

staff satisfaction and reduce staff turnover.  Master teachers working together with other 

faculty members and administration will enable the school to provide wrap-around services 

to staff, enabling the development of Foundations Academy into a learning organization. 

Through ongoing professional conversations among staff and administration we anticipate 

that teachers will recognize the value of the high quality support they are receiving and 

readily participate in the shared review of their lessons and planning sessions. 

 Teacher leadership will be pivotal in shifting the perceptions of responsibility for student 

learning from the student to a responsibility shared by teachers and students.  Deepening 

our engagement in inquiry and common assessment of student learning will also promote 

that shift. 

 As we attend more carefully to building a college-going environment, we will create 

systems and structures with our CBO and Renewal team to ensure improvements in college 

and career readiness; supported by AP courses and College Now coursework. 

 Working in teacher led teams with administrative participation will enable us to continue 

our development of CCLS aligned curricula and achievement of our long term curricular 

goals.   

 
 

 



B. School Model and Rationale   

The LEA/school must propose and present the SIG plan as a plausible solution to the challenges and needs 
identified in the previous section, as well as the appropriate fit for the particular school and community. The SIG 
plan and rationale must contain descriptions of the following elements:  

i. Describe the rationale for the selected model (Turnaround, Restart, Transformation, Innovation 
Framework, Evidence-based, or Early Learning Intervention), the research-based key design elements and 
other unique characteristics of the new school design.  The rationale should reference the identified needs, 
student population, core challenges, and school capacity and strengths discussed above.  

ii. Describe the process by which this model was chosen, including all steps taken to engage the school staff, 
leadership, labor unions, families, and community stakeholders in the design and decision-making 
processes for model selection and plan development 

 

As part of the NYC DOE’s Renewal School Program, Foundations Academy is in a unique 

position to transform into a true Community School, offering all of the critical services that 

research shows can positively impact outcomes for students, families, and the community as a 

whole. The key elements of the School Renewal Program are: transforming Renewal Schools 

into community schools, creating extended learning time, supplying resources and supports to 

ensure effective school leadership and rigorous instruction with collaborative teachers. 

Beginning in the middle of SY 14-15 our school was identified as a Renewal School and we 

immediately started the early stages of transitioning into community school through a dedicated 

process of interviewing and ultimately selecting our partner and community-based organization 

(CBO) for this critical journey together.  Our school, and community members, ultimately 

selected Grand Street Settlement as our CBO and we are excited to begin the process of 

planning with them to ensure we enhance our community ties, expanded learning opportunities, 

provide health and wellness services, engage in ongoing community outreach, and ensure 

parent/family support structures are in place and continually revised based on needs. The 

strategic collaboration between Grand Street Settlement and Foundations Academy students, 

faculty and leadership has already begun with the hiring of dedicated staff (including Social 

Worker, Case Managers, Community School Director, and Academic Tutors) to ensure the full 

scope of work for our full transition to a Community School can be actualized.  Furthermore, 

we have already completed the formal SBO (School Based Option) process to ensure an 

additional hour of instructional time will be embedded into each and every school day, resulting 

in opportunities for students to continually access academic and social/emotional supports from 

our own staff and those from our CBO (including service providers) Grand Street Settlement. 

 

The parallels between the SIG Innovation model and Renewal School Program will help to 

further support the process of becoming a community-oriented school. SIG will allow us to 

continually target areas of identified need, such as increasing enrollment, supporting high-needs 

populations of students (and their families), increasing parent involvement and engagement in 

students’ academic progress, and addressing students’ ongoing and social/emotional needs. As 

such, SIG will be central to the school’s plan to create a school climate in which students and 

families are supported academically, socially and emotionally, and through ongoing structures 

of outreach and collaboration with all constituents and stakeholders. SIG Funding will ensure 

the work our school faculty engages in will both reinforce and augment the work of Grand 

Street Settlement who will support faculty in making early identification of students’ needs so 

that GSS can provide referrals to qualified staff (both onsite and offsite) and ensure follow up 

support and care is provided.  

 



The SIG Community School Pathway provides an unprecedented opportunity for our school to 

address the wide range of identified needs of our students, their families, and our community as 

whole. SIG will help us coalesce each of our efforts, plans, and strategies within a framework 

that inherently compels us to enhance structures of support across our entire community as a 

means to improve the quality (and range) of students’ educational experiences, the quality of 

instruction and teaching, the opportunities for self-advocacy, and ultimately the outcomes for 

students and their families. This will be achieved through the provision of: 

 

 Increased learning time and improved enrichment activities  

 Relevant and engaging activities and tasks created by experienced teachers 

 Alignment of curriculum, assessment, and instruction 

 A focus on supporting all learners’ needs through improved data analysis 

 The use of an advisory model and advisory curriculum 

 Increased workshops, training, and events for parents 

 Increased community ties through our CBO 

 

This plan was selected, therefore, as a means to enhance community and collaboration so as to 

engage and empower all constituents in accessing the highest quality services, resources, and 

information that encourages and supports all members of the community to succeed in college, 

the workplace, and in life.  

 

Throughout the development of this SIG plan, stakeholders have been engaged and consulted, 

with a great deal of input already coming from our CBO Grand Street Settlement. The Renewal 

and Community School offices have also helped us develop a robust application in which the 

renewal of our school community is central. The UFT, CSA, and district leadership have each 

supported our SIG application and agree to collaboratively ensure its successful 

implementation. 
 

 



C. Determining Goals and Objectives 

i. Identify, describe and present at least one goal and corresponding objective(s) directly related to academic 
achievement in the area of English language arts (ELA).   Provide the means by which the objective(s) will be 
assessed. 

ii. Identify and present at least one goal and corresponding objective(s) directly related to academic 
achievement in the area of mathematics. Provide the means by which the objective(s) will be assessed 

iii. As applicable, identify and present additional goal(s) and corresponding objective(s) directly aligned and 
specific to the needs assessment of the school and the school improvement model selected. Provide the 
means by which the objective(s) will be assessed. 

 

Goal 

Throughout our SIG implementation, students will demonstrate consistent and sustainable 

growth in ELA performance resulting from the development and implementation of a robust, 

vertically-aligned (ELA) English Language Arts curriculum in which WiTsi skills and 

strategies are deeply embedded.  

 

Objectives: 

Framework Area: Rigorous Instruction: In partnership with our SIG partner, Strategic 

Inquiry Consultants (WiTsi), we will plan for, create, and actualize a robust CCLS-aligned ELA 

curriculum, which will include anchor texts, pacing calendars, assessments and lesson planning 

kernels (four part statements articulating the arc or learning) with multiple access points for 

different learners. WiTsi strategies will be prevalent throughout the curricula, and will permeate 

each task and activity to ensure consistency and coherence of instructional approaches, and will 

be aligned to the instructional shifts in Literacy. This will result in increases in scholarship 

report data to reflect an 5% annual increase in the number of all third year students gaining 10 

credits per year (historically 37%, 2014-14 school quality guide) and an annual increase of 6 

points in our ELA Performance Index, and a 6% increase in the number of students passing the 

Comprehensive English Regents exam (historically 37%, 2013-24 school quality guide). 

 

Framework Area: Supportive Environment 

Our school will work in partnership with the Grand Street Settlement, guidance counselors, 

social workers, and teachers to implement an advisory program embedded in the student 

schedule. Student performance is seen as a function of student participation in the classroom 

learning environment. The Advisory will be designed to support student’s socio-emotional 

needs as identified by student reports of need, referrals for misbehavior, cutting reports, 

attendance reports and review of student departures from the classroom. The school will 

continue to nurture a school culture where students feel safe, supported, and challenged by their 

teachers and peers. This will result in a 78.9% rate of daily attendance with annual 

improvements of 1%, a 3% annual reduction in cutting, and an annual 5% reduction in ODR 

data. Additionally, this will help us obtain a 5% annual increase in the number of of all third 

year students gaining 10 credits per year. The means by which we will assess this objective will 

be a  regular review of data streams (attendance, ODR, scholarship report), which will enable 

the refinement of processes to support this objective. 

 

Framework Area: Collaborative Teachers 

On a weekly basis, teachers will collaboratively plan and implement coherent, Common Core-

aligned lessons and units with appropriate multiple entry points in all subjects based on analysis 



of student work and data. Teacher teams will focus on how Foundations Academy HS ensures 

that student needs are met, meeting multiple times weekly (across grades and departments) to 

ensure innovation, sharing of best practices, group approaches to meeting challenges and goals, 

consistency across classrooms, as well as ensuring student academic, social and emotional 

success and well-being. Teachers will plan units, lessons, projects and other student activities in 

teams. Units and Lessons will be planned around conceptual themes, course content 

requirements, learning objectives, and essential questions. This will result in 80% of teachers 

being rated effective or highly effective on measures of the Danielson Framework for teaching 

in the specific area of Domain 1 (1A and 1E) for Planning, specifically in ELA. The means by 

which we will assess this objective is through review of agendas and work products resulting 

from teacher meetings in teacher led teams, and one-on-one coaching sessions with HSRI (High 

School Renewal Initiative) coaches. 

 

Framework Area: Effective School Leadership 

Administrators and school leadership will engage in frequent cycles (6-8 weeks) of observation 

to ensure effective feedback and the provision of high quality ELA PD results in 80% of 

teachers being rated effective or highly effective on measures of the Danielson Framework for 

teaching including our key areas of focus (3B, 3C, 3D, and 4A). Teachers’ professional learning 

needs will be met through weekly math PD, SRI coaching, administrative support, and peer 

mentoring with additional learning opportunities provided by conferences, observation 

feedback, inter-visitations and departmental meetings. ELA teachers will receive 10 

observations per year. The means by which we will assess this objective will be the analysis of 

overall HEDI ratings for all staff, implementation of PD in classrooms, and observations of 

teams using data more frequently to inform instructional decisions.   

 

Framework Area: Family and Community Ties 

School leaders and staff will consistently and frequently communicate high expectations that 

are connected to a path to college and career readiness and offer ongoing feedback to help 

families understand student progress toward those expectations via grade meetings held with 

parents at least once per semester. In collaboration with our CBO (Grand Street Settlement) we 

will develop a system where all families receive school communications and can communicate 

with teachers and other staff members in all pertinent languages. Additionally, the school and 

CBO will ensure families can establish reciprocal communication with teachers and other staff 

members about children’s academic, social, and emotional developmental health progress and 

how to best support student achievement. This will result in an 78.9% rate of daily attendance 

with annual improvements of 1%, as well as an annual reduction of 5% in ODR data and a 

reduction of 6% annually in suspensions. We will use several measures to assess the success of 

this objective: 

 Number of calls marked completed by phone messenger; indicating the number we use 

to reach the family is a live number. 

 Teachers will use google voice to contact families by text and voice and report the 

results of their conversations in a google form.  We will run reports on the number of 

families contacted, and the content of the conversations 

 Families will be surveyed to determine if we are meeting their needs vis-à-vis 

communication of school messages. 

 



Goal 

Throughout our SIG implementation, students will demonstrate consistent and sustainable 

growth in math performance resulting from the development and implementation of a robust, 

vertically-aligned math curriculum in which the scaffolding of mathematical skills and 

strategies allows for all learners to demonstrate mastery.  

  

Objectives: 

Framework Area: Rigorous Instruction 

In partnership with our High School Renewal Initiative (HSRI) coach, our math Master teacher, 

and a special educator, we will plan for, create, and actualize a robust implementation of a 

CCLS-aligned mathematics curriculum including inter-disciplinary hooks, pacing calendars, 

assessments, and lesson planning kernels with multiple access points for different learners. 

WITsi strategies will be prevalent throughout the curricula, and will permeate each task and 

activity to ensure consistency and coherence of instructional approaches, and will be aligned to 

the instructional shifts in Literacy. This will result in increases in scholarship report data to 

reflect an 5% annual increase in the number of all third year students gaining 10 credits per year 

(historically 37%, 2014-14 school quality guide), an annual increase of at least 2.5 points in our 

Math Performance Index, and an 5% annual increase in the number of students passing the a 

Math (Algebra, algebra 2, Geometry, Trigonometry) Regents exam. The means by which we 

will assess progress towards this objective is through teacher submissions of common core 

aligned tasks and teacher led teams engaging in common formative assessment of student 

learning in response to the assigned tasks and analysis of data streams reporting on credit 

accumulation, and math Regents pass rates 

  

Framework Area: Supportive Environment 

Our school will work in partnership with the Grand Street Settlement, guidance counselors, 

social workers, and teachers to implement an advisory program embedded in the student 

schedule. Student performance is seen as a function of student participation in the classroom 

learning environment. The Advisory will be designed to support student’s socio-emotional 

needs as identified by student reports of need, referrals for misbehavior, cutting reports, 

attendance reports and review of student departures from the classroom. The school will 

continue to nurture a school culture where students feel safe, supported, and challenged by their 

teachers and peers. This will result in a 78.9% rate of daily attendance with annual 

improvements of 1%, a 3% annual reduction in cutting, and an annual reduction of 5% in ODR 

data data. Additionally, this will help us obtain a 5% annual increase in the number of all third 

year students gaining 10 credits per year (historically 37%, 2014-14 school quality guide). The 

means by which we will assess this objective will be a regular review of data streams 

(attendance, ODR, scholarship report), which will enable the refinement of processes to support 

this objective. 

 

Framework Area: Collaborative Teachers 

On a weekly basis, teachers will collaboratively plan and implement coherent, Common Core-

aligned Math lessons and units, developing multiple entry points based on analysis of student 

work and math performance data. Teacher teams will focus on how Foundations Academy HS 

ensures that student needs are met, meeting multiple times weekly (across grades and 

departments) to ensure innovation, sharing of best practices, group approaches to meeting 



challenges and goals, consistency of instruction and assessment across classrooms, as well as 

ensuring student academic, social and emotional success and well-being. Teachers will plan 

units, lessons, projects and other student activities in teams. Units and Lessons will be planned 

around mathematical themes, course content requirements as per math Regents, learning 

objectives, and essential questions. Opportunities for teachers to plan across subjects will also 

be built in to ensure that all students engage in at least 2 cross-curricular projects led by the 

math team. This will result in 80% of teachers being rated effective or highly effective on 

measures of the Danielson Framework for teaching in the specific area of Domain 1 (1A and 

1E) for Planning, specifically in Math. The means by which we will assess this objective is 

through review of agendas and work products resulting from teacher meetings in teacher led 

teams, and one-on-one coaching sessions with HSRI (High School Renewal Initiative) coaches. 

 

Framework Area: Effective School Leadership 

Administrators and school leadership will engage in frequent cycles of observation to ensure 

effective feedback and the provision of high quality Math PD results in 80% of teachers being 

rated effective or highly effective on measures of the Danielson Framework for teaching 

including our key areas of focus (3B, 3C, 3D, and 4A). Teachers’ professional learning needs 

will be met through weekly Math PD, SRI coaching, administrative support, and peer mentoring 

with additional learning opportunities provided by conferences, observation feedback, inter-

visitations and departmental meetings. Math teachers will receive 10 observations per 

cycle/year. 

 

Framework Area: Family and Community Ties 

School leaders and staff will consistently and frequently communicate high expectations that 

are connected not only to students’ Math performance and progress but to a broader path to 

college and career readiness and offer ongoing feedback to help families understand student 

progress toward those expectations via grade meetings held with parents at least once per 

semester. In collaboration with our CBO (Grand Street Settlement) we will develop a system 

where all families receive school communications and can communicate with teachers and other 

staff members in all pertinent languages. Additionally, the school and CBO will ensure families 

can establish reciprocal communication with teachers and other staff members about children’s 

academic, social, and emotional developmental health progress and how to best support student 

achievement. We will use several measures to assess the success of this objective: 

 Number of calls marked completed by phone messenger; indicating the number we use 

to reach the family is a live number. 

 Teachers will use google voice to contact families by text and voice and report the 

results of their conversations in a google form.  We will run reports on the number of 

families contacted, and the content of the conversations 

 Families will be surveyed to determine if we are meeting their needs vis-à-vis 

communication of school messages. 

 

Goal 

Throughout our SIG implementation, we will create a school climate in which the collaboration 

between school, CBO and community creates high expectations, parental and community 

engagement, and ongoing structures of health and wellness support that result in improvements 

in student attendance, reduced truancy rates, and an increase in the number of students and 



families responding positively on the NYC School Survey in key areas such as feeling safe, 

offering a wide enough variety of programs. and a high level of respect amongst students 

 

Objectives: 

Framework Area: Rigorous Instruction 

Beginning September 2015, student programs will be extended to reflect a student schedule of 

8:55-4:15. ELT is built into the student program with additional minutes being added to every 

instructional period, and one additional period of instruction has been added to each school day 

(see Attachment H Part 1). By extending the day, all students will receive increased 

opportunities to earn up 8 credits per semester (previously 7 credits). Additionally, the new 

student program will include support classes in either communication or writing. Student 

program will also include an advisory class. Furthermore, we will offer after school tutoring to 

all students to enhance their skills outside of the classroom. Tutoring will be available to all 

students in all Regents subject areas and Saturday Academy will be made available for students 

to prepare for standardized examinations and additional tutoring for classes they are at risk of 

failing. This will result in a 5% annual increase in the number of all third year students gaining 

10 credits per year (historically 37%, 2014-14 school quality guide) and a 6% increase in the 

number of students passing the Comprehensive English Regents exam (historically 37%, 2013-

24 school quality guide). Furthermore, it will result in a 5% annual increase in the number of 

students responding positively on the NYC School Survey in areas such as offering a wide 

enough variety of programs. 

 

Framework Area: Supportive Environment 

Our school and CBO (Grand Street Settlement) will leverage local Health service provider 

relationships to provide medical, dental, and psychological care for our students. The CBO has 

existing partnerships with the Helen Keller Institute to provide free eye screenings for our 

students. Additionally, NYC has recently announced a partnership with Warby Parker to 

provide free eyeglasses to youth in Renewal Schools.  In partnership with the CBO we will also 

be developing a series of clubs and workshops to engage students’ families and the community 

at large. In addition, our Advisory program (discussed previously) will be built into students’ 

day schedule and occur once a week and will be facilitated by an FA teacher and CBO partner. 

The advisory curriculum will focus on building positive actions, address social, emotional as 

well as academic needs. Administration, teachers and community partner will meet a minimum 

of once a week for professional learning and curriculum review to assess our progress in 

meeting this objective. This will result in a 78.9% rate of daily attendance with annual 

improvements of 1%, and specifically a .2% annual decrease in the number of truant students. 

Furthermore, this will result in a 5% annual increase in our college and career readiness index 

 

Framework Area: Collaborative Teachers 

Our school will create and implement a separate teacher team to focus solely on supporting 

student needs as identified by student mis-behaviors.  Students observed engaging in off-task 

behaviors in the classroom or in the hallways will be referred to a counselor and will complete a 

behavioral assay.  Counselors will meet with teachers and additional staff to determine next 

steps and engage families in the process of supporting their students.  Teachers will plan 

interventions, modify advisory curriculum, and implement projects and other student activities 

in response to advisors’ and advisees’ feedback and input. Collaboratively with our CBO, this 



team will mitigate student off-task behavior and improve student wellness. This will result in an 

an annual reduction of 5% in ODR data and a.2% annual decrease in the number of truant 

students. The means by which we will assess this objective is through documented evidence of 

interventions in response to student need.  We will also measure recidivist rates for the same 

misbehaviors and their decrease over time. 

 

Framework Area: Effective School Leadership 

School administration, including Guidance Counselors key personnel from our CBO will be 

responsible for ensuring that 100% students are programmed accordingly. F-status personnel 

will assist us in reviewing transcripts to continually identify students’ credit needs and create an 

effective program for students in response to this data. Grand Street Settlement will partner to 

provide attendance outreach, tutoring, and advocate counseling. The success and impact of ELT 

programs will be monitored by reviewing overall student performance at the end of each 

marking period. First marking period will constitute the first major benchmark of success and 

predictor of student credit accumulation. Attendance and scholarship data will be generated and 

analyzed to determine whether we are reaching our goal. This will result in moving from a 

Developing rating in the Quality Review to Proficient in areas such as 1.1 Curriculum, 1.2 

Pedagogy and 4.2 Teacher teams and leadership development. Additionally, it will result in an 

10% increase in the number of graduates entering a 2 or 4 year college program 

 

Framework Area: Family and Community Ties 

We recognize the value of having families engage in and decision-making and advocacy for 

their students. We’ll plan to hold monthly meetings with families through the SLT. Additionally 

we engage families one morning every week, on parent engagement afternoons and evenings, 

through ongoing texting and messaging in support of two-way asynchronous communications, 

and through our Angel program. To engage families in our learning environment we will tour 

the school with families using a school visit protocol. Parents visiting the building will receive a 

curriculum package outlining the learning experiences their student will be exposed to this year. 

The parents will be given a tour of our learning spaces and visit with the guidance counselor 

and social worker and CBO Director. This will provide parents with multiple contacts within 

the school to improve our communication with our families. Parents will also be surveyed so we 

may learn their needs and leverage Grand Street Settlement’s existing partnerships to assist our 

community members. This will result in an initial bump of 10% followed by an annual 5% 

increase in the number of students and families responding positively on the NYC School 

Survey in areas such as feeling safe, and a high level of respect amongst students.  
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SCHOOL-LEVEL

BASELINE DATA AND TARGET SETTING CHART

I. Leading Indicators

a.      Number of minutes in the school year min 58740 N/A N/A N/A N/A 58740 58740 58740 58740 58740 58740

b.         Increased learning time min 200 N/A N/A N/A N/A 200 200 200 200 200 200

c.      Student participation in State ELA assessment % N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

c.       Student participation in State Math assessment % N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

e.      Drop-out rate % 9.7% 3.3% 23.3% 23.4% 22.2% 30.4% 28.1% 25.8% 23.5% 21.2% 19.0%

f.      Student average daily attendance % 86.6% 76.0% 77.0% 82.0% 74.0% 77.9% 78.9% 79.9% 80.9% 81.9% 82.9%

g.        Student completion of advanced coursework 82.9% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

h.      Suspension rate (baseline based on SY13) % 1.4 11.0 8.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

i. Number of discipline referrals (baseline based on SY13) num 65.0 44.0 25.0 42.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.0

j.        Truancy rate % 6.3% 10.6% 10.5% 5.3% 9.8% 14.3% 14.1% 13.9% 13.7% 13.5% 13.3%

k.        Teacher attendance rate % 96.0% 98.6% 98.0% 97.7% 97.6% 97.2% 97.3% 97.4% 97.5% 97.6% 97.7%

l.       Teachers rated as “effective” and “highly effective” % 91.6% N/A N/A N/A N/A 80.0% 82.2% 84.4% 86.6% 88.8% 91.0%

m.        Hours of professional development to improve teacher 

performance

hours / 

year 77 N/A N/A N/A N/A 77 77 77 77 77 77

n.    Hours of professional development to improve leadership 

and governance

hours / 

year 32 N/A N/A N/A N/A 32 32 32 32 32 32

o.      Hours of professional development in the implementation 

of high quality interim assessments and data-driven action

minutes / 

week
900 N/A N/A N/A N/A 30 80 80 80 80 80

II. Academic Indicators

p.      EMS - ELA performance index PI N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

q.      EMS - Math performance index PI N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

p.      HS - ELA performance index PI 129.0 165.0 158.0 72.0 75.0 65.0 71.1 77.3 83.4 89.5 95.7

q.      HS - Math performance index PI 110.2 176.0 156.0 72.0 71.0 67.0 69.9 72.7 75.6 78.5 81.3

r.       Student scoring “proficient” or higher on ELA assessment %
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

s.      Students scoring “proficient” or higher on Math assessment %
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

t.      Average SAT score score 28.4% N/A N/A 2.1% 3.3% 1.4% 2.7% 4.1% 5.4% 6.8%

u.        Students taking PSAT num N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

v.      Students receiving Regents diploma with advanced 

designation
%

0.4 N/A N/A 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

w.      High school graduation rate % 68.4% 70.0% 49.3% 25.5% 22.2% 21.7% 27.4% 34.8% 42.3% 49.7% 57.1%

x.        Ninth graders being retained % 18.5% 22.2% N/A 53.1% 52.0% 100.0% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

y.        High school graduates accepted into two or four year 

colleges
%

61.3% N/A N/A 46.7% 39.1% 10.4% 17.4% 24.3% 31.3% 38.2% 45.2%

z.     Student completion of advanced course work % 41.3% N/A N/A 17.0% 3.8% 7.6% 11.5% 15.3% 19.1%

**All metrics based on SY14 data unless otherwise noted

*Bi-monthly telephone calls will be conducted with LEA’s to consider interim data and progress being made toward yearly targets. 

Target for 

2017-19

Target for 

2017-20

Baseline 

Data

Attachment B

School-level Baseline Data and Target-Setting Chart**

Unit 
District 

Average

Target for 

2015-16

Target for 

2016-17

Target for 

2017-18
SY10 SY11 SY12 SY13



D. School Leadership  

i. Identify and describe the specific characteristics and core competencies of the school principal that are 
necessary to meet the needs of the school and produce dramatic gains in student achievement. Please refer 
to, “Competencies for Determining Priority School Leaders” which may be found at: 
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/turnaround/CompetenciesforDeterminingPrioritySchoolLeaders.html.  

ii. Identify the specific school principal by name and include in this narrative a short biography, an explanation 
of the leadership pipeline from which she/he came, as well as the rationale for the selection in this particular 
school. In addition, provide an up-to-date resume and track record of success in leading the improvement of 
low-performing schools 

iii. If the specific persons who will serve in this position are not yet known, describe the action steps necessary 
to put leadership in place, and identify the formal LEA/school mechanisms that enable this personnel action. 
The principal selected to lead the school must be in place no later than September 1, 2015, to ensure 
sufficient time to lead summer activities in preparation for the beginning of the school year.  Identify any 
barriers or obstacles to accomplishing these tasks, as well as strategies for overcoming them. If the principal 
selected to lead the school is not in place by September 1, 2015, or does not meet the quality standards set 
forth in this application, the SIG will be suspended immediately and the LEA will be at risk of having the grant 
terminated. 

iv. Provide the specific job description and duties, aligned to the needs of the school, for the following 
supporting leadership positions; 1) assistant principal/s who will serve in the building; 2) School 
Implementation Manager (SIM), if the school is utilizing one. 

v. Describe and discuss the current supporting leadership profile of the school in terms of quality, effectiveness, 
and appropriateness to the model proposed and needs of the students. Identify specific individuals who will 
remain in supporting leadership positions from the previous administration and discuss the strategies 
employed by the new school principal and the LEA/school to ensure buy-in and support from the entire 
leadership team.  Identify any barriers or obstacles to obtaining leadership buy-in or support as well as 
strategies for overcoming them.  

 

The competencies necessary to lead Foundations Academy, based its history, community needs, 

and identified areas of improvement are leadership that can bring coherence and consistency to 

the work, a leader skilled in implementing a CCLS aligned curricula (EngageNY) across the 

disciplines, a leader skilled in supporting teachers to improve their pedagogical practices using 

the Danielson Framework as the lens for the work, and a leader that understood how to support 

students who need special services and students with disabilities. Prior to Neil's arrival 

Foundations Academy did not have  strong leadership or collaborative governance processes, 

the written curricula at Foundations Academy was non-existent and the enacted curricula was 

not aligned to CCLS, and lastly the pedagogical practices were not grounded in a theory of 

learning and were ineffective on the Danielson Framework. Also students with disabilities had 

not been receiving effective services and their performance was far behind city averages on 

every metric.  The competencies of the new Principal are well matched to the needs of the 

school. Neil had success implementing CCLS aligned curricula as an Assistant Principal at 

Norman Thomas High School. His work with supporting the success of students with 

disabilities at Norman Thomas, which was his department, also positions him well for the needs 

at Foundations Academy. Neil, in his first year has brought a consistent approach to pedagogy 

at the school by implementing the ADVANCE structure with fidelity, accurately rating teachers 

and providing the necessary support to either improve the practice of teachers or "counsel them 

out." Neil has implemented a strong instructional focus, expressed as a theory of action ” If 

teachers demonstrate high expectations for all learners as evidenced by their implementation of 

appropriately scaffolded, cognitively engaging and meaningful tasks aligned to the CCLS, then 

students will learn by engaging in those tasks; evidenced by quality student work products” to 

http://www.p12.nysed.gov/turnaround/CompetenciesforDeterminingPrioritySchoolLeaders.html


anchor the learning and program at the school.  As such, Neil Monheit demonstrates 

effectiveness across the spectrum of leadership characteristics and core competencies 

articulated by NYSED as necessary to produce dramatic gains in student achievement.  

 

In addition, see Attachment L for additional information  

 

Neil Monheit is a strong leader, skilled in leading positive changes in troubled schools.  Neil 

started his career fresh out of high school teaching Advanced Placement computer science 

while still enrolled in college.  A business opportunity to start a special event production 

company and raising a family of five delayed Neil's pursuit of a career in education.  After his 

wife suffered a disabling injury in childbirth, Neil and his wife were determined to open a day 

care center and Neil returned to his passion for teaching.  Seeking to find his niche, Neil 

pursued opportunities at all levels, from early childhood interventionist, SEIT, early childhood 

classroom teacher, Early childhood administrator, middle school teacher, educational 

consultant, high school assistant principal of special education and academy leader, and 

graduate school adjunct professor of special education and educational leadership for both 

Mercy and Daemen Colleges.  Neil has served on the board of the NYC chapter of the National 

Association for the Education of Young Children and is currently pursuing a Doctorate in 

Educational Leadership, studying measurement and reporting in teacher effectiveness, while 

serving as principal of Foundations Academy. 

Neil pursued his MS in Education and Special Education at Touro College.  He earned his 

certificate in school building leadership from the College of St. Rose and is pursuing his 

doctorate in Educational Leadership at Concordia University. Neil has earned a certificate in 

Day School Leadership from the Lookstein Center at Bar-Ilan University in Ramat Gan, Israel 

and recently completed a week of study on Turn-Around practices at the Harvard University 

Principal's Institute. Neil completed his internship in at Norman Thomas High School and was 

subsequently hired as AP of Special Education and quickly assumed other responsibilities 

including Academy Leader, Data Specialist and Supervisor of Attendance. 

In his one year at Foundations Academy, Neil facilitated the start of a successful renewal of 

Foundations Academy.  Attendance has improved by 2.4 percentage points.  Families have 

become more involved in the school with two new full-time family volunteers and a 1000% 

(one thousand percent) increase at school events including parent teacher conferences and 

parent participation at a newly introduced 'Passport to College' ritual that Neil developed for the 

school (see attachment N).  Several schools across the city have expressed interest in producing 

their own Passport Ceremony after seeing mention of the process in the NYCDOE Renewal 

School Newsletter, The Greenpoint Gazette and at a presentation for the District Leadership 

Team for Community School District 14.When Neil assumed leadership of Foundations in May 

of 2014, the June cohort graduation rate was 12% with three graduates from a cohort of twenty 

five.  This year Foundations realized a 400% (four hundred %) gain in the number of graduates 

leading to a cohort graduation rate of 32.4%.  

 

The specific job description/duties of the AP and SIM as we see them (based on our needs 

assessment) are: 

Assistant Principal 

While Neil will hold primary responsibility for instructional leadership, the assistant principal 

will assist with several key responsibilities. Our school will make some changes to the AP role 



based on our identified needs from this year and feedback from district leadership.. The 

intended scope of the work this year includes:  The AP’s responsibility includes the following: 

 Programming and testing coordinator 

 Coordinating recruitment efforts 

 Scheduling and coordinating professional development 

 Supervision of the delivery of special education services 

 Assistance in curricular review 

 Observation of teaching staff 

 Operational duties including OORs reporting 

 Supervision of the schools website and two-way communication programs. 

 Supervision of out-of-school time programming 

 

School Implementation Manager (SIM) 

Working closely with and across the NYC DOE’s Central offices, Superintendents, and newly 

formed Borough Field Support Offices, the SIM will oversee the implantation of each school’s 

intervention model, ensuring schools and their extended support staff receive the appropriate 

guidance, supervision, coaching, professional development, and technical assistance to improve 

students outcomes, teacher practice, and community outreach as per schools’ approved SIG 

plan. Among other responsibilities, the SIM assumes responsibility for managing the 

accountability structures in place to assure ongoing monitoring and intervention in schools 

implementing a SIG model. They are also responsible for meeting federal reporting 

requirements related to schools’ interim and summative performance. Additionally, SIMs will 

assume a significant presence in each SIG school, working with leadership cabinets, supporting 

teacher teams, and reviewing school wide practices aligned to both the DTSDE and NYC DOE 

QR rubrics to ensure improvements are actualized.  

 

Because of our transition to a Community School, we also view the role of the DSR as critical 

in this work. 

Director of School Renewal (DSR) The DSR, a member of the superintendent's team, along 

with the 4 instructional coaches on his team, will visit the school weekly to support school 

renewal in  a sustained manner across the year. This support will be focused in three areas:  1) 

Providing leadership support and development - The DSR with his team will participate  in 

weekly inquiry work, at the instructional cabinet level, to support the Principal in examining the 

two foundational questions: How do we effectively improve teacher practice and how do we 

effectively implement a CCLS aligned curricula. These weekly meetings will consist of closely 

looking at the teacher observation notes and discussing how the teachers will be developed 

through PD and individualized coaching. This work will be ongoing and will be tracked using 

weekly observations and low inference evidence that involve both teacher practice and student 

work.  The DSR will provide regular feedback to the Principal to build his capacity to 

effectively lead a learning organization focused on school improvement. 2) Providing support to 

teacher teams across the school to insure effective collaborations. This support will be provided 

through at least two teacher leads attending biweekly, full-day meetings, with the WITsi 

partner. At the PD's teachers will learn to effectively implement the inquiry process across the 

school teams. The WITsi work, in the 9th and 10th grades will be anchored in the Hochman 

Writing strategies that will be incorporated and implemented through the CCLS curricula. The 

DSR's achievement coaches will meet weekly with the teacher teams as well, in the schools, to 



help plan and organize the teacher teams meetings. Additionally the achievement coaches will 

participate in the teacher teams and provide feedback to the teacher leads to build their capacity 

to lead the work. 3) The achievement coaches and DSR will support school in implementing 

EngageNY in ELA and Math and a CCLS aligned curricula in Science and Social Studies. The 

coaches will meet weekly with specific curricula leads to plan school wide support for curricula 

implementation as well as observing teacher instruction and providing specific pedagogical and 

instructional feedback to teachers to help them implement the CCLS aligned curricula 

effectively and with fidelity. 

 

The leadership team at Foundations Academy currently comprises a Principal and Assistant 

principal to ensure the range of supports necessary in a high needs school are met.  

Additionally, we are planning to hire two Master Teachers in the first year of the SIG grant and 

two Collaborative Peer Teachers to be funded by the School Renewal Initiative. 

 

Neil Monheit has been principal of Foundations Academy since May of 2014. His specific 

range of skills extends to the development of systems and structures to support staff and 

students in their development as such he has been able to achieve an orderly environment, 

increases in enrollment, increases in student attendance and increases in graduation rate. Neil 

has worked diligently this past year to set expectations for student achievement, teacher practice 

and implementation of systems to promote efficiency and accountability.  Structures have been 

set to promote common assessment of student learning, resulting in reflective practice and 

improvements in pedagogy.  Of the two teachers returning for the 2015-16 school year, one is 

newly tenured and the other will be a second year teacher that has demonstrated dramatic 

growth.  Neil’s end of year rating as measured by his PPR (Principal Performance Reviews) 

which comprises 60% for Measures Of Leadership Practice (MOLP) as defined by a minimum 

of two supervisory visits aligned to the NYC DOE QR Rubric. The remaining 40% is 

comprised of MOSL (Measures of Student Learning) scores with 20% for Local MOSL data 

and 20% for State MOSL data is pending the calculation of final MOSL data.  Of the 60% 

allocated to MOLP, Neil achieved a 44 out of 60.  Some of Neil's areas of Proficiency are 1.3 

(Resource Allocation), 4.1 (Teacher Feedback), and 4.2 (Teacher Teams). Some of Neil's areas 

of Development include 1.1 (Curriculum) 2.2 (Pedagogy) and 1.4 (Learning Environment). As 

such, SIG will allow the school (alongside the CBO, DSR, SIM, BSFC staff, and other district 

leadership) to implement the necessary structures of support to ensure the areas of Proficiency 

are maintained (and improved upon) and the areas of Development are strategically addressed. 

This will be done through the hiring of Master Teachers, part-funding of an AP, implementation 

of WITSI, and provision of an extensive range of ELT academic and social/emotional 

opportunities. In addition, we will bolster our community outreach with our CBO to address 

culture of learning for all students, improved connections to the school, and expanded 

opportunities for college and career.  

  

The Assistant Principal role currently encompasses educational leadership and classroom 

teaching responsibilities.  The AP collaborated with the HSRI coach and principal in the 

planning and delivery of professional development and WITsi implementation.  The AP also 

taught two classes. The person we currently have in place for this position will not return next 

year due to a lack of growth as expressed in classroom and leadership performance. As such, we 

will be hiring a new Assistant Principal, with the support and input of our DSR and 



Superintendents office to ensure we hire a candidate who can effectively assume the roles listed 

below (see above for a description of their role as we move into our new school year) 

 Onboarding and support of Master teachers 

 Assistance in curricular review 

 Observation of teaching staff 

 Supervision of the delivery of special education services 

 Survey development and administration of surveys  

 Building data displays for stakeholder review 

 Operational duties including OORs reporting,  

 Supervision of the schools website and two-way communication programs. 

 Supervision of out-of-school time programming  

 Programming and testing coordinator 

 Coordinating recruitment efforts 

 Purchasing 

 

The school plans to hire two master teachers in the first year of the grant (one for ELA and one 

for Math) to participate in distributed leadership practices in collaboration with school leaders.  

The school also plans to hire two peer-collaborative teachers to support their colleagues in 

Social Studies and Science.  Master and peer-collaborative teachers are anticipated to 

participate in the PD committee, lead learning walks using the classroom protocol (Attachment 

N) and lead WITsi and other inquiry work in collaboration with the principal and assistant 

principal. 
 

 



Neil Monheit 

 

718.758-2128 cell 347.386-6812 

1039 East 17th Street, Brooklyn ,NY 11230 Nmonheit2@schools.nyc.gov 

 

Professional Profile 

Principal - Foundations Academy 5/14 – Present 

 

Assistant Principal - Norman Thomas High School (DBN 02M620) 9/10 – 5/14 

Supervisor, Students with Disabilities 

Supervisor, New School Initiatives 

Data Specialist, Attendance 

Director, Media Technology Academy 

 

Adjunct Professor of Childhood Education, Daemen College - TTI 2/10 - present 

 Graduate 

studies, childhood education practicum supervisor 

 Instructor – 

Literacy instruction and students with disabilities 

 Instructor – 

Survey of learning disabilities and instructional methods 

 Instructor -  The 

reading process & students with disabilities  

 Instructor -  

Behavior management for individuals with disabilities (Childhood) 

 Instructor – 

Intro to special education 

 Instructor – 

Assessment of students with disabilities 

 

Adjunct Professor of Educational Leadership, Mercy College 06/12 - present 

 Instructor – 

Organization of the school relations program 

 Instructor – 

Clinic for school building leaders 

 Instructor – 

School Finance 

 

 

Educational Consultant, Gan Shelanu Educational Consultants 9/09 -  9/10 

 Project leader virtual school  

 Facilitated collaborative administrative processes 

 Team leader – development of comprehensive educational plan 

 Design and delivery of professional development workshops for teachers 

 Disaggregation of school performance data to identify causal relationships and best 

mailto:Nmonheit2@schools.nyc.gov


practices.  Findings were used to identify barriers to success and design relevant 

professional development workshops 

 Produced analytical charts on student performance data 

 Teacher observations and coaching of teacher improvement plans 

 Clients include NYC DOE Schools, Metamorphosis Coaching and Consulting. 

 

 Classroom instructor, Ichud Mosdos Hachinuch (Special Ed) 9/08 - 06/10 

 Delivery of special education instruction in a self-contained classroom (6:1:1) 

 Individualized curriculum development 

 Led the implementation of character education curriculum across two buildings 

 Educational Evaluation 

 Report writing 

 Mentored new classroom assistants 

 

 SEIT / Educational Evaluator, Omni Childhood Center 2/06 - 09/10 

 Implementation of student programming as per student IEP 

 Individualized curriculum development 

 Educational Evaluation 

 Report writing 

 Planning of goals and development of annual IEPs 

 Daily interaction with parents, administrators and teachers in various yeshivas 

 Advocacy 

 

COO, Gan Shelanu, (2 site licenses)          2/06 - Present 

Group family day care   

 Lead vision for excellence 

 Program planning and staffing 

 Monitor site and staff to insure compliance 

with NYC Health Code 

 Design marketing pieces and website 

 Family outreach 

 

 Design and implementation of a 

parenting skills program 

 Implemented new teacher mentoring 

program 

 Payroll and taxes 

 Design and implementation of 

professional development programs 

 

Educational Director, Gan Shelanu, (3 site licenses)       3/02 - 02/06 

Group family day care   

 Classroom instruction 

 Program planning and staffing 

 Monitored site and staff to insure 

compliance with NYC Health Code 

 Curriculum design and implementation 

 New student assessments         

 Community outreach programming 

 Daily interaction with parents  

 Design and implementation of a 

parenting skills program 

 Design and publishing of newsletters 

 slideshows and presentations 

 Trip planning 

 

Consultant, Gemara Berura                                                                       1/02 - 9/05 

A methodology for increasing literacy using computers in the classroom. 



 Assisted in visioning and product placement 

 Represented Gemara Berura at Rabbinical conventions 

 Demonstrated effectiveness of our methodology to Talmudic sages and teachers 

 

Director Special Event Educational Programming, 9/97 - 9/06 

Chabad Lubavitch of Flatbush, a faith-based organization 

 Planned and coordinated educational outreach fieldtrips 

 Directed fundraising activities – Grant writing 

 Planned programming for educational  events 

 

CEO, Party Design                                                                                     8/86 - 04/07 

A Special Event Decorating Company 

 Started up company – August, 1986 

 Responsibilities included: 

 Established product lines 

 Hired all personnel 

 Graphic design of all marketing pieces both web based and traditional print media. 

 Direct sales to clients 

 Lead floral designer 

 Designed procedure for digitally printing all artwork to be used as props and 

backgrounds 

 Clients include: Fortune 100 companies, Political parties, Non-profits and retail 

clients 

Teacher, Yeshivah of Flatbush High School 09/87 - 06/88 

 Responsible for all aspects of classroom management, curriculum and assessment 

 Taught advanced placement and intro to programming courses 

 Led a team of motivated students to achieve college credits in high school 

 

Education 

BA Psychology 

MS Early Childhood                           

and Special Ed 

Certificate of 

advanced studies  

School Building 

Leader 

SDL Coursework 

completed 

Brooklyn College, Brooklyn NY 

Touro College, Brooklyn, NY 

 

College of St Rose, Albany, NY 

 

 

College of St Rose 

                       March 2004 

 February  2007 

 GPA 3.96 

 May 2010 

 GPA 3.87 

 

  Aug 2010     

    

Jewish Day School 

Leadership  

Bar Ilan University   June 2010 



Certifications 

NYS professional certifications,  

Early childhood education and students with disabilities Birth – 2 

Elementary School Generalist and Students with disabilities 

Middle School Generalist and Students with disabilities 

Computer Technology 7 - 12 

School Building Leader 

Bar Ilan University Educational Leadership Advancement Initiative Certificate 

Bilingual language extension (Hebrew)     Anticipated June, 2013 

School District Leader       Anticipated June, 2013 

Common Core Black Belt Certification     Anticipated 

Workshops presented 

“Using Daedalus to promote student achievement” February, 2010 

“A Vision of the ideal graduate” June 2010 

“Snapgrades” July 2010 

“Teaching in a CTT team” September 2010, Sept 2011 

“Using ARIS to inform instruction” November 2010 

“Understanding student behaviors” November 2010 

Workshops coordinated 

Leadership policy forum “Intergrating Pre-k through third grade: The Challenges and 

 Promise” April 8, 2010 

“Professional Learning Communities: A powerful strategy and structure to increase, expand, 

 and improve quality teaching.”  October 24, 2010 

Norman Thomas High School professional development retreat July, 2010 

 Participated in development of “Understanding an IEP” 

Workshops attended 

The Leadership Challenge                                                                                                    

Iplan                                                                                                                               

NYC DOE SESIS 

CEP Development    

Understanding by Design 

High Quality Career/Technical Instruction for the 21st Century (High Schools That Work)                

Ongoing professional development workshops and trainings   

Topics include, Students with Autism, Selective mute, ADHD, Student motivation, Building 

social competence…. 



Harvard Principal’s Institute – School Turnaround Leadership 

Computer Skills 

High level of proficiency: Word, Outlook, Excel, Powerpoint, Photoshop, Illustrator, 

CorelDraw, InDesign, GoLive, Acrobat, Moviemaker, Notebook, Blackboard, Gemara Berura 

Professional affiliations 

ASCD, NASET, BJE, NAEYC  

Former Board Member – Co-chair Leadership Committee and Co-chair Communications 

Commitee NYC Affiliate of NAEYC  

Languages 

Hebrew – fluent                                                                                                                  

Spanish, Yiddish – Limited conversational                                                                                        

References 

Aimee Horowitz – Executive Superintendent    AHorowi@schools.nyc.gov 

Patricia Black – Former Superintendent Manhattan High Schools    pablack11@optonline.net 

Dr. Norman Wechsler, Former Superintendent     NWechsler@leadershipacademynyc.org 

Josh Good – Director of School Renewal     Jgood2@schools.nyc.gov 
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E. Instructional Staff 

i. Identify the total number of instructional staff in the building and number of staff identified as highly 
effective, effective, developing and ineffective (HEDI) based on the school’s approved APPR system. 

ii. Describe and discuss the current school-specific staffing picture in terms of quality, effectiveness, and 
appropriateness for the needs of students in this school. In addition, describe the specific quantitative and 
qualitative change that is needed in this school’s staffing between the time of application and the start-up of 
model implementation, and throughout the implementation period of the grant. 

iii. For each key instructional staff to be employed at the start of model implementation identify and describe 
the characteristics and core competencies necessary to meet the needs of its students.  

iv. Describe the process and identify the formal LEA/school mechanisms that enable all instructional staff to be 
screened, selected, retained, transferred, and/or recruited. Identify any barriers or obstacles to assigning the 
appropriate staff as required by the model and new school design, as well as strategies for overcoming them.  
 

During the 2014-15 school year the school had 8 teachers in full-time teaching positions. 

100% of teachers are certified in the areas they teach. 87.5% have been teaching less than 10 

years, 37.5% have been teaching less than five years. As such, there has been a significant 

push to support our faculty professionally to ensure students received high quality instruction. 

As a result of a consistent lack of progress and growth, 75% of teachers will not be returning 

and, with the support and guidance of the Superintendent’s office, we will be hiring Master 

Teachers, Peer Collaborative Teachers and Model Teachers. (LINK) to ensure our school is 

staffed by highly qualified teachers committed to implementing the very best instructional 

practices for our students and providing PD, mentoring, and coaching to our teaching faculty.   

Highly Effective Effective Developing Ineffective 

0 2 3 0 

3 teachers were rated “Satisfactory” and not rated in the DOE’s Advance system due to late 

hiring or licensing issues.  

 

Teacher performance resulted in the release of two provisionally hired teachers, 2 

discontinuances and 2 teachers transferring out to other opportunities; one within the DOE and 

one Long Island school. One returning teacher received tenure this year with an Effective rating 

and the other returning teacher has resolved licensing issues with a Satisfactory rating for her 

first year of practice as a Teaching Fellow. 

The school is replacing teaching staff to meet programming requiring requirements and seeks to 

staff positions with experienced pedagogues. The school is planning to staff with a minimum of 

two master teachers in year one (one in ELA and one in Math to support meeting goals 1 and 2 

in section C) and four master teachers (one in each core licensing area) years 2 through 5 to 

build a culture of distributed leadership, competency and pedagogical excellence school wide.  

The school is also planning in year one to hire two peer collaborative teachers.  The school 

leverages its size and need to deliver special education services by employing an ICT model in 

all core classes.  This model provides a low faculty-to-student staffing ratio.  As part of the ICT 

model, content is delivered by both the content area specialist and the special educator to all 

students and students have the opportunity to interact with different teaching styles.  The school 

anticipates (due to historical success with this model in other schools across the DOE) that the 

model teachers will lead professional development activities, inter-visitations, and other 

professional learning opportunities based on identified need.  The Master Teachers and Peer 

Collaborative Teachers in collaboration with the Principal, the Assistant Principal, and High 

School Renewal Initiative (HSRI) coaches will develop CCLS-aligned curricula and cross-

http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/2D31CA93-8E54-4E9C-AD82-01CBF7BAF772/0/TEACHERVACANCYCIRCULARNO8MASTERTEACHER20142015.pdf


curricula learning tasks as per goals 1 and 2 in section C, evaluate their effectiveness and the 

fidelity of their implementation, and adapt tasks and curricula in response to identified student 

and teacher needs.  Use of SIG funds will allow us to fund the portion of Master Teachers’ 

salaries dedicated to (as per their job description), collaborating with leadership and building 

capacity among the other newly hired staff. As a result, the school will be able to evolve as a 

reflective learning organization engaged in action research, strategic inquiry, and ongoing 

professional learning that is responsive to both student and staff needs.   

School administration in collaboration with the UFT chapter leader and teacher faculty 

members participated in the creation of a team to articulate the competencies sought among 

teacher candidates.  As a team we identified the core values we seek in new teacher candidates 

aligned to the Danielson Framework for Teaching. We believe all teachers must demonstrate 

competency in the following areas: 

 Planning and preparation aligned to: 

o 3B Questioning, 3D Assessment, 1A Content and Pedagogy and 1F Sourcing of 

assessments. 

o The committee anticipated the prompt “Please tell me about your processes for 

preparing your lessons?” would reveal teacher capacity across these domains. 

 Engagement in professional learning aligned to: 

o 4A Reflecting on teaching, 4D Participating in the professional learning community and 

4E Growing professionally  

o The committee anticipated the prompt “Reflect on a time you worked collaboratively 

with a colleague” would reveal teacher capacity across these domains. 

o Professionalism aligned to: 

4B Accurate records, 4C Communicating with families, 4F Showing professionalism, 

Time and attitude. 

o The committee anticipated the question “What is your experience working with families 

when students are doing well or not doing well in your class?” Would reveal teacher 

capacity across these domains. 

 Organization align to: 
o 2E organizing physical space, 1E coherent construction, 1C setting outcomes and 4B 

accurate records. 

o The committee anticipated the prompt “Please describe your classroom.” would reveal 

teacher capacity across these domains. 

 Learning stance aligned to: 

o 1E designing coherent instruction (for self), willing to do research, willing to give PD. 

o The committee created the prompt, “given our mission, vision and instructional focus 

what are some of the ways you will contribute to professional learning in the school?” 

 Classroom management 

o The committee anticipated classroom management capacity will be revealed by 

candidates’ written response to a classroom management scenario. 

Master teachers are expected to lead teacher teams in best practices including inquiry, common 

formative assessments, collaborations and common assessment of student learning.  Master 

teachers will be required to demonstrate previous effectiveness in these practices. Additionally, 

we also believe each subject teacher, teacher leader, and administrator must also demonstrate 

unique competencies that allow them to effectively support students, families, and colleagues. 

As such, we have created a separate attachment (Attachment L) to articulate this. 



Our school’s current staffing needs are: 

Subject area Returning Need 

ELA 0 1 master + 1 additional 

Math 0 1 master + 1 additional 

Science 0 1 master + 1 additional 

Social Studies 0 1 master + 1 additional 

Foreign Language 0 1 

PE 1 0 

Art 0 1 being shared through the Arts Matter program 

SpDd 1 2 

Administration Principal 1 Assistant Principal 

The assistant principal will assist the principal in educational leadership.  Leadership will meet 

regularly with UFT, Teacher leaders and other faculty to share findings of school capacity and 

plan collaboratively for interventions to improve capacity building-wide.  The assistant 

principal will be familiar with the learning supports ie, lesson plan graphic organizer and 

template, wire-frame for textual analysis and WITsi strategies to support teacher leaders and all 

faculty in implementation.  The assistant principal will also assist the principal in classroom 

observations to promote fidelity to the processes introduced during professional learning. 

 

The school continues to utilize the NYC DOE’s “Open Market” hiring and transfer system in 

which approved candidates (current DOE teachers) interested in transferring schools are made 

available to schools between April and August of each year. As such, we are able to seek 

suitable candidates from all pedagogical titles, including Teachers, Guidance Counselors, 

Attendance Teachers, and UFT Paraprofessionals). To hire teachers new to the profession, DOE 

schools utilizes The New Teacher Finder (NTF), a system in which identify teacher candidates 

who have applied online, passed an eligibility screen, and have expressed serious interest and 

commitment to working in a New York City public school are made available to schools. 

Additionally, we will be making use of the Master Teacher pool of candidates. Master Teachers 

are current, full-time NYCDOE educators who are Tenured as of the first day of the school year 

(September 9, 2015) who have been selected by a joint DOE/UFT committee through an 

established screening process. For the 2015-16 school year, candidates eligible to be rated under 

Advance must receive an overall Advance rating of “Highly Effective” or “Effective” for the 

preceding school year. The pool of qualified candidates are available for schools to interview 

and select, with final decisions to be made by the school and principal. To ensure we hire the 

best instructional staff for our school, we created a hiring committee, comprising 5 teachers, 3 

students and one assistant principal members. Candidates completed a writing prompt and were 

screened by teams of two teachers and a student.  All teams had the same questions and a rubric 

enabling for uniformity in processes.  Candidates were given a tour of the school as their 

prompts were read and candidates moved to round two of the process based on team-member 

recommendations and scoring of their writing prompts.  The principals, Assistant principal and 

HSRI coaches participated in round two screenings and selected candidates are being invited 

back for a model lesson and a group activity designed to reveal collaborative skills. 
 



F.  Partnerships 

i. Identify by name, the partner organizations that will be utilized to provide services critical to the 
implementation of the new school design. Additionally, provide the rationale for the selection of each.  
Explain specifically, the role they will play in the implementation of the new school design.* 

 

Our school will establish multiple partnerships (SIG-funded and Non SIG-funded) to ensure 

there is an intense and strategic focus on improving community services, academic 

interventions, teacher support and development and, thus, student performance Partnerships in 

the implementation of the new school design will include: 

  

Partner Services to Support School Design  Rational for Selection 

Grand 

Street 

Settlement 

(Non-SIG 

funded) 

Grand Street Settlement will act as our 

CBO, funded through the NYC DOE 

Renewal process.  After the 

administration of community and 

school wide surveys to learn about 

needs and strengths of our community, 

GSS will  provide or leverage services 

including: 

1. Art Therapy Outreach Center:  

2. The Sylvia Center:  
3. The Intel Computer Clubhouse:. 

4. Police Athletic League:  

5. One To World:  

6. Free Arts NYC:  

7. Step-in-Schools, Inc.:  

8. Gentlemen of Quality @ NYU:  

9. Aperture Foundation :  

10. New York Cares:.  

11. Cornell Extension:    

12. CookShop NYC:  

13.  PowerPlay NYC:  

14. NUEVA ESPERANZA:  

15. CABS- Community Health 

Network/ Brooklyn:  

16. HEAT- Health and Education 

Alternatives for Teens:  
 

See attachment 1 for more information 

on each of the above 

As we transition to a Community 

School, our needs assessment surfaced 

a very real need to better engage with 

our families and the community as a 

whole to ensure communications 

improved, access to services was more 

readily available, and that families 

were not only appraised of students’ 

progress but could take advantage of 

academic supports themselves. 

 

Several CBO providers were approved 

by the DOE through an RFP process 

and, as a school community, we were 

asked to make our selection through 

an interview process. Through this 

process, and as a result of their 

responses, our school community felt 

that Grand Street Settlement was the 

most appropriate CBO because they 

demonstrated effectiveness in 

improving attendance at other 

NYCDOE schools they work 

with.  They have a history of success 

providing counseling and guidance 

processes including advisory and they 

are also delivering services into the 

housing project across the street from 

our school, where many of our 

students live.  

 

Grand Street Settlement has 

collaborated with NYC’s DOE/Title I 

schools for over 40 years. They 

believe in an on-site, collaborative 

approach –working closely with 



school administrators, staff, and 

teachers for the benefit of students and 

families. Grand Street Settlement will 

work in the community to build new 

resources for the school, and can 

leverage a wealth of existing social 

services programs in Manhattan and 

Brooklyn. Grand Street Settlement has 

strong partnerships, and developed 

linkage system to ensure that students 

and their families receive the services 

needed.  As a Settlement House, 

Grand Street Settlement offers a wide 

array of services which are available 

at no cost. This includes referrals to 

our Single Stop program: multifaceted 

case management support to resolve 

issues such as landlord/tenant 

conflicts, domestic disputes, poverty 

pertaining to housing/food/childcare, 

and connection to taxes and securing 

benefits. 

 

With over a decade of successful 

collaborative relationships with SLTs, 

Grand Street Settlement understands 

goal setting and annual planning, and 

can translate these into objectives to 

ensure students receive support for 

socio-emotional development, 

academic success with on-time 

promotion.  

 

Strategic 

Inquiry 

Consulting, 

LLC (SIG-

Funded) 

Strategic Inquiry is a model of school 

improvement that was developed and 

refined over ten years of practice and 

research in New York City schools.  It 

was largely responsible, among other 

things, for helping to turn around New 

Dorp High School, in Staten Island and 

Hillcrest High School, in Queens, New 

York and for informing the underlying 

model of collaborative inquiry in New 

York City schools.  It was the strategic 

inquiry process at New Dorp High 

School that led to the discovery of skill 

Our needs assessment was clear in 

telling us that we needed to better 

connect curriculum to instruction, to 

assessments. Additionally, we needed 

to ensure far more rigor and 

challenging tasks were planned for. 

As such, we believe the WiTsi model 

is one that can support our ongoing 

efforts to address our areas of 

challenge, especially in ELA. 

 

We have selected Strategic Inquiry 

Consulting due to their track record 



gaps in student writing and ultimately 

to integration of skills drawn from 

Teaching Basic Writing Skills, by 

Judith C. Hochman, that was written 

about in The Atlantic in October of 

2012 in the article “The Writing 

Revolution.”   

 

The first near decade of 

strategic inquiry in NYC has been 

rigorously studied by Joan Talbert and 

her colleagues at the Center for 

Research on the Context of Teaching at 

Stanford University and found to bring 

struggling students on track to 

graduation to such an extent that it was 

“as if” weak students entering below 

grade level had actually entered 

strategic inquiry schools with 

“relatively high 8th grade reading 

scores.1” In addition, schools that 

adhered to the model for three years 

demonstrated shifts in school culture 

(development of teacher practices and 

beliefs) that are associated with 

continuous school improvement.  These 

outcomes (for students and school 

culture) were school-wide.  In other 

words, students and teachers benefited 

who were not directly touched by 

strategic inquiry trainers.  The model 

developed capacity internal to the 

school so that practices and mind-shifts 

were spread and the capacity for 

continuous improvement becomes 

embedded within the school. 

 

In 2014, Strategic Inquiry partnered 

with the NYC DOE School Renewal 

Initiative to provide support to 14 NYC 

Renewal High Schools.  The Renewal 

initiative, however, sought to benefit 

with Renewal schools, as evidenced 

by the results they realized in an 

implementation at New Dorp High 

School and the results realized across 

a network of renewal schools this 

year demonstrating improvements in 

student sentence writing skills and 

paragraph writing skills for both 

general educations students and 

students with disabilities.  There were 

also significant improvements in 

leadership skills among team 

facilitators.  (See attachments (pdf 

1,2,3,4,5) 

                                                 
1 See Inquiry-based School Reform:  Lessons from SAM in NYC (Final Evaluation Report) 

http://b.3cdn.net/nvps/9128d592c4812a74ea_yrm6i29vg.pdf) 

 
 

http://b.3cdn.net/nvps/9128d592c4812a74ea_yrm6i29vg.pdf


from what was learned from the prior 

decade of Strategic Inquiry.  Therefore, 

the project involved implementing 

strategic inquiry with a specific focus 

on writing from the start.  Earlier teams 

spent years discovering the specific 

writing deficits and high-leverage 

strategies that closed these gaps and 

brought improvement in content 

knowledge, speaking, reading 

comprehension and thinking along the 

way.  Current teams could benefit from 

the prior learning of their colleagues by 

putting these high-strategies into the 

inquiry work from the start. 

 

The 2014-2015 Strategic Inquiry 

Renewal work was thus called WITsi, 

standing for Writing is Thinking 

through Strategic Inquiry.  The 

approach was a train-the-trainer model 

in which strategic inquiry consultants 

would support Facilitator Pairs (one 

SRI coach and one school lead) for 

each of the 14 schools to learn and 

embed strategic inquiry first in the 9th 

grade with a focus on writing (during 

year 1) and then leading spread of the 

work up to the 10th and higher grades in 

years 2 and 3.  The inquiry work was 

supported by professional development 

directly to 9th grade teachers in all 

content areas in the WITsi (writing) 

strategies – to augment knowledge of 

the strategies themselves and how to 

effectively teach them in order to 

support not only writing, but also 

students’ learning of content-specific 

objectives via integration of writing 

strategies.  The idea was that inquiry 

combined with new content and 

pedagogical knowledge would 

accelerate student and teacher growth 

across the entire school.   

 

The theory of change (the theory of 



how the Strategic Inquiry/WITsi 

process will lead to school 

improvement) is as follows.  First – the 

overarching goals are to shift school 

culture to evidence-based practice; 

shared accountability for struggling 

students; and distributed leadership.  

The process of bringing about these 

shifts is to develop leadership of 

teacher teams who will experience 

these shifts and then lead their 

colleagues through a similar process.  

More specifically, leaders help team 

members focus on specific struggling 

students; diagnose what exactly they 

cannot do that is important; and make 

sure the students learn that very thing.  

This process improves learning for 

students.  More importantly, it develops 

teacher efficacy and shifts their beliefs 

about what is possible for students.  

Research of strategic inquiry teams has 

consistently found that within a 

relatively short period of time (1-2 

months) teams experience an “Aha!” – 

that while previously they thought 

students were lazy or did not want to 

learn, now they realize that when they 

teach exactly what students need, even 

their most struggling students can 

learn.  Armed with a newfound sense of 

efficacy and new skills, these team 

members then lead similar shifts with 

their colleagues – and gradually a 

tipping point of improved practice and 

culture shifts the school.  While inquiry 

might begin with a focus on writing, 

ultimately the goal is for inquiry 

practice to become (as it has at New 

Dorp), “just the way we do things 

around here.”  In years 2 and 3, other 

teams form to apply inquiry to other 

pressing problems – to moving students 

through specific high-stakes exams, 

improving attendance, or to cabinet-

level decisions, for example.   



 

The specific, scaffolded learning goals 

for year 1 (2014-2015) of strategic 

inquiry for SRI were as follows: 

 

1. Target students in each school 

(those selected for inquiry) would 

demonstrate improvement in 

writing in both specific sentence 

skills and by transfer of those skills 

to improved paragraphs;  

2. Facilitator pairs (SRI coaches and 

school leads) would understand the 

core elements of the strategic 

inquiry process and grow in their 

ability to effectively lead inquiry 

teams;  

3. The inquiry teams themselves 

would grow.   

 

SRI met all of these goals.  (Please see 

the attached documents for charts that 

illustrate progress on 1,2 and 3 above.  

We also include a sampling of 

facilitator pair reflections indicating 

shifts in their thinking brought about by 

the year 1 work.)   

 

As a result of implementing WITsi we 

anticipate shift in teacher attitudes and 

an understanding that improved teacher 

practice causes improvements in 

student performance.  We expect 

teachers to plan and develop task in 

alignment with our instructional focus 

and we anticipate improvements in 

student performance as they experience 

improved pedagogy, planning and 

engagement in appropriately 

challenging and scaffolded learning 

tasks. 

Hosh Kids 

(SIG-

Funded) 

Hosh Kids has participated with the 

school to deliver dance classes for our 

students before class as an attendance 

incentive.  Two of our students are also 

participating in internships with Hosh 

Our needs assessment highlighted the 

need to enhance our ELT programs 

and offerings for students. 

 

Hosh Kids had demonstrated 



Kids 

 

The impact we expect to see is 

improved student attendance to 

morning classes, improved student 

attachment to school and students 

expressing satisfaction with their high 

school experience on the learning 

environment survey. 

effectiveness in delivering Yoga, 

Dance and Wellness programs to over 

40 schools including many in District 

14. Students participating in Hosh 

Kids programs blend different dance 

styles such as contemporary, ballet, 

hip hop, African dance, jazz and 

modern dance. Dancers learn the 

proper steps, positions and 

movements implementing the 

necessary habits to maintain and 

develop life-long mental and physical 

fitness. As stress, lack of sleep, and 

nutrition chronically affect low-

income youth, this program develops 

the movement, breathing, 

and relaxation techniques, mindsets, 

and values of a successful life. 

 

Sonema 

Foundation 

(SIG-

Funded) 

The Sonema Foundation has awarded 

the school a micro-grant enabling 

training for our Phys. Ed instructor in 

mindfulness, wellness and breathing.  

The PE instructor will in turn train our 

staff to incorporate breathing and 

wellness activities in the classroom. 

 

The impact we expect to see is students 

mindful of their arousal levels and able 

to moderate their response to stress 

through breathing and relaxation 

techniques.  We expect the students 

will be better able to cope with stress 

and suspension and referral rates will 

diminish 

Our needs assessment continued to 

highlight deficiencies in our students 

ELT access, especially to health and 

wellness programs. 

 

We are partnering with Sonema 

Foundation because we believe 

student wellness will result as a result 

of exposure to these programs.  We 

anticipate students secure both 

socially and emotionally will be better 

able to succeed at their academic 

tasks. 

Girls Who 

Code 

The school believes exposure to 

programmatic thinking and code design 

will enable our students to think 

logically and present their ideas 

coherently.  Additionally, technology is 

a growth sector in NYC and we 

anticipate students engaged with this 

partner will be empowered by the 

realization that they are developing 

marketable skills and skills that will 

empower them in college. 

Again, our needs assessment 

highlights the need to ensure ELT 

activities meet the needs of all 

students. As such, we want to ensure 

our female students’ interests and 

talents are tapped into. 

 

Girls Who Code is a national non-

profit organization committed to 

increasing the number of women 

seeking careers in computer science.   



  

The impact we expect to see is 

improved student ability to present 

their ideas in class organized logically, 

student participation in after school 

programming and improved student 

attachment to school as measured by 

student attendance. 

A quote on their website reads “In 

middle school, 74% of girls express 

interest in Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Math (STEM), but 

when choosing a college major, 

just 0.4% of high school girls select 

computer science”. 

 
ii. Complete the Evidence of Partner Effectiveness Chart (Attachment C). This evidence should be able to be 

validated by an external source that each partner organization selected has a proven track-record of success 
in implementing school turnaround strategies that result in measured and timely successes with respect to 
the school's needs. 

*See attachment C 
iii. For any key external partner funded through this plan, provide a clear and concise description of how the 

LEA/school will hold the partner accountable for its performance.  

Given the importance and urgency of our work, we will implement several systems and 

structures of accountability to ensure all partners (whether SIG funded or not) are held 

accountable to the successful implementation of our educational plan, training and support, and 

key strategies. Over the summer, our SIM and Renewal team (DSR, Coaches), will meet to set 

goals, determine benchmarks, and set forth our expectations for partnership organizations, 

school staff, and our CBO. Additionally, this will include 

 Monthly meetings with the WiTsi lead consultant to improve our implementation of WiTsi 

initiatives 

 Logs of support for teaching staff.  We will maintain a running thread of support for 

teachers articulating processes observed, support rendered, actionable next steps and 

deadlines within the context of the school’s instructional focus If teachers demonstrate high 

expectations for all learners as evidenced by their implementation of appropriately 

scaffolded, cognitively engaging and meaningful tasks aligned to the CCLS, then students 

will learn by engaging in those tasks; evidenced by quality student work products 

 SRI Coaches will meet weekly with the principal, and assistant principal in cabinet 

meetings to review teacher and student performance to surface trends and design 

interventions to support student and teacher growth.  Teacher performance data will be 

tracked on a heat-map to enable the school to support faculty by identified need 

 The principal will meet weekly with the Community School Director to review 

performance data for students and GSS team members.  

 The frequency of our meetings, data analysis, and review of documentation will ensure we 

remain focused on meeting our benchmarks, short-term, and long-term goals. We will, as a 

result of these accountability measures we institute, be able to determine the effectiveness 

of partnership organizations individually and collectively, which will allow us to modify 

and adjust services, schedules, staff, and the frequency of their support. While we do not 

anticipate instances of resistance to adjust workflows as necessary, where partner 

organizations demonstrate a lack of commitment or willingness to adjust their practice, 

staffing, or schedule in response to identified needs, the SIM and school will determine 

whether or not to continue with specific partners, and whether contracts should be 

terminated in the best interests of the school community as a whole.  

 The Principal will hold the assistant principal, teacher leaders and the community school 



director accountable to organizational processes through the use of Mavenlink.com project 

management software.  The software is designed to allow for the creation or projects, and 

sub-processes.  The user can assign and monitor roles and review process stages, surface 

bottle-necks and hold team members accountable to the entire team through process 

transparency. As a result of using these measures of accountability, we will be able to 

monitor our success and ameliorate barriers. 

 



Attachment C 
Evidence of Partner Effectiveness Chart 

 

Partner Organization  
Name and Contact Information and 
description of type of service 
provided.  

Schools the partner has successfully supported in the last 
three years 
(Attach additional trend-summary evidence of the 
academic success of each school, as well as any other 
systematic evaluation data to demonstrate the impact of 
partner-services.)  

References / Contacts 
(Include the names and contact information of school and district 
personnel who can provide additional validation of the successful 
performance of the partner in the increase of academic performance 
and turnaround of the identified schools.) 

Strategic Inquiry (WITsi)  
 
Jody Goldfarb  
Director, WITsi - Atlanta  
404-556-5006  
jody@strategicinquiry.com  
 
Strategic Inquiry is a model of school 
improvement that was developed and 
refined over ten years of practice and 
research in New York City schools. It 
was largely responsible, among other 
things, for helping to turn around New 
Dorp High School, in Staten Island and 
Hillcrest High School, in Queens, New 
York and for informing the underlying 
model of collaborative inquiry in New 
York City schools. It was the strategic 
inquiry process at New Dorp High 
School that led to the discovery of skill 
gaps in student writing and ultimately 
to integration of skills drawn from 
Teaching Basic Writing Skills, by Judith 
C. Hochman, that was written about in 
The Atlantic in October of 2012 in the 
article “The Writing Revolution.”  

1. Wadleigh Prep High School 1. Tyee Chin – tchin2@schools.nyc.gov 

2. John Adams HS 2. Daniel Scanlon – 718-322-0500 

3. New Dorp HS 3. Deidre Deangelis – 718-667-8686 

4.  4.  

5.  5.  

6.  6.  

7.  7.  

8.  8.  

9.  9.  

10.  10.  

Partner Organization  
Name and Contact Information and 
description of type of service 
provided. 

Schools the partner has successfully supported in the last 
three years 
(Attach additional trend-summary evidence of the academic 
success of each school, as well as any other systematic 
evaluation data to demonstrate the impact of partner-
services.) 

References / Contacts 
(Include the names and contact information of school and district 
personnel who can provide additional validation of the successful 
performance of the partner in the increase of academic performance 
and turnaround of the identified schools.) 

Grand Street Settlement  Marta Valle High School 1. Jannet Bailey - JBailey2@schools.nyc.gov 



Than Bui, Director 
tbui@grandsettlement.org 
 
80 Pitt St, New York, NY 10002 
(212) 674-1740 
 
Grand Street Settlement, has for many 
years provided successful attendance 
improvement/dropout prevention 
programs, such as our former 
Graduate, Prepare, Succeed program at 
the Urban Assembly Harbor School on 
Governors Island. At the Harbor School, 
GSS’s program ranked in the top 10 out 
of 50+ programs for 2013 and 2014. In 
May 2013, the program ranked 6th in 
New York City for successful 
attendance outcomes. At Harbor 
School, there were 73 chronically 
absent students in the school with 
47.51 absences; of the 36 students 
enrolled in Graduate, Prepare, 
Succeed, the number of absences was 
29.58, or 38% lower. 
 
At University Neighborhood High 
School in the Lower East Side, there 
were 80 chronically absent students 
with 41.71 absences; of the 42 
students enrolled in our GPS program 
the number of absences was 31.43—a 
25% decrease. 

  2.  

  3.  

  4.  

  5.  

  6.  

  7.  

  8.  

  9.  

  10.  

 











G. Organizational Plan  

i. Submit an organizational chart (or charts) identifying the management and team structures, and lines of 
reporting. (If a Restart model is being proposed, be sure to include the specific role of the EMO in 
governance and decision making that is compliant with education law).  

 
See Attachment G Part 1 

 
ii. Describe how the structures function in day-to-day operations (e.g., the type, nature, and frequency of 

interaction, data-sources used to drive discussion and decision making, manner in which the results of 
interactions are communicated and acted upon, etc.).  

 

The principal of Foundations Academy, in collaboration with UFT and the SLT, will be 

responsible for the implementation of pedagogical strategies, student wellness and family 

support programing to meet the needs of all students and their  

The Assistant Principal will directly report to the principal, with latitude (and accountability) 

for implementing key strategies as outlined in Section K. This role, while primarily focused on 

teacher support, will also encompass APPR responsibilities, to ensure both instructional leaders 

of the school work closely to calibrate observational evidence as a means to drive teacher 

development and support.  

 

Guidance counselors, social workers, school-based support staff (Psychologists), attendance 

teachers, and related service providers will report to the principal, with input from the DSR and 

SIM to ensure their work aligns to both to individuals and groups of students but also to the 

broader needs of the school (as identified in our cabinet meetings, from data analysis, 

partnership logs, etc) 

Teachers will report to both the AP and the principal and. For Math, Science, ELA, and Social 

Studies, will be mentored and coached by Master Teachers. The Master Teacher contract 

precludes the formal observation of teacher for ratings purposes and so this responsibility will 

still remain that of the Principal and Assistant Principal.  

 

The Community School Director will oversee the Community School Program. The Director 

will be responsible for general day-to-day oversight of the Community School, including 

arranging, coordinating, and implementing the initiative's strategies, services, and resources in 

consultation with the principal and the SLT. The Community School Director will also help to 

facilitate attendance improvement initiatives and parent and community engagement efforts. 

The Community School Director (employed by our CBO Grand Street Settlement) will report to 

both to Grand Street Settlement and the Principal in collaboration with the SLT. 

 

Grand Street Settlement team members will report to the Community School Director but will 

also be subject to review by the School’s administrative staff to promote the school’s articulated 

mission.  The principal will meet with the Community School Director weekly and conference 

more often if necessary.  The Community School Director will be accountable to the principal 

and the chief program officer for youth and community development at Grand Street 

Settlement. 
 

iii. Describe in detail, the plan for implementing the annual professional performance review (APPR) of all 
instructional staff within the school. Include in this plan an identification of who will be responsible for 
scheduling, conducting, and reporting the results of pre-observation conferences, classroom observations, 



and post-observation conferences.  
 

The NYCDOE implemented Advance, a new system of teacher evaluation and development in 

school year 2013-14. Advance was designed to provide teachers with actionable feedback and 

targeted support to improve their practice, with the goal of improved student outcomes to 

ensure all students graduate college and career ready.  The Measures of Teacher Practice 

(MOTP) component of Advance counts for 60% of a teacher’s evaluation. In this component, 

teachers receive ratings and feedback on classroom observations and teaching artifacts based on 

a teaching practice rubric, Danielson’s Framework for Teaching. Teachers may also choose to 

submit teaching artifacts to inform their evaluation rating. For teachers of students in grades 3-

12, student feedback also informs teachers’ ratings under MOTP.1 The Measures of Student 

Learning (MOSL) components of Advance is worth 40% of a teacher’s overall evaluation rating 

– the State Measures component is worth 20% and the Local Measures component is worth 

20%.   

 

The NYCDOE has provided various supports for schools to help them implement Advance. The 

NYCDOE has offered numerous in-person and online Advance professional developments 

sessions for teachers and school leaders during the summer and throughout the 2013-14 school 

year.  The NYCDOE provided additional support to schools through specialists at the clusters 

and networks. The NYCDOE hired specialists for both MOTP and MOSL to build the capacity 

of networks and clusters to support schools in implementing Advance; in some cases, these 

specialists provide direct support to schools as well. Finally, the NYCDOE created numerous 

guidance materials and resources to provide information to help schools and support staff meet 

critical Advance implementation milestones including the Advance Web Application, an online 

application.  

 

Professional Development: The NYCDOE has provided various supports for schools to help 

them implement Advance. During the summer of 2013, the NYCDOE offered over 100 

Advance professional developments sessions, attended by over 10,000 teachers, UFT chapter 

leaders, assistant principals and principals, across all five boroughs. Additionally, over 100 in-

person professional development sessions for teachers and school leaders on the Danielson 

Framework for Teaching are being held throughout the 2013-14 school year.  The NYCDOE 

also created a wealth of online resources to help teachers and school leaders achieve a deeper 

understanding of the Framework at their own pace.  One such resource, the ARIS Learn 

platform, provides numerous online professional development modules on individual 

components of the Danielson Framework for Teaching, including videos of effective teaching 

practice.   

 

The principal will maintain a calendar for classroom observations to be entered into Advance.  

The principal will share opportunities for performing classroom observations with the assistant 

principal. All classroom teachers will be observed a minimum of once a month with written 

feedback.  Teachers may be observed more often and receive verbal feedback.   

In early September of each year the principal will hold initial planning conferences with each 

teacher.   Teachers will be required to submit to professional learning goals for the year and 

their goals for student achievement.  These goals will be shared publicly to improve team 

accountability.   

 



Borough Field Support Center APPR Support: With the recent reorganization of the NYCDOE 

comes the demise of the CFN structure and the introduction of Borough Field Support Centers 

and an expansion of the Superintendent’s support team, which will each include members of 

staff dedicated to teacher development and the support of school leaders in observing and 

providing effective feedback to teachers. The full scope of these roles is unrealized at this point, 

but will be fully in place by September.  

 
iv. Provide a full calendar schedule of the events listed in “iii” for the 2015-2016 school year that reaches all 

instructional personnel who will staff the building. 

The full calendar schedule of events including initial planning conferences pre-observation 

conferences observations and post observation conferences is included in Attachment G part 2, 

APPR Calendar 

 

Given that we are still staffing the school for the upcoming year teachers are referenced by title 

rather than by name. 

 



 
Principal 

CBO Asst. Principal SRI (WiTSi) Coaches 

Master Teacher 
Math & Science  

Master 
Teacher 

ELA 

Master 
Teacher 

S.S 

Math 
Teacher  

 Science 
Teacher  

S.S 
Teacher  

ELA 
Teacher  

(SpEd) 
Teacher/s  

P.E 
Teacher  

Arts  
Teacher  

Guidance Counselor 
Social Worker  

(2) Paraprofessionals & (2) Aides  

Social Worker 

ELT Coordinator 

Case Worker 

Community School Director 

 

Educational Specialist 

Outreach Worker 

(3) Tutors 

(3) Activity Specialist Parent Coordinator Community Associate 



14K322 Calendar Schedule of Events for APPR activities for all teachers 
Attachment G: Part 2 
 
Activities Dates Responsible parties 

Initial Planning Conferences & 
Goal Setting 

Sept 10 – Sept 22 Principal and AP 

Norming cycle of observations Sept 16 – Sept 30 Principal and AP 

Cycle 1 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post-
observations (Informals) 

October 1 – October 20 Principal and AP 

Formals Pre, Obs and Post 
Master and Peer Collaborative 
Teachers 

October 21 – October 30 Principal and AP 

Cycle 2 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

November 2 – November 
18 

Principal and AP 

Formals Pre, Obs and Post 
Teachers (Not teacher leads) 

Nov 18 – Nov 30 Principal and AP 

Mid-Year Conferences December 1 – December 
10 

 

Cycle 3 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

December 10 – December 
24 

Principal and AP 

Cycle 4 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

January 4 – January 20 Principal and AP 

Cycle 5 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

January 20 – February 15 Principal and AP 

Cycle 6 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

February 25 – March 10 Principal and AP 

Cycle 7 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

March 10 – April 5 Principal and AP 

End of year conferences June 1 – June 12 Principal and AP 

Additional Observations As necessary based on 
teacher support needs 

Principal and AP 

 
Subject to change 



H. Educational Plan  

i. Curriculum.   

The Foundations Academy instructional focus reads: If teachers demonstrate high expectations 

for all learners as evidenced by their implementation of appropriately scaffolded, cognitively 

engaging and meaningful tasks aligned to the CCLS, then students will learn by engaging in 

those tasks; evidenced by quality student work products. 

 

Overarching Vision for Rigorous Instruction: 
Foundations Academy community of learners will engage all students in rigorous instruction 

through the implementation of the EngageNY curricula in grades 9-12, and New Visions Global 

9, U.S. History & Living Environment curricula with embedded WITsi strategies, and multiple 

entry points to support student cognition and writing skills . The remaining Social studies and 

Science curricula, not being provided by New Visions for Public Schools, will be developed in-

house by teachers working with coaches. There will be strategic collaborative decision making 

around curricular materials, academic tasks, across grades and subjects so that there is 

coherence across grades and subject areas.  All curricula will be horizontally and vertically 

aligned curricula will enable students to make meaning of their learning across classes and 

grade-levels. Scaffolding of curricula will be supported by the implementation of WiTsi 

strategies in common formats enabling writing across the curricula and common 

implementations of formatting for both source materials and student work product.  

 

SIG will allow us to address the following priority needs in collaboration between school 

leadership, teacher leaders and SRI staff include: 
1. Development of CCLS aligned curricula in Global history 10, US History, Writing 

electives and Science with multiple entry points for all learners.   

2. The alignment of ELA content coverage, instructional time, and rigor levels compared 

with idealized implementations of the CCLS defined by the AIR assessment of an enacted 

curriculum.  

3. Development of multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their learning. 

4. Development of interdisciplinary hooks and targets for learning that infuse technology and 

the arts. 

5. Development of coherent formatting for the ongoing implementation of WitSI strategies 

across content areas 

6. Methodology for the sharing of student performance data enabling student reflection and 

ownership through timely delivery of meaningful feedback including actionable next 

steps. 

7. Implementation of a school-wide approach informing students of work missed and a 

system of accountability enabling students to self-determine the learning, tasks and work-

product completion necessary for their advancement. 

While all grades will implement EngageNY curricula for ELA and math, including CCLS-

aligned units from the Common Core library, we need to ensure we engage in ongoing reviews 

of our curricula to include meaningful, cognitively engaging, and appropriately scaffolded tasks 

with the anticipation that students will learn better when authentically engaged in tasks and are 

able to produce quality work products.  Together with our SIG partner, Renewal Coach, and 

DSR, we will specifically engage in: 

● Ongoing review of Ninth grade EngageNY curricula for Math to ensure our incoming 



students are appropriately supported 

● Global History curricula, aligned to the CCLS, is currently being developed in ninth 

grade and will continue to be in collaboration with SRI coaches and school teachers 

● Science curricula aligned to the CCLS will continue to be developed/implementation 

across all grade levels in collaboration with teachers and HSRI coaches. 

● Curriculum is undergoing revision for Geometry and Trigonometry drawing on 

EngageNY modules. 

● Curriculum will continue to be sourced for a speaking/presenting courses to promote 

improved roles for student discourse and presentation of learning in alignment with 

CCLS for speaking and listening 

Cross Curricular supports/scaffolds 

The following methodologies have been developed to support the design and implementation 

of lesson plans to meet the needs of all students and are part of the schools new-teacher 

orientation 

● The lesson kernel concept, supporting the development of coherent lesson plans 

aligned to the curricula.   

● A methodology for rapid collection of relevant student performance data points in the 

classroom.   

● WITsi will be implemented across subject areas to ensure consistency of strategies to 

support literacy 

● All teachers are engaged in inquiry, looking at student work to make curricular or 

pedagogical adjustments to support student learning 

● The school has a standing professional development committee.  The committee is 

engaged in analysis of teacher performance data and developing interventions to 

support teachers in their ability to create and deliver rigorous instruction as informed 

by the Hess Rigor Matrix 

● Student performance data for summative assessments is reported in a secure area of the 

school’s website diminishing data bottlenecks 

● A methodology for sharing performance data revealed during inquiry and analysis of 

student work products. 

 

ii. Instruction 

Pedagogy that meets the needs of students: 
Teachers will set high expectations for students by providing rigorous and engaging lessons. 

Teachers will support student learning through the development of coherent lessons that will 

included opportunities for teacher modeling, think-alouds, and metacognitive moments.  

Teachers will offer students multiple access points to the material.  Teachers will present text to 

students in the form of traditional text, charts, graphs, cartoons, images and electronic media. 

Students will be required to be prepared for learning and will be held accountable when they are 

not. We will move towards students actively participating in their learning through strategies 

including WITsi note taking and, active dialogue, etc. 

 

Students will have portfolio presentations at the end of the year in at least one core content class 

as a project based learning pilot. Through the project based learning pilot, incorporated into the 

daily, extended learning time schedule, students will have opportunities to improve their 

research and communication skills with an interdisciplinary approach to literacy.  



 

Teachers will enable student engagement through the design and preparation of multiple entry 

points to the learning tasks designed for each day’s instruction.  Students will be able to select 

from a menu of materials to gain access to content and develop skills.   

 

Teachers will attend professional development to support all students through research based 

pedagogical practices and scaffolding of materials.  Scaffolds will include graphic organizers 

and protocols to enable students to make meaning of difficult texts, the school’s wireframe for 

textual analysis, annotation strategies and additional research based practices.  Our work will 

promote real world application.  Teachers will use a student-centered approach to instruction 

that provides students with opportunities to interact directly with the new learning, fashion 

exploratory questions, and engage in accountable discourse protocols ie. Socratic Seminars.  

 

Incoming students will be assessed to determine their existing knowledge and skill base; 

enabling teachers to develop their instruction to meet student needs.  Mid-semester and 

ongoing formative assessments for learning will be aligned to the common core and developed 

in collaboration between content specialists, special educations, SRI instructional coaches and 

administration.  The assessment calendar will be shared with teachers on our website.  

Teachers will engage in assessment for learning following the Driven by Data instructional 

model.  Teachers will be trained through inquiry to analyze student learning and will 

consequently make adjustments as necessary to curricula and pedagogy. 

 

Students will participate in one full-period assessment per marking period as articulated in our 

grading policy.  Additionally, students will take mock Regents exams in November (for off 

track Regents) and a mock regents in April across Regents instructional areas.  Teachers will 

use item analysis to determine gaps in student understandings and appropriately modify 

instruction to meet student needs. This assessment data will be used by all staff members to 

engage students in rigorous instruction via multiple access points with consistent supports 

across classrooms.  We will ensure students and families are apprised of progress through: 

● School webpage 

● Faculty and Student handbooks  

● Online grading system (Jupiter Grades) aligned with the school-wide grading 

policy 

● Schoolwide classroom rules and routines  

● Structures and supports for multiple entry points will be posted on our website 

resources page to promote consistent formatting of teacher distributed or teacher 

developed materials 

 

An advisory program will be implemented beginning September. 2015. Advisory will occur 

once per week during a full period class.  9th grade will be focused on transitioning to high 

school, 10th and 11th grade will focus on civics, and 12th grade will  focus on college and 

career readiness. Partnerships will be sought out with local colleges and universities (Medgar 

Evers and NYU) as well as the College Now programs to ensure students and families have 

access to information about multiple college pathways. The curriculum will include daily 

learning objectives (kernels) and multiple entry points, as well as WITsi strategies. 

 



iii. Use of Time.   

As a Renewal School, we have been tasked with implementing an additional hour of instruction 

for every student, every day. As such, we have selected to integrate this additional hour within 

our school day as a seamless addition to our schedule. As seen on our bell schedule 

(Attachment H1) we have extended each period to 50 minutes including two minutes for 

passing and added on instructional period (9).  As per the UFT/DOE/CSA agreement regarding 

this additional hour, each Renewal school was asked to select from 5 approved models. We will 

be adding instructional periods to enable students’ time to engage in the rich tasks teachers 

develop for each day of instruction.  We further anticipate that by including the time directly in 

the regular school day and not labeling the time as separate, more students will participate.  We 

will message the importance of attending all classes. As a result, all students at Foundations 

Academy will receive a total of 180 additional instructional hours, which we are planning to 

include daily as a credit bearing period.   

 

In addition, PM school will be offered to students with instruction in a blended online, face-to-

face learning environment using Apex software through the NYCDOE iLearn platform. We 

have selected this software because our students have historically responded well to the APEX 

curriculum as enables learning through a platform and schedule that is response to students’ 

need.  The PM school block will also offer students opportunities for Regents preparation based 

on identified needs as the school year progresses (ongoing data will inform our decisions about 

what to offer. 

 

Saturday school classes will offer students’ opportunities to earn credits in core classes and P.E, 

and will also be an opportunity for students to continue receiving offering Regents preparation 

support throughout the year.  

 

While we expect the expanded learning opportunities described above to positively impact 

student outcomes, we will continue to plan for summer school given that, historically, 25% of 

our student population has attended summer school. This will allow us to ensure students 

continue to receive the support necessary to accumulate credits towards graduation 

requirements and remediate gaps on their transcripts. 

 

Our CBO staff will also support learning during and after expanded learning time. Grand St. 

Settlement staff will be familiar with the curricula and instructional approaches of Foundations 

Academy through participating in the school's professional development sessions and engaging 

with teachers through the use of Kernel's to assist student learning. Academic tutors will 

provide homework help in a quiet, supportive environment, and address students’ academic 

needs with intensive tutoring. Students will have an opportunity to complete their homework 

assignments as well as build their studying skills for academic achievement. Based on report 

cards and test scores, as well as feedback from teachers, Grand St. Settlement staff will develop 

education plans rooted in the students’ individual learning needs.  All students will have an 

Educational Achievement Action Plan that identifies needs, and sets goals with quantifiable 

academic and social support services.  Academic support activities will be provided in a small 

group and individualized setting depending on each student’s needs. In addition to academic 

support, students will participate in enrichment activities, such as Leadership Development, 

Sports and Wellness, STEM, and Art. 



 

iv. Data-Driven Instruction/Inquiry (DDI).   

As part of the New York City Renewal Initiative, Foundations Academy will also partner with 

Writing is Thinking and Strategic Inquiry (WITsi). The WITsi initiative will place an emphasis 

on developing discrete writing skills that enhance the EngageNY and New Visions curricula 

being implemented in Math, ELA, Social Studies and Science. This will result in an increased 

acquisition of intellectually rigorous academic content. Teachers will also be trained on how to 

design scaffolded Writing is Thinking tasks that build content knowledge and literacy skills. 

This includes the following: 

 The WITsi team, comprised of cross content teachers and guidance, will meet twice a 

week on Wednesday and Thursday from 8:00am-8:50am to use protocols and common 

data trackers 

 Support from the School Renewal Initiative coaches to lead the teams and plan student 

activities that incorporate the writing activities. 

 Teachers will review tasks that they have designed to evaluate student progress in skill 

acquisition. 

 Ongoing professional development will be provided throughout the year. Specific dates 

are provided in attachment I (training and support) though are subject to change based 

on identified needs.  

CPT 

We have arranged our daily teacher schedules to include 45 minutes of Common Planning Time 

(CPT) embedded in each instructional day.  In addition we have two morning sessions of 

professional learning each week.  This ensures teachers’ planning (identified as a need) can take 

place with the frequency necessary to ensure curriculum and instruction is continually 

responsive to students’ needs.  

 

Interim Assessments and Use Of Rubrics 

Teachers have limited proficiency in the delivery and sharing of common formative 

assessments.  The school has implemented an assessment calendar and teachers participating in 

WiTSI are collectively assessing student learning throughout the year.  The school however 

needs to continue to improve collaboration among staff to use common formative assessment to 

diagnose learning and plan for interventions to ameliorate learning challenges.  It is anticipated 

learning about and implementation of common formative assessment will be lead in teacher 

teams facilitated by the master teachers. 

 

Teams of teachers will use one period of common planning time biweekly to develop, refine 

and plan the usage of CCLS aligned rubrics.  These rubrics will be used in interim assessments 

as well as authentic assessments planned in the pacing calendar for each individual class. The 

rubrics used from the content courses will be modeled off of the EngageNY modules for 

literacy and math. The literacy rubrics will also be used in elective classes. Students will engage 

in periodic conferencing with teachers and receive actionable feedback based on the above 

referenced rubrics so that individualized plans of action undertaken by the teacher and student 

can be developed. By mid year students will have developed the skills necessary to self-

evaluate based on common rubrics. 

 

v. Student Support.  



 

Our CBO, Master Teachers, teachers, and Guidance Counselor will all be responsible for 

identifying students at-risk for academic failure, disengagement/drop-out, and with health 

issues. Working closely with GSS, our counselors, community associate and family coordinator 

will monitor several systems to identify students at risk of academic failure, 

disengagement/drop-out and health issues.  These systems include: 

 Lack of accumulation of token rewards in the school wide PBIS system 

 Evidence of student referrals 

 Chronic absence 

 Chronic lateness 

 Changes in attendance or lateness patterns 

 Sleeping in class or during lunch 

 Anti-social behaviors 

 Expressions of at risk behavior including: 

 Expression of suicidal ideation through work, verbal interactions, classroom behaviors 

 Reporting to school drunk or high 

 Overtly aggressive behavior 

 Obvious and notorious demonstrations of gang affiliation 

 Hall-walking 

Additionally, during family outreach mornings, once a month teachers and GSS team members 

will post sticky-notes to student attendance records to surface trends in student behavior as 

correlated to staff member knowledge of the students.  This process will result in the sharing of 

student behavioral trends across classrooms and promote the sharing of quality information with 

families through our outreach programs including our counselors, the Angel Program, the 

parent coordinator, the community associate and GSS team members. 

 

The school will provide social emotional supports for students at risk of academic value or 

experiencing social or emotional stresses.  The school is hired based full time social worker to 

support student wellness.  Grand Street Settlement will provide a team comprised of a full time 

social worker, part time case manager and outreach worker to support student needs and seek 

resources and partnerships in the communities where students reside to target students’ social 

and emotional needs.  The school also partnered with Hosh Kids, to deliver dance, yoga, 

mindfulness and breathing lessons to our students.  We have engaged our staff and professional 

learning exploring student learning styles and sensory integration theory.  The School has 

purchased core strength chairs to help calm students as they work on their academic lessons.  

The chairs are available and the principal’s office the guidance counselor’s office and the social 

workers office.  Staff members model use of the chairs and students are encouraged to sign 

them out for their use as necessary. 

 

Student progress towards achieving academic standards of their classes and student 

accumulation of token rewards in our PBIS systems are recorded in our electronic grade book 

and monitored regularity for progress.  Additionally teachers engage in child study teams to 

identify students that manifest challenges both academically and socially, and design 

interventions to support student progress.  Working with Grand Street Settlement we anticipate 

improving our involvement of parents in our planning procedures to support students.  By 

providing services for families we also anticipate we will be able to ameliorate some of the 



challenges students face before and after they come to school.  In collaboration with key 

stakeholders, Grand St. Settlement will develop a relationship with the community that 

enhances academics, health and mental health services, social services, expanded learning, 

positive youth development, and family and community supports. Grand St. Settlement will 

research and leverage deep community resources, engage families and the community, enhance 

academic and other supports available to students, and contribute to a productive community 

hub that buoys students and families and narrows the achievement gap between students of low- 

and higher-income families.  

 

Student attendance is critical to academic success, thus the Community School staff, social 

workers, guidance counselors and teachers will start with student attendance as the base, and 

build from that level to continually assess student needs. Weekly meetings will review 

academic progress and result in immediate intervention and increased support for students as 

needed. When students are struggling, Grand Street Settlement staff will connect with teachers, 

guidance staff, students and their families to address the immediate issue. Grand Street 

Settlement Staff will coordinate and integrate Community School programming with school 

resources to best service student needs (i.e. tutoring, Regents/SAT preparation, extended 

Saturdays, after-school academic help, and leverage trusted community partners). This 

integration will ensure the greatest benefit for students.  

 

Additional, supports offered to students will include advisory classes once a week delivered in 

tandem by School faculty and the Grand Street Settlement staff.  We will be including one extra 

hour of instruction per day known as the Renewal Hour.  This extra hour of instruction will be 

transparent to students and will appear to them simply as an extended school day with longer 

periods of instruction.  Additionally we will be moving to a trimester structure to support the 

additional time on task during classes and opportunities for credit accumulation.  Tutoring and 

remediation will be offered during lunch periods by both Grand Street staff and student peer 

mentors under the guidance of a faculty member.  There will be additional opportunities for 

peer tutoring and remediation after school and on Saturdays. 

 

We will also offer opportunities for students to learn in a blended face-to-face an online format 

after school for an hour and a half of each day and on Saturdays for three hours at a time.  

Foundations Academy has been approved as a Girls Who Code site and the club will be meeting 

after school once a week.  This club will support student programmatic thinking.  To support 

visual and kinesthetic tactile learners the school will also be purchasing three-dimensional 

printers, enabling students to participate in the design and production of models ie. Medieval 

castles, manor homes and medieval weaponry.  Foundations has received a micro grant from the 

Sonima Foundation to train our Physical Education teacher him breathing techniques and 

mindfulness to be turned keyed to the rest of the staff during professional learning times. 

 

Student leadership will be bolstered through the creation of a student council with the support 

of Grand Street Settlement staff. Students will be allowed to take on leadership roles and learn 

decision-making skills. Students will have a meaningful voice in the implementation of youth 

driven events and service learning projects in the school. The student council will represent the 

student voice and will establish an environment that supports trust and open expression of 

student ideas. Students will have the opportunity to participate in service learning and 



community projects such as Neighborhood Beautification, Nonviolence, Civic Engagement, and 

Community Mapping. Students will develop life skills while making meaningful change in their 

community, through structured learning, service projects, and reflection. 

 

The school anticipates that our holistic approach to supporting students at risk of academic 

failure or dropout will diminish the number of dropout and increase the number of students 

earning credits and experiencing rewards achieved through our PBIS token reward system.  We 

anticipate suspension rates will decrease and overall student satisfaction with the school as 

measured on the learning environment survey will improve. 

 

vi. School Climate and Discipline.  
The school believes that a safe and orderly environment is critical to students’ continued 

academic, social, emotional, and personal success.  As a simple, yet effective means to 

promulgate expectations for student and staff behaviors, we utilize prominent signage posted 

throughout the learning environments.  The signage uses positive language and directly 

addresses behavioral expectations, College readiness updates, and celebration of student (and 

staff) success.  In collaboration with Grand Street Settlement we anticipate expanding our 

initiatives to promote a college going culture. Grand Street Settlement staff will coordinate in-

state and out of state college visits, trips to college fairs and coordinate in-school informational 

sessions for students after school and during their lunch periods. 

  

On a deeper level, the school has developed a PBIS system enabling students to earn 

Foundations recognition of student achievement Dollars in a token reward system they can use 

to purchase participation in after school activities and trips.  Student balances are posted in the 

online grade book promoting student use of the online grade book, which is accessible to 

students and their parents/guardians.  The school also shares information through analytical 

charts to inform students on progress towards graduation Credit accumulation and overall 

student attendance. We publicly celebrate student achievement and the attainment of attendance 

benchmarks. 

 

To support student attachment to school and increased sense of belonging to a stable 

community environment, we have developed clubs and sports team opportunities including 

FAST team – a cross grade-level team of students and Grand Street Settlement staff in assisting 

in clearing the hallways, a before school dance program, student council, PSAL Men’s 

Badminton, PSAL Women’s Basketball, PSAL Men’s Basketball and Art & Chess Clubs. 

 

vii. Parent and Community Engagement.  
We have reviewed parent participation data and school survey data and begun implementation 

of several initiatives to improve family involvement. 

Phone Calls 

Foundations Academy has implemented an Angel Program assigning small cohorts of students 

to faculty advisors.  The staff members are a point of contact for families and Angels call 

parents to share information on student progress twice a month.  Angels use Google voice to 

call and message families.  Messages sent to smart phones include an embedded call back 

number enabling two-way communications with families.  

Website 



Foundations has launched a school website, www.FoundationsHS.NYC.  The website is used to 

share stories of student success, encourage learning and share general information.  The website 

also includes a resources page including texts that teachers have customized for their classes 

with line numbering, space for annotation and space for summarization.  A lesson plan graphic 

organizer and template are included on the resources page.  Additionally, the site host various 

google forms the school uses to automate the inquiry reporting process 

Passport 
Foundations Academy has developed a Passport to College ceremony.  The passport, a 

powerful symbol recognized world-wide is used as a graphic organizer of student requirements 

for graduation.  Parents and students are invited to participate in the ceremony, modeled after a 

graduation ceremony.  Students ‘cross the stage’ and receive a passport that is stamped with 

each of the credits they have earned during the past semester.  A stamp is ceremonially added 

on stage and students receive a school shirt announcing that they have entered the college zone.  

We have had various community officials participate in our ceremony and have received a 

Proclamation from the Brooklyn Borough President for its implementation.  We have also been 

highlighted in the local newspaper for our event and shouted out in the Renewal in Action 

Newsletter issued by the Chancellor’s office.  

Warby Parker 
Under a newly announced initiative, Warby Parker has partnered with NYC to expand vision 

screening at our community school and will provide a free pair of eyeglasses to every student in 

need.  “According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, vision disability is the 

single most disabling condition among children in the United States”.  We are excited by the 

opportunity this will offer to support our students and enable them to flourish.  

Clubs and Activities 
Foundations academy is sporting several new teams and clubs this past year and we have plans 

to expand our programming.  Our current selection includes a before school dance class, boys 

basketball, girls basketball, boys badminton, art and chess clubs.  We are planning to start a 

volleyball club, a voice and singing club and launching our Girls Who Code club.  

Senior Committee For Social Justice 

In response to the tragic slaying of two police offices in close proximity to our school we 

launched the senior committee to social justice.  Students administrators and faculty met 

together to determine the schools response.  Students determined they would respond through 

art and created a poster reflecting the themes of social justice.  

Community School Staff 
Foundations Academy is transforming into a Community School for the upcoming year. The 

Community School Director will build strong community relationships on behalf of the school, 

beginning with a thorough survey of community leaders and institutions whose resources could 

enhance the school community. Staff will facilitate connections between the school, parents, 

and community leaders and institutions, and build participation through planning forums and 

monthly Community School Team meetings. Grand Street Settlement will outreach to a broad 

and diverse population of parents to take part in the Community School Team. As a Community 

School will engage in a whole-family approach that includes regular events for parents, such as 

workshops to engage families in healthy behaviors that foster academic success, to connect 

parents more fully to their children’s education, and to provide information and assistance in 

navigating the public school system. 

Kick-off  

http://www.foundationshs.nyc/


Together with our SLT we will work on a Community School kick-off event to introduce our 

Community School to key community stakeholders, such as students, parents, community 

organizations, community leaders and political figures. The kick-off will serve as a platform for 

stakeholders to provide school input, oversight and feedback for where they wish the 

Community School. Stakeholders will become informed of new services to engage our students, 

their families and the community in our learning environment. During the kick-off we will 

solicit a diverse community of stakeholders to participate in monthly Community School Team 

meetings to support  and plan community school events, asses program impact and community 

school satisfaction. 

AmeriCorps Member 
The NYC Community School Corps will assign an AmeriCorps member to our school. In 

collaboration with the NYC DOE and under the support of the Community School Director, the 

AmeriCoprs member will serve as a “Mentoring Coordinator” to increase academic engagement 

by serving as a mentor to reduce absenteeism. The "Mentoring Coordinator" will: Coordinate a 

“Success Mentors” program; Work closely with Principal Monheit and the Community School 

Director to identify students who are chronically absent; Recruit and train volunteer mentors, 

and oversee mentor-mentee engagement; Mentor a caseload of approximately 20 chronically 

absent students by serving as a 'coach' and 'sounding board'; 5) Manage communication 

between stakeholders. “Success Mentors” will serve as caring adults or senior students who will 

work with chronically absent students to address the barriers that keep students from coming to 

school everyday. In the next year we hope to see an increase in student attendance and student 

engagement in community school activities.  

Parent Workshops 
Workshop topics may include: helping youth reach their full potential; keys to changing 

behaviors and emotional intelligence; school rules and how many absences result in being held 

back; what are Common Core standards, and developing Common Core work plans for their 

children. Grand Street Settlement will offer stipends for participation, such as movie tickets and 

supermarket gift cards. Grand Street will also work with parents to address any language or 

cultural barriers to engaging in their children’s education. This might include connecting a 

parent to ESL classes, or working with them to schedule holiday vacations to see family—for a 

length and time that won’t result in excessive absences.  

Family Support Services 
Parents and caregivers navigating un- and under-employment or low-wage jobs often struggle 

to meet their families’ basic necessities—leaving little time and energy to focus on their 

children’s academic progress. Foundations Academy is committed to addressing these stability 

issues at the root of our family engagement approach.  Grand Street Settlement will offer 

holistic services for families to meet diverse needs including high quality childcare for younger 

siblings; GED/ESL courses; access to Medicaid, food stamps, and other benefits; tax and legal 

assistance; and referrals for health care/mental health services, among others. GSS will also 

build partnerships with organizations with services that can be rendered or co-located at the 

school. Grand Street Settlement will also provide comprehensive mental health counseling 

services to adolescents and their families as well as enhancing parent/youth communications 

about sexuality. This programming will: 1) Maintain weekly individual and group counseling 

services, to promote a healthy self-image and self-esteem among students; 2) Promote parent-

child interaction through family counseling and home visits, including outreach to families 

resistant to engage in services; and 3) Provide parents with educational services for improved 



communication with teens, through workshops on promoting healthy conversation about sex 

between parents and children, parent meetings to involve parents in planning and 

implementation, and additional resources as needed. 

Family Trips 
Next year we hope to see an increase in family participation by making the school a hub of 

family and community activities that will strengthen family-school collaboration and 

partnership. Family engagement activities will be an important element to our work as a 

Community School.  As an incentive for student improvement and parent engagement, families 

will be invited to attend family trips. Professional athletic games, theater performances and 

college trips will strengthen positive relationships between youth and their families while 

building bridges between Foundations Academy and our student’s support system in the home. 

Outreach 
To further connect, Grand Street Settlement staff will reach out to parents at the time and place 

most convenient for them. Home visits, meetings at the school, in community centers located in 

communities where most of our students live, or during lunch breaks at the parent’s job will 

show parents that Foundations Academy views them as a key resource in the academic success 

of their children.  

 

The school anticipates that our holistic approach to supporting students will result in improved 

student attachment to school as measured by student attendance, students earning credits 

towards graduation, a calm and secure learning environment as demonstrated by diminished 

student referrals and improved measures on the learning environment survey.  We further 

anticipate increases in parental involvement and increased participation of families on our 

Parents Association. 
  

 



I. Training, Support, and Professional Development 

i. Describe the process by which the school leadership/staff were involved in the development of this plan.   

The development of the SIG plan has been a collaborative effort, resulting from stakeholder 

consultation, extensive CBO input, and planning between school and district leadership. This 

plan, therefore, represents a collective agreement as to how we can improve opportunities and 

outcomes for our students through a commitment to an integrated approach to academic, social, 

emotional, and community support. Feedback while completing this plan was ongoing from the 

SIM, DSR, Superintendent, UFT, Grants Office, Renewal Team and internal stakeholders. The 

principal conferred with parent representatives and, given staff changes at the school level, the 

NYC DOE consulted with the UFT. For the month of July, these collaborative efforts continued 

to ensure the SIG plan was completed and submitted on time.  

 
i. Implementation Period. Identify in chart form, the planned training, support, and professional 

development events scheduled during the year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 
2016). For each planned event, identify the specific agent/organization responsible for delivery, the 
desired measurable outcomes, and the method by which outcomes will be analyzed and reported. Provide 
in the project narrative, a rationale for each planned event and why it will be critical to the successful 
implementation of the SIG plan.  

 

See attachment I 

 

Professional Development Rationale: The school believes teachers are best poised to succeed 

when they are given a chance to reflect on their pedagogy, help identify their priority needs, 

receive effective feedback, and influence their own professional learning in a collaborative and 

supportive environment.  Our school will implement a teacher-led professional development 

committee that, in partnership with administration, Grand St. Settlement, the UFT, and the 

School Renewal Initiative team has collaborated to determine priority opportunities for 

professional learning. As such, Attachment I represents the training and structures of 

professional support for teachers and instructional staff as of the development of this SIG plan. 

Of course, as the year progresses our observational data will influence decisions to adapt and 

modify our PD plan in response to identified need.  

 

Professional development will be centered on three areas of priority for the school during the 

2015-2016 school year: 

1. Instructional Support: developing the pedagogical skills and content knowledge of 

practitioners. 

2. Social-Emotional Learning: developing the skills needed to support students in 

acquiring positive behavior and coping skills. 

3. School community and Culture Development: developing collaboration among teachers 

based on ICT models as well as best practices to meet the needs of all learners and 

increase parental involvement.  

To this end the school will execute a systematic PD plan that consists of group learning 

activities and individual coaching. In addition, model classrooms, taught by Master Teachers, 

will be set up in the school and intervisitations will be strongly encouraged in the 2015-2016 

school year. By 2020, intervisitations will be a strongly embedded common practice in the 

school. The Professional Development Committee (consisting of UFT members, SRI coaches, 

School leaders and representatives from Grand Street Settlement) will provide oversight and 



support to this ongoing work.  

 

Our school’s approach to professional learning will also include and be influenced by our 

Master teachers (who will be SIG funded). Understanding that teachers bring knowledge, 

professionalism and unique perspectives to bear on improving student outcomes, we plan to 

leverage the expertise of Master Teachers by hire from the pool of experienced candidates in 

each of the core subject areas to support content area learning and collaborations. In our first 

year (dependent upon timing of the release of funds) we plan to hire 2 master Teachers (One 

each in Math and ELA) and two collaborative peer teachers (funded by renewal funds) and in 

our second year, we will hire an additional two Master teachers (one each in Science and Social 

Studies). We will ensure that Master teachers open their classrooms and model best practices, 

share pedagogical moves, lead inquiry teams, and collaborate in common assessments of 

student learning.  Master teachers will mentor their peers in the development and 

implementation of common formative assessments for learning, and the modification of lessons 

to meet the needs of all students.  The requirements of being accepted into the UFT/DOE 

Master Teacher pool means that we can expect Master Teachers to be have proven success in 

pedagogical, collaborative, and content skills.  This will enable those teachers we hire under 

this program to facilitate the implementation of curriculum and lessons aligned to the Common 

Core Learning Standards and further allow for the development of cross-curricular activities, 

producing a more holistic implementation of curriculum.   

 

Group Learning Activities: During group learning activities teachers will be organized in 

teams. These teams will focus on how Foundations Academy HS ensures that student needs are 

met.  Teaching and learning at the school will incorporate best practices from academic 

research such as backwards planning (Understanding by Design), student-centered learning 

activities, active inquiry-based classrooms. This group structure will provide opportunities for 

teachers to plan collaboratively as well as mimicking the functioning of a highly effective ICT 

pairing that collaborates to increase student success. 

 All staff will meet multiple times weekly (across grades and departments) to ensure 

innovation, sharing of best practices, group approaches to meeting challenges and goals, 

consistency across classrooms, as well as ensuring student academic, social and emotional 

success and well-being.  Teachers will plan units, lessons, projects and other student 

activities in teams with support from school renewal coaches.  Units and lessons will be 

planned around conceptual themes, course content requirements, learning objectives, 

essential questions, etc. 

 Professional Learning time (2x/wk) will support team collaboration, problem solving, unity 

and harmony.  Foundations Academy High School has a commitment to the horizontal and 

vertical alignment of curriculum, inquiry work and common planning.   

 Common planning will be used twice a week for professional learning.  Agendas for team 

meetings will be set by teachers in consultation with the focus on positive student outcomes 

and the steps toward or obstacles faced.  Teacher team work will be reflected in all lesson 

and unit plans, attendance rates, credit accumulation and student outcomes. Teacher team 

work will change throughout the week to accommodate academic alignment, grade teams 

and content teams. Teacher teams engaged in inquiry will be led by Master teachers with 

support from SRI. 

 In addition, teachers will join with colleagues across the district to engage in professional 



learning activities to deepen understanding of strategic inquiry, WITsi writing skills, 

curricula from EngageNY for ELA and Math and New Visions for Public Schools Global 

History and Living Environment 

 

Individual Coaching: Recognizing that group learning is not always the most effective method 

for providing targeted, individualized development there will also be structures set up in the 

2015-2016 school year that support individualized teacher professional development. Through 

this structure the specific needs of each teacher will be identified and addressed through 

differentiated and targeted coaching conversations, pedagogical modeling and monitoring of 

progress.  

 School leaders, including master teachers, will develop a calendar outlining when they will 

visit teachers to provide coaching feedback (See attachment G Part 2) Minimally each 

teacher should be seen once per month. School leaders will provide timely, low inference 

feedback, and strategic support and personalized next steps for teachers’ instructional 

practices using the Danielson Framework for Instruction. Whenever appropriate UFT 

members will be invited to join in on this process. 

 SRI coaches will visit the school weekly and provide weekly feedback to specific teacher 

leads that is aligned to the Danielson Framework and provides actionable support and next 

steps. All members of the learning community will be invited to join in on these classes and 

debriefs as “fish bowls” 

 The Principal, the Director of School Renewal (DSR), and members of the learning 

community that wish to join, will do a weekly “learning walk” of the classrooms and 

provide a “holistic” school wide report on observed practices and next steps. 

 

Model Classrooms: Model classrooms will be developed to support teacher growth and will act 

as labs where colleagues can watch delivery of instruction, content planning, and behavior 

management best-practices led by master teachers. These roles will also provide additional 

opportunities for teachers to assume leadership roles to grow professionally, and share their 

instructional practices with peers, while remaining in the classroom.  

 Model Teachers use their classrooms to serve as a laboratory and resource to support the 

professional growth of colleagues. Working closely with other teacher leaders, the Model 

Teacher is a resource to other teachers by demonstrating effective teaching strategies. This 

position will also be responsible for serving on the professional development committee. 

(Additional compensation; full teaching program)  

 Peer Collaborative Teachers support their colleagues through coaching and inter-visitations 

to improve instructional and student learning aligned to the Danielson Framework for 

Teaching  and the teachers in this position will also be responsible for serving on the 

professional development committee. (Additional compensation; a minimum of one period 

of release time for teacher leader responsibilities.) 

 

Borough Field Support Centers: With the implementation of the NYC DOE’s new structure 

of school support, additional PD will provided by the newly created Borough Field Support 

Center (BFSC) for Brooklyn North. Each borough has at least one BFSC and with a director, a 

full range of deputies for Instruction, Operations, Special Education, ELL, and Student Support 

Services. While still being finalized, it is expected that schools will be able to utilize a full 

range of integrated services based on schools’ individual needs and specifically to support 



struggling schools.  

 

Renewal Office PD: The Principal and cabinet, with the support of the School Renewal 

Initiative team, will conduct weekly inquiry rounds using a deconstructed Danielson 

framework. The rounds will focus moving teacher practice and improving the quality of teacher 

produced learning tasks. By surfacing patterns and trends in teacher performance we will be 

empowered to provide relevant training and support.   

 

Assistant Principal: Our partially SIG-funded Assistant Principal will lead teacher teams and 

teacher leaders in the common assessment of student learning, inquiry into student and teacher 

performance trends and the design and implementation of relevant strategies to improve teacher 

practice and student performance.  A list of responsibilities including SIG and Tax Levy funded 

is included in section D iv. 

 

Strategic Inquiry Consulting (SIC): The WiTSI protocol is central to our school’s 

instructional focus and as such, we will partner with Startegic Inquiry Consultant (the creators 

of WiTSI) to provide on-side PD that will support classroom and Master Teachers in the 

development of curriculum, tasks, and activities that incorporate the WiTSI model. 

Additionally, SIC will model lessons, coach staff on the instructional models proven to have 

impact, and help teachers analyze student performance data so that curriculum is continually 

responsive to identified needs.  

 

CBO PD: Given the significance and importance of our CBO, Grand Street Settlement, their 

role in the professional development of our faculty and community as a whole is a pivotal part 

of our SIG plan. Grand St. Settlement will provide and coordinate professional development 

training opportunities with community partners that will concentrate on building parent 

engagement, building a positive school culture, and supporting student social and emotional 

growth. Training topics will include behavior management, building healthy relationships with 

teens, working with youth with special needs, and engaging families in discussions on student 

academic and social-emotional growth.  Grand St. Settlement staff will also work with key 

school stakeholders to establish a restorative justice advisory program that will support positive 

peer-to-peer and school staff to student relationships.  

 

Distributive Leadership: To ensure the sustainability of our training, support, and PD, we will 

develop a robust distributive leadership organizational structure supporting shared leadership, 

decision-making and responsibility for the selections and implementation of professional 

learning to meet the needs of the school as a learning organization. The committee’s impact will 

be augmented by conferences, observation feedback, inter-visitations and departmental 

meetings. The professional development committee will also reach across schools, and across 

subject areas to jointly research, design and prepare curriculum materials, review and reflect on 

those materials and explore instructional practices.   

 

Monitoring of progress: We will evaluate the success of the professional learning by exploring 

the impact on student achievement and teacher practice.  Our goals stated above anticipate that 

teachers observed by Administrators and school leadership in frequent cycles of observation to 

ensure effective feedback and the provision of high quality PD will result in 80% of teachers 



being rated effective on measures of the Danielson Framework for teaching including our key 

areas of focus (1A, 1E, 3B, 3C, 3D, and 4A). Teachers’ professional learning needs will be met 

through weekly math PD, SRI coaching, administrative support, and peer mentoring with 

additional learning opportunities provided by conferences, observation feedback, inter-

visitations and departmental meetings. ELA teachers will receive 10 observations per year. 

 
ii. Describe the schedule and plan for regularly evaluating the effects of training, support, and professional 

development, including any subsequent modifications to the plan as the result of evaluation, tying in any 
modification processes that may be the result of professional teacher observations and/or the results of 
common student interim assessment data.  

As outlined in attachment I, we will evaluate the impact and success of each of our PD, training, 

and support with a level of frequency that ensures we are continually responsive to the needs of 

our staff. One key method of evaluation will be to ensure that all Master Teachers, partners, and 

district staff look for evidence of impact in classrooms so that teachers are both validated for 

effectively implementing PD, but held accountable where we do not see adequate evidence. As 

described in Section F, our regular meetings with partners, Master Teachers, district staff, and 

school leadership will allow us to engage in analysis of our PD plan and determine its impact 

and any necessary adjustments, additions, or revisions based on observations, teacher meetings, 

teacher effectiveness data, and student performance data.  

 

Structured Time: 

 Two mornings of Professional Learning time (50 minutes, Wednesday & Thursday) 

 Writing is Thinking through Strategic Inquiry (WiTSI): Teacher grade teams will meet 

during this time to engage in the analysis of student work through their writing.  Utilizing 

Judith Hochman writing strategies teachers will receive initial training on 2 strategies over 

the summer.  The assistant principal will facilitate this training. In addition 9th grade 

teachers will be receiving curriculum.  

 Structures to model pedagogy and reflective practices will include lesson study, workshops, 

fishbowls, reading groups, traditional staff-led PD. 

 During this time teachers will focus on how the school ensures student progress and that 

student needs are being met (e.g. by looking at student work, customizing instruction, 

creating and analyzing assessments, particular instructional strategy connected to culturally 

responsive and socially relevant pedagogical practices, analyzing data, vertical and 

horizontal curriculum alignment.) 

 Individuals and/or groups of educators, including administration, SRI coaches and school-

based staff will present, share and engage in action-oriented research. 

 Members will share best practices of pedagogical approaches, student centered activities, 

student inquiry, literacy and numeracy strategies, writing across the curriculum, course 

alignment, and/or other novel learning approaches. 

 

Fifty (50) Minutes of Parent Engagement every Tuesday 

 The parent engagement committee comprised of an assistant principal, the parent 

coordinator, the CBO and a team of teachers will recommend collective and individual 

actions that will be taken during this time to engage with parents.  The committee will direct 

outreach efforts in the morning as well as plan for school-wide events that take place at 

other times of the days and weekends.  Morning projects will include presentations of 



student work and research, student-at-a-glance protocols, student-led conferences, seminars 

(e.g. college application and financial aid process, job search seminars).  The evening 

activities to be planned include social events for families and students, learning events for 

families and community service programming. 

 Community gatherings and dinners,  Other activities to be planned and implemented during 

Parent Engagement time will include but not be limited to: effective communication 

strategies, navigating the college admission and financial aid application process, career 

exploration and training, volunteering, activities for learning at home, decision making, 

work-based learning initiatives, School Leadership Team training et al. 

 

Common Planning / Professional Activities.    

 One (1) day a week, educators will meet in grade, interdisciplinary, special education (e.g. 

PPT/SBST) and cultural/social/emotional teams in order to collaboratively plan rigorous 

instruction with their co-teachers and other faculty and staff who can provide insight.   

 Two (2) days a week educators will have individual and group professional development 

time during the daily professional activity time to prepare for teacher teams and enact 

initiatives determined in teacher team meetings. 

 One (1) day a week of child study team. During this time the team will engage in an inquiry 

cycle of looking at students behaviors in order to determine interventions and measure 

effectiveness. 

 New educators and their mentors will meet at least twice a month at this time. 

 

Professional Learning Opportunities Beyond the School Day and Outside of the School 

 Outside professional opportunities and group or school-wide field trips. 

 Yearly on site retreat to revisit School Renewal Plan. 

 Groups of educators will conduct tours and learning visits of other schools to research and 

adopt best practices of other schools that contribute to the instructional program.  Substitute 

teachers will cover classes during this time. 

 Teacher leaders in ELA and Math will attend monthly training with SRI Directors of 

Curriculum and Professional Development. These meetings will support the development of 

a deeper understanding of the EngageNY ELA and Math curricula. These teachers will also 

lead the content teams in their respective subjects. 

 Social Studies and Science teacher leaders will attend three (3) day long professional 

development trainings where they will receive support from SRI along with curriculum 

designers from New Visions for Public Schools. These trainings will be used to deepen 

understanding of the social studies and science frameworks as well as the CCLS shifts in 

disciplinary literacy.  

 
 

 



 

2015-2016 PD Plan for: 14K322: Foundations Academy  

The following document is the result of extensive planning with staff, our Renewal team, our district leadership, and SIM. This PD plan reflects the current needs of our school, based on our needs assessment, 
observational data, and input from our CBO and is, therefore subject to change based on teachers’ identified needs resulting from ongoing, frequent cycles of observation and additional needs assessments 
conducted throughout the next school year 

 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: 
Reinforcement / Follow-
Up 

Evaluation of Impact  

Full-day: 
EngageNY 
Mathematics & 
ELA Professional 
Development 

School Renewal 
Senior Coaches 
and Renewal 
Coaches 

Director of School 
Renewal,  ELA and Math 
Master Teachers who are 
using Engage at 
Foundations Academy, 
APs 

 

Unpack Engage M1 & M4 
(ELA) and M1-4 (Math) to 
determine learning objectives 
(WiTsi/skills/Content), 
progression of formative 
assessments leading to 
culminating/summative 
assessments. 
 
Text Complexity/ analyzing 
barriers to comprehension  
Designing WITsi tasks. 
 
Differentiating instruction while 
maintaining the rigor of the 
curriculum. 
  
Analyzing formative and 
summative student 
assessments to drive 
instruction. 
 
ELA and Math content 
knowledge will be deepened. 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework for 
Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1 & 3, 
SIG Goal 2, Renewal Framework 

Renewal coaches in 
conjunction with Master 
teachers will work with teachers 
in order to develop daily lesson 
plans with embedded writing 
activities.  
 
Renewal coaches and Master 
Teachers will observe teachers 
on a weekly basis and provide 
both oral and written feedback 
along with modeling of 
pedagogical practices.  
 
Administration will also do 
frequent observations and 
learning walks with the Director 
of School Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work 
closely with the Master teacher 
and their co-teacher to continue 
the learning on a weekly basis 
in content team structures. 

Participating teachers’ classrooms 
will be observed at least three 
times by Renewal Coaches, 
Colleagues and/or School 
Administrators before the next PD 
to look for evidence of impact in the 
classroom and in teachers’ 
planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, consisting 
of DSR, Administration, Renewal 
Coaches and Master Teachers, will 
review observation feedback on a 
weekly basis to in order to surface 
trends and challenges across 
school as well as the effect. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Observations will be shared 
electronically. 

Date: 

9/30/15, 11/3/15, 
2/1/16 
 
Will be done on a 
monthly basis in 
October, 
December, 
January, March, 
April, May & June 
for a total of 10 
sessions 

 

 

 



 

 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: 
Reinforcement / Follow-
Up 

Evaluation of Impact  

Full-day: 
Social Studies 
Professional 
Development 

Renewal Coaches 
and New Visions 
for Public Schools 
Curriculum 
Designers 

Social Studies teachers & 
APs 

 
Unpack New Visions for Public 
Schools Global History 9-10 
and US History curriculum to 
determine learning objectives 
(WiTsi/skills/Content), 
progression of formative 
assessments leading to 
culminating/summative 
assessments. 
 
Text Complexity/ analyzing 
barriers to comprehension  
Designing WITsi tasks. 
 
Differentiating instruction while 
maintaining the rigor of the 
curriculum.  
 
Analyzing formative and 
summative student 
assessments to drive 
instruction. 
 
Designing authentic project 
based assessments. 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework for 
Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1 & 3, 
SIG Goal 2, Renewal Framework 

Renewal coaches in 
conjunction with Master 
Teachers as applicable will 
work with teachers in order to 
develop daily lesson plans with 
embedded writing activities.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling 
of pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do 
frequent observations and 
learning walks with the Director 
of School Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work 
closely with the lead teacher 
and their co-teacher to continue 
the learning on a weekly basis 
in content team structures. 

Participating teachers’ classrooms 
will be observed at least three 
times by Renewal Coaches, 
Colleagues and/or School 
Administrators before the next PD 
to look for evidence of impact in the 
classroom and in teachers’ 
planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, consisting 
of DSR, Administration, Renewal 
Coaches and Master Teachers, will 
review observation feedback on a 
weekly basis to in order to surface 
trends and challenges across 
school as well as the effect. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Observations will be shared 
electronically. 
 

Dates: 

11/3/15, 2/1/16, 
6/14/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: 
Reinforcement / Follow-
Up 

Evaluation of Impact  

Full-day: 
Science 
Professional 
Development 

Renewal Coaches 
and New Visions 
for Public Schools 
Curriculum 
Designers 

Science teachers & APs 
 

Unpack New Visions for Public 
Schools living environment 
curriculum as well as the 
NYCDOE scope and sequence 
to determine learning objectives 
(WiTsi/skills/Content), 
progression of formative 
assessments leading to 
culminating/summative 
assessments. 
 
Text Complexity/ analyzing 
barriers to comprehension  
Designing WITsi tasks. 
 
Differentiating instruction while 
maintaining the rigor of the 
curriculum.  
 
Analyzing formative and 
summative student 
assessments to drive 
instruction. 
 
Designing authentic project 
based assessments. 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework for 
Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1 & 3, 
SIG Goal 2, Renewal Framework 

 

Renewal coaches in 
conjunction with Master 
Teachers as applicable will 
work with teachers in order to 
develop daily lesson plans with 
embedded writing activities.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling 
of pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do 
frequent observations and 
learning walks with the Director 
of School Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work 
closely with the lead teacher 
and their co-teacher to continue 
the learning on a weekly basis 
in content team structures. 

 

Participating teachers’ classrooms 
will be observed at least three 
times by Renewal Coaches, 
Colleagues and/or School 
Administrators before the next PD 
to look for evidence of impact in the 
classroom and in teachers’ 
planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, consisting 
of DSR, Administration, Renewal 
Coaches and Master Teachers, will 
review observation feedback on a 
weekly basis to in order to surface 
trends and challenges across 
school as well as the effect. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Observations will be shared 
electronically. 
 

Dates: 

11/3/15, 2/1/16, 
6/14/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

WITsi lead 
training 

Nell Scharff 
Panero leads PD, 
Renewal Coaches 
conduct 
classroom visits 

Master Teachers, 9-10 
grade teachers in 
ELA, Math, Science, 
and SS core content 
areas 

 

Teachers will learn the process 
of Strategic Inquiry, leading a 
team and creating a culture of 
collaboration. On the inquiry 
teams they will closely analyze 
student work and make 
curricular decisions that are 
responsive to student needs. 
They will also learn the Writing 
is Thinking writing strategies.  

 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1, 
3 & 4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Onsite weekly coaching from 
Renewal Coaches in schools to 
support the set up and ongoing 
maintenance of WiTsi inquiry 
teams.  

Renewal coaches will also provide 
feedback. 

Administration will attend weekly 
meetings.  

Evaluations will be done by lead 
Renewal Coach. 

Presentations of work will be 
done at the end of the year that 
show growth and student 
progress. 

Date: 

Ongoing, monthly 
basis 

 

 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Writing is 
Thinking (WIT) 
bootcamp 

School Renewal 
Program coaches, 
Nell Scharff 
Panero 

Whole faculty 

The focus will be on introducing 
the WIT strategies, developing 
the knowledge needed to write 
rigorous writing tasks and 
designing assessments. 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1, 
3 & 4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

On-site weekly coaching will take 
place with renewal coaches as well 
as the WITsi lead teacher from the 
school.  

Teachers will meet weekly in 
strategic inquiry groups to assess 
student work, design activities and 
collaboratively decide how student 
progress will drive instruction 
across content areas. 

Observations will be conducted 
by Administration and Renewal 
Coaches. 

Renewal coaches will work 
closely with teachers to develop 
WITsi tasks in content courses. 

Student work will be analyzed on 
a weekly basis in strategic inquiry 
and results will be used to drive 
instruction. 

Teacher intervisitations 

Date: 

3x/school year 

Begins on 9/8/15 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Ongoing content 
coaching 

Renewal coaches  
A strategically 
targeted set of 
teachers, including 
Master Teachers, in 
some or all core 
content areas. 

 

• Onsite weekly coaching in 
schools for a target set of 
teachers in target content 
areas that may include ELA, 
Math, SS, and/or Sci (informal 
classroom visits and feedback) 

• Coaches support content 
team meetings 

Foci:  

Establishing classroom rituals 
and routines 

Writing learning 
objectives/unpacking 
standards/goal-setting (what 
are we learning, why, where is 
it leading) 

Connecting to School IF 

Setting high expectations 
(academic mindset) 

Designing lesson plans, 
kernals and coherent 
instruction 

 What is rigor? (Hess cognitive 
rigor matrix and Bloom’s) 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1-
4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Renewal coaches will work with 
teachers in order to develop daily 
lesson plans with embedded writing 
activities and set up highly 
functioning classrooms.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling of 
pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do frequent 
observations and learning walks 
with the Director of School 
Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work closely 
with the lead teacher and their co-
teacher to continue the learning on 
a weekly basis in content team 
structures. 

Participating teachers’ 
classrooms will be observed at 
least 1x/week by the renewal 
coach and/or Master Teacher to 
look for evidence of PD impact in 
the classroom and in teachers’ 
planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, 
consisting of DSR, Administration, 
Renewal Coaches, will review 
observation feedback on a weekly 
basis to in order to surface trends 
and challenges across school as 
well as the effect. 
 
Administration will conduct 
learning walks with DSR and any 
other interested parties. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Teacher intervisitations 
 
Observations will be uploaded 
and available electronically. 

Date: 

Weekly in 
September 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Ongoing content 
coaching 

Renewal coaches 
in collaboration 
with Master 
Teachers 

A strategically 
targeted set of 
teachers in some or all 
core content areas. 

 

• Onsite weekly coaching in 
schools for a target set of 
teachers in target content areas 
that may include ELA, Math, SS, 
and/or Sci (informal classroom 
visits and feedback) 

• Coaches support content team 
meetings 

Foci:  

Administering and analyzing 
baseline assessments: 

• rubrics 

• formative assessment 
(protocols and tools) 

• feedback for kids 

• building a progression of 
learning that culminates in 
summative assessment/Regents 

Planning small group instruction 
in response to baselines and 
ongoing inquiry (socratic 
seminars, etc.) 

• looking at student work 

• analyzing trends/surfacing 
patterns 

• low inference observations 

• building towards Regents 

• building a learning progression 

• managing whole/small group 
work 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP 
goal1- 4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Renewal coaches will work 
collaboratively with content area 
Master teachers in order to develop 
and provided targeted coaching for 
all subject areas.  
 
Renewal coaches & Master 
Teachers will work with teachers in 
order to develop daily lesson plans 
with embedded writing activities 
and set up highly functioning 
classrooms.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling of 
pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do frequent 
observations and learning walks 
with the Director of School 
Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work closely 
with the lead teacher and their co-
teacher to continue the learning on 
a weekly basis in content team 
structures. 

Participating teachers’ 
classrooms will be observed at 
least 1x/week by the renewal 
coach to look for evidence of PD 
impact in the classroom and in 
teachers’ planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, 
consisting of DSR, Administration, 
Renewal Coaches and Master 
Teachers, will review observation 
feedback on a weekly basis to in 
order to surface trends and 
challenges across school as well 
as the effect. 
 
Administration will conduct 
learning walks with DSR and any 
other interested parties. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Teacher inter-visitations 
 
Observations will be uploaded 
and available electronically. 

Date: 

Weekly in 
October, 
November, 
December and 
January 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Potential Content: Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Ongoing content 
coaching 

Renewal coaches 
in coordination 
with Master 
teachers 

A strategically 
targeted set of 
teachers in some or all 
core content areas. 

 • Onsite weekly coaching in 
schools for a target set of 
teachers in target content 
areas that may include ELA, 
Math, SS, and/or Sci (informal 
classroom visits and feedback) 

• Coaches support content 
team meetings 

Foci:  

• Analyzing Regents 

• Analyzing common 
assessments in 9, 10, and 12 

• Revisit September goals 

 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1-
4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Renewal coaches will work 

collaboratively with content area 

Master teachers in order to develop 

and provided targeted coaching for 

all subject areas.  

 
Renewal coaches will work with 
teachers in order to develop daily 
lesson plans with embedded writing 
activities and set up highly 
functioning classrooms.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling of 
pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do frequent 
observations and learning walks 
with the Director of School 
Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work closely 
with the lead teacher and their co-
teacher to continue the learning on 
a weekly basis in content team 
structures. 

Participating teachers’ 
classrooms will be observed at 
least 1x/week by the renewal 
coach to look for evidence of PD 
impact in the classroom and in 
teachers’ planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, 
consisting of DSR, Administration, 
Renewal Coaches, will review 
observation feedback on a weekly 
basis to in order to surface trends 
and challenges across school as 
well as the effect. 
 
Administration will conduct 
learning walks with DSR and any 
other interested parties. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Teacher inter-visitations 
 
Observations will be uploaded 
and available electronically. 

Date: 

Weekly in 
February 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Determination Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Ongoing content 
coaching 

Renewal coaches 
and Master 
teachers 

A strategically 
targeted set of 
teachers in some or all 
core content areas. 

 

• Onsite weekly coaching in 
schools for a target set of 
teachers in target content 
areas that may include ELA, 
Math, SS, and/or Sci (informal 
classroom visits and feedback) 

• Coaches support content 
team meetings 

Foci:  

• Text Dependent Questions 

• Optimizing Discussion 
protocols 

• When to do whole group vs. 
small group 

 

 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1-
4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Renewal coaches will work with 
teachers in order to develop daily 
lesson plans with embedded writing 
activities and set up highly 
functioning classrooms.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling of 
pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do frequent 
observations and learning walks 
with the Director of School 
Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work closely 
with the lead teacher and their co-
teacher to continue the learning on 
a weekly basis in content team 
structures. 

Participating teachers’ 
classrooms will be observed at 
least 1x/week by the renewal 
coach to look for evidence of PD 
impact in the classroom and in 
teachers’ planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, 
consisting of DSR, Administration, 
Renewal Coaches and Master 
teachers, will review observation 
feedback on a weekly basis to in 
order to surface trends and 
challenges across school as well 
as the effect. 
 
Administration will conduct 
learning walks with DSR and any 
other interested parties. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Teacher inter-visitations 
 
Observations will be uploaded 
and available electronically. 

Date: 

Weekly in March 
& April 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Determination Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Ongoing content 
coaching 

Renewal coaches 
and Master 
Teachers 

A strategically 
targeted set of 
teachers in some or all 
core content areas. 

 • Onsite weekly coaching in 
schools for a target set of 
teachers in target content 
areas that may include ELA, 
Math, SS, and/or Sci (informal 
classroom visits and feedback) 

• Coaches support content 
team meetings 

Foci:  

• Turning text complexity 
analyses into actionable 
scaffolded instruction 

 

 

 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1- 
4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Renewal coaches will work 

collaboratively with content area 

Master teachers in order to develop 

and provided targeted coaching for 

all subject areas.  

 
Renewal coaches will work with 
teachers in order to develop daily 
lesson plans with embedded writing 
activities and set up highly 
functioning classrooms.  
 
Renewal coaches will observe 
teachers on a weekly basis and 
provide both oral and written 
feedback along with modeling of 
pedagogical practices.  
Administration will also do frequent 
observations and learning walks 
with the Director of School 
Renewal. 
 
Renewal coaches will work closely 
with the lead teacher and their co-
teacher to continue the learning on 
a weekly basis in content team 
structures. 

Participating teachers’ 
classrooms will be observed at 
least 1x/week by the renewal 
coach to look for evidence of PD 
impact in the classroom and in 
teachers’ planning documents.  
 
The instructional cabinet, 
consisting of DSR, Administration, 
Renewal Coaches and content 
area Master Teachers, will review 
observation feedback on a weekly 
basis to in order to surface trends 
and challenges across school as 
well as the effect. 
 
Administration will conduct 
learning walks with DSR and any 
other interested parties. 
 
By the end of the school year it is 
expected that all teachers will 
receive a rating of either effective 
or highly effective.  
 
Teacher inter-visitations 
 
Observations will be uploaded 
and available electronically. 

Date: 

Weekly in May & 
June 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Determination Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

myOn training 
 
Professional 
Development 
and 
Subscriptions: 
Year 1 = $0, Year 
2 and beyond = 
unknown 

School Renewal 
Program 

 Whole faculty, 
Administration, SRI 
coaches 

All renewal schools have 
received full year subscriptions 
to myOn, an online library with 
over 5,000 high interest digital 
texts.  This will support the 
independent reading initiative 
by giving students more access 
to more texts and will provide 
teachers with robust reporting 
tools to track stamina and 
growth. 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 1- 
4, SIG Goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

Renewal coaches will work with 
teachers in order to develop daily 
lesson plans that incorporate 
technology. 
 
 

Teacher inter-vistations 
 
Usage of technology will be a 
observed and noted in classroom 
observations. 
 
Teachers will analyze reporting 
data from myOn and use it to 
adjust instruction accordingly. 
 

Date: 

 

 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Determination Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

CBO led PD 
 
Grand St. 
Settlement will 
provide and 
coordinate 
professional 
development 
training 
opportunities 
with community 
partners that will 
concentrate on 
the following: 
 -building parent 
engagement 
 -building a 
positive school 
culture 
 -supporting 
student social 
and emotional 
growth.  

Grand Street 
Settlement 

The whole staff and 
employees of the CBO 
office onsite 

Given the significance and 
importance of our CBO, Grand 
Street Settlement, their role in 
the professional development 
of our faculty and community 
as a whole is a pivotal part of 
our SIG plan. Training topics: 

 Behavior management 

 Building healthy 
relationships with teens 

 working with youth with 
special needs 

 Engaging families in 
discussions on student 
academic and social-
emotional growth.  

GSS staff will also work with 
key school stakeholders to 
establish a restorative justice 
advisory program that will 
support positive peer-to-peer 
and school staff-to-student 
relationships 

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goals 
2-5, SIG goal 2, Renewal 
Framework 

CBO will partner with staff to 
monitor the rollout of a restorative 
justice advisory. 
 
Teachers will work collaboratively 
with each other to develop and 
monitor the success of the advisory 
curriculum. 
 
Behavior management will become 
evident in the classrooms and 
learning walks will be conducted to 
monitor this.  
 
Guidance will support the teachers 
in working with students who need 
additional social-emotional support. 

 Participating teachers’ 
classrooms will be observed 
at least 1x/week by the 
renewal coach to look for 
evidence of PD impact in the 
classroom and in teachers’ 
planning documents.  

 The instructional cabinet, 
consisting of DSR, 
Administration, Renewal 
Coaches, will review 
observation feedback on a 
weekly basis to in order to 
surface trends and challenges 
across school as well as the 
effect. 

 Administration will conduct 
learning walks with DSR and 
any other interested parties. 

 By the end of the school year 
it is expected that all teachers 
will receive a rating of either 
effective or highly effective.  

 Teacher inter-visitations 
 Observations will be uploaded 

and available electronically. 

Date 

Ongoing, dates to 
TBD 



 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Determination Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

School Renewal 
Principal Learning 
Community 

School Renewal 
Program 

Principals of 
renewal schools 

The School Renewal Program 
Professional Learning 
Community will meet 5 times 
throughout the year in 
thematically organized sessions 
designed to engage the school 
leaders in their own 
professional learning. This will 
include: guest speakers with 
professional book study, 
experts from the field.            

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the framework for 
Great Schools, RSCEP goal 4, sig 
goal 2, Renewal Framework, 
Principal Performance Review 
Rubric 

The DSR will meet frequently with 
the Renewal Principal and conduct 
learning walks, provide coaching and 
support in organizational 
management as well as program 
evaluation.  
 

Principal will receive an effective 
rating in all areas of their PPR. 

Date: 

Ongoing, dates 
TBD 

 

 

Type of PD Provided by: Attendees: Determination Aligned to: Reinforcement / Follow-Up Evaluation of Impact  

Renewal 
Principal Study 
Groups 

School Renewal 
Program 

Principals of 
renewal schools 

Study groups led by renewal 
advisory principals (based on 
advisory principal survey, 
session leaders will be chosen 
based on capability) will 
develop leadership expertise 
in one or more of the 
following areas: budgeting, 
data analysis, curriculum and 
instruction, parent 
engagement, rebranding  

Citywide Instructional 
Expectations, the Framework 
for Great Schools, RSCEP goal 4, 
SIG goal 2, Renewal framework, 
Principal Performance Review 
Rubric 

The DSR will meet frequently with 
the Renewal Principal and conduct 
learning walks, provide coaching 
and support in organizational 
management as well as program 
evaluation.  
 

Principal will receive an effective 
rating in all areas of their PPR. 

Date: 

Ongoing, dates 
TBD 

 

 



J. Communication and Stakeholder Involvement/Engagement  

i. Describe in detail, the methods, times, and places that will be used for regularly and systematically updating 
parents, families, the community and other stakeholders on the implementation status of the SIG plan.  This should 
include, but is not limited to, analyses of evidence and leading indicator data to determine the impact of key 
strategies, as well as planned/approved course-corrections as applicable. 

 

In addition to consulting with parents, families, and the community about our Priority status, our 

ability to apply for SIG, our Renewal status, and the appointment of Grand Street Settlement as our 

CBO, we understand the need to continually update and engage with the community in 

communications about the school’s progress, improvements, next steps, and opportunities to 

participate in school events, and decision-making processes. As such, we will create multiple 

communication protocols and mechanisms in which the principal and faculty members interact with 

and work alongside parents, families, and members of the community. 

 Website…………………………………………………………………………………..Ongoing 

 SLT meetings…………………………………………………………………………….Monthly 

 Parents Association meeting……………………………………………………………..Monthly 

 Community breakfasts…………………………………………………………………...Monthly 

 Town hall meetings……………………………………………………………………..Quarterly 

 Posting of analytical charts demonstrating progress…………………………………….Ongoing 

 Posters branding school and telling the story of our successes………………………….Ongoing 

 Principal outreach  through voice conversations, texting and face-to-face meetings…….Weekly 

 Our Angel Program……………………………………………………………………..Biweekly 

 Development and implementation of community outreach programming………………Ongoing 

 School wide celebrations including our passports a graduation ceremony………..Each semester 

 

Additionally, our CBO is in the process of strengthening the means by which we, as a school fully 

engage with the community as a whole, especially in regards to our collaborative planning and 

decision-making. As a result, parents, students, school staff, and community members will be 

actively involved in program planning, through the completion of needs surveys and active 

participation on the school’s leadership team.. Grand St. Settlement will conduct surveys among 

parents during the year to assess program impact and satisfaction, and informal student opinions will 

be solicited during rap sessions.  A diverse community of stakeholders will be solicited through voice 

and text communications, community postings, direct outreach, as well as home visits to participate 

in the Community School Team which will provide program input, oversight, and ongoing feedback 

through regular meetings. The Community School Director will work very closely with the principal, 

School Leadership Team, parent coordinators, and PA to continually ensure communications are 

frequent, appropriately informative, and followed up with actionable items as necessary.  

 

The Community School Director with her staff will collaborate with the school leadership team, the 

Community Associate, the Parent Coordinator and the tutors (Community Angels) to establish and 

maintain effective two way communications with students’ families.  Beginning with our kickoff 

event and home visits we will work diligently to maintain list of working phone numbers.  Those 

numbers will be shared among approved stakeholders to promote outreach efforts through Google 

Voice and Google Texting services.  All texts include a call-back number that enable a smartphone 

user to just press the text to connect back to the school.  The school website also includes a DialMe 

feature enabling parents to readily connect with school staff. 



 

Additionally, the Principal and Assistant Principal have participated in District Leadership Team 

(DLT) meetings hosted by the community school superintendent. This will not only continue next 

year as a means to further update and communicate with members of the community, but the 

principal also plans to bring the Community School Director to these meetings next year as well to 

further integrate Foundations Academy into the fabric of the community, provide community 

services, and fully engage with the middle schools in the district to promote recruitment and share 

our vision for success with the greater community. 
 
 

 



K. Project Plan Narrative/Timeline 

i. Identify and describe the key strategies for year-one implementation period (September 1, 2015 to June 30, 
2016) that are aligned to the goals and objectives identified throughout Section II, with specific reference to 
student academic achievement, staffing, professional development, partnerships and stakeholder 
involvement.   

 

In order to achieve the goals outlined in Section C of this plan, we intend to implement the 

following Key Strategies: 

 

Strategy  In support of which Goal?  

We will hire 2 Master 

Teachers in Year 1 

(expanding to 4 in Year 

Two when the timing of 

funds being released aligns 

to our hiring timeframes) as 

a means to both ensure the 

highest quality instruction 

for our students and that 

our remaining teachers 

receive daily mentoring, 

coaching, and professional 

support from experienced 

and accomplished 

professionals  

This will help us meet both Goals 1 and 2 because we will 

hire a Master teacher in both Math and ELA to ensure these 

core subjects remain our priority throughout Year 1 of the 

grant (and expand in Years 2-4). Through the hiring of 

Master Teachers who have gone through a rigorous 

application process with the UFT and DOE, we are 

committed to ensuring Goals 1 and 2 can be addressed 

through the provision of direct support in our identified areas 

of need (planning, instruction, and assessment)  

Assistant Principal-We will 

hire an Assistant Principal 

(funded 0.5 on SIG) to 

ensure our faculty receives 

the necessary content, 

pedagogical, and 

supervisory support.  

The hiring of an AP will primarily help us meet Goals 1 and 

2. In additional to working directly with teachers (modeling 

lessons, facilitating inquiry teams, and providing PD) the 

Assistant Principal will work with the school principal to 

ensure observations of teachers' classrooms are conducted as 

a means to highlight areas of strength and continued areas 

for development. The AP will then work with the principal, 

SIM, and DSR to ensure the school is planning for high 

quality PD to be provided in response to classroom 

observational data and their work with teachers in their 

classrooms.   

WitSI -We will implement 

the WiTSI model as a 

means to support our 

students in their ability to 

write coherent sentences, 

paragraphs and essays.  

Strategic inquiry will also 

support teacher growth and 

deepen teachers’ 

commitment to their craft 

as they realize the direct 

The widespread use of WiTSI in our school will help our 

school ensure we meet Goals 1 and 2 by enabling students to 

respond to CCLS aligned prompts.  Students will learn 

specific frames to use to identify causal relationships, 

dependencies and contrast that are unexpected by the first 

clause of a sentence.  Our improved student writing will 

empower our students to write well in response to Regents 

writing prompts and to form coherent arguments while citing 

evidence from text. 

WITsi will also support our third goal because students that 

communicate well in oral and written language will be better 



gains their students are 

making in response to the 

teacher’s planned 

interventions.   

equipped to advocate for themselves constructively, mitigate 

conflict and plan to achieve their own performance goals. 

ELT -As part of our Renewal 

status, we will be implementing an 

additional hour of 

academic/instructional time every 

single day as a means to ensure 

every student is able to access 

high quality instruction in their 

areas of need (to be determined 

through baseline assessments at 

the start of the year and then 

through interim and teacher 

assessment, student work, teacher 

inquiry, and leadership inquiry 

throughout the rest of the year). 

Additionally, we will offer after-

schools and clubs from 4:15 – 5:45 

each day, and as part of our 

Saturday academy.   

This will help us meet all goals. For Goals 1 and 2, 

this will help ensure we are strategic in offering 

students the additional academic and instructional 

time needed to succeed in areas where we identify 

there to be areas for their continued development and 

support. For Goal 3, we are working closely with our 

CBO to ensure the range of activities and programs 

offered continually address the needs of our students. 

Grand Street Settlement and support staff, together 

with our school faculty, will identify students social 

and work to create structures of support (including 

ELT programs) to address these.   

For our Renewal Hour, teachers will be programmed 

as part of the regular school day (and paid pro-rate) as 

per/CSA/DOE amendment to the contract for Renewal 

Schools. For our after-school ELT activities, we will 

pay teachers per-session (as outlined in our budget 

narratives).  

NYU Access -We will 

partner with NYU in 

the development and 

implementation of 

Access; a program 

designed to offer low-

skilled high school 

graduates a one year 

NYU college 

experience, the ability 

to earn college credit 

and the opportunity to 

secure above-entry-

level positions in the 

workforce and 

opportunities to 

succeed in two and 

four year colleges 

upon leaving NYU.  

NYU Access will help us meet all 3 goals through several vectors: 

 College pipeline – The dream of college attendance will be 

more concrete for our students as they learn about the NYU 

Access pipeline, visit the campus and participate in classes 

supported by NYU faculty members.  As the programs 

continues, we anticipate returning graduates will further 

support student interest in the program; supporting the school 

in developing a college going culture. 

 NYU staff will assist the school in developing curriculum to 

improve the readiness of the students for life on the NYU 

campus 

 Foundations graduates will have the opportunity to obtain 

industry experiences through internships as well as college 

credits; paving the path for their success in two and four year 

colleges.  This pathway is anticipated to promote student 

readiness to engage in the learning environment at 

Foundations. 

While not SIG-funded, NYU will assist the school in monitoring 

student progress and the design and implementation of supports to 

meet student academic needs.  

Extended Cabinet Inquiry -

We will implement a system 

of inquiry at the cabinet level 

to include the Principal, 

This will help us meet all 3 goals because we will be 

carefully monitoring teacher practices to assure fidelity to 

the processes teacher are learning in professional 

development.  We will also be looking at evidence of 



DSR, SIM, instructional 

coach, and CBO. This will 

allow school and district 

leadership to monitor 

student and teacher 

performance as a means to 

adjust the structures of 

support for teachers, Master 

Teachers, students, families, 

and the community.  

student learning enabling guided conversations anchored in 

student learning and student work product as referenced in 

our instructional focus “If teachers demonstrate high 

expectations for all learners as evidenced by their 

implementation of appropriately scaffolded, cognitively 

engaging and meaningful tasks aligned to the CCLS, then 

students will learn by engaging in those tasks; evidenced by 

quality student work products”. All feedback resulting from 

professional conversations and observations will be 

anchored in the language of our instructional focus. 

Grand Street 

Settlement will act 

as our CBO, 

coordinating a plan 

that will include 

broad parent and 

community 

engagement, mental 

health service 

enhancements, and 

expanded learning 

and enrichment.  

They will leverage 

their existing 

relationships to 

deliver services to 

our studnets, their 

families and the 

community at large. 

They will deliver 

direct services and 

referral services to 

our students in the 

form of mental 

health services, 

tutoring, wellness 

activities, sporting 

activities, and the 

arts. 
 
 
 

While the work of our CBO will primary focus on student and family 

wellbeing (mental health, counseling, referral services, community 

outreach) we fully expect that the impact of their work will be such 

that it helps us achieve Goals 1 and 2 as well as 3. 

Grand Street Settlement will act as our CBO, funded through the 

NYC DOE Renewal. Grand Street Settlement will coordinate a plan 

that will include broad parent and community engagement, mental 

health service enhancements, and expanded learning and enrichment. 

Grand Street Settlement will work closely with the school to build 

appropriate benchmarks for these services, based on the school's 

unique assets and needs. The Community School Director and staff 

will conduct detailed data collection and measurement to track 

progress toward outcomes. Specific measurements for these 

outcomes may include: 

1) Successful implementation and operation of the Community 

School Team:  

--Diverse population of participants 

--High attendance and participation at meetings 

--Attainment of Community School Team goals 

2) Increase parent engagement: 

--Participation on Community School Team 

--Participation in special events 

--Utilization of available services 

3) Increase student participation in expanded learning and enrichment 

activities: 

--Enrollment in expanded learning/enrichment 

--High program attendance 

--Attainment of education plan goals, including increased grades, 

school attendance, or test scores 

--Participation in special events and community service projects 

4) Increase utilization rates for mental health services and improve 

mental health: 

--Utilization of available services 

--Self-reporting of improved mental health 

5) Increase school resources: 

--Diversity and number of added school resources 



--Utilization of available resources 

--Self-reporting by stakeholders of the added value. 

This will help us meet all 3 goals because students in school and 

ready to learn with stronger family support and access to tutoring and 

wellness supports are anticipated to realize academic as well as 

social-emotional gains. 
 
ii. Identify the “early wins” that will serve as early indicators of a successful SIG plan implementation period and 

foster increased buy-in and support for the plan. In addition, provide evidence of post-implementation 
planning, such as focused strategies aimed specifically at long-term capacity building and sustainability. 

 

Goal Early Wins 

Throughout our SIG implementation, 

students will demonstrate consistent and 

sustainable growth in ELA performance 

resulting from the development and 

implementation of a robust, vertically-

aligned (ELA) English Language Arts 

curriculum in which WiTsi skills and 

strategies are deeply embedded.  

 

One early win is that we expect to see an 

increase in the number of students 

demonstrating increased performance on 

their periodic/interim assessments compared 

to their baseline results. 

 

WiTSI protocols will be evident in an 

increased number of lessons, units of study, 

tasks, and assessments as compared to last 

year. 

 

January English Regents data for 2016 will 

show growth in performance compared to 

previous years 

 

ELA teachers will demonstrate increased 

proficiency in accessing and utilizing data as 

part of their teams to inform instruction, as 

measured by observational data, Master 

Teacher feedback, and Renewal Coach 

feedback. 
 

During year one implementation, the school 

will implement collaborative inquiry 

protocols to look at student ELA and literacy 

work during math department team meetings.  

 

Throughout our SIG implementation, 

students will demonstrate consistent and 

sustainable growth in math performance 

resulting from the development and 

implementation of a robust, vertically-

aligned math curriculum in which the 

scaffolding of mathematical skills and 

strategies allows for all learners to 

One early win is that we expect to see an 

increase in the number of students 

demonstrating increased performance on 

their periodic/interim assessments compared 

to their baselines. 

 

Math skills will be evident in an increased 

number of cross-curricular activities and 



demonstrate mastery.  

 

projects as compared to previous years.  

 

January Math Regents data for 2016 will 

show growth in performance compared to 

previous years 

 

Math teachers will demonstrate increased 

proficiency in accessing and utilizing data as 

part of their teams to inform instruction, as 

measured by observational data, Master 

Teacher feedback, and Renewal Coach 

feedback. 
 

During year one implementation, the school 

will implement collaborative inquiry 

protocols to look at student math work during 

math department team meetings.  

 

Throughout our SIG implementation, we will 

create a school climate in which the 

collaboration between school, CBO and 

community creates high expectations, 

parental and community engagement, and 

ongoing structures of health and wellness 

support that result in improvements in 

student attendance, reduced truancy rates, 

and an increase in the number of students and 

families responding positively on the NYC 

School Survey in key areas such as feeling 

safe, offering a wide enough variety of 

programs. and a high level of respect 

amongst students 

 

Hiring of all CBO staff and functional 

roles: One early win will be that, by October, 

all staff (see attached proposed jobs) from 

our CBO partner will have been hired and 

introduced to our school community.  
 

We expect, and are planning for (through 

local outreach) that the CBO will hire from 

within our community where possible to 

ensure a greater sense of urgency and 

ownership of our work together. Connections 

to the immediate community are essential for 

us given the recent events in which two 

NYPD offers were fatally shot. 

 

We expect that our CBO and school 

community will have held our kickoff event 

and used the opportunity to gather essential 

information from parents and families as to 

potential next steps for community ties.   

 

Additionally, we expect to see that our CBO 

has conducted initial evaluations of students 

and families needs prior to the Winter break 

so that, upon their return, students can begin 

accessing services and resources as needed.  

 

Another early win is that we will see an 

increase in average student attendance as 



early as the end of Semester 1, allowing us to 

plan strategies and protocols for Semester 2 

as needed.  

 

Additionally, we expect that  

We expect to see an increase in the number 

of students selecting our school as their 1st, 

2nd, or 3rd choice compared to previous years.   

 
 
iii. Identify the leading indicators of success that will be examined on no less than a bi-monthly and/or quarterly 

basis. Describe how these data indicators will be collected, how and who will analyze them, and how and to 
whom they will be reported 
 

Indicator Method of 

collection 

Analysis (how and by 

whom) 

Reporting (how 

and by whom) 

Student 

Attendance: 

We will observe an 

increase of 1% 

average daily 

attendance data in 

2015-2016. Chronic 

absenteeism will 

decrease by 3% over 

2015-2016 

 

Daily attendance as 

scanned through 

ATS.   

As part of our advisory 

teams, teachers and 

advisory support staff 

will review attendance 

data 

weekly.  Additionally, 

our instructional 

cabinet will also 

examine attendance 

data to look for patterns 

and trends 

Teacher team 

leaders, advisors, 

and CBO staff will 

report attendance 

concerns to the 

instructional cabinet 

who will, in turn, 

communicate to the 

appropriate faculty 

and CBO Directors 

to ensure timely 

responses and 

courses of action are 

taken.   
 

Interim assessments: 

We expect to see 

increases in 

students’ 

performance on 

interim assessments 

as compared to their 

initial baseline 

results.  

6-8 week cycles.   All forms of teacher 

and inquiry teams 

(grade level, 

department) will be 

responsible for 

analyzing and review 

interim assessments 

data upon 

administration of an 

interim 

assessment.  This data 

will be used to ensure 

curricula, units, 

lessons, and future 

assessments are refined 

in response. SIG-

SIG coaches 

(supported by 

Renewal Coach) will 

gather data to report 

to the Instructional 

Cabinet, DSR, and 

SIM. This will allow 

the instructional 

cabinet to analyze 

data, look for trends 

and patterns, and 

create the necessary 

supports and PD to 

ensure continued 

refinement of this 

work  



funded WiTSI coaches 

and Master Teachers, 

as well as Renewal 

coaches will ensure 

teachers become 

increasingly adept at 

using interim 

assessment data.     

ODR data: ODR 

(OORS levels 3-5) 

will decline by 5% 

annually. 

 

Weekly OORS data 

as entered into the 

OORS system.   

As part of our advisory 

teams, teachers and 

advisory support staff 

will review ODR data 

weekly.  Additionally, 

our instructional 

cabinet will also 

examine ODR data to 

look for patterns and 

trends. Our CBO staff 

and Guidance 

Counselor will also 

examine discipline data 

to explicitly look for 

areas of focus and 

celebration, and 

appropriate family 

outreach 

Teacher team 

leaders, advisors, and 

CBO staff will report 

discipline data to the 

instructional cabinet 

who will, in turn, 

communicate to the 

appropriate faculty 

and CBO Directors 

to ensure timely 

responses and 

courses of action are 

taken.   

 

Teacher 

Performance Data: 

Teacher HEDI 

ratings will increase 

to 80% for Effective 

and Highly 

Effective in 

measures of the 

Danielson 

Framework for 

teaching including 

our key areas of 

focus (1A, 1E, 3B, 

3C, 3D, and 4A). 

Teacher 

effectiveness data 

will be collected in 

6-8 week cycles as 

per our 

observational cycle 

schedule 

The Principal, AP, 

DSR, and SIM will 

examine teacher 

performance data as per 

the calendar of cycles 

of observation (see 

attachment G part 2) as 

a means to look for 

increased, declines, 

patterns and trends, 

areas of focus, and 

areas of celebration 

Members of the 

instructional Cabinet 

(principal, AP, DSR, 

SIM) will report 

findings as part of 

their weekly 

meetings. Formal 

observations can 

only be conducted by 

the principal and AP, 

but ongoing data to 

support teacher 

development will be 

conducted by the 

entire instructional 

cabinet and reported 

back to the larger 

group. 
 
iv. Describe the means by which the key strategies identified throughout Sections I and II ensure that each of 

the required elements of the selected model have been met.  



 

The key strategies listed above are comprehensive and, as you will see from the table above, 

designed to directly align to each of the goals. We will review each of our key strategies as part 

of our weekly instructional cabinet meetings, SIM meetings, check-ins for SIG progress report 

monitoring. This will ensure we are implementing the strategies with the necessary fidelity to 

meet our Early Wins and Leading Indicators. We believe these key strategies support the 

overall community oriented pathway because they are designed to not only support students’ 

academic growth but their social and emotional development. This is particularly evident in our 

advisory program, ELT activities, and partnership with CBO Grand Street Settlement, whose 

work to ensure students and families receive the necessary medical, dental, and wellness 

services they require is central to their work with our schools. 
 

 



















BUDGET NARRATIVE

Category Primary SIG Activity Description of Budget Item
Year 1 (2015-

2016)

Year 2 (2016-

2017)

Year 3 (2017-

2018)

Year 4 

Extension 

(2018-2019)

Year 5 

Extension 

(2019-2020)

Total Sustainability

Code 15 Instruction

0.5 FTE Assistant Principal - In years 1-3, SIG will fund 50% of our Assistant Principal salary. In Years 4 and 5, 

SIG will fund 25% of the Assiastant Principal salary. As part of this role, AP will provide PD to all staff, 

supervise implementation of WiTSI, help facilitate teacher inquiry teams  conduct observations (where 

necessary to ensure WitSi and PD are implemented with the necessary fidelity of the SIG application) and assist 

the principal in ensuring the fidelity of the SIG plan is maintained. This role will also encompass the use of and 

analysis of data to ensure teachers are adapting their curriculum and instruction in response to students', and 

teachers', identified needs. This person will also help school leadership work with the CBO to ensure alignment 

across multiple workflows. The breadown of costs over the 5 years accounts for the new Council of School 

Administrators (CSA) contract and their new salary schedule through 2019.

$52,597 $52,595 $55,644 $26,639 $26,639 $214,113 

We expect that enrollment at the school to increase as a result of  the 

impact of SIG and the time, resources, and programs it will allow us to 

implement, which will ultimately attract more students and families to 

our school. As such, our Tax Levy funds will increase and, therefore, we 

will be able to fully fund this position without SIG. 

Code 15 Instruction

0.3 FTE Teacher (Math) - Years 1-3 SIG will fund 30% of teacher salary to model lessons, provide PD, plan with 

colleague. Working closely with school leadership, Master Teachers will define their role which could include 

supporting the development of peers by facilitating instructional support activities, leading study groups, and 

facilitating coaching conversations with educators. In Years 4 and 5, SIG will fund 22% of their salary. The 

amounts listed over the 5 years account for increases in the UFT Salary Schedule

$25,529 $26,950 $29,592 $22,030 $22,030 $126,131 

We are being strategic in reducing the SIG portion of funding for the role 

of the Master Teacher from 30% of their salary in Years 1, 2, and 3, to 

22% by the end of year 5. At this point we expect our enrollment will 

have increased and, therefore, we will be able to use increased Tax Levy 

funds to fully fund these positions in their entirity. Additionally, because 

SIG will only fund the portion of the Master Teacher salary that covers 

their provision of PD and coaching, we will have built the necessary 

capacity at the school level over the 5 years of SIG to ensure this work 

continues in the absence of SIG funds. 

Code 15 Instruction

0.3 FTE Teacher (ELA) - Years 1-3 SIG will fund 30% of teacher salary to model lessons, provide PD, plan with 

colleague. Working closely with school leadership, Master Teachers will define their role which could include 

supporting the development of peers by facilitating instructional support activities, leading study groups, and 

facilitating coaching conversations with educators. In Years 4 and 5, SIG will fund 22% of their salary. The 

amounts listed over the 5 years account for increases in the UFT Salary Schedule

$25,529 $26,950 $29,592 $22,030 $22,030 $126,131 

We are being strategic in reducing the SIG portion of funding for the role 

of the Master Teacher from 30% of their salary in Years 1, 2, and 3, to 

22% by the end of year 5. At this point we expect our enrollment will 

have increased and, therefore, we will be able to use increased Tax Levy 

funds to fully fund these positions in their entirity. Additionally, because 

SIG will only fund the portion of the Master Teacher salary that covers 

their provision of PD and coaching, we will have built the necessary 

capacity at the school level over the 5 years of SIG to ensure this work 

continues in the absence of SIG funds. 

0 Instruction

0.3 FTE Teacher (Science) - In Year 1 SIG will not fund any Master Teacher salary for Science as we feel it is 

important to use funding to ensure WiTSI training is as robust as possible. In Years 2 and 2, SIG fund 30% of 

Science Master Teacher salary to model lessons, provide PD, plan with colleague. Working closely with school 

leadership, Master Teachers will define their role which could include supporting the development of peers by 

facilitating instructional support activities, leading study groups, and facilitating coaching conversations with 

educators. In Years 4 and 5, SIG will fund 22% of their salary. The amounts listed over the 5 years account for 

increases in the UFT Salary Schedule.

$26,950 $29,592 $22,030 $22,030 $100,602 

We are being strategic in reducing the SIG portion of funding for the role 

of the Master Teacher from 30% of their salary in Years 1, 2, and 3, to 

22% by the end of year 5. At this point we expect our enrollment will 

have increased and, therefore, we will be able to use increased Tax Levy 

funds to fully fund these positions in their entirity. Additionally, because 

SIG will only fund the portion of the Master Teacher salary that covers 

their provision of PD and coaching, we will have built the necessary 

capacity at the school level over the 5 years of SIG to ensure this work 

continues in the absence of SIG funds. 

Code 15 Use of Time

Teacher Per Session - As part of SIG, we will offer a range of ELT activities including blended online learning, 

after-school cubs such as chess, Regents support, tutoring, and community activities. These activities will be 

in addition to the additional hour we are building into our school day as part of our Renewal status. As such, 

SIG will fund these additional ELT activities as follows: 3 teachers x 1.5 hours per day x 4 days per week x 15 

weeks per semester (x 2 semesters) = 540 hours. 

$23,966 $24,840 $25,893 $13,535 $13,535 $101,769 

Additional funding will be available through Renewal as well as additional 

grant opportunities availed to us through the DOE, which will ensure we 

can sustain these ELT activities beyond SIG. Additionally, as our 

enrollment increases due to improved academic performance and 

expanded community outreach, we will have increased Tax Levy funds to 

fund ELT activities. Furthermore, our CBO is working with us to ensure 

alternative funding streams are secured.

Code 15 Use of Time
Teacher Per Session - 2 teachers x 1.5 hours x 2 days per week x 16 weeks per semester (x 2 semesters) = 

192 hours
$8,521 $8,640 $9,206 $4,812 $4,812 $35,991 

Additional funding will be available through Renewal as well as additional 

grant opportunities availed to us through the DOE, which will ensure we 

can sustain these ELT activities beyond SIG. Additionally, as our 

enrollment increases due to improved academic performance and 

expanded community outreach, we will have increased Tax Levy funds to 

fund ELT activities. Furthermore, our CBO is working with us to ensure 

alternative funding streams are secured.

Code 15 Use of Time

Supervisor Per Session - These SIG funds will ensure a supervisor will oversee our additional ELT activities (540 

hours total). This role is necessary to ensure supervision of activities and of the building takes place as per 

union and DOE requirements. 1 supervisor x 540 hours

$24,602 $25,385 $26,438 $13,967 $13,967 $104,359 

Additional funding will be available through Renewal as well as additional 

grant opportunities availed to us through the DOE, which will ensure we 

can sustain these ELT activities beyond SIG. Additionally, as our 

enrollment increases due to improved academic performance and 

expanded community outreach, we will have increased Tax Levy funds to 

fund ELT activities. Furthermore, our CBO is working with us to ensure 

alternative funding streams are secured.

Code 15 Use of Time

Teacher Per Session - Through SIG, we will fund Saturday Academies to ensure students receive academic and 

social/emotional/wellness support during times above and beyond the school day. As we work to become a 

true community school, we want to ensure our school and programs are made abvailable as much as possible. 

Saturday Academies will include tutoring, homework help, Regents prep, college application support, and 

sports activities. As such SIG will fund 2 teachers X 3 hours X 15 weeks per semester (x 2 semesters) = 180 

hours

$7,988 $8,280 $8,631 $24,899 

Additional funding will be available through Renewal as well as additional 

grant opportunities availed to us through the DOE, which will ensure we 

can sustain these ELT activities beyond SIG. Additionally, as our 

enrollment increases due to improved academic performance and 

expanded community outreach, we will have increased Tax Levy funds to 

fund ELT activities. Furthermore, our CBO is working with us to ensure 

alternative funding streams are secured.

Code 15 Instruction

Supervisor Per Session - These SIG funds will ensure a supervisor will oversee our Saturday Academy (180 

hours total). This role is necessary to ensure supervision of activities and of the building takes place as per 

inion and DOE requirements. 1 supervisor x 180 hours.

$8,021 $8,462 $8,813 $25,296 

As our enrollment increases we will receive additional Tax Levy funds to 

support ELT activities beyond the SIG grant. Additionally, we will be able 

to sustain ELT activities through funding from the DOE's Community 

School initiatives.

Code 15 Instruction

Teacher Occasional Per Diem - These per-diem days will be used to allow teachers to visit other classrooms (to 

be facilitated by our DSR and SIM) as a means to observe best practice in other high-needs schools and 

classrooms with the explicit expectations that these visits inform teachers' instructional practice, planning, 

and collaborative team meetings. 10 teachers x 2 per-diem days each = 20 per-diem days total.

$3,280 $3,280 $3,280 $1,851 $1,851 $13,542 

We will have build the necessary capacity at the school level in terms of 

implementing best-practices so that these funds will no longer be 

needed beyond the SIG grant. Our aim is to gather as much evidence and 

understanding of best-practices across successful schools in our 

Borough, city, and as part of the Renewal inititaive over the five years of 

SIG that we can sustain their practice with our faculty and school 

community.  

14K322: Foundations Academy



BUDGET NARRATIVE

Category Primary SIG Activity Description of Budget Item
Year 1 (2015-

2016)

Year 2 (2016-

2017)

Year 3 (2017-

2018)

Year 4 

Extension 

(2018-2019)

Year 5 

Extension 

(2019-2020)

Total Sustainability

Code 15 Instruction

0.3 FTE Teacher (Social Studies) - Years 1 SIG will not fund any Master Teacher salary for Social Studies as we 

feel it is important to use funding to ensure WiTSI training is as robust as possible. In Years 2 and 2, SIG fund 

30% of Social Studies Master Teacher salary to model lessons, provide PD, plan with colleague. Working closely 

with school leadership, Master Teachers will define their role which could include supporting the development 

of peers by facilitating instructional support activities, leading study groups, and facilitating coaching 

conversations with educators. In Years 4 and 5, SIG will fund 22% of their salary. The amounts listed over the 5 

years account for increases in the UFT Salary Schedule.

$26,950 $29,592 $22,030 $22,030 $100,602 

We are being strategic in reducing the SIG portion of funding for the role 

of the Master Teacher from 30% of their salary in Years 1, 2, and 3, to 

22% by the end of year 5. At this point we expect our enrollment will 

have increased and, therefore, we will be able to use increased Tax Levy 

funds to fully fund these positions in their entirity. Additionally, because 

SIG will only fund the portion of the Master Teacher salary that covers 

their provision of PD and coaching, we will have built the necessary 

capacity at the school level over the 5 years of SIG to ensure this work 

continues in the absence of SIG funds. 

Subtotal Code 15 180,033 239,282 256,273 148,924 148,924 973,435 

Subtotal Code 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Code 40 Curriculum

Vendor Strategic Inquiry - (WiTSI): In year 1, we will receive 25 PD Sessions, on-site, to support the AP and 2 

Master Teachers in implementing the WiTSI model. In Year 2,  this will increase to 38 sessions to account for 

our hiring of 2 additional Master Teachers and our need to train and support them so we can build their 

capacity for the remaining years. In Year 3, we will reduce back to 25 sessions, and in Years 4 and 5 (to offset 

the reduction in funds and because we will have built the necessary capacity), we will phase out WiTSI's direct 

support to allow our 4 Master Teachers the deliver PD on-site and only utilize WiTSI for 4 days a year. 

$75,000 $114,000 $90,000 $12,000 $12,000 $303,000 

because we will be building capacity at the school level (through our 

Master Teachers and Assistant Principal), the direct services of WiTSI 

will no longer be needed. We will have the necessary resources at the 

school level to ensure this work continues beyond SIG.

Code 40
Parent and Community 

Engagement

Vendor Grand Street Settlement - In Years 1-5 of SIG, we will work with our CBO to bring external 

organizations into the school to provide parent workshops (resume writing, Microsoft Office, college 

applications) to ensure there is greater engagement of parents and the community to the school and our 

students. The CBO is Grand Street Settlement, who will survey parents and families to determine the types of 

workshops and sessions they need and will then use these SIG funds to bring in qualified instructors and 

trainers.  

$11,000 $16,000 $17,000 $10,000 $10,000 $64,000 

This work will continue after SIG by using Title 1 Parent Involvement and 

Engagement funds, which will increase as our enrollment increased. In 

addition, our CBO will receive additional funding through the Community 

Schools initiative within the DOE that can help us sustain these 

acticivities.

Subtotal Code 40 86,000 130,000 107,000 22,000 22,000 367,000 

Code 45 Instruction

Educational Software - APEX license for 50 students to be through iLearn (NYC DOE division). APEX Learning is 

an e-Learning solution for K-12 education, offering online courses in mathematics, science, English studies, 

social studies, and languages. Part of our ELT program includes a very startegic use of online/blended learning 

as a means to engage students in different types of content and learning experiences. These SIG funds will 

pay for 50 lisences each year of SIG. 

$2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $12,500 
As our student enrollment increases, we can use Tax Levy and increased 

NYSTL and NYSSL funds to ensure the continued use of this software. 

Subtotal Code 45 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 12,500 

Subtotal Code 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $20,523 $20,523 $21,712 $10,394 $10,394 $83,547 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $10,010 $10,567 $11,603 $8,638 $8,638 $49,456 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $10,010 $10,567 $11,603 $8,638 $8,638 $49,456 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $10,567 $11,603 $8,638 $8,638 $39,446 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $4,805 $4,980 $5,192 $2,714 $2,714 $20,405 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $1,708 $1,732 $1,846 $965 $965 $7,216 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $4,933 $5,090 $5,301 $2,800 $2,800 $20,924 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $1,602 $1,660 $1,731 $4,992 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $1,608 $1,697 $1,767 $5,072 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $267 $267 $267 $151 $151 $1,104 

Code 80 All Employee Fringe $10,567 $11,603 $8,638 $8,638 $39,446 

Subtotal Code 80 55,467 78,218 84,227 51,576 51,576 321,063 

Subtotal Code 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal School 324,000 450,000 450,000 225,000 225,000 1,673,998 

CENTRAL

Code 15

UFT Teacher Center Field liaison = 0.266 Yr 1 FTE.  The UFT Teacher Center Field liaison will support 

educators in SIG 6 schools through customized professional learning opportunities targeted to meet the 

unique needs of each school.  The Teacher Center Field Liaisons will collaborate with administrators and the 

school-based staff development committee to design learning opportunities to meet the needs of all learners, 

including ELLs and SWDs.  The UFT Teacher Center Field Liaison will work in participating schools with 

Master/Model Teachers and school-based site staff to:  Design customized professional development, Provide 

intensive, ongoing, job-embedded professional development, including one-on-one coaching, in-classroom 

support and coaching, demonstration lessons, co-teaching, classroom learning labs, study groups and work 

sessions, to impact student achievement, Collect, analyze and interpret data for making instructional 

decisions, Use data and facilitate the creation of action plans for data-driven professional development, 

learning laboratories and study groups, etc. and Integrate instructional technology into teaching and learning.

$22,610 $31,425 $31,425 $15,640 $15,640 $116,739 

Subtotal Code 15 22,610 31,425 31,425 15,640 15,640 116,739 

Subtotal Code 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Code 80 Employee Fringe $13,356 $18,562 $18,562 $9,239 $9,239 $68,958 

Subtotal Code 80 13,356 18,562 18,562 9,239 9,239 68,958 

Subtotal Code 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Code 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Central 35,966 49,987 49,987 24,879 24,879 185,697 

TOTAL SIG 359,965 499,987 499,987 249,878 249,878 1,859,695 















 



2014 CONTRACT
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT (the “MOA” or “Agreement”) entered into this_______day of _________ by and 
between the Board of Education of the City School District of the City of New York (the “Board”) and the United 
Federation of Teachers, Local 2, AFT, AFL-CIO (the “Union”) modifying certain collective bargaining agreements 
between the Board and the Union that expired on October 31, 2009, as set forth more particularly below. 

IN WITNESS THEREOF NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed as follows:

1. INTRODUCTION
The collective bargaining agreements between the Board and 
the Union which expired on October 31, 2009, covering the 
titles and/or bargaining units set forth in paragraph 3, below, 
shall be replaced by successor agreements that shall continue 
all their terms and conditions except as modified or amended 
below. 

2. DURATION
The terms of the successor agreements shall be from Novem-
ber 1, 2009 through October 31, 2018.

3. WAGES

A. Ratification Bonus
A lump sum cash payment in the amount of $1,000, pro-rated 
for other than full time employees, shall be payable as soon as 
practicable upon ratification of the Agreement to those employ-
ees who are on the payroll as of the day of ratification. This 
lump sum is pensionable, consistent with applicable law, and 
shall not be part of the Employee’s basic salary rate.

B. 2009-2011 Round –
Salaries and rates of pay as customarily done:
 i. 5/1/15: 2%
 ii. 5/1/16: 2%
 iii. 5/1/17: 2%
 iv. 5/1/18: 2%

C. Structured Retiree Claims Settlement Fund
Upon ratification, the City shall establish a Structured Retiree 
Claims Settlement Fund in the total amount of $180 million to 
settle all claims by retirees who have retired between Novem-
ber 1, 2009 through June 30, 2014 concerning wage increases 
arising out of the 2009-2011 round of bargaining. The Fund will 
be distributed based upon an agreed upon formula.

D. Retirements after 6/30/14 shall receive lump sum 
payments based on the same schedule as actives as set 
forth below in paragraph E.

E. Lump Sum Payments stemming from the 2009-
2011 Round and schedule for actives for those 
continuously employed as of the day of payout.
 i. 10/1/15 – 12.5%
 ii. 10/1/17 – 12.5%
 iii. 10/1/18 – 25%
 iv. 10/1/19 – 25%
 v. 10/1/20 – 25%

F. General Wage Increases
Salaries and rates of pay as customarily done:

 i. 5/1/13: 1%
 ii. 5/1/14: 1%
 iii. 5/1/15: 1%
 iv. 5/1/16: 1.5%
 v. 5/1/17: 2.5%
 vi. 5/1/18: 3%

G. Entry Level Salary Schedule
a. A joint labor-management committee shall be estab-

lished to discuss increases to the entry level steps on 
the salary schedule for the pedagogues and increases 
for physical therapist, hearing officers (Per Session), 
nurses, and occupational therapist titles.

b. A fund in the amount of $20 million shall be estab-
lished for these purposes.

H. Healthcare Savings
a.  The UFT and the City/DOE agree the UFT will exercise 

its best efforts to have the MLC agree to the following:

i. for fiscal year 2015 (July 1, 2014-June 30, 2015), 
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there shall be $400 million in savings on a city-
wide basis in health care costs in the NYC health 
care program.

ii.  for fiscal year 2016 (July 1, 2015-June 30, 
2016), there shall be $700 million in savings on 
a citywide basis in health care costs in the NYC 
health care program.

iii.  for fiscal year 2017 (July 1, 2016-June 30, 
2017), there shall be $1 billion in savings on 
a citywide basis in health care costs in the NYC 
health care program.

iv.  for fiscal year 2018 (July 1, 2017-June 30, 
2018), there shall be $1.3 billion in savings on 
a citywide basis in health care costs in the NYC 
health care program.

v.  for every fiscal year thereafter, the savings on a 
citywide basis in health care costs shall continue 
on a recurring basis.

vi. The parties agree that the above savings to be 
achieved on a Citywide basis are a material term 
of this agreement.

vii.  In the event the MLC does not agree to the above 
citywide targets, the arbitrator shall determine 
the UFT’s proportional share of the savings tar-
get and, absent an agreement by these parties, 
shall implement the process for the satisfaction 
of these savings targets.

viii.  Stabilization Fund: (1) Effective July 1, 2014, 
the Stabilization Fund shall convey $1 billion to 
the City of New York to be used in support of the 
pro rata funding of this agreement. (2) Commenc-
ing on July 1, 2014, $200 million from the Sta-
bilization Fund shall be made available per year 
to pay for ongoing programs (such as $65 welfare 
fund contribution, PICA payments, budget relief). 
In the event the MLC does not agree to provide 
the funds specified in this paragraph, the arbitra-
tor shall determine the UFT’s proportional share 
of the Stabilization Fund monies required to be 
paid under this paragraph.

 I. Dispute resolution regarding paragraph H.
a.  In the event of any dispute, the parties shall meet and 

confer in an attempt to resolve the dispute. If the par-
ties cannot resolve the dispute, such dispute shall be 
referred to Arbitrator Martin F. Scheinman for resolu-
tion.

b.  Such dispute shall be resolved within 90 days.

c.  The arbitrator shall have the authority to impose 
interim relief that is consistent with the parties’ intent.

d.  The arbitrator shall have the authority to meet with the 
parties at such times as the arbitrator determines is 
appropriate to enforce the terms of this agreement.

e.  The parties shall meet and confer to select and retain 
an impartial health care actuary. If the parties are 

unable to agree, the arbitrator shall select the impar-
tial health care actuary to be retained by the parties.

f.  The parties shall share the costs for the arbitrator and 
the actuary the arbitrator selects.

J. Covered Titles and Rates of Pay
The increases pursuant to B and F above and lump sum pay-
ments pursuant to E above cover the following titles and rates 
of pay:

1. Teacher
2.  Teacher’s Assistant
3.  Teacher Aide
4.  Educational Assistant
5.  Educational Assistant A-I
6.  Educational Assistant A-II
7.  Educational Assistant B
8.  Educational Associate
9.  Auxiliary Trainer
10.  Bilingual Professional Assistant
11.  Guidance Counselor
12.  School Psychologist and School Social Worker and 

related titles
13.  School Secretary and related titles
14.  Laboratory Specialist and Technician
15.  Mental Health Worker
16.  Attendance Teacher
17.  Bilingual Teacher in School and Community Relations
18.  Education Administrator
19.  Education Analyst/Officer
20.  Associate Education Analyst/Officer
21.  School Medical Inspector
22.  Director and Assistant Director of Alcohol and Sub-

stance Abuse Programs
23.  Registered Nurse, Occupational Therapist, Physical 

Therapist and related titles
24.  Supervising Nurse, Supervising Physical Therapist 

and Supervising Occupational Therapist
25.  Supervisor of School Security
26.  Adult Education Teacher
27.  Sign Language Interpreter
28.  Occasional Per Diem Teacher
29.  Occasional Per Diem Secretary
30.  Occasional Per Diem Paraprofessional
31.  Education Associate A
32.  Auxiliary Trainer A
33.  Educational Associate B
34.  Auxiliary Trainer B
35.  Per Session Rate
36.  Coverage Rate
37.  Shortage Rate
38.  Daily Training Rate
39.  Staff Development Rate
40.  Lead Teacher Differential
41.  Hearing Officer (Per Session)

All longevities, step increments, differentials and other 
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rates of pay not otherwise covered in Appendix A or else-
where in this Agreement shall be increased as customarily 
done in a manner consistent with the increases set forth in 
paragraphs B, E and F above, unless explicitly excepted.

K. Any disputes arising under this section 3 of this Agreement 
shall be determined by Martin F. Scheinman. The parties shall 
share the costs of his services.

4. PAPERWORK
Article 7R of the collective bargaining agreement covering 
teachers shall be amended to add the following:

Curriculum
The Board of Education (DOE) agrees to provide teachers with 
either a year-long or semester long Curriculum that is aligned 
with State Standards in all Core Subjects.

Curriculum is defined as:
 a) a list of content and topics;
 b) scope and sequence; and 
 c)  a list of what students are expected to know and be able 

to do after studying each topic.

Core Subjects are defined as follows: Math (including, but not 
limited to, Algebra and Geometry), Social Studies, English 
Language Arts, Science (including, but not limited to, Gen-
eral Science, Biology, Earth Science, Chemistry and Physics), 
Foreign Languages and other subject areas named by the DOE 
and shared with the UFT. It is understood that the DOE’s obli-
gation to provide curriculum shall extend to Core courses that 
may be electives.

It is further understood by both parties that there are instances 
where teachers may want to participate in the development 
of curriculum. Such instances include, but are not limited 
to, the creation of new themed schools or programs within a 
school, or where a teacher or group of teachers wishes to cre-
ate or help create a set of lessons around a particular theme 
or subject, where approved by the principal. Nothing in this 
agreement is intended to prohibit voluntary collaboration or 
work by teachers and other school staff on curriculum.

However, if there is a specific request by the DOE or a school 
administrator for a teacher or teachers to write curriculum, 
then the teacher(s) must be given sufficient time during the 
work day to do so, in accordance with provisions of the col-
lective bargaining agreement or given sufficient time after 
school, in accordance with the provisions of the collective 
bargaining agreement pertaining to Per Session.

The failure to provide curriculum as defined above shall be 
subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures set forth 
in Article Twenty-Two of the collective bargaining agreement. 
However, such grievances shall be strictly limited to whether 
a curriculum, as defined above, was provided. The sufficiency 
and quality of the curriculum provided shall not be grievable. 

Paperwork Reduction
The following shall replace Article 8I of the collective bargain-
ing agreement covering teachers and shall be added to the 
other UFT-BOE collective bargaining agreements:

A Central Paperwork Committee (the “Central Committee”) 
will convene within 30 days of the ratification of this agree-
ment by the UFT. The Central Committee will be made up 
of an equal number of representatives appointed by the UFT 
President and the Chancellor. The representatives appointed 
by the Chancellor will include someone from the office of the 
Deputy Chancellor for Teaching and Learning. The Central 
Committee will meet at least monthly, on the first Wednes-
day of the month or at a mutually agreeable time, to review 
system-wide paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic), 
including, but not limited to, the requests for data in con-
nection with the Quality Review process. The Central Com-
mittee will also establish, subject to agreement by the Chan-
cellor and the UFT President, system-wide standards for the 
reduction and elimination of unnecessary paperwork (“Sys-
tem-wide Standards”). Should the Central Committee fail to 
establish System-wide Standards approved by the Chancellor 
within 60 days of their first meeting, either the UFT or the 
Board (DOE) may request the assistance of a member of the 
Fact-Finding Panel of Martin F. Scheinman, Howard Edelman 
and Mark Grossman, or another mutually agreeable neutral, 
to help facilitate the Central Committee’s discussions. Should 
the intervention of a neutral not result in an agreement by 
the Central Committee approved by the Chancellor within 60 
days of the neutral’s involvement, the DOE and UFT will sub-
mit position statements to said neutral who will issue a bind-
ing decision. The neutral’s decision setting the System-wide 
Standards shall be subject to Article 75 of the New York State 
Civil Practice Law and Rules. 

Once the System-wide Standards have been established they 
will be distributed to all schools and key stakeholders (includ-
ing SLT Chairpersons, PA/PTA Presidents, UFT Chapter Lead-
ers, UFT District Representatives, District Superintendents 
and CSA Representatives). Thereafter, District/High School 
Superintendency Paperwork Committees (“District Commit-
tees”) shall be established in each community school district 
and high school superintendency. The District Committees 
shall meet monthly, at a regularly scheduled time, for the 
purpose of addressing paperwork issues (whether paper or 
electronic) at the school level and to ensure the system-wide 
standards are being implemented properly in schools. These 
District Committees will be made up of an equal number 
of representatives appointed by the UFT President and the 
Chancellor. The representatives appointed by the Chancellor 
shall include the District/High School Superintendent or his/
her designee.

Employees (including those in functional chapters) may 
request that their Chapter Leader raise school-specific paper-
work issues (whether paper or electronic) before the District 
Committee. Subject to approval by the Chancellor, if a District 
Committee agrees on the resolution of the paperwork issue, 
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the resolution shall be enforced by the District or High School 
Superintendent. In the event that a District Committee can-
not agree on the resolution of an issue raised by a Chapter 
Leader of an individual school, the District Committee shall 
refer the issue to the Central Committee for review. Subject to 
approval by the Chancellor, if the Central Committee agrees 
on the resolution of an issue raised by a Chapter Leader, the 
resolution shall be enforced by the District or High School 
Superintendent.

For alleged violations of the System-wide Standards the UFT 
may file a grievance, in accordance with the grievance and 
arbitration procedures set forth in Article 22 of the collec-
tive bargaining agreement. It is understood that, prior to a 
grievance being filed, the paperwork issues shall go through 
the committee process as described above. Such grievances 
shall be filed directly with the DOE’s Office of Labor Relations 
(“OLR”), which may be scheduled for arbitration within 20 
days of notice to OLR. The parties shall negotiate pre-arbi-
tration hearing procedures so that each party is aware of the 
allegations and defenses being raised at the arbitration. All 
arbitration days shall be part of the existing number of days as 
set forth in the CBA (as modified by this Agreement). An arbi-
trator may hear up to three (3) paperwork grievances on each 
arbitration date. The arbitrator will issue a brief award that is 
final and binding upon the parties, within five (5) school days 
of the arbitration. 

Unit Planning
Article 8E of the collective bargaining agreement covering 
teachers shall be amended to add the following:

A “Unit Plan,” also known as a “Curriculum Unit,” means 
a brief plan, by and for the use of the teacher, describing a 
related series of lesson plans and shall include: (1) the topic/
theme/duration; (2) essential question(s); (3) standard(s); (4) 
key student learning objectives; (5) sequence of key learning 
activities; (6) text(s) and materials to be used; and (7) assess-
ment(s). 

Teachers that are provided with a Curriculum (as defined in 
this agreement) have a professional responsibility to prepare 
Unit Plans. No teacher shall be required to prepare a Unit 
Plan for each curriculum unit, other than the attached, brief, 
one-page form agreed upon by the UFT and DOE, including 
teachers of multiple subjects for the same group of students 
(e.g., elementary school teachers, teachers of self-contained 
classes), who will include each subject taught on the attached 
one page form. Teachers shall not be required to prepare a 
Unit Plan in any format other than the attached form, agreed 
upon by the UFT and DOE.

A principal or supervisor may collect and/or copy a Teacher’s 
Unit Plan provided that the principal/supervisor either (i) dis-
cusses the Unit Plan at the next professional conference (e.g. 
pre-observation or post-observation conference) pursuant to 
the observation cycle or as otherwise permitted by the parties’ 
APPR plan, or (ii) uses the Unit Plan for professional learn-
ing (e.g., non-evaluative conferencing with the principal or 

other administrators) within 20 school days of the collection 
or copying, absent unforeseen and unusual circumstances.

5. WORKDAY

I. SINGLE SESSION SCHOOL
Article 6 of the Teachers’ CBA shall be amended to add the 
following:

Detailed below are the terms for a one (1) year pilot to occur 
during the 2014-2015 school year only. Should the parties 
wish to continue this model, they must agree in writing to do 
so by June 15, 2015. If no such agreement is reached, the 
workday shall automatically revert to the provisions of Article 
6 in the 2007-2009 teachers’ collective bargaining agree-
ment and corresponding articles in other agreements.

  The following shall apply to single session schools only. 
The parties have agreed to repurpose the 150 minutes per 
week of extended time in Article 6.A.2 and all faculty and 
grade conference time as set forth below:

 A.  Default Workday Configuration for Teachers:
Unless modified through a School Based Option 
(“SBO”) pursuant to Article 8B of the Teachers’ CBA, 
the following shall apply to Teachers in Single Session 
Schools:

1.  The school day shall be 6 hours and 20 minutes 
Monday through Friday.

2.  On Mondays and Tuesdays, the day shall start no 
earlier than 8 a.m. and end no later than 4:00 p.m. 
The parties have agreed to repurpose the 150 min-
utes per week of extended time and all faculty and 
grade conference time be used instead as follows:

 a.  On Mondays when school is in session there will 
be an 80-minute block of Professional Develop-
ment immediately following the conclusion of 
the school day. Professional Development shall 
be collaboratively developed by a school based 
committee as set forth below in section B of this 
Article. If less than the entire 80-minute period 
is taken up by Professional Development activi-
ties, then the time will be utilized for Other Pro-
fessional Work as set forth below.

 b.  On Tuesdays when school is in session there will 
be a 75-minute block immediately following the 
conclusion of the school day that consists of 
40-minutes for Parent Engagement activities as 
set forth below in section C of this Article, imme-
diately followed by a 35 minute block of time for 
Other Professional Work as set forth in Sec. D 
of this Article. If less than the entire 40-minute 
block of time is taken up by Parent Engagement 
activities, then the time will be utilized for Other 
Professional Work as set forth Section D of this 
Article. 
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3.  On Wednesday through Friday, the day shall begin no 
earlier than 8 a.m. and end no later than 3:45 p.m.

4.  On citywide professional development days the 
workday shall be 6 hours and 50 minutes.

 B.  Professional Development:
Each school (and program functioning as a school) 
shall form a School-Based Staff Development Com-
mittee (“SDC”). Such committee will include the 
Chapter Leader and consist of equal number of mem-
bers selected by the Chapter Leader and the Princi-
pal, respectively. The SDC shall collaboratively review, 
consider and develop the school-based professional 
development that is offered during the Professional 
Development block to be relevant to all participating 
staff-members, supportive of pedagogical practices 
and programs at the school and reasonable to prepare 
and complete during the Professional Development 
block. The Principal shall review the SDC’s work but 
shall have final approval of Professional Development.

 School and District and Functional Chapter Based Staff 
Development Committees, as described below and in 
corresponding agreements, shall each meet during the 
last clerical half day scheduled in June and/or a portion 
of the time during the workdays prior to the start of 
the instructional year when students are not in atten-
dance, to begin their work regarding the upcoming and 
following school year’s professional development. In 
addition, each may choose to also meet to continue 
their work during times when Other Professional Work, 
as defined herein, is appropriate. 

 It is recognized by the parties that some Professional 
Development activities will be appropriate for all staff 
and some will be most relevant to certain groups of 
staff members. Accordingly, schools are encouraged, 
where appropriate, to include differentiated profes-
sional development activities for groups or titles, 
including functional chapters, that is aligned to the 
groups’ or titles’ roles.

 C. Parent Engagement:
Appropriate activities for the 40-minute Parent 
Engagement block are: face-to face meetings (indi-
vidual or group) with parents or guardians; telephone 
conversations with parents or guardians; written corre-
spondence including email with parents or guardians; 
creating newsletters; creating content for school/class 
websites and/or answering machines; preparing stu-
dent report cards; preparing student progress reports, 
and preparing for any of the Parent Engagement activ-
ities listed herein. Teachers shall select from the activ-
ities listed to engage in during these blocks of time 
unless otherwise directed by the principal to another 
activity specified herein. 

 D. Other Professional Work:
 Appropriate Other Professional Work for any period 
of time, during these specified blocks, during which 
Parent Engagement and/or Professional Development 
activities are not taking place are: collaborative plan-
ning; Lesson Study; Inquiry and review of student work; 
Measures of Student Learning (“MOSL”) -related work; 
IEP related work (excluding IEP meetings); work with 
or related to computer systems/data entry; preparing 
and grading student assessments; mentoring; as well 
as responsibilities related to teacher leader duties for 
all individuals in Teacher Leadership Positions. Teach-
ers shall select from the activities listed to engage in 
during these blocks of time unless otherwise directed 
by the principal to another activity specified herein. 
In addition to the activities listed here, a teacher or 
a group of teachers may propose additional activities 
that may include working with a student or students for 
any portion of the school year, which requires approval 
by the principal. In addition, as provided for in Sec-
tion I.B., an SDC may choose to also meet to continue 
its work during times when Other Professional Work is 
appropriate.

There will be one (1) or two (2) periods of time during 
the school year, based upon a school’s MOSL selections, 
one in the Fall and one in the Spring, each of which 
shall be a minimum of 6 weeks in duration, that will be 
designated as “MOSL windows” for the entire school 
district by the DOE. The 6 week time periods need not 
be consecutive weeks. During these “MOSL windows” 
teachers shall be permitted to devote as much time 
as necessary during the entire Parent Engagement 
periods of time to perform MOSL related work. Should 
teachers not have the need to do MOSL related work 
during the MOSL window, they shall engage in either 
Parent Engagement or Other Professional Work as set 
forth herein.

 E. Evening Parent-Teacher Conferences:
1.  The two (2) existing afternoon Parent-Teacher Con-

ferences shall be unchanged.

2.  The two (2) existing evening Parent-Teacher Confer-
ences shall be unchanged except that they shall be 
three (3) hours long.

3.  There shall be two (2) additional evening Par-
ent-Teacher Conferences. Each additional confer-
ence shall be three (3) hours long. Such conference 
time, together with a portion of the Tuesday activ-
ities block, shall replace all existing faculty and 
grade/department conferences as designated in the 
By-Laws and collective bargaining agreement. 

4.  The four (4) evening Parent-Teacher Conferences 
shall be held in September, November, March and 
May, respectively on dates to be determined by the 
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DOE. All conferences shall begin no earlier than 
4:30 p.m. and end no later than 8:00 pm.

5.  The September conference shall not be a traditional 
Parent-Teacher Conference but rather used for an 
alternative event using one of the following formats 
as determined by the school Principal and Chapter 
Leader in consultation with the School Leadership 
Team (“SLT”): Curriculum Night; Meet the Staff 
Night; Common Core or other training for Parents 
Night, or another non-traditional format mutually 
agreed upon by the Principal and Chapter Leader in 
consultation with the SLT. Should the principal and 
Chapter Leader not agree on a format, the default 
format for the September Conference shall be “Meet 
the Staff” night. It is understood that in schools 
which had previously exchanged faculty conference 
time for an evening event, those events are sub-
sumed within the four (4) evening Parent-Teacher 
Conferences.

6.  All existing rules, regulations and procedures 
regarding Parent Teacher Conferences continue to 
apply unless specifically modified herein.

 F. School-Based Options (“SBO”):
In addition to the above described default schedule, 
the following configuration of the workday shall be 
approved by the President of the UFT and Chancellor if 
the other requirements of the SBO process as set forth 
in Article 8.B of the Teachers’ CBA and corresponding 
articles of other contracts where applicable. The start 
and end time of the work day shall be specified in each 
of the SBOs.

1. 100/55 Option:

 a.  The school day shall be 6 hours and 20 minutes.

 b.  On Monday, the day shall begin no earlier than 
8:00 am and end no later than 4:00 pm. On 
Tuesday through Friday the day shall begin no 
earlier than 8 am and end no later than 3:45 pm.

 c.  On Monday there shall be a 100 minute Profes-
sional Development period immediately following 
the end of the school day. If less than the entire 
100 minute period is taken up for Professional 
Development, the time shall be utilized for Other 
Professional Work.

 d.  On Tuesday there shall be a 55 minute block 
for Parent Engagement. If less than the entire 
55 minute period is taken up by Parent Engage-
ment Activities, then the time shall be utilized 
for Other Professional Work

2. 80/40/35 Option:

 a.  The school day shall be 6 hours and 20 minutes.

 b.  On Monday, the day shall begin no earlier than 
8:00 am and end no later than 4:00 pm. On 

Tuesday through Friday the day shall begin no 
earlier than 8 am and end no later than 3:45 pm.

 c.  On Monday there shall be an 80 minute Profes-
sional Development period immediately following 
the end of the school day. If less than the entire 
80 minute period is taken up for Professional 
Development, the time shall be utilized for Other 
Professional Work.

 d.  On Tuesday there shall be a 40 minute block 
for Parent Engagement immediately following 
the end of the school day. If less than the entire 
40 minute period is taken up by Parent Engage-
ment Activities, then the time shall be utilized 
for Other Professional Work.

 e.  On Thursday immediately following the end of 
the school day, there shall be 35 minute period 
to be used for Other Professional Work. 

The Chancellor and UFT President shall agree upon a 
third pre-approved SBO option for the 2014-15 school 
year.

Consistent with the contractual requirements, other 
SBO configurations voted on by schools shall be con-
sidered.

II. PARAPROFESSIONAL
Article 4 of the Paraprofessional CBA shall be amended to 
add the following:

The below sections are part of a one (1) year pilot to occur 
during the 2014-2015 school year only. Should the parties 
wish to continue this model, they must agree in writing to do 
so by June 15, 2015. If no such agreement is reached, the 
workday shall automatically revert to the provisions of Article 
4 in the 2007-2009 Paraprofessional CBA.

A. Workday.
   Unless modified through a School Based Option (“SBO”) 

pursuant to Article 8B of the Teachers’ CBA, the follow-
ing shall apply to Paraprofessionals in Single Session 
Schools:

  Paraprofessionals shall have the same default workday as 
teachers in single session schools (as set for in Art. 6, 
Sec. ____ of the Teachers CBA), except that on Tuesdays 
when school is in session paraprofessionals shall only be 
required to work a 70-minute block immediately following 
the conclusion of the school day.

  Any SBO adopted by a school reconfiguring the workday 
shall not increase or decrease the workday of paraprofes-
sionals. 

B. Professional Development. 
1.  Paraprofessionals shall participate in Professional 

Development activities per the guidelines set forth in 
Art. 6, Sec.____ of the Teachers CBA (I.B., above).
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2.  There shall be a citywide Paraprofessional Staff 
Development Committee (“SDC”) consisting of the 
Paraprofessional Chapter Leader and equal numbers 
of members selected by the DOE and the Parapro-
fessional Chapter Leader. The Paraprofessional SDC 
shall collaboratively review, consider and develop 
professional development programs relevant to Para-
professional duties for both citywide professional 
development days and for schools to consider. The 
DOE shall review the SDC’s work but shall have final 
approval of Professional Development 

 C.  Parent Engagement. 
  During this block of time, as defined in Art. 6, Sec. ____ 

of the Teachers CBA, paraprofessionals shall assist teach-
ers in Parent Engagement activities or other activities 
appropriate to their title subject to approval by the princi-
pal.

D.  Other Professional Work. 
  During either of the Professional Development or Parent 

Engagement blocks of time, as defined in Art., 6, Sec.____ 
of the Teachers CBA, when teachers may engage in Other 
Professional Work and when no relevant appropriate pro-
fessional development is offered, paraprofessionals shall 
assist teachers by performing Other Professional Work 
appropriate to their title.

III. FUNCTIONAL CHAPTERS
A.  Each UFT-represented functional chapter employed by the 

Board “DOE” except Paraprofessionals (which are provided 
for in Sec. II herein), shall amend its CBA to add the fol-
lowing:

  The below sections are part of a one (1) year pilot to occur 
during the 2014-2015 school year only. Should the parties 
wish to continue this model, they must agree in writing to 
do so by June 15, 2015. If no such agreement is reached, 
the workday shall automatically revert to the provisions of 
the respective 2007-2009 CBAs.

1.  For each UFT-represented functional chapter employed 
by the Board (“DOE”) there shall be a citywide Staff 
Development Committee (“SDC”) consisting of the 
Functional Chapter Leader and equal numbers of 
members selected by the DOE and the Functional 
Chapter Leader. Each citywide functional chapter 
committee shall collaboratively review, consider and 
develop professional development programs relevant 
to the respective chapter’s duties and reasonable to 
prepare and complete within the chapter’s existing 
workday. The DOE shall review the SDC’s work but 
shall have final approval of professional development.

2.  Unless explicitly stated herein all functional chap-
ters shall continue with their work day schedules as 
reflected in the 2007-2009 collective bargaining 
agreements.

B.  The CBAs for Guidance Counselors (Art. 6), and 
School Psychologists and Social Workers (Art. 6) 
shall be amended to add the following: 

This is part of a one (1) year pilot to occur during the 
2014-2015 school year only. Should the parties wish 
to continue this model, they must agree in writing to do 
so by June 15, 2015. If no such agreement is reached, 
the workday shall automatically revert to the provisions 
of Article 6 in the 2007-2009 Guidance Counselors 
and School Psychologists and Social Workers CBAs.

The workday for Guidance Counselors, School Psy-
chologists, and Social Workers shall remain the same. 
However, the parties agree that existing faculty confer-
ence time shall be repurposed so that Guidance Coun-
selors, School Psychologists and Social Workers shall 
attend the four previously mentioned evening Parent 
Teacher Conferences. They shall attend the evening 
parent-teacher events as follows: 

 September – 3 hours
 November – The first 2 hours 10 minutes 
 March – 3 hours 
 May – The first 2 hours and 10 minutes.

IV.  MULTI-SESSION / 
DISTRICT 75 and 79 SCHOOLS: 

Article 6 of the Teachers’ CBA shall be amended by adding 
the following language immediately after Sec. I, above:

The following shall apply to Multi-session, District 75 and 
District 79 Schools only, for the duration of the pilot and, if 
continued, thereafter:

A.  The parties both understand and agree that staff in 
multi-session and Districts 75 and 79 schools need 
and deserve support and professional development 
and that such schools would also benefit from addi-
tional parent engagement opportunities. Each school 
should have an opportunity to address those needs 
within its unique scheduling and programmatic struc-
tures. Accordingly, the default workday and workday 
configuration, including faculty and grade/depart-
ment conferences, for multi-session and Districts 75 
and 79 Schools remains as set forth in the 2007-
2009 collective bargaining agreements.

B.  Each multi-session school and each District 75 and 
79 school shall form a School-Based Staff Develop-
ment Committee (“SDC”), in accordance with the 
parameters outlined for such Committees in the Sin-
gle Session Schools section above. In addition to the 
duties of a SDC in a single session school, multi-ses-
sion and District 75 and 79 SDCs shall discuss 
potential SBO’s for the configuration of time appro-
priate to the scheduling needs of those schools so as 
to provide for appropriate blocks of time to be used 
for Professional Development, Parent Engagement, 
and Other Professional Work. The UFT and the DOE 
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agree to consider any such proposed SBO in light of 
the individual school’s scheduling and programmatic 
needs.

C.  There shall also be Central District 75 and District 
79 SDCs consisting of an equal number of mem-
bers selected by the applicable UFT District Rep-
resentative and the District Superintendent, which 
shall address specific professional development and 
scheduling needs in District 75 and 79, respectively.

D.  The parties agree to discuss and develop mutually 
agreeable SBO options for Multi-Session, District 75 
and District 79 schools

6. TEACHER EVALUATION/PEER VALIDATOR
Article 8J of the Teachers’ CBA shall be amended to include 
the following:

The Board (DOE) and UFT agree that the following, subject 
to approval by the Commissioner of Education, represents the 
Parties APPR Plan as required by Education Law § 3012-c. 

This Article replaces the Commissioner’s June 1, 2013 APPR 
decision and subsequent clarification decisions dated Sep-
tember 5, 2013 and November 27, 2013 (collectively “the 
Commissioner’s Decision”). 

Except as modified herein, the terms of the Commissioner’s 
Decision are incorporated by reference and remain in full 
force and effect. Except as stated herein, any dispute regard-
ing this APPR Plan and the Commissioner’s Decision shall be 
resolved exclusively through negotiation between the parties 
or the grievance process set forth in Article 22 of the par-
ties’ collective bargaining agreement. Any issue regarding the 
implementation of the APPR Plan with respect to the Mea-
sures of Student Learning and scoring that was not addressed 
in the Commissioner’s Decision, shall be resolved through 
negotiations between the parties and, in the absence of an 
agreement, referred to the State Education Department for 
clarification. 

The Parties agree to submit a draft APPR Plan to the State 
Education Department no later than May 15, 2014. 

Teacher Practice Rubric
In order to simplify and focus the use of Danielson’s Frame-
work for Teaching (2013 Edition), and reduce unnecessary 
paperwork, only the following eight (8) components of the 
rubric shall be rated: 1(a), 1(e), 2(a), 2(d), 3(b), 3 (c), 3(d), 
and 4(e). These eight (8) components shall be referred to 
herein as the “Danielson Rubric.” Any reference to Danielson 
or the Danielson Rubric in the Commissioner’s Decision shall 
be deemed to refer only to these eight (8) components. In each 
observation, all components of the Danielson Rubric shall be 
rated for which there is observed evidence. The remaining 
components of the Danielson Framework for Teaching (2013 
Edition) not describe herein will continue to be used by the 
Parties for formative purposes.

Observation Cycle
1.  Feedback following an observation must be provided to the 

teacher within fifteen (15) school days of the observation. 
Feedback must be evidence-based and aligned to the Dan-
ielson Rubric.

2.  Evaluator forms shall be provided to the teacher no later 
than forty-five (45) school days following the observa-
tion. From the time an observation (formal or informal, as 
defined by the Commissioner’s Decision) is conducted until 
the time the teacher receives the evaluator form for that 
observation, only one (1) additional evaluative observation 
(formal or informal) may be conducted.

3.  The parties agree that Teacher Artifacts (as defined in 
the Commissioner’s Decision) shall not be used in deter-
mining the Other Measures of Effectiveness (“Measures 
of Teaching Practice”) subcomponent rating. Teachers 
are not required to submit Teacher Artifacts (as defined 
in the Commissioner’s Decision) except principals have 
the discretion to collect evidence related to the Danielson 
Rubric in a manner consistent with the collective bargain-
ing agreement and the Commissioner’s Decision. The DOE 
and UFT shall jointly create guidance for evaluators on the 
collection of evidence for the Danielson Rubric. Whenever 
possible, the Parties will jointly present this guidance to 
school communities.

4.  An evaluator shall provide a score on any component that 
is observed from the Danielson Rubric regardless of the 
observation option selected by the teacher and regardless 
of whether it is a formal or informal observation (as defined 
by the Commissioner’s Decision).

5.  In addition to the two observation options set forth in the 
Commissioner’s Decision, teachers who have received 
“Highly Effective” as their final APPR rating in the previous 
year may choose Option 3. Option 3 consists of a minimum 
of three (3) informal observations that are used for evalua-
tive purposes. Option 3 is subject to the same procedures 
and scoring rules as Options 1 and 2 as provided for in the 
Commissioner’s Decision as modified by this APPR Plan. 

   A teacher that chooses Option 3 shall make his/her class-
room available for three (3) classroom visits by a colleague 
per school year. The classroom visits described herein 
shall not be used for any evaluative purpose. Any addi-
tional classroom visits by colleagues shall only be with 
the consent of the teacher selecting Option 3. The date 
and time of such visits shall be scheduled jointly by the 
teacher selecting Option 3 and the principal.

6.  An evaluator may assess a teacher’s preparation and pro-
fessionalism only if the evaluator’s conclusions are based 
on observable evidence pertaining to components 1a, 1e, 
and/or 4a of the Danielson Rubric during an observation or 
if the evaluator observes evidence for these components 
during the fifteen (15) school days immediately preceding 
a classroom observation. 
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7.  The parties agree to create an evaluator form that will allow 
evaluators to rate and delineate between all components 
observed during a classroom observation as well as (for 
components 1a, 1e, and 4e only) observed within fifteen 
(15) school days prior to the classroom observation as part 
of an assessment of a teacher’s preparation and profes-
sionalism. Each evaluator form shall contain lesson-spe-
cific evidence for components observed during a classroom 
observation and teacher-specific evidence for components 
observed as part of an assessment of a teacher’s prepara-
tion and professionalism.

8.  An evaluator shall not include or consider evidence regard-
ing the preparation and professionalism on an evaluator 
form if such evidence (or conduct) is also contained in a 
disciplinary letter to the teacher’s file, unless the evidence 
was directly observed by the evaluator during a classroom 
observation (in which case the evidence may be on both 
an evaluator form and in a disciplinary letter). Evidence 
not related to components 1a, 1e, and/or 4e, or directly 
observed by the evaluator in the fifteen (15) school day 
period immediately preceding a classroom observation 
shall not be considered in a teacher’s evaluation.

9.  Consistent with the Commissioner’s Decision, there shall 
be Initial Planning Conferences (“IPC”) and Summative 
End of Year Conferences (as defined therein). Teachers 
shall have the sole discretion of setting professional goals 
as part of the IPC. The DOE will explicitly state this in guid-
ance for evaluators and educators for the 2014-15 school 
year and thereafter.

Videotaping and Photographing
1.  All observations shall be conducted in person. The teacher 

and evaluator may mutually consent to evaluators not being 
present when videotaping.

2.  A teacher may choose to have his/her observations video-
taped. If a teacher chooses to have his/her observations 
videotaped he/she shall select among the following options: 

(a) the evaluator will choose what observations, if any, 
will be videotaped; or (b) the evaluator shall videotape 
the observations in the following manner: (i) if the 
teacher selected Option 1, the formal observation shall 
be videotaped; (ii) if the teacher selected Option 2, two 
(2) of the informal observations shall be videotaped (at 
the evaluator’s option); or (iii) if the teacher selected 
Option 3, one (1) of the informal observations shall be 
videotaped (at the evaluator’s option).

3.  Evaluators who take photographs during observations rel-
evant to the Danielson Rubric, should, to the extent prac-
ticable, be unobtrusive (for example, photographs may be 
taken at the end of the observation).

Covered Employees
1.  The DOE and the UFT agree to jointly request that the 

State Education Department issue a determination as to 
whether teachers of programs for suspended students and 
teachers of programs of incarcerated students are subject 
to Education Law § 3012-c (and therefore subject to this 
APPR Plan). Such decision shall be incorporated by refer-
ence into this APPR Plan.

 2.  In order for a classroom teacher to be covered by this 
APPR Plan, the teacher must be teaching for at least six 
(6) cumulative calendar months in a school year. If the 
teacher does not satisfy this requirement he/she shall not 
be covered by this APPR Plan and shall be subject to the 
evaluation system set forth in Article 8J of the collective 
bargaining agreement and Teaching for the 21st Century. 

3.  The following shall apply to teachers who are teaching for 
more than six (6) cumulative calendar months in a school 
year but less than the full year due to either (a) paid or 
unpaid leave of absence; (b) reassignment from teaching 
responsibilities; or (c) the teacher commenced, or sepa-
rated from, employment mid-year: 

(a)  When a teacher is absent from the first day of school 
until the last Friday of October, the IPC (as defined in 
this APPR Plan) shall be conducted within ten (10) 
school days of his/her return to school.

(b)  When a teacher is absent between the last Friday of 
April and the last Friday of June, and the absence 
was foreseen and the evaluator was aware that the 
teacher would not be present during this period (e.g., 
they are taking a maternity leave), the Summative 
Conference shall be held before the teacher leaves.

(c)  When a teacher is absent between the last Friday of 
April and the last Friday of June and the absence 
was unforeseen (e.g., extended leave) and therefore 
the evaluator could not conduct the Summative Con-
ference ahead of time, the Summative Conference 
shall be held no later than the last Friday of October 
in the following school year. Evaluators shall have 
the discretion to conduct the IPC and Summative 
Conference at the same time but must fulfill all the 
requirements of both conferences.

(d)  When a teacher is unexpectedly absent for the 
remainder of the school year (e.g., extended leave), 
the teacher shall have a minimum of two (2) observa-
tions, which shall fulfill the observation requirements 
set forth herein. 

(e)  When a teacher is absent during the period when the 
baseline or post-test assessments are administered, 
and the teacher was assigned individual target pop-
ulations for his/her State and/or Local Measures, the 
teacher will still receive Local and/or State Measures 
for individual target populations. 
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(f)  When a teacher is absent during the period when the 
targets are set (for assessments with goal-setting), 
the teacher shall set targets and have their targets 
approved within the first month of his/her return to 
school.

The DOE shall explicitly state the rules described herein in 
guidance for educators for the 2014-15 school year and all 
school years thereafter. 

Multiple Observers
For formative purposes (observations conducted entirely for 
non-evaluative purposes), no more than four (4) observers 
(either school-based or from outside of the school) may be 
present in a classroom. Additional observers may be present 
in teacher’s classroom with the teacher’s consent. The vis-
its described in this paragraph shall not be considered when 
scoring the Measures of Teacher Practice subcomponent.

For evaluative purposes, no more than one (1) evaluator (as 
defined by the Commissioner’s Decision) and two (2) school-
based observers (i.e., the Superintendent or Assistant Super-
intendent or trained administrator of the teacher’s school) may 
be present during a formal or informal observation. The evalu-
ator shall be solely responsible for the observation report. The 
DOE and UFT shall jointly create guidance for evaluators on 
the role of multiple observers. Whenever possible, the Parties 
will jointly present this guidance to school communities.

In extraordinary circumstances, only one (1) of the two (2) 
observers described herein may be an observer from outside 
of the school may observe. The outside observer may only 
be either a Network Leader or Deputy Network Leader (or its 
functional equivalent).

Student Surveys
The DOE shall pilot student surveys during the 2013-2014 
at mutually agreed upon schools and in all schools during 
the 2014-2015 school year. During the pilot, student surveys 
shall not be used for evaluative purposes. At the conclusion 
of each pilot year, the DOE and UFT shall meet to discuss the 
results of the pilot and discuss the possibility of continuing/
discontinuing the pilot and use of the surveys for evaluative 
purposes. If agreement is not reached at the conclusion of 
each pilot year, the student surveys shall be used for non-eval-
uative purposes in the 2014-2015 school year and evaluative 
purposes starting in the 2015-16 school year and thereaf-
ter. The implementation and scoring of the student surveys in 
2015-16 and thereafter shall be consistent with the Commis-
sioner’s Decision.

Scoring
For all formal and informal observations (as defined by the 
Commissioner’s Decision), all components of the Danielson 
Rubric shall be rated for which there is observed evidence. 
At the end of the school year, Overall Component Scores shall 
be created for each of the eight (8) components. The Overall 

Component Scores shall be the average of each rated compo-
nent from the observations and/or assessments of a teacher’s 
preparation and professionalism. 

An Overall Rubric Score will then be calculated by taking the 
weighted average of the Overall Component Scores, using the 
following weightings: 1a (5%), 1e (5%), 2a (17%), 2d (17%), 
3b (17%), 3c (17%), 3d (17%), 4e (5%). 

Formal and informal observations (as defined by the Commis-
sioner’s Decision) shall not receive average observation ratings.

Formal and informal observations (as defined by the Commis-
sioner’s Decision) will no longer be afforded the weights as 
provided for in the Commissioner’s Decision. 

The Overall Rubric Score shall be the basis for the 60 points of 
the Measures of Teaching Practice subcomponent, unless the 
student surveys are used for evaluative purposes. If student 
surveys are used for evaluative purposes, the Overall Rubric 
Score shall count for 55 of the 60 points of the Measures of 
Teaching Practice subcomponent score. The implementation 
and scoring of the student surveys in 2015-16 and thereafter 
shall be consistent with the Commissioner’s Decision.

Courses That Are Not Annualized
In the event that Measures of Student Learning (MOSL) 
assessment options do not include options for non-annualized 
courses: 1) in a school where each of the terms covers con-
tent where the second term builds on content from the first, 
the fall teacher shall administer the baseline and the spring 
teacher shall administer the post-test. Teachers from all terms 
will be held accountable for the students’ results; or 2) in a 
school where the second term does not build on content from 
the first, these teachers shall be assigned Linked or Group 
Measures. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with respect to a 
teacher of a course leading to a January Regents, the post-test 
is the January Regents and a baseline shall be administered 
in the fall.  

For Group and Linked Measures (as defined herein), if a stu-
dent takes the same Regents exam in January and June, only 
the higher result will be used for State and Local Measures. 
For non-Group and Linked Measures, if a student takes the 
same Regents exam in January and June, and has the same 
teacher in the fall and spring, only the higher result will be 
used for State and Local Measures. If the student has dif-
ferent teachers in the fall and spring, the January Regents 
will be used for the fall teacher and the June Regents for the 
spring teacher. 

Students will be equally weighted in a teacher’s State and/or 
Local Measures subcomponent score if they are in a teacher’s 
course for the same length of time (regardless of whether they 
take the January or June Regents). 

For assessments that use growth models, the DOE will calcu-
late scores following the rules outlined above. For assessments 
that use goal-setting, the teacher who administers the base-
line will recommend targets for the students and the principal 
will approve. Fall term teachers shall set targets on the same 
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timeline as other teachers. It is recommended that in the fall 
principals consult with subsequent term teachers about stu-
dent targets if their assignments are known. Principals shall 
share these targets with subsequent term teachers within the 
first month of the start of the new term and provide these 
teachers with an opportunity to recommend any additional 
changes to student targets. Principals shall communicate any 
changes to targets to all affected teachers. 

For assessments that use goal-setting, teachers of subsequent 
term courses who have students who have not previously had 
targets for them shall set and have their targets approved 
within the first month of the start of the new term.

State and Local Measures selections for teachers of non-annu-
alized courses, including the application of the 50% rule, shall 
be determined based upon the teachers’ entire school year 
schedule. As subsequent term selections may not be known in 
the fall, teachers shall administer all applicable assessments 
for the grades/subjects they are teaching in the fall. 

Rules Regarding Measures of Student Learning
For the 2014-2015 school year and thereafter the DOE shall 
issue guidance to the School MOSL Committee that sets forth 
and explains the rules described herein.

There is no limit on the number of Local Measures that a 
School MOSL Committee, as defined in this APPR Plan, can 
recommend for a particular grade or subject. If a School 
MOSL Committee selects the same assessment but different 
group for the Local Measures subcomponent, the following 
are allowable subgroups since the DOE is currently analyz-
ing the performance of these groups of students: 1) English 
Language Learners, 2) students with disabilities, 3) the low-
est-performing third of students, 4) overage/under-credited 
students, or 5) Black/Latino males (consistent with New York 
City’s Expanded Success Initiative). 

School MOSL Committees shall consider, when selecting sub-
groups for Local Measures that the intent of having both Local 
and State Measures is to have two different measures of stu-
dent learning. Using subgroups for Local Measures, by nature 
of the fact that they are a subset of the overall population, 
will in many instances mean that State and Local Measures 
are more similar to one another than if different assessments 
are used for State and Local Measures. Therefore, subgroups 
should not be selected for teachers in some schools if the 
subgroup selected reflects the entire population of students 
the teacher serves (e.g., if a teacher only teaches English 
Language Learners, the Committee shall not select English 
Language Learners for their Local Measures and all of their 
students for the same assessment on their State Measures).

In the event that schools inadvertently select the same mea-
sures for State and Local Measures (after to the extent possi-
ble they have had an opportunity to correct), the lowest third 
performing students will be used for Local Measures and the 
entire populations of students used for State Measures.

The Central MOSL Committee will revisit the list of allowable 

subgroups annually, taking into account feedback from edu-
cators. If the Central MOSL Committee cannot agree on new/
different subgroups, the current list of subgroups will be used.

Evaluators cannot choose to go above the 50% rule in select-
ing teachers’ State Measures. The 50% rule will be followed 
for State Measures, per State Education Department guid-
ance, such that teachers’ State Measures must be determined 
as follows: for teachers of multiple courses, courses that result 
in a state growth score must always be used for a teacher’s 
State Measures. If a teacher does not teach any courses that 
result in state growth scores, or state growth score courses 
cover less than 50% of a teacher’s students, courses with the 
highest enrollment will be included next until 50% or more of 
students are included.

The 50% rules shall not apply to Local Measures. School 
MOSL Committees shall select the method that shall be used 
to determine which courses shall be included in a teacher’s 
Local Measure. In the 2014-15 school year and thereafter, 
the DOE will 1) state this rule, provide guidance for teachers 
of multiple courses, and describe the benefits and consider-
ations of not following the 50% rule for Local Measures and 
2) explain how to record and track Local Measures selections 
for individual teachers when the 50% rule is and is not used 
for Local Measures.

The process for setting student targets for Local Measures is 
the same as the process for setting student targets for State 
Measures. The only exception is Group Measures (not includ-
ing Linked Measures) for Local Measures. For Group Mea-
sures, the School MOSL Committees will have the option of 
recommending for Local Measures that student targets are set 
either 1) following the process used for State Measures or 2) 
by the Committee. If the School MOSL Committee’s chooses 
to create the targets and the principal accepts the School 
MOSL Committee’s recommendation, the School MOSL Com-
mittee must create these targets no later than December 1. 
Targets must be submitted using a format determined by the 
DOE. In the event that the School MOSL Committee cannot 
agree on Group Measures targets for Local Measures, Group 
Measures targets will be determined following the process 
used for State Measures which requires that superintendents 
must finalize targets by January 15. 

School MOSL Committees may recommend which baselines 
will be used for Local Measures from a menu of options cre-
ated by the DOE. The only exceptions are instances where the 
same assessments are used for teachers in the same grades/
subjects for State Measures. In these instances, the Principal 
shall select the baselines that will be used for State and Local 
Measures. 

School MOSL Committees may recommend that Local Mea-
sures, Group Measures and Linked Measures may be used 
with state-approved 3rd party assessments. The DOE shall 
create guidance that will include a description of which 3rd 
party assessments it can use to create growth models.

School MOSL Committees may recommend that for Local 
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Measures, Group Measures and Linked Measures may be 
used with NYC Performance Assessments. The DOE shall cre-
ate guidance which will include a description of which NYC 
Performance Assessments it can use to create growth models, 
as well as the implications of selecting Group Measures with 
NYC Performance Assessments for scoring. 

Regarding the Local Measures school-wide default, if a School 
MOSL Committee makes recommendations for Local Mea-
sures in only some grades/subjects, the principal may accept 
those recommendations and the Local Measures default 
would apply for the grades and subjects for which there is 
no recommendation. Principals must choose to accept either 
all a School MOSL Committee’s recommendations or none 
of the School MOSL Committee’s recommendations. If the 
School MOSL Committee recommends the Local Measures 
default (or the principal does not accept the School MOSL 
Committee’s recommendations and therefore the Local Mea-
sures default must be used), teachers must administer NYC 
Performance Assessments in grades 4-8 ELA and Math (if 
they are included in the DOE’s menu of NYC Performance 
Assessments that are approved by the Commissioner annu-
ally). In the foregoing scenario, the DOE growth models will be 
used to calculate a teacher’s score on the NYC Performance 
Assessments in grades 4-8 ELA and Math. 

Growth Model Conversion Charts
For assessments where schools opt to use DOE-created growth 
models for State or Local Measures, including the Local Mea-
sures default, the DOE shall create scoring charts that convert 
growth model scores into 0-20 points, taking into account 
confidence intervals. These charts must be shared and dis-
cussed with the MOSL Central Committee (as defined herein) 
annually. In addition, analyses will be conducted and shared 
with the MOSL Central Committee regarding the comparabil-
ity of Individual, Group, and Linked Measures. If members of 
the MOSL Central Committee do not agree with any element 
of the growth model conversion charts and/or how they were 
created, the MOSL Central Committee members that are in 
disagreement may submit in writing to the Chancellor their 
reasons for disagreement.

The parties agree to convene a MOSL Technical Advisory Com-
mittee (the “MOSL TAC”) consisting of one person designated 
by the DOE, one person designated by the UFT, and a person 
mutually-selected by the Parties. To ensure a meaningful and 
fair distribution of ratings, the MOSL TAC shall review the 
methodology and approach to the creation of growth models 
and their conversion charts and provide recommendations to 
the Chancellor. The Chancellor shall have final decision-mak-
ing authority on the growth model conversion charts.

Measures of Student Learning Options
1.  For the 2014-15 school year and thereafter the DOE shall 

create new measures (referred to as “Linked Measures”) 
for Local and State Measures of Student Learning such 
that there is an option for each teacher to be evaluated 
based upon assessment results of students he/she teaches. 
Some or all assessments are not linked to courses the 
teacher teaches.

2.  For the 2013-14 school year, the following process for 
“procedural appeals” will only apply to “Group Measures” 
(i.e., measures where teachers are evaluated based on the 
performance of some or all students they do not teach). 
For the 2014-15 and 2015-16 school years, the follow-
ing process for “procedural appeals” will apply to Linked 
Measures and Group Measures. For the 2016-17 school 
year and thereafter the following process for “procedural 
appeals” will apply only to Group Measures. In all cases, 
teachers with 50% or more of their Local or State Measures 
based on Linked Measures/Group Measures shall be eligi-
ble for the procedural appeals process.

3.  If a teacher receives “Ineffective” ratings in both the State 
and Local Measures subcomponents and either is based on 
Linked Measures or Group Measures, and in that year the 
teacher receives either a “Highly Effective” or “Effective” 
rating on the Measures of Teaching Practice subcompo-
nent, the teacher shall have a right to a “procedural appeal” 
of such rating to a representative of the DOE’s Division of 
Teaching and Learning. 

a.  If the teacher receives a “Highly Effective” rating on 
the Measures of Teaching Practice subcomponent, 
there shall be a presumption that the overall APPR 
rating shall be modified by the DOE such that the 
overall “Ineffective” rating becomes either an “Effec-
tive” rating (in the instance where both the State and 
Local Measures of Student Learning subcomponents 
are based on Linked Measures or Group Measures) 
or a “Developing” rating (in the instance where only 
one of the State or Local Measures of Student Learn-
ing subcomponents is based on Linked Measures or 
Group Measures);

b.  If the teacher receives an “Effective” subcomponent 
rating on the Measures of Teaching Practice, there 
shall be a presumption that the overall APPR rating 
shall be modified by the DOE such that the overall 
“Ineffective” rating becomes a “Developing” rating if 
both the State and Local Measures of Student Learn-
ing subcomponents are based on Linked Measures 
or Group Measures. If only one of the State or Local 
Measures of Student Learning subcomponents be 
based on Linked Measures or Group Measures, the 
rating shall be appealed to the principal, who shall 
have the discretion to increase the teacher’s overall 
APPR rating. If the principal does not respond to the 
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appeal, the teacher’s overall APPR rating shall be 
modified to a “Developing” rating.

 c.  The above-described procedural appeal process is 
separate and distinct from, and in addition to the 
appeal processes set forth in the Commissioner’s 
Decision.

4.  In the event a teacher receives an “Highly Effective” rating 
in both the State and Local Measures of Student Learning, 
and neither is based on Linked Measures or Group Mea-
sures, and in that year the teacher is rated “Ineffective” 
on Measures of Teaching Practice subcomponent, and this 
results in the teacher receiving an “Ineffective” overall 
APPR rating, the UFT may choose to appeal the rating to a 
three (3) member Panel consistent with the rules for Panel 
Appeals as described in Education Law § 3012-c (5-a) and 
the Commissioner’s Decision. However, these appeals shall 
not be counted towards the 13% of “Ineffective” ratings 
that may be appealed pursuant to Education Law §3012-c 
(5-a)(d) and the Commissioner’s Decision.

5.  The Parties agree to meet each fall to review and discuss 
other types of anomalies in scoring and determine appro-
priate actions.

6.  The DOE and UFT shall establish a Measures of Student 
Learning Central Committee consisting of an equal num-
ber of members selected by the DOE and the UFT (herein 
referred to as the “MOSL Central Committee”). The MOSL 
Central Committee shall convene within sixty (60) days 
after the ratification of this agreement by the UFT and 
each month thereafter. The MOSL Central Committee shall 
explore additional assessment options for the 2014-15 
school year, which could include state-approved 3rd party 
assessments or existing assessments (e.g., Fitnessgram, 
LOTE exams), and review and approval by the Chancel-
lor, which would be offered as non-mandated options for 
State and Local Measures. The MOSL Central Committee 
shall also examine the current range of options and discuss 
expanded options for the State and Local Measures of Stu-
dent Learning including, but not limited to, subject-based 
assessments, the use of portfolios, project-based learn-
ing, and/or semi-annualized/term course assessments. 
The MOSL Central Committee will also examine potential 
changes to the Local Measures default each school year. 
The MOSL Central Committee shall propose expanded 
options for the 2015-16 school year and thereafter. 
Expanded options proposed by the MOSL Central Commit-
tee shall be implemented for the 2015-2016 school year 
and thereafter subject to review and approval by the Chan-
cellor. All MOSL options for the 2014-15 school year and 
thereafter shall be shared with the MOSL Central Commit-
tee. The MOSL Central Committee shall review all MOSL 
options to determine which options shall be proposed 
to the Chancellor for approval. If members of the MOSL 
Central Committee cannot agree which options should be 
proposed to the Chancellor, the MOSL Central Committee 
members that are in disagreement may submit in writing to 

the Chancellor their reasons for disagreement. The Chan-
cellor shall have final decision-making authority. 

7.  There will be no State Measures default. Principals must 
make decisions for State Measures for all applicable 
grades/subjects in their school by the deadline. For the 
2014-15 school year, the Local Measures default for all 
schools shall be a school-wide measure of student growth 
based on all applicable assessments administered within 
the building which are limited to NYC Performance Assess-
ments, if developed by August 1 prior to the start of the 
school year, and/or state-approved 3rd party assessments 
(Chancellor must select by August 1 prior to the start of 
the school year), and/or state assessments. The DOE and 
UFT shall annually review the Local Measures default and 
discuss the possibility of altering the default. If agreement 
is not reached at the conclusion of each year, the default 
will be the same as that used in the 2014-15 school year. 

8.  All decisions of the School MOSL Committee (as defined 
in the Commissioner’s Decision) must be recommended to 
the principal and the principal must 1) accept the recom-
mendation (or opt for the Local Measures default) and 2) 
select the State Measures no later than ten (10) school 
days after the first day of school for students.

9.  In the event that a school uses the goal-setting option for 
State or Local Measures, teachers must submit their pro-
posed goals to their building principal or designee no later 
than November 1 of each school year absent extraordinary 
circumstances. The principal or designee must finalize 
teacher’s goals no later than December 1 of each school 
year, absent extraordinary circumstances.

10.  Teachers whose MOSL scores would have been subject 
to chart 2.11 or 3.13 of the Commissioner’s Decision 
shall now be assigned points such that 85%-100% of 
students must meet or exceed targets for a teacher to 
be rated Highly Effective; 55%-84% of students must 
meet or exceed targets for a teachers to be rated Effec-
tive; 30%-54% of students must meet or exceed targets 
for a teacher to be rated Developing; and 0%-29% of 
students must meet or exceed targets for a teacher to be 
rated Ineffective.

Peer Validator
1.  Except as modified herein, the Peer Validator shall replace 

the Independent Validator and fulfill all of the duties of and 
comply with the provisions applicable to the Independent 
Validator set forth in Education Law § 3012-c(5-a) and the 
Commissioner’s Decision. 

2.  Term: The Peer Validator program shall be two (2) school 
years (2014-15 and 2015-16). At the end of the two years, 
the parties must agree to extend the Peer Validator program 
and in the absence of an agreement the parties shall revert 
to the Independent Validator process as set forth in Educa-
tion Law § 3012-c(5-a) and the Commissioner’s Decision.

3.  Selection: A joint DOE-UFT committee composed of an 
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equal number of members from the UFT and the DOE (the 
“Selection Committee”) shall be established to determine 
selection criteria and screen and select qualified appli-
cants to create a pool of eligible candidates. The Deputy 
Chancellor of Teaching and Learning shall select all Peer 
Validators from the pool of all eligible candidates created 
by the Selection Committee. To be eligible to become a 
Peer Validator an applicant must have at least five (5) years 
teaching experience; be tenured as a teacher; have received 
an overall APPR rating of Highly Effective or Effective (or 
Satisfactory rating where applicable) in the most recent 
school year; and either be a teacher, a teacher assigned, 
an assistant principal with reversion rights to a tenured 
teacher position, or an education administrator with rever-
sion rights to a tenured teacher position.

4.  Duties: The term for a Peer Validator shall be for two (2) 
years. All Peer Validators shall work under the title of 
Teacher Assigned A and shall have the same work year and 
work day as a Teacher Assigned A as defined in the col-
lective bargaining agreement. Peer Validators shall report 
to the Deputy Chancellor of Teaching and Learning or his/
her designee. Peer Validators shall conduct observations 
consistent with the Commissioner’s Decision and shall not 
review any evidence other than what is observed during an 
observation by the Peer Validator. All assignments are at 
the discretion of the DOE, however Peer Validators shall 
not be assigned to any school in which s/he previously 
worked. The parties agree to consult regarding Peer Vali-
dator assignments and workload. Peer Validators shall be 
reviewed and evaluated by the Deputy Chancellor of Teach-
ing and Learning or his/her designee. The review and eval-
uation of a Peer Validator shall not be based in any way 
on whether the Peer Validator agrees or disagrees with the 
principal’s rating. A Peer Validator may be removed from 
the position at any point during the program provided that 
both the DOE and UFT agree. Teachers who become Peer 
Validators shall have the right to return to their prior school 
at the end of their term as a Peer Validator. 

5.  Compensation: Peer Validators shall receive additional 
compensation in the amount of fifteen thousand dollars 
($15,000.00) per year for the term of this agreement 
above the applicable teacher compensation in accordance 
with the collective bargaining agreement. 

7. TEACHER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Article 11 of the Teachers’ CBA shall be amended to add the 
following. In addition, the Section on Teacher Ambassador 
and applicable parts of the “General” Section shall be added 
to the CBAs for Guidance Counselors, Social Workers and 
School Psychologists. 

The Union and DOE wish to create opportunities for exemplary 
teachers to remain in their title of teacher but to extend their 
reach and role through the establishment of Teacher Leader-
ship positions including Master Teacher, Model Teacher, and 
Teacher Ambassador.

A joint UFT-DOE Committee will be established for the Teacher 
Leadership Initiatives. For the 2014-15 school year, the Joint 
Committee on Teacher Leadership Initiatives will begin meet-
ing as soon as practicable to ensure a timely implementa-
tion of the Teacher Leadership Initiative. Thereafter, the Joint 
Committee on Teacher Leadership Initiatives will meet on 
a monthly basis or on another mutually agreeable basis to 
discuss policy aspects of the Teacher Leadership Initiative 
such as: the focus for Teacher Leadership work; identifica-
tion and dissemination of best practices; professional devel-
opment priorities and design; and research including focus 
groups and surveys to obtain feedback and ensure continu-
ous improvement in implementation. The Joint Committee on 
Teacher Leadership Initiatives shall issue findings and pro-
posed actions to the Chancellor and the UFT President. 

Teacher Ambassador 
Teacher Ambassadors are teachers and other educators who 
volunteer to participate and are selected to be assigned for 
one year (the “Ambassador Year”) to a paired Education 
Exchange School. Education Exchange Schools are schools 
paired within a borough where there has been a determi-
nation of interest and value in the sharing of instructional 
best practices, initiatives, and strategies through the tempo-
rary exchange of classroom teachers. Schools will be paired 
together based on a variety of factors such as school level, 
geography, and capacity to benefit from shared experience 
and exchange with another school community.

The Chancellor will solicit recommendations for pairings 
from the broader education community and invite interested 
schools to submit a proposal. Interested schools will submit 
a proposal with a plan indicating the reasons schools wish 
to participate; evidence of consultation with the school com-
munity through the appropriate channels, e.g. the School 
Leadership Team; anticipated benefits to both schools, and 
plan for implementation. The DOE and UFT will jointly review 
the applications. The UFT will be consulted on Education 
Exchange School pairings before final designations are made. 
Education Exchange Schools will be selected by the Chancel-
lor and the number of schools, if any, positions, and licenses 
will be at the discretion of the Chancellor. The Chancellor 
reserves the right to cancel the exchange for any pairing by 
notification to the UFT and affected parties by August 31.

During the Ambassador Year, in addition to classroom teaching 
responsibilities, the Teacher Ambassadors will be expected, 
consistent with the collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”), 
to support and engage in activities to promote the sharing, 
implementation and development of instructional best prac-
tices in both Exchange Schools. Teacher Ambassadors will 
have the same contractual rights and privileges as teachers 
except as set forth below. 

Teacher Ambassadors shall receive additional compensation 
in the amount of $7,500 per year for the term of this agree-
ment above the applicable teacher salary in accordance with 
the CBA. 
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Teacher Ambassadors will work an additional two days 
during the summer to be scheduled during the week 
preceding Labor Day and an additional two hours each 
month outside the normal workday, according to a 
schedule and plan set and approved by the Education 
Exchange School’s principal.

For teachers serving as Teacher Ambassadors school 
seniority during and after the Ambassador year shall be 
considered to be continuous as if there is no change in 
schools.

Teaching program assignments shall be at the discretion 
of the Education Exchange School principal.

The Ambassador Year will be for one school year, e.g. 
September to June. During that time, the Teacher 
Ambassador will be assigned to the Exchange School. 
At the conclusion of the Teacher Ambassador year, the 
teacher will be assigned back to their home school (i.e., 
the school they were assigned to prior to the Ambassa-
dor Year). Teacher Ambassadors must commit to serve 
the full school year in the Exchange School and must 
commit to serve at their home school at the conclusion 
of their Teacher Ambassador year for a minimum of one 
additional school year. The Chancellor may waive these 
provisions in extraordinary circumstances.

Teacher Ambassadors will be selected in the following man-
ner:

Postings will be developed jointly by the Exchange 
School principals in consultation with the UFT. The 
postings will delineate the teaching assignments in 
each school (e.g., grade level(s) and subject). Postings 
will require an Effective or Highly Effective rating (or 
Satisfactory rating where applicable) in the prior school 
year for eligibility. Selection will be made by both prin-
cipals in accord with the selection criteria contained in 
the posting. Selections will be made by the end of the 
school year or as soon thereafter as possible. 

Master Teacher
In addition to their duties as a teacher, Master Teachers will 
take on additional responsibilities to support the instructional 
practice of other teachers in their school. Master Teachers will 
work closely with school leadership on developing instructional 
capacity through activities such as coordinating school-based 
instructional support activities; leading study groups around 
standards, assessments, and instruction; serving in teacher 
leadership positions on school teacher teams; coaching and 
debriefing with teachers after classroom visits; assisting in the 
establishment of teachers’ professional development goals; 
and modeling best practices in their classroom.

Master Teachers shall receive additional compensation in the 
amount of $20,000 per year for the term of this agreement 
above the applicable teacher salary in accordance with the 
CBA. 

Master Teachers will work an additional three days during the 
summer to be scheduled during the week preceding Labor 
Day according to a schedule and plan set and approved by 
the superintendent. Master Teachers will also work an addi-
tional four hours each month during the school year outside 
the contractual workday according to a schedule created by 
the Master Teacher and approved by the principal.

Master Teachers will be relieved from a minimum of one 
teaching period each day and will use this time as well as 
their professional periods to perform responsibilities associ-
ated with their position as a Master Teacher. 

The Master Teacher will carry out the additional responsi-
bilities associated with his/her position as a Master Teacher 
during the contractual workday and the additional four hours 
per month according to a plan created by the Master Teacher 
and reviewed and approved by the principal on a monthly 
basis.

Participation by other teachers in activities involving the Mas-
ter Teacher will be done in accordance with the CBA.

Master Teachers will be selected and assigned in the following 
manner.

A UFT-DOE Joint Selection Committee consisting of an 
equal number of members selected by the Chancellor 
and by the UFT President will be established to screen 
and select qualified applicants to create a pool of eli-
gible candidates. Postings will require an Effective or 
Highly Effective rating (or Satisfactory rating where 
applicable) in the prior school year for eligibility. The 
Joint Selection Committee may choose to have a process 
whereby incumbent Master Teachers may be renewed 
in the eligible pool through a modified screening and 
selection process.

Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, the Joint 
Selection Committee will post for the pool in the spring 
and conduct the screening and selection process by 
July 1. Final selections for candidates will be made by 
the conclusion of the Open Market. The Joint Selection 
Committee will agree to a process whereby, if necessary, 
additional vacancies that arise during the school year 
can be filled from qualified candidates.

Principals will make selections of Master Teachers only 
from the pool of eligible candidates selected by the Joint 
Selection Committee. Individuals in the pool selected 
by a principal are not obligated to accept an offer for a 
Master Teacher position.

The Master Teacher position will be for a term of one year.

Model Teacher
In addition to their duties as a teacher, Model Teachers will 
take on additional responsibilities to support the instructional 
practice of other teachers in their school through activities 
such as establishing a laboratory classroom in their own class-
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room; demonstrating lessons; exploring emerging instruc-
tional practices, tools or techniques; and reflecting on and 
debriefing a visit from a colleague. 

Model Teachers shall receive additional compensation in the 
amount of $7,500 per year for the term of this agreement 
above the applicable teacher salary in accordance with the 
CBA. 

Model Teachers will work an additional two days during the 
summer to be scheduled during the week preceding Labor 
Day according to a schedule and plan set and approved by 
the superintendent. Model Teachers will also work an addi-
tional two hours each month during the school year outside 
the contractual workday according to a schedule created by 
the Model Teacher and approved by the principal.

Model Teachers will use their professional periods to perform 
responsibilities associated with their position as a Model 
Teacher. In elementary schools organized on a seven-period 
per day schedule, Model Teachers will be relieved of teaching 
for a minimum of two periods per week to perform respon-
sibilities associated with their position as a Model Teacher. 
In elementary schools organized on an eight-period per day 
schedule, Model Teachers will be relieved of teaching for a 
minimum of one period per week in addition to their weekly 
professional period to perform responsibilities associated with 
their position as a Model Teacher. In addition to these two 
periods, Model Teachers in elementary schools may request 
that principals work with them to try to identify additional 
opportunities in the school day/year to perform responsibili-
ties associated with the position.

The Model Teacher will carry out the additional responsibili-
ties associated with their position as a Model Teacher during 
the contractual workday and the additional two hours per 
month according to a plan created by the Model Teacher and 
reviewed and approved by the principal on a monthly basis.

Participation by other teachers in activities involving the 
Model Teacher will be done in accordance with the CBA.

Model Teachers will be selected and assigned in the following 
manner:

A UFT-DOE Joint Selection Committee consisting of an 
equal number of members selected by the Chancellor 
and by the UFT President will be established to screen 
and select qualified applicants to create a pool of eligible 
candidates. Postings will require an Effective or Highly 
Effective rating (or Satisfactory rating where applicable) 
in the prior school year for eligibility. The Joint Selection 
Committee may choose to have a process where incum-
bent Model Teachers may be renewed in the eligible pool 
through a modified screening and selection process.

Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, the Joint 
Selection Committee will post for the pool in the spring 
and conduct the screening and selection process by July 
1 with final selections for candidates made by the con-
clusion of the Open Market. The Joint Selection Com-

mittee will agree to a process whereby, if necessary, 
additional vacancies that arise during the school year 
can be filled from qualified candidates.

Principals will make selections of Model Teachers only 
from the pool of eligible candidates selected by the Joint 
Selection Committee. Individuals in the pool selected 
by a principal are not obligated to accept an offer for a 
Model Teacher position.

The position will be for a term of one year.

General
Selection decisions for the position of Master Teacher, Model 
Teacher, and Teacher Ambassador (together, Teacher Leader-
ship positions) shall not be grievable. This includes both the 
selection for the actual position by the principal or entry into 
the pool of qualified candidates as determined by the Joint 
Selection Committee.

Only tenured DOE teachers who have earned a rating of 
“Highly Effective,” “Effective” or “Satisfactory,” where 
applicable, in the prior school year will be eligible to serve 
in Teacher Leadership positions. A teacher earning any other 
rating is ineligible to continue to in the position. Additional 
criteria may be established by the Joint Selection Committee 
for each position. All DOE teachers, regardless of district, pro-
gram or superintendency who meet the eligibility criteria, are 
eligible to apply.

Teachers selected for a Teacher Leadership position are 
expected to remain in that position for the entire school year. 
However, during the year should the teacher and principal 
mutually agree that a teacher will not continue in the Teacher 
Leadership position, the teacher will remain in the school as 
a teacher without the additional compensation or responsibil-
ities associated with that Teacher Leadership position. 

Should a teacher in a Teacher Leadership position be reas-
signed or go on a leave with pay he/she shall cease to earn the 
additional compensation.

Master Teachers and Model Teachers who have transferred 
from another school and who do not serve a second school 
year in the position or who by mutual agreement have ceased 
serving in the position during the school year, may at the end 
of the first school year return to the last school they served in 
provided there is a vacancy in their license area. If there is no 
vacancy then the teacher may return to the district/superin-
tendency. 

Other than the above provision, during or after the school year, 
any issue regarding a Teacher Leadership leaving their posi-
tion and their school is subject to regular transfer procedures.

For the 2014-15 school year only, should the Chancellor 
implement Education Exchange Schools with Teacher Ambas-
sador positions, then the Master Teacher and Model Teacher 
positions must also be in effect.

No later than August 1, 2014, the Chancellor will determine, 
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at his/her sole discretion, whether or not the Master Teacher 
and Model Teacher positions will be in effect for the 2014-15 
school year. The Chancellor’s determination shall be final and 
not grievable. Should the Chancellor choose to have Master 
Teacher and Model Teacher positions, the DOE will ensure 
creation of the Master Teacher and/or Model Teacher positions 
by a minimum of forty (40) schools at each of the levels: 
elementary, middle and high. The Chancellor shall have the 
discretion to increase the number of schools above the mini-
mums at each level in differing amounts.

By August 1, for every subsequent school year, the Chancellor 
will make a determination whether or not the Teacher Leader-
ship positions will be available for schools for the upcoming 
school year. The Chancellor’s determination shall be final and 
not grievable. If the Chancellor determines in his or her dis-
cretion that Teacher Leadership positions will be created for 
that school year, then the Chancellor will ensure that at least 
20% of the schools that create Master Teacher and/or Model 
Teacher positions will be at each of the levels: elementary, 
middle and high.

Should the Chancellor determine by August 1st that there will 
be no Master Teacher or Model Teacher positions in effect for 
the upcoming school year, any teacher who has been selected 
for a transfer to a Master Teacher or Model Teacher position in 
a different school shall have the right to remain in their cur-
rent school and the teacher shall be treated as if the transfer 
never occurred.

For purposes of this agreement K-8 schools including those 
that have pre-K programs shall be considered elementary or 
middle schools and grades 6-12 schools shall be considered 
middle or high schools. 

The UFT and DOE agree to revisit the existing position in the 
collective bargaining agreement of “Lead Teacher” prior to 
the 2015-16 school year to determine if it should be con-
tinued, modified or converted into other Teacher Leadership 
positions set forth in this agreement.

For purposes of this “General” Section, the term “teachers” 
shall refer to teachers, guidance counselors, social workers 
and school psychologists with respect to Teacher Ambassador.

8. SEXUAL MISCONDUCT  
The parties agree to revise the definition of sexual misconduct 
in Article 21 of the collective bargaining agreement covering 
teachers and corresponding articles of other UFT-BOE collec-
tive bargaining agreements as follows:

Definitions
For purposes of this subdivision “student” shall mean a stu-
dent or any minor. Sexual Misconduct, as used herein, shall 
not be construed to include nonsexual touching or other non-
sexual conduct. 

A.  Sexual Misconduct is behavior that is intended to initiate, 
create, foster or advance a romantic or sexual relationship 

by an employee with a student, whether physical, verbal, 
in writing or by electronic means, regardless of location. It 
includes:

i.  Any sexual physical contact, or touching, without a 
legitimate purpose, including any act of sexual pene-
tration with an object or body part;

ii.  Exposing a student to drawings, photographs or other 
representations of a sexual nature, whether verbal, 
written, electronic or physical, without a legitimate 
purpose (this prohibition is not intended to preclude 
the use of depictions of nudity for legitimate purposes, 
for example, with reference to biology, health or art);

iii.  Providing a gift to a student, making sexual or roman-
tic comments or discussing sexual acts with a stu-
dent, for the purpose of initiating, creating, fostering 
or advancing a romantic or sexual relationship.

B.  Sexual Misconduct also includes:

i.  Publishing, recreating or reproducing images of a sex-
ual act involving a student;

ii.  Any act of public lewdness, as defined in section 
245.00 of the Penal Law, or exposure, as defined in 
section 245.01 of the Penal Law, directed at a stu-
dent, that occurs on or off of school grounds;

iii.  Possession or use of child pornography as defined by 
the Penal Law, unless the respondent can demon-
strate that such possession was inadvertent; 

iv.  Serious or repeated verbal abuse, as defined in the 
Chancellor’s regulations, of a sexual nature;

v.  Any action involving the use of an imaging device that 
would constitute criminal conduct as defined under 
sections 250.40, 250.45 or 250.50 of the Penal 
Law;

vi.  Inducing or attempting to induce incapacitation or 
impairment of a student for the purpose of having sex-
ual intercourse, sexual contact or for the purpose of 
creating pornographic images or materials, regardless 
of whether sexual activity actually takes place; and

vii.  Any action that would constitute criminal conduct 
under Article 130 of the Penal Law against a student.

9.  EDUCATION LAW 3020-A  
MEDIATION & ARBITRATION

Mediation 
1.  In an effort to reduce a backlog of Education Law §3020-a 

cases the Board (DOE) and UFT shall meet to determine 
which §3020-a cases charged on or before June 30, 2014, 
shall be subject to mediation as set forth below. The parties 
shall commence mediation on or about, July 1, 2014.

2.  The DOE and UFT shall agree on the number of neutrals to 
function as mediators. Neutrals shall mediate six (6) cases 
per day. 
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3.  The employee (and the employee’s representative, if any) 
and a representative of the DOE with authority to nego-
tiate settlement agreements (subject to final supervisory 
approval) shall meet with the mediator. The mediator shall 
work informally to assist the charged employee and the 
DOE in reaching, if possible, a voluntary, negotiated reso-
lution of the Education Law §3020-a charges. The media-
tor shall not decide the merits of the charges or impose a 
decision. No mediator shall be compelled to or voluntarily 
disclose (including in any subsequent proceedings under 
§3020-a of the Education Law) any information learned 
during mediation. 

4.  The DOE and UFT shall share equally all costs associated 
with the mediation.

Hearing Officers
1.  The parties agree to seat a minimum of 25 hearing officers 

to hear all §3020-a cases. Should the parties fail to agree 
on the number of hearing officers by April 30th of preced-
ing given school year and/or the Panel on which they will 
serve, either the DOE or UFT shall submit the matter to 
the Fact-Finding Panel consisting of Martin F. Scheinman, 
Howard Edelman, and Mark Grossman for binding arbitra-
tion to determine the number of hearing officers and/or the 
Panel on which they will serve that will sit for §3020-a 
cases the following school year. For the 2014-15 school 
year the parties have agreed to seat 25 hearing officers to 
hear §3020-a cases.

2.  To select hearing officers, the parties shall, each year, follow-
ing April 30th, exchange in good faith lists of no fewer than 
10 hearing officers for consideration every other week. If the 
full panel is not seated by October 15th of that school year 
the DOE or UFT may request the Fact-Finding Panel con-
sisting of Martin F. Scheinman, Howard Edelman, and Mark 
Grossman select the remaining hearing officers, subject to 
an individual hearing officer’s agreement to serve, neces-
sary to complete the panel of §3020-a hearing officers. 

Teacher Performance Unit – Hearing Officer Dates
Hearing officers serving on the competence panel must agree 
to provide five (5) hearing dates (as defined in Article 21(G)
(2)(a) of the Teachers’ Collective Bargaining Agreement) per 
month for the months of September through June and two (2) 
hearing dates per month for the months of July and August.

10. DOE CALENDAR – EMERGENCY CLOSINGS 
Article 6C of the Teachers’ CBA and corresponding Articles 
of the other UFT-BOE CBAs shall be as amended to add the 
following:

The Board of Education (“DOE”) and UFT recognize that due 
to emergency conditions (including, but not limited to snow 
closings) there may be situations where the DOE may fall 
short of the minimum number of instructional days required 
annually by the Education Law.

Prior to opening of each school year, the DOE and UFT agree 
to jointly determine those vacation days during designated 
recess periods which shall be used in the event that there is a 
need to make up days in order to meet the statutory minimum 
and the order in which such days would be used. 

In no event shall the number of make-up days exceed the 
number needed to meet the minimum required by the Edu-
cation Law.

11. USE OF SICK DAYS FOR ILL FAMILY MEMBERS
Revise Article 16(A)(11) of the Teachers’ collective bargain-
ing agreement and corresponding provisions of other UFT-DOE 
collective bargaining agreements to provide that employees 
will be allowed to use up to three (3) sick days per year for the 
care of ill family members.

12. DISCIPLINE FOR AUTHORIZED ABSENCES
Amend all UFT-DOE collective bargaining agreements to add 
the following:

No employee shall be disciplined, adversely rated or have 
any derogatory material placed in his/her file for taking an 
approved sabbatical for restoration of health, approved unpaid 
leave for restoration of health or a central DOE approved paid 
leave. Discipline for time and attendance is not a reflection of 
the employee’s performance while at work. 

13. RETURN FROM LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Amend Article 16E of the Teachers’ CBA to add a new sub-
section 3:

Commencing with the beginning of the 2014-15 school year, 
employees on leaves of absence, for one school year or semes-
ter, through the end of the school year, must notify the DOE’s 
Chief Executive Officer of the Division of Human Resources 
or his/her designee in a manner prescribed by the DOE on or 
before May 15th of their intent to either return to service or 
apply to extend their leave of absence for the following school 
year. Failure to comply with this deadline shall be deemed as 
a voluntary resignation from the DOE, except in cases where 
it can be demonstrated that special circumstances prevented 
the employee from notifying the DOE. 

Notwithstanding this notification given to the Board (DOE), 
prior to the commencement of the school year an employee 
may return to service or apply to extend his/her leave if he/she 
can demonstrate relevant circumstances materially changed 
after May 15th provided that the employee acts expeditiously 
following the change in circumstances. An application to 
extend a leave made under these circumstances shall be 
granted under the same circumstances as one made on or 
before May 15th.

An employee on leave for a restoration of health shall be 
required to notify the DOE’s Chief Executive Officer of the 
Division of Human Resources or his/her designee, in a man-
ner prescribed by the DOE on or before May 15th, of his/her 
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medical status and any plans, if known, as to whether he or 
she intends to return to work the following school year. Failure 
to notify the DOE in writing by May 15th shall be deemed as 
a voluntary resignation from the DOE, except in cases where 
it can be demonstrated that special circumstances prevented 
the employee from notifying the DOE.

Whether special circumstances prevented an employee 
from notifying the DOE on or before May 15th, rele-
vant circumstances materially changed after May 15th, 
or an employee acted expeditiously shall be subject to 
the grievance procedure, including binding arbitration.  

14. NURSES  
The parties agree that nurses are entitled to a 30-minute unin-
terrupted lunch period. Nurses in single-nurse schools whose 
lunch period is interrupted due to a medical emergency shall 
have their entire 30-minute lunch period rescheduled by their 
supervisor between the hours of 11:30 and 2:30. Should a 
nurse not be able to take a complete 30-minute uninterrupted 
lunch period during those hours, the nurse shall be entitled to 
one-half of his/her hourly rate of pay provided the nurse sub-
mits documentation to his/her supervisor in a timely manner 
with the relevant information about the medical emergency. 

15.  SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS AND  
SOCIAL WORKERS PER SESSION

For Side Letter: 

“This letter shall serve as the DOE’s acknowledgment of Article 
23.A.13 of the School Social Workers and Psychologists CBA. 
School Psychologists will have up to 20 hours of per session work 
per year available to them with supervisor approval only as to 
scheduling (which approval shall not be unreasonably denied) 
in order to assist in allowing them to fulfill their case man-
agement duties, without the necessity of posting such work.” 

16.  ABSENT TEACHER RESERVE
For purposes of this agreement, ATRs shall be defined as all 
UFT-represented school based titles in excess after the first 
day of school, except paraprofessionals and occupational and 
physical therapists.

Severance Program
The employer shall offer a voluntary severance benefit (the 
“Severance Program”) to ATRs who volunteer to resign/retire 
and who execute an appropriate release in a form prescribed 
by the Board (DOE) and subject to legal requirements. 

The period during which ATRs may volunteer to separate from 
the DOE in accordance with the terms of the Severance Pro-
gram shall commence on the 30th day and shall terminate at 
5 p.m. on the 60th day following the Union’s ratification of 
this Agreement. 

Other than employees who have agreed in writing to resign 
from the DOE, employees who are ATRs as of June 1, 2014 
who volunteer for the Severance Program shall receive a sev-
erance payment according to the following schedule:

One (1) week of pay for ATRs with three (3) years of ser-
vice or more, but less than four (4) years of service, as of 
the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Two (2) weeks of pay for ATRs with four (4) years of ser-
vice or more, but less than six (6) years of service, as of 
the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Three (3) weeks of pay for ATRs with six (6) years of ser-
vice or more, but less than eight (8) years of service, as 
of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Four (4) weeks of pay for ATRs with eight (8) years of 
service or more, but less than ten (10) years of service, 
as of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Five (5) weeks of pay for ATRs with ten (10) years of ser-
vice or more, but less than twelve (12) years of service, 
as of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Six (6) weeks of pay for ATRs with twelve (12) years 
of service or more, but less than fourteen (14) years of 
service, as of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Seven (7) weeks of pay for ATRs with fourteen (14) years 
of service or more, but less than sixteen (16) years of 
service, as of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Eight (8) weeks of pay for ATRs with sixteen (16) years 
of service or more, but less than eighteen (18) years of 
service, as of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Nine (9) weeks of pay for ATRs with eighteen (18) years 
of service or more, but less than twenty (20) years of 
service, as of the date of ratification of this Agreement.

Ten (10) weeks of pay for ATRs with twenty (20) years 
of service or more, as of the date of ratification of this 
Agreement.

For purposes of this Severance Program, one week of pay shall 
be defined as 1/52nd of an ATR’s annual salary.

In the event that any ATR who volunteers to participate in 
the Severance Program returns to service with the DOE, the 
ATR shall repay the severance payment received pursuant to 
the above within six (6) months of the ATR’s hiring to such 
position, through payroll deductions in equal amounts. This 
repayment provision shall not apply to ATRs who return to 
work as day-to-day substitute teachers. 

Interviews 
During the period September 15, 2014 through October 15, 
2014 (and during the same period in each subsequent year to 
the extent this ATR Program is continued as set forth below), 
the employer will arrange, to the greatest extent reasonably 
possible, for interviews between ATRs and schools with appli-
cable license-area vacancies within the district or borough to 
which the ATR is assigned. After October 15, ATRs may con-
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tinue, at the DOE’s discretion, to be sent to interviews within 
the district or borough for applicable license-area vacancies. 
An ATR that declines or fails to report to an interview, upon 
written notice of it, two or more times without good cause 
shall be treated as having voluntarily resigned his/her employ-
ment. 

When an ATR is selected by a principal for a permanent 
placement in either the district or borough, the ATR shall be 
assigned to fill the vacancy in his/her license area, be placed 
on the school’s table of organization and take his/her rightful 
place in seniority order. Schools may continue to hire ATRs 
on a provisional basis consistent with existing agreements 
between the parties. An ATR that fails to accept and appear 
for an assignment within two (2) work days of receiving written 
notice of the assignment without good cause shall be treated 
as having voluntarily resigned his/her employment. 

Any school that selects an ATR for a permanent placement 
will not have that ATR’s salary included for the purpose of 
average teacher salary calculation. 

ATRs in Districts 75 and 79 shall be sent for interviews only 
in the same borough, within their respective district, as the 
school to which they were previously assigned. 

ATRs in BASIS shall be sent for interviews only in the same 
borough as the school to which they were previously assigned.

Assignments of ATRs
After October 15, 2014, ATRs, except those who have been 
penalized (as a result of a finding of guilt or by stipulation) 
in conjunction with §3020-a charges with a suspension of 
30 days or more or a fine of $2,000 or more, will be given a 
temporary provisional assignment to a school with a vacancy 
in their license area where available. The DOE, at its sole dis-
cretion, may choose to assign ATRs to a temporary provisional 
assignment who have been penalized (as a result of a finding 
of guilt or by stipulation) in conjunction with §3020-a charges 
with a suspension of 30 days or more or a fine of $2,000 or 
more. 

The DOE shall not be required to send more than one ATR 
at a time to a school per vacancy for a temporary provisional 
assignment. These assignments will first be made within dis-
trict and then within borough. For purposes of the ATR Pro-
gram, ATRs shall also be given temporary provisional assign-
ments to cover leaves and long term absences within their 
license area within district and then within borough. ATRs 
in Districts 75 and 79 shall be given temporary provisional 
assignments only in the same borough within their respective 
district as the school to which they were previously assigned. 

All temporary provisional assignments for an ATR in BASIS 
will be within the same borough as the school to which they 
were previously assigned.

It is understood that at any time after a temporary provisional 
assignment is made, a principal can remove the ATR from this 
assignment and the ATR will be returned to the ATR pool and 
be subject to the terms and conditions of employment then 

applicable to ATRs pursuant to the parties’ collective bargain-
ing agreement(s).

If a principal removes an ATR from an assignment to a vacancy 
in his/her license area because of problematic behavior as 
described below and the ATR is provided with a signed writ-
ing by a supervisor describing the problematic behavior, this 
writing can be introduced at an expedited §3020-a hearing 
for ATRs who have completed their probationary periods, as 
set forth below.

If, within a school year or consecutively across school years, 
two different principals remove an ATR who is on a temporary 
provisional assignment to a vacancy in his/her license area 
for problematic behavior and provide the ATR with a signed 
writing describing the problematic behavior, the ATR shall be 
subject to discipline up to and including discharge as pro-
vided below. The ATR will be returned to the ATR pool pending 
completion of the expedited ATR §3020-a procedure set forth 
below.

An ATR who has been placed back in the ATR pool will be in 
the rotation to schools unless he/she is again offered a tem-
porary provisional assignment at another school. Rotational 
assignments or assignments to a school (as opposed to a 
vacancy in his/her license area) shall not form the basis of an 
incident of problematic behavior as described herein.

To the extent that the provisions of this section conflict with 
the provisions of the Memorandum of Agreement dated June 
27, 2011, the provisions of this section shall govern.

ATR §3020-a Procedure
If, within a school year or consecutively across school years, an 
ATR has been removed from a temporary provisional assign-
ment to a vacancy in his/her license area by two different 
principals because of asserted problematic behavior, a neutral 
arbitrator from a panel of arbitrators jointly selected for this 
purpose (the panel presently consisting of Martin F. Schein-
man, Howard Edelman and Mark Grossman) shall convene a 
§3020-a hearing as soon as possible.

Based on the written documentation described above and such 
other documentary and/or witness evidence as the employer 
or the respondent may submit, the hearing officer shall deter-
mine whether the ATR has demonstrated a pattern of prob-
lematic behavior. For purposes of this program, problematic 
behavior means behavior that is inconsistent with the expec-
tations established for professionals working in schools and a 
pattern of problematic behavior means two or more instances 
in a vacancy in the ATR’s license area of problematic behav-
ior within a school year or consecutively across school years. 
Hearings under this provision shall not exceed one full day 
absent a showing of good cause and the hearing officer shall 
issue a written decision within 15 days of the hearing date.

The parties agree that in order to accomplish the purpose 
of establishing an expedited §3020-a process, the following 
shall serve as the exclusive process for §3020-a hearings for 
ATRs that have been charged based on a pattern of problem-
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atic behavior in accordance with this agreement.

• The ATR shall have ten (10) school days to request a 
hearing upon receipt of the §3020-a charges;

• At the same time as the ATR is charged, the Board (DOE) 
will notify the UFT as to where the ATR is assigned at the 
time charges are served;

• The employer shall provide the Respondent all evidence 
to be used in the hearing no more than five (5) school 
days after the employer receives the Respondent’s 
request for a hearing;

• Within five (5) school days of receipt of the employer’s 
evidence, the Respondent shall provide the employer 
with any evidence the Respondent knows at that time 
will be used in the hearing;

• The hearing shall be scheduled within five to ten (5-10) 
school days after the exchange of evidence is complete;

• The hearing time shall be allocated evenly between the 
parties, with time used for opening statements, closing 
statements and cross-examination allocated to party 
doing the opening statement, closing statement or 
cross-examination and with time for breaks allocated to 
the party requesting the break;

• The hearing officer shall issue a decision within 15 days 
of the hearing date. 

For the purposes of charges based upon a pattern of prob-
lematic behavior under this section only, if the DOE proves 
by a preponderance of the evidence that the ATR has demon-
strated a pattern of problematic behavior the hearing officer 
shall impose a penalty under the just cause standard up to 
and including discharge.

All hearing officer fees in excess of the SED rate shall be 
shared equally by the parties.

It is understood that allegations of conduct which would fall 
within the definition of sexual misconduct or serious miscon-
duct as defined in the applicable collective bargaining agree-
ments shall be addressed through the existing process in Arti-
cle 21(G) of the Teachers CBA and corresponding articles of 
other UFT-BOE CBAs. 

Term
This agreement with respect to the absent teacher reserve 
(referred to above as the “ATR Program”) shall run through 
the end of the 2015-16 school year. At the end of that term, 
the parties must agree to extend the ATR Program and absent 
agreement, the parties shall return to the terms and condi-
tions for ATR assignment as they exist in the 2007-2009 col-
lective bargaining agreement(s) and memoranda of agreement 
entered into prior to ratification of this Agreement. 

The parties agree and understand that the due process protec-
tions provided in this provision shall modify the provisions of 
Education Law § 3020-a and any other agreements between 
the parties. 

17.  HARD TO STAFF SCHOOL DIFFERENTIAL
In order to promote teacher retention and recruitment to high 
need schools which have staffing challenges, teachers who 
work and remain at designated Hard to Staff schools will be 
eligible to receive a Hard to Staff school annual salary differ-
ential. For each school year, the Chancellor shall have the sole 
discretion to determine the Hard to Staff schools that will be 
eligible and the amount of the differentiated compensation. 
The Chancellor will consult with the UFT prior to designating 
schools and the differential amount. The determinations as to 
the schools and amounts shall be final and not grievable. All 
teachers serving in these Hard to Staff designated schools, 
including transfers and new hires, shall be eligible to receive 
the same annual salary differential except as delineated below. 
The differential shall be paid in a lump sum by October 31 of 
the following school year. To receive the differential, teachers 
must have earned a rating of “Highly Effective”, “Effective”, 
or “Developing”, or Satisfactory where applicable, and be in 
active service in, or be on an approved leave from, the desig-
nated Hard to Staff school at the time the lump sum payment 
is made in the fall of the following school year. Teachers who 
serve less than five months of cumulative active service at 
the school are not eligible to receive the differential. Teachers 
serving greater than five months but less than the full year 
shall receive a pro-rata share of the differential.

18.  ARBITRATION DATES  
Article 22C of the Teachers’ CBA and corresponding Articles 
of the other UFT-BOE CBAs shall be amended to add the fol-
lowing:

The total number of arbitration dates shall be increased from 
175 to 200 dates per year. 

19.    PROGRESSIVE REDESIGN OPPORTUNITY 
SCHOOLS FOR EXCELLENCE (PROSE)

Amend all UFT-BOE Collective Bargaining Agreements to add: 

1. Mission
a.  To achieve success and outstanding results through a 

truly collaborative environment for all schools at all levels 
among the key stakeholders responsible for educating New 
York City’s schoolchildren – teachers and other school-
based staff, principals, and parents.

b.  To build this Partnership on a basis of collaboration and 
mutual respect that empowers school-based staff (includ-
ing administrators) and enables students to learn, thrive, 
and achieve mastery.

c.  To treat instructional staff as professionals by empowering 
them and holding them responsible for providing the high-
est quality of teaching.

d.  To foster continuous innovation in the way that labor and 
management, principals, supervisors, and teachers and 
other school-based staff share information, share deci-
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sion-making, and share accountability for student achieve-
ment and sound educational outcomes.

e.  To empower school-based staff to embrace new ways of 
teaching children, even if this means modifying certain 
existing regulations and work rules. This includes reexam-
ining current instructional practice, such as the school day 
and school year, student assessment, evaluation, and class 
size.

f.  To leverage technology in instruction to engage students 
and improve professional development. This Partnership 
will use technology to improve the assessment of student 
learning, workforce engagement, and parent satisfaction.

g.  To use joint training and labor-management facilitators.

h.  To give existing schools the opportunity and flexibility to 
change certain rules and challenge the traditional way of 
doing things – provided they meet specific, measurable 
performance targets.

i.  To demonstrate creativity and innovation in the pursuit of 
educational excellence.

2. Joint PROSE Panel. 
a.  Upon ratification of the successor collective bargain-

ing agreements to the 2007-2009 collective bargaining 
agreements, a collaborative, decision-making Panel made 
up of an equal number of members selected by the UFT 
President and the Chancellor will invite school teams of 
UFT-represented employees and CSA-represented admin-
istrators to submit proposals for five years long for par-
ticipation in the PROSE program where schools with real 
educator voice and decision making input and/or authority 
are permitted to design schools that work best for the stu-
dents and communities they serve.

b.  The program will begin as soon as practicable, consisting 
of a mix of high- and low achieving schools, and a mix of 
elementary, middle, and high schools. 

c.  The Panel will set a goal of implementing 200 PROSE Pro-
gram schools over the next five years that will be overseen 
and report into the office of the Senior Deputy Chancellor. 

d.  Proposals will be for a maximum of five years. The Panel 
may end a school’s participation in the program only if the 
school is not succeeding.

3. How the Joint Panel screens and evaluates 
proposals. 
a.  Proposals will be screened based on the extent to which 

they demonstrate:

i.  Partnership between UFT-represented employees and 
CSA-represented administrators in decision-making;

ii.  A proven record of previous collaboration and success 
(which includes, but is not limited to, academic suc-
cess on assessments);

iii.  Creativity and flexibility in modifying DOE-regulations 
and CBA provisions as specified in paragraph (x) of 
this subsection;

iv.  A school community where many voices are listened 
to;

v.  Strong buy-in from both UFT-represented employees 
and CSA-represented administration;

vi.  A commitment to capacity-building and sustainability 
from the Board (DOE), UFT and CSA;

vii.  Jointly-designed and job-embedded professional 
development and training;

viii.  A five year commitment to the proposal;

ix.  Measurable, reportable performance targets (defined 
more broadly than academic success on assessments). 
If any school does not meet its targets, the panel may 
take away its PROSE status at the end of five years or 
sooner;

x.  Proposals may (but do not have to) include changes 
to articles of the Teachers’ CBA and corresponding 
articles of other UFT-DOE CBAs that relate to (i) con-
figuration of the existing work hours and/or work year 
(Article 6), including extending the school day and/or 
year, provided there is no diminution of annual salary; 
(ii) programs, assignments and teaching conditions in 
schools and programs (Article 7); professional sup-
port for new teachers (Article 8G); (iii) evaluation; (iv) 
professional development assignments and positions 
(Article 11 IV); (v) working conditions of per session 
teachers (Articles 15C2 and 15C4); (vi) Step 1 of the 
grievance process (Article 22B1a); and (vii) transfers 
to the school (Article 18A, paragraph 1, sentence 
2). The Chancellor and UFT President may agree to 
other articles of the Teachers’ CBA that schools may 
propose to change. Proposals may (but do not have 
to) include modifications to Chancellor’s Regulations 
except those affecting student safety or implementing 
state and federal laws and regulations. 

b.  Proposals must include:

i.  Evidence of the school’s current success, or if a group, 
at least one school in the group’s success in providing 
a quality education to students. The Panel will con-
sider multiple measures of success, not only academic 
measures. Schools that serve high-need students and 
schools without screened or selective admissions are 
especially encouraged to apply.

ii.  A list of the types of innovative, teacher-led practices 
that the school currently uses or is planning to use 
to promote student success. Examples could include: 
school-based staff selection procedures, UFT-repre-
sented employee representation on and powers of cur-
rent school committees that positively influence the 
quality of instruction delivered to students, School-
Based options for scheduling or other policies;
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iii.  A specific description of how the school intends to use 
the contractual and regulatory flexibility of the PROSE 
program to provide employees with decision-making 
input and authority in the school and build on its suc-
cesses during the duration of the plan. As part of their 
proposals, schools may choose to establish commit-
tees consisting of key school-based stakeholders to 
examine resource allocation, schedules, curriculum, 
technology, professional development, hiring, and 
parent engagement. 

vi.  A proposed budget for the initial year, including both 
current budgetary resources and any requested sup-
plementary funds. No such supplemental funds are 
guaranteed. The UFT and DOE will commit to pursuing 
additional outside funding to support innovative school 
plans, where feasible. The PROSE program is not con-
tingent on securing additional outside funding. 

v.  A mechanism for PROSE Program schools to regularly 
report their progress to the Panel including, but not 
limited to, annual goals and budgets. 

4. How a school becomes a PROSE Program School. 
a.  Applying schools must submit a proposal which has been 

approved by the School Leadership Team of their school. 

b.  To be accepted, the UFT and DOE Panel members must 
agree to accept the proposal and allow a school’s partici-
pation in the PROSE program. Once approved by the Panel 
(including any required revisions), a proposal is submitted 
to the school for adoption. 

c.  The proposal may be implemented only upon ratification 
by sixty-five percent of all those UFT-represented employ-
ees voting and acceptance by the school’s principal. Pro-
posals may also be modified by the same ratification and 
approval process set forth in this subsection 4.

d.  UFT-represented employees who wish to transfer out of a 
school that has been approved to participate in the PROSE 
program may do so on the same basis as similarly situated 
employees, with the exception that teachers who wish to 
transfer out of the school for the 2014-15 school year may 
do so by October 15th without Principal release if they find 
another position in accordance with the applicable CBA.

e.  If accepted and approved as provided herein, the UFT, 
DOE and the applying school will implement the proposal 
as approved.

f.  Individual schools or groups of schools may apply; how-
ever, preference will be given to groups of schools which 
demonstrate a mix of types of schools. Where a group of 
schools apply, each school in the group must ratify the pro-
posal by 65%, as provided herein, in order to participate.

g.  Participation in the PROSE program can be renewed at 
the expiration of the initial proposal term, in accordance 
with the Panel’s approval, and with ratification by sixty-five 
percent of school’s staff, and approval by the school’s prin-

cipal, and a vote of the school leadership team.

h.  The Panel shall, as soon as practicable, implement the 
PROSE program, adopt application procedures, and 
accept proposals from schools.

i.  The DOE and UFT will collaborate in developing pre-ap-
plication and post-application workshops to be delivered 
during the 2014-15 school year for applications which will 
be implemented after the 2014-15 school year.

5. New Schools. 
a.  The DOE and the UFT will develop an alternative process 

for the creation of new schools that are proposed by either 
teachers and parents. 

b.  These schools can be proposed in addition to the 200 
PROSE Program Schools and if approved in accordance 
with the agreed upon procedures will have the same flex-
ibility with regard to Chancellor’s regulations and work 
rules as PROSE Program Schools.

20.  MISCELLANEOUS  
a.  Unless expressly stated otherwise, the provisions of this 

Agreement apply to the bargaining units and titles covered 
in paragraph 3 above and will be incorporated into the 
individual unit agreements as applicable.

b.  In the event any inconsistency exists between the terms 
contained in this Agreement and the expired collective 
bargaining agreements, this Agreement shall be determi-
native.

21.  INTERIM AGREEMENTS  
The agreements (annexed hereto collectively as APPENDIX 
B) reached during the term of the collective bargaining agree-
ments effective October 13, 2007 to October 31, 2009 are to 
be included in the applicable successor agreements subject 
to such modifications as are required by this agreement and 
its Appendices.

22.  RATIFICATION  
This Agreement is subject to ratification by the Union, and 
adoption by the Board of Education

23.  SAVINGS CLAUSE  
In the event that any provision of this Agreement is found to 
be invalid, such invalidity shall not impair the validity and 
enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement.
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 DIVISION OF FINANCE  
 52 Chambers Street, New York, NY, 10007 

 

SCHOOL ALLOCATION MEMORANDUM NO. 41, FY 2016 
 

DATE:  June 11, 2015 

TO:               Community Superintendents 
High School Superintendents 
Borough Field Service Center Teams 
School Principals 

   
FROM: Raymond J. Orlando, Chief Financial Officer 

SUBJECT: Priority and Focus School Allocations 

ESEA Flexibility Waiver 

In September 2011, the federal government announced an ESEA regulatory initiative, inviting states 
to request flexibility regarding specific requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 in 
exchange for state-developed plans designed to improve educational outcomes for all students, close 
achievement gaps, increase equity, and improve the quality of instruction.  The New York State 
Education Department (NYSED) received approval from the U.S. Department of Education 
(USDOE) for its flexibility waiver request, authorizing New York State to revise its accountability 
system and provide schools across New York State with flexibility in aligning resources to increase 
student outcomes. For additional information regarding specific provisions waived please visit: 
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/esea-waiver/ 

The waiver replaces the previous identification system and categories (Persistently Lowest-Achieving, 
Restructuring, Corrective Action, In Need of Improvement, In Good Standing, Rapidly Improving, and 
High Performing) with the new categories of Priority Schools, Focus Districts and Focus Schools, 
Local Assistance Plan Schools, and Reward Schools.  

Effective 2012-13 through 2014-15 (with a renewal request submitted by NYSED to USDOE for 2015-
16), the new system introduces more realistic performance targets and puts greater emphasis on 
student growth and college- and career-readiness, which aligns with the Chancellor’s priorities.  

The ESEA waiver grants flexibility in the following areas: 

o 2013-14 Timeline for All Students Becoming Proficient 

o School and District Improvement Requirements 

o Highly Qualified Teacher Improvement Plans 

o Schoolwide Program (SWP) Eligibility 

o Use of School Improvement Grant (SIG) Funds 

o Twenty-First Century Community Learning 

http://www.p12.nysed.gov/esea-waiver/
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o Determining Annual Yearly Progress (AYP) for each school and district (optional) 

o Rank Order 

o Supplementary Educational Services (SES) 

This flexibility allows schools the opportunity to align resources and design programs that meet the 
specific needs of students to increase outcomes. It also releases all Title I schools from the 
requirement of setting aside 5% and 10% of their allocation to support the highly qualified and 
professional development mandates, though schools must continue to meet the Highly Qualified 
Teachers Federal mandates. 

Allocation and Requirements 

As per the ESEA Flexibility waiver, funds are to be reserved for Priority and Focus schools in support 
of allowable programs and activities approved by NYSED.  The Title I reserve is based on the Title I 
borough appropriation, the number of identified schools in need of improvement as per NYSED’s 
2014-2015 accountability designation, and the resulting borough percentages that range from 5% to 
8%. Four of the five boroughs were identified as having a need under the new regulation, and the per 
capita for each borough will remain the same as last year.  

Borough Manhattan Bronx Brooklyn Queens Staten 
Island 

Per Capita $277.96 $242.33 $257.86 $281.96 N/A 
 

Reserves for non-Title I Priority and Focus schools will be based on their poverty count as per the 
Title I Allocation School Memorandum #8 and the above borough per capita.  The allocation must 
support programs and activities detailed in the School Comprehensive Educational Plan (SCEP), and 
the allowable activities that appear in Appendix A.  Schools will also need to identify the allowable 
activities with each item scheduled in Galaxy, as indicated in more detail below.   

School Comprehensive Educational Plan (SCEP) 

All Priority and Focus Schools are required to develop a School Comprehensive Educational Plan 
(SCEP). The SCEP is aligned with the Framework for Great Schools and the NYSED Diagnostic Tool 
for School and District Effectiveness (DTSDE) and will inform the District Comprehensive 
Improvement Plan (DCIP).   

The required school plans should be based on the findings and recommendations contained in the 
most recent NYSED Integrated Intervention Team (IIT) Review, NYCDOE Quality Review, and other 
needs assessments. 

Parent Engagement  

Priority and Focus schools will receive an additional 1% of the Title I allocation for parent engagement 
activities. The 1% Priority and Focus Engagement set-aside is in addition to their parent involvement 
set-aside that is described in Title I School Allocation Memorandum No. 8.   

The primary objective of this additional set aside is to enable greater and more meaningful parent 
participation in the education of their children. New York State Education Department (NYSED) in 
consultation with the New York Comprehensive Technical Assistance Center has identified  

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/framework/vision
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy14_15/FY15_PDF/sam08.pdf
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Partnership Standards for School and Families which is aligned with the National PTA Standards for 
effective Parent Engagement.  Based on these consultations, NYSED has created a menu of 
allowable activities to meet the set-aside requirements, which focus on:   

• Fostering Communication: School and families engage in an open exchange of information 
regarding student progress, school-wide goals and support activities. 

• Encouraging Parent Involvement: Parents have diverse and meaningful roles in the school 
community and their children’s achievement. 

• Creating Welcoming Schools: Creating a welcoming, positive school climate with the 
commitment of the entire school community. 

• Partnering for School Achievement: School engages families in setting high expectations for 
students and actively partners with parents to prepare students for their next level. 

• Collaborating Effectively: School community works together to make decisions about the 
academic and personal growth of students through school-wide goals.  School fosters 
collaborations with community-based organizations to create a vibrant, fulfilling environment 
for students and families.  

These Partnership Standards are also consistent with the sixth tenet of Family and Community 
Engagement of the Diagnostic Tool for School and District Effectiveness (DTSDE) and the Framework 
for Great Schools Element for Strong Family and Community Ties.  

Public School Choice 

Public School Choice is required for all Priority and Focus Schools. School districts must provide all 
students in identified schools with the option to transfer to another public school in good standing, and 
provide/pay for transportation to the receiving schools.  A child who transfers may remain in the 
receiving school until the child has completed the highest grade in that school. 

Expanded Learning Time (ELT) 

Consistent with its approved ESEA Flexibility Waiver, NYSED requires that Priority Schools offer a 
minimum of 200 additional student contact hours as Expanded Learning Time (ELT) in addition to the 
current mandated length of 900 hours of instruction per year (25 hours per week) in grades K-6 and 
990 hours of instruction per year (27.5 hours per week) in grades 7-12. NYSED describes ELT 
activities as enriching educational experiences that happen outside of the traditional classroom and 
blend skill acquisition, relationship building and fun to foster academic and social-emotional growth in 
students. Summer learning, afterschool programming, and extended-day ELT models, when well-
implemented, play a critical role in supporting students in all grades and ensuring that they graduate 
from high school, college and career ready. 

NYSED’s standards for approval of an ELT program in a Priority School are as follows: 

• The program must ensure the integration of academics, enrichment, and skill development 
through hands-on experiences that make learning relevant and engaging. 

• The program must offer a range of activities that capture student interest and strengthen 
student engagement in learning so as to promote higher attendance, reduce risk for retention 
or drop out, and increase the likelihood of graduation. 
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• The program must actively address the unique learning needs and interests of all types of 
students, especially those who may benefit from approaches and experiences not offered in 
the traditional classroom setting. 

• The program must contain components designed to improve student academic, social, and 
emotional outcomes, including opportunities for enrichment programs such as in music and 
art. 

• Instruction in any core academic subject offered in the program must be delivered under the 
supervision of a teacher who is NYS certified in that particular content area. 

• The ELT program may be either voluntary or compulsory. However, if the program is 
voluntary, its goal must be to serve at least fifty percent of eligible students. 

• In Priority Schools that receive School Improvement Grant (SIG) or School Innovation Grant 
(SIF) funding, an ELT program that is voluntary must be offered to all students with the goal of 
serving at a minimum fifty percent (50%) of students. 

• In Priority Schools that do not receive SIG or SIF funding, an ELT program that is voluntary 
must be offered to all students eligible for Academic Intervention Services (AIS), with the goal 
of serving at a minimum fifty percent (50%) of AIS-eligible students.  

Important Notes and additional Information: 

• ELT Program Description: All Priority Schools and Renewal Schools must complete the ELT 
Program Description section of their SCEP or RSCEP (Section VII) to demonstrate how they 
are meeting these requirements. 

• Supplemental Educational Services (SES): As of FY 2012, the NYCDOE will no longer 
provide Supplemental Educational Services (SES). Priority Schools may choose to provide 
academic remediation or ELT from an array of contracted vendors. If a school chooses to 
contract with a vendor to provide ELT, they can use the Multiple Task Award Contract (MTAC) 
utility to get an appropriate vendor based on their needs.  

Galaxy Requirements 

As Priority and Focus funds are scheduled, schools will need to select one of the activity descriptions 
using “Program” drop-down field in Galaxy. This will demonstrate compliance with allowable activities, 
as described in Appendix A:  List of Galaxy Program Dropdown and Priority and Focus (PF) 
Allowable Activities.  The scheduling of funds must be aligned with the corresponding goals and 
action plans for each Framework for Great Schools element as detailed in the SCEP.   

As Title I appropriations do not include increases for collective bargaining, tax levy funds will be 
provided for staff rolled over in Galaxy to FY 2016, and for per session, per diem, prep coverage and 
F status services scheduled in Galaxy in FY 2015 as of April 20, 2015.  Funding for collective 
bargaining will be placed in the TL CB School Staff allocation category. Refer to SAM #39 for details. 
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The Priority and Focus School allocations, applicable to your school, will be placed in Galaxy in the 
using the allocation categories (AC) listed below and must be scheduled based on the Galaxy 
requirements associated with the AC: 

Allocation Categories Galaxy Requirements 

Title I Priority/Focus SWP 
 

Total amount tag using PF Program dropdown 
equals allocated amount using various fund 
sources that are conceptually consolidated. 

 
Title I Priority/Focus TA 
 
Priority/Focus Schools (Non-Title I) 

Title I Priority/Focus TA and Priority/Focus 
Schools (Non-Title I) – funds must only be used 
for P and F allowable activities and tag using P 
and F Program dropdown 

Priority/Focus Parent Engagement 
Schools 
 

Total amount tag using only allowable activities for 
PF Framework for Great City Schools Elements 
for Strong Family and Community Ties 

 

Click here to download a copy of the School Allocation Memorandum. 

 

Attachment:    

Table 1 – Priority and Focus School Allocation Summary      (click here for a downloadable Excel file) 

 

RJO: bf 

 

C: Sharon Rencher 

 

  

 

http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41.doc
http://schools.nyc.gov/offices/d_chanc_oper/budget/dbor/allocationmemo/fy15_16/FY16_PDF/sam41_T1.xls
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Appendix A 

Galaxy Program Dropdown and List of Priority and Focus Allowable Activities 

Framework for Great Schools Element: Rigorous Instruction (w/DTSDE Tenet SOP References) 
3.2 – Enacted curriculum 

3.3 – Units & lesson plans 

3.4 – Teacher collaboration 

3.5 – Use of data: Curriculum 
development & support 

4.2 – Instructional Practices & strategies 

4.3 – Comprehensive plans for teaching 

4.4 – Classroom environment & culture 

4.5 – Use of data: Instructional practices 
& decisions 

AIS – Academic Intervention Services 
(during the school day) 

ELT – Expanded Learning Time 
(academic intervention & enrichment 
activities) 

• Costs (e.g., substitutes, stipends) associated with participation in 
professional development activities to implement the CCSS, 
curriculum-embedded formative assessments based on enhanced 
New York State Standards (including the CCSS), including 
professional development in using information systems that track 
assessment outcomes 

• Costs associated with creating professional development for all 
teachers working with English Language Learners, on research-
proven strategies for those students; costs associated with hiring 
additional staff to develop or expand programs for English 
Language Learners or targeted programs for high-needs English 
Language Learners such as Long-term ELLs, SIFE, or ELLs with 
disabilities; costs associated with integrating bilingual instruction 
into ELL programs; costs associated with materials that promote 
English and native language development. 

• Costs (e.g., substitutes, stipends) associated with participation in 
professional development activities to implement Response to 
Intervention (RtI) that are aligned with academic intervention 
services.   

• Professional development for teachers (and their 
principals/instructional supervisors) who will implement CTE 
courses in which increased percentages of historically undeserved 
students will enroll. 

• Training and professional development for teachers (and their 
principals/instructional supervisors) who will implement Advanced 
Placement (AP), International Baccalaureate (IB), and/or 
Cambridge (Advanced International Certificate of Education [AICE] 
or International General Certificate of Secondary Education 
[IGCSE]) courses in the subjects for which, as of September 30, 
2010, NYSED has approved an alternate assessment pursuant to 8 
NYCRR §100.2(f), in which increased percentages of historically 
underserved students will enroll. 

• Virtual/Blended AP, IB, and/or Cambridge (AICE or IGCSE) 
courses and related training and professional development for 
teachers (and their principals/instructional supervisors) in the 
subjects for which, as of September 30, 2010, NYSED has 
approved an alternative assessment pursuant to 8 NYCRR 
§100.2(f), in which increased percentages of historically 
underserved students will enroll. 

• Training in the use of data systems, aligned course sequences and 
early college and career school models, between post-secondary 
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Galaxy Program Dropdown and List of Priority and Focus Allowable Activities 
institutions and P-12 systems. 

• Professional development for teachers and leaders on the analysis 
of real-time student data to inform instruction. 

• Costs associated with implementing school-based Inquiry Teams 
as defined in the state’s RTTT application. 

• Costs associated with professional development and planning for 
teachers (and their principals/ instructional supervisors) and state 
approved partner organizations who will implement Expanded 
Learning Time (ELT) opportunities that may include art, music, 
remediation and enrichment programs. 

• Costs associated with implementing ELT programs that improve 
student academic, social, and emotional outcomes, in which 
increased percentages of historically underserved students will 
enroll. 

Framework for Great Schools Element: Supportive Environment (w/DTSDE Tenet SOP References) 
5.2 – Systems & partnerships 

5.3 – Vision for social, emotional 
developmental health 

5.4 – Safety 

5.5 – Use of data: Student social & 
emotional development 

ELT – Expanded Learning Time (student 
social & emotional support, including 
CBO partnerships) 

• Costs (e.g., substitutes, stipends) associated with participation in 
professional development activities to implement scientifically 
based behavior management programs. 

• Costs associated with implementing ELT programs that improve 
student, social, and emotional outcomes, in which increased 
percentages of historically undeserved students will enroll. 

Framework for Great Schools Element:  Collaborative Teachers (w/DTSDE Tenet SOP References) 
3.2 – Enacted curriculum 

3.3 – Units & lesson plans 

3.4 – Teacher collaboration 

3.5 – Use of data: Curriculum 
development & support 

4.2 – Instructional Practices & strategies 

4.3 – Comprehensive plans for teaching 

4.4 – Classroom environment & culture 

4.5 – Use of data: Instructional practices 
& decisions 

• Costs (e.g., substitutes, stipends) associated with participation in 
professional development activities to implement the CCSS, 
curriculum-embedded formative assessments based on enhanced 
New York State Standards (including the CCSS), including 
professional development in using information systems that track 
assessment outcomes 

• Costs associated with creating professional development for all 
teachers working with English Language Learners, on research-
proven strategies for those students; costs associated with hiring 
additional staff to develop or expand programs for English 
Language Learners or targeted programs for high-needs English 
Language Learners such as Long-term ELLs, SIFE, or ELLs with 
disabilities; costs associated with integrating bilingual instruction 
into ELL programs; costs associated with materials that promote 
English and native language development. 

• Costs (e.g., substitutes, stipends) associated with participation in 
professional development activities to implement Response to 
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Galaxy Program Dropdown and List of Priority and Focus Allowable Activities 
Intervention (RtI) that are aligned with academic intervention 
services.   

• Professional development for teachers (and their 
principals/instructional supervisors) who will implement CTE 
courses in which increased percentages of historically undeserved 
students will enroll. 

• Training and professional development for teachers (and their 
principals/instructional supervisors) who will implement Advanced 
Placement (AP), International Baccalaureate (IB), and/or 
Cambridge (Advanced International Certificate of Education [AICE] 
or International General Certificate of Secondary Education 
[IGCSE]) courses in the subjects for which, as of September 30, 
2010, NYSED has approved an alternate assessment pursuant to 8 
NYCRR §100.2(f), in which increased percentages of historically 
underserved students will enroll. 

• Virtual/Blended AP, IB, and/or Cambridge (AICE or IGCSE) 
courses and related training and professional development for 
teachers (and their principals/instructional supervisors) in the 
subjects for which, as of September 30, 2010, NYSED has 
approved an alternative assessment pursuant to 8 NYCRR 
§100.2(f), in which increased percentages of historically 
underserved students will enroll. 

• Training in the use of data systems, aligned course sequences and 
early college and career school models, between post-secondary 
institutions and P-12 systems. 

• Professional development for teachers and leaders on the analysis 
of real-time student data to inform instruction. 

• Costs associated with implementing school-based Inquiry Teams 
as defined in the state’s RTTT application. 

Framework for Great Schools Element: Effective School Leadership (w/DTSDE Tenet SOP References) 
2.2 – School leader’s vision 

2.3 – Systems and structures for school 
development 

2.4 – School leader’s use of resources 

2.5 – Use of data: Teacher & mid-
management effectiveness 

• Development of local formative and summative assessments 
across all grade levels and subject areas, consistent with New York 
State Standards, the provisions of Education Law § 3012-c, related 
to academic intervention services and applicable Commissioner’s 
regulations. 

• Costs associated with training/certifying teacher evaluators, 
instructional coaches, teacher leaders etc. in conducting evidence 
based observations using the District’s teacher practice rubric, 
training in coaching and feedback on instructional practice, and 
developing/assessing student learning objectives as part of teacher 
evaluation system. 

• Professional development for teachers and leaders on the analysis 
of real-time student data to inform instruction. 
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Galaxy Program Dropdown and List of Priority and Focus Allowable Activities 
• Training in the use of data systems, aligned course sequences and 

early college and career school models, between post-secondary 
institutions and P-12 systems. 

Framework for Great Schools Element:  Strong Family-Community Ties (w/DTSDE Tenet SOP References) 
6.2 – Welcoming environment 

6.3 – Reciprocal communication 

6.4 – Partnerships, shared decision 
making & responsibility 

6.5 – Use of data: Family & community 
engagement 

Parent Engagement activities are more open and flexible about the 
possible uses of funds. Funds do not have to be focused on greater 
parent involvement in the Title I/AIS program. Activities can range from 
welcoming all families into the school community to parent trainings 
that are more general in nature. 

What are allowable uses of the 1% Parent Engagement funds? 

• Parent trainings/workshops to assist them in helping their child 
succeed academically. 

• Literacy Zone Centers  

• Professional Development for school leaders and teachers related 
to working with and building effective parent partnerships. 

• Training for parents on working effectively with teachers to 
enhance student performance. 

• Training for parents on building supports for their children, including 
health and nutrition services.  

What are non-allowable uses of the 1% Parent Engagement 
funds? 

• Salaries for district or school personnel to be part of parent 
committees. 

• Charges for building usage (This should be part of district “off-the-
top” expenses.) 

• Charges for custodial or security (This should be part of district “off-
the-top” expenses.)  

• Charges for awards, certificates, district or school labeled 
paraphernalia (e.g., T-Shirts, Book bags, stickers, etc.) 

• Salaries or stipends for parents to participate on district or school 
committees. 

• District only sponsored events and activities. Parents, school 
administrators, and school staff must be given an opportunity to 
determine what Parent Engagement activities are appropriate to 
their needs.  

Additional guidance and a comprehensive list of allowable activities for 
the Parent Engagement Set-Aside are available in the June 2013 Field 
Memo: http://www.p12.nysed.gov/accountability/memos.html 

 

http://www.p12.nysed.gov/accountability/memos.html
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BFSC
BFSC 
Team Location

Title I 
Priority/Focus 

SWP                        

Title I 
Priority/Focus 

TA                         
Priority/Focus 

Schools                            

Priority/Focus 
Parent 

Engagement 
Schools          Total

94MFSC 94MR03 01M015 41,138 0 0 1,093 42,231
94MFSC 94MR01 01M292 54,480 0 0 1,448 55,928
94MFSC 94MR03 01M332 18,067 0 0 480 18,547
94MFSC 94MR01 01M448 70,880 0 0 1,884 72,764
94MFSC 94MR01 01M509 73,659 0 0 1,958 75,617
94MFSC 94MR01 02M047 34,745 0 0 924 35,669
94AFSA 94AR02 02M303 83,944 0 0 2,231 86,175
94AFSA 94AR04 02M419 81,442 0 0 2,165 83,607
94AFSA 94AR04 02M459 76,161 0 0 2,024 78,185
94MFSC 94MR01 02M520 0 0 166,776 4,433 171,209
94MFSC 94MR01 02M529 135,367 0 0 3,598 138,965
94MFSC 94MR02 02M580 120,079 0 0 3,192 123,271
94MFSC 94MR02 02M625 59,761 0 0 1,588 61,349
94MFSC 94MR05 03M149 58,928 0 0 1,566 60,494
94MFSC 94MR05 03M208 38,358 0 0 1,020 39,378
94AFSA 94AR01 03M299 89,781 0 0 2,386 92,167
94MFSC 94MR02 03M415 89,503 0 0 2,379 91,882
94MFSC 94MR05 03M421 0 0 36,969 983 37,952
94AFSA 94AR02 03M860 0 0 74,493 1,980 76,473
94MFSC 94MR06 04M050 78,385 0 0 2,083 80,468
94MFSC 94MR06 04M375 78,941 0 0 2,098 81,039
94MFSC 94MR06 04M377 37,525 0 0 997 38,522
94MFSC 94MR06 04M381 36,135 0 0 960 37,095
94MFSC 94MR02 04M409 55,592 0 0 1,478 57,070
94MFSC 94MR06 04M825 65,321 0 0 1,736 67,057
94MFSC 94MR05 05M123 123,970 0 0 3,295 127,265
94MFSC 94MR06 05M194 42,806 0 0 1,138 43,944
94MFSC 94MR06 05M197 71,992 0 0 1,914 73,906
94AFSA 94AR02 05M685 20,569 0 0 547 21,116
94MFSC 94MR07 06M005 159,549 0 0 4,241 163,790
94MFSC 94MR07 06M115 137,312 0 0 3,650 140,962
94MFSC 94MR07 06M132 137,312 0 0 3,650 140,962
94AFSA 94AR02 06M346 147,319 0 0 3,916 151,235
94MFSC 94MR02 06M468 157,325 0 0 4,182 161,507
94MFSC 94MR07 06M528 51,979 0 0 1,382 53,361
94XFSC 94XR06 07X001 153,395 0 0 6,173 159,568
94XFSC 94XR06 07X029 162,603 0 0 6,544 169,147
94XFSC 94XR06 07X031 156,303 0 0 6,290 162,593
94XFSC 94XR06 07X154 82,635 0 0 3,325 85,960
94XFSC 94XR06 07X157 135,705 0 0 5,461 141,166
94XFSC 94XR06 07X161 102,990 0 0 4,145 107,135
94XFSC 94XR06 07X162 77,303 0 0 3,111 80,414

School Allocation Memorandum No. 41, FY 2016
Priority and Focus School Allocations

Table 1
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Priority and Focus School Allocations
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94XFSC 94XR06 07X179 80,454 0 0 3,238 83,692
94XFSC 94XR06 07X224 82,392 0 0 3,316 85,708
94XFSC 94XR06 07X369 57,917 0 0 2,331 60,248
94XFSC 94XR06 07X385 32,472 0 0 1,307 33,779
94AFSA 94AR04 07X427 63,248 0 0 2,545 65,793
94XFSC 94XR01 07X473 74,638 0 0 3,004 77,642
94XFSC 94XR01 07X520 30,291 0 0 1,219 31,510
94AFSA 94AR03 07X527 99,355 0 0 3,998 103,353
94XFSC 94XR01 07X547 90,631 0 0 3,647 94,278
94AFSA 94AR03 07X600 74,638 0 0 3,004 77,642
94XFSC 94XR07 08X014 0 0 79,727 1,595 81,322
94XFSC 94XR07 08X071 0 0 255,900 10,298 266,198
94XFSC 94XR07 08X072 154,607 0 0 6,222 160,829
94XFSC 94XR07 08X107 102,021 0 0 4,106 106,127
94XFSC 94XR07 08X123 87,481 0 0 3,521 91,002
94XFSC 94XR07 08X125 84,573 0 0 3,404 87,977
94XFSC 94XR07 08X131 107,837 0 0 4,340 112,177
94XFSC 94XR07 08X138 159,453 0 0 6,417 165,870
94XFSC 94XR07 08X140 125,042 0 0 5,032 130,074
94XFSC 94XR07 08X146 95,236 0 0 3,833 99,069
94XFSC 94XR09 08X269 116,076 0 0 4,671 120,747
94XFSC 94XR07 08X301 36,592 0 0 1,473 38,065
94XFSC 94XR02 08X305 56,221 0 0 2,263 58,484
94XFSC 94XR02 08X332 47,981 0 0 1,931 49,912
94XFSC 94XR07 08X333 81,908 0 0 3,296 85,204
94XFSC 94XR07 08X366 28,595 0 0 1,151 29,746
94XFSC 94XR09 08X367 115,591 0 0 4,652 120,243
94XFSC 94XR07 08X375 60,825 0 0 2,448 63,273
94XFSC 94XR09 08X376 86,996 0 0 3,501 90,497
94XFSC 94XR02 08X405 0 0 233,606 9,401 243,007
94XFSC 94XR07 08X424 73,911 0 0 2,974 76,885
94XFSC 94XR07 08X448 71,730 0 0 2,887 74,617
94XFSC 94XR07 08X467 0 0 36,107 1,453 37,560
94XFSC 94XR02 08X530 60,098 0 0 2,419 62,517
94XFSC 94XR08 09X011 166,481 0 0 6,700 173,181
94XFSC 94XR08 09X022 110,018 0 0 4,427 114,445
94XFSC 94XR08 09X042 99,113 0 0 3,989 103,102
94XFSC 94XR08 09X055 144,429 0 0 5,812 150,241
94XFSC 94XR08 09X058 95,963 0 0 3,862 99,825
94XFSC 94XR08 09X064 66,156 0 0 2,662 68,818
94XFSC 94XR08 09X070 308,971 0 0 12,434 321,405
94XFSC 94XR08 09X114 0 0 0 0 0
94XFSC 94XR08 09X117 126,012 0 0 5,071 131,083
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94XFSC 94XR08 09X132 104,929 0 0 4,223 109,152
94XFSC 94XR08 09X145 76,819 0 0 3,091 79,910
94XFSC 94XR10 09X163 128,193 0 0 5,159 133,352
94XFSC 94XR10 09X219 68,095 0 0 2,740 70,835
94XFSC 94XR02 09X227 76,576 0 0 3,082 79,658
94XFSC 94XR10 09X230 34,896 0 0 1,404 36,300
94XFSC 94XR02 09X276 40,954 0 0 1,648 42,602
94XFSC 94XR08 09X303 66,398 0 0 2,672 69,070
94XFSC 94XR08 09X313 71,245 0 0 2,867 74,112
94XFSC 94XR08 09X323 99,840 0 0 4,018 103,858
94XFSC 94XR02 09X324 104,444 0 0 4,203 108,647
94XFSC 94XR08 09X325 58,644 0 0 2,360 61,004
94XFSC 94XR08 09X328 0 0 27,626 1,112 28,738
94XFSC 94XR02 09X329 62,279 0 0 2,506 64,785
94XFSC 94XR08 09X339 120,438 0 0 4,847 125,285
94XFSC 94XR02 09X412 63,490 0 0 2,555 66,045
94XFSC 94XR02 09X414 28,837 0 0 1,161 29,998
94XFSC 94XR08 09X443 115,107 0 0 4,632 119,739
94XFSC 94XR08 09X457 120,438 0 0 4,847 125,285
94XFSC 94XR03 10X009 166,723 0 0 6,709 173,432
94XFSC 94XR04 10X020 223,186 0 0 8,982 232,168
94XFSC 94XR04 10X033 224,398 0 0 9,031 233,429
94XFSC 94XR03 10X045 156,788 0 0 6,310 163,098
94XFSC 94XR04 10X046 265,594 0 0 10,688 276,282
94XFSC 94XR03 10X054 102,748 0 0 4,135 106,883
94XFSC 94XR04 10X080 122,619 0 0 4,935 127,554
94XFSC 94XR03 10X085 227,548 0 0 9,157 236,705
94XFSC 94XR03 10X091 169,873 0 0 6,836 176,709
94XFSC 94XR03 10X094 269,229 0 0 10,835 280,064
94XFSC 94XR03 10X159 42,408 0 0 1,707 44,115
94XFSC 94XR04 10X206 58,644 0 0 2,360 61,004
94XFSC 94XR03 10X226 111,472 0 0 4,486 115,958
94XFSC 94XR03 10X306 137,159 0 0 5,520 142,679
94XFSC 94XR03 10X310 165,754 0 0 6,670 172,424
94XFSC 94XR04 10X331 85,300 0 0 3,433 88,733
94XFSC 94XR03 10X344 0 0 36,834 737 37,571
94XFSC 94XR03 10X360 88,935 0 0 3,579 92,514
94XFSC 94XR03 10X363 90,147 0 0 3,628 93,775
94XFSC 94XR04 10X391 101,536 0 0 4,086 105,622
94XFSC 94XR01 10X438 93,055 0 0 3,745 96,800
94XFSC 94XR01 10X440 351,863 0 0 14,160 366,023
94XFSC 94XR03 10X447 111,472 0 0 4,486 115,958
94AFSA 94AR03 10X546 81,423 0 0 3,277 84,700
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94XFSC 94XR09 11X021 133,524 0 0 5,373 138,897
94XFSC 94XR09 11X078 151,699 0 0 6,105 157,804
94XFSC 94XR09 11X087 114,864 0 0 4,623 119,487
94XFSC 94XR10 11X089 262,201 0 0 10,552 272,753
94XFSC 94XR09 11X111 132,070 0 0 5,315 137,385
94XFSC 94XR09 11X112 83,119 0 0 3,345 86,464
94XFSC 94XR09 11X127 139,582 0 0 5,617 145,199
94XFSC 94XR09 11X144 0 0 92,328 3,716 96,044
94XFSC 94XR10 11X160 0 0 52,343 2,106 54,449
94XFSC 94XR09 11X189 71,972 0 0 2,896 74,868
94XFSC 94XR02 11X253 67,125 0 0 2,701 69,826
94AFSA 94AR04 11X265 83,119 0 0 3,345 86,464
94XFSC 94XR02 11X270 0 0 60,340 2,428 62,768
94XFSC 94XR09 11X272 52,828 0 0 2,126 54,954
94XFSC 94XR09 11X289 0 0 53,313 2,145 55,458
94AFSA 94AR03 11X299 88,693 0 0 3,569 92,262
94XFSC 94XR09 11X370 50,889 0 0 2,048 52,937
94XFSC 94XR02 11X418 0 0 77,788 3,130 80,918
94XFSC 94XR02 11X514 0 0 68,337 2,750 71,087
94XFSC 94XR05 12X006 124,800 0 0 5,022 129,822
94XFSC 94XR05 12X044 65,187 0 0 2,623 67,810
94XFSC 94XR05 12X050 25,202 0 0 1,014 26,216
94XFSC 94XR05 12X061 68,822 0 0 2,770 71,592
94XFSC 94XR05 12X092 98,144 0 0 3,950 102,094
94XFSC 94XR05 12X134 134,251 0 0 5,403 139,654
94XFSC 94XR05 12X195 189,744 0 0 7,636 197,380
94XFSC 94XR06 12X211 128,920 0 0 5,188 134,108
94XFSC 94XR06 12X212 101,779 0 0 4,096 105,875
94XFSC 94XR05 12X217 66,156 0 0 2,662 68,818
94AFSA 94AR03 12X271 126,496 0 0 5,091 131,587
94XFSC 94XR01 12X278 29,807 0 0 1,200 31,007
94XFSC 94XR05 12X286 56,463 0 0 2,272 58,735
94XFSC 94XR05 12X300 131,343 0 0 5,286 136,629
94XFSC 94XR06 12X318 67,852 0 0 2,731 70,583
94XFSC 94XR05 12X372 107,352 0 0 4,320 111,672
94XFSC 94XR05 12X383 47,254 0 0 1,902 49,156
94XFSC 94XR05 12X384 63,248 0 0 2,545 65,793
94XFSC 94XR06 12X463 65,429 0 0 2,633 68,062
94XFSC 94XR01 12X550 93,297 0 0 3,755 97,052
94XFSC 94XR01 12X684 92,328 0 0 3,716 96,044
94XFSC 94XR01 12X692 89,904 0 0 3,618 93,522
94KFSN 94KR02 13K003 96,698 0 0 3,801 100,499
94KFSN 94KR03 13K067 54,666 0 0 2,149 56,815
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94KFSN 94KR03 13K113 115,779 0 0 4,551 120,330
94KFSN 94KR03 13K266 0 0 22,950 902 23,852
94KFSN 94KR03 13K301 28,107 0 0 1,105 29,212
94KFSN 94KR03 13K305 39,968 0 0 1,571 41,539
94KFSN 94KR03 13K307 72,459 0 0 2,848 75,307
94KFSN 94KR01 13K412 75,295 0 0 2,960 78,255
94KFSN 94KR03 13K596 11,088 0 0 436 11,524
94KFSN 94KR01 13K605 117,068 0 0 4,602 121,670
94KFSN 94KR04 14K016 45,126 0 0 1,774 46,900
94KFSN 94KR04 14K050 43,836 0 0 1,723 45,559
94KFSN 94KR04 14K059 65,496 0 0 2,575 68,071
94KFSN 94KR01 14K071 133,829 0 0 5,261 139,090
94KFSN 94KR04 14K126 61,371 0 0 2,412 63,783
94KFSN 94KR01 14K322 22,176 0 0 872 23,048
94KFSN 94KR04 14K330 12,377 0 0 487 12,864
94KFSN 94KR01 14K474 203,709 0 0 8,008 211,717
94KFSN 94KR01 14K477 122,999 0 0 4,835 127,834
94KFSN 94KR04 14K582 51,314 0 0 2,017 53,331
94KFSN 94KR01 14K610 0 0 66,012 2,595 68,607
94KFSN 94KR04 15K024 156,521 0 0 6,153 162,674
94KFSN 94KR05 15K136 112,427 0 0 4,419 116,846
94KFSN 94KR05 15K169 370,029 0 0 14,545 384,574
94KFSN 94KR05 15K261 0 0 68,591 1,372 69,963
94KFSN 94KR01 15K462 67,044 0 0 2,635 69,679
94KFSN 94KR01 15K464 75,811 0 0 2,980 78,791
94KFSN 94KR01 15K497 0 0 78,389 3,081 81,470
94KFSN 94KR04 15K676 44,352 0 0 1,743 46,095
94KFSN 94KR05 16K028 50,541 0 0 1,987 52,528
94KFSN 94KR05 16K057 36,100 0 0 1,419 37,519
94KFSN 94KR05 16K243 55,698 0 0 2,189 57,887
94KFSN 94KR05 16K308 83,289 0 0 3,274 86,563
94KFSN 94KR05 16K309 50,025 0 0 1,966 51,991
94KFSN 94KR01 16K393 17,019 0 0 669 17,688
94KFSN 94KR01 16K455 107,270 0 0 4,217 111,487
94KFSN 94KR05 16K534 23,723 0 0 933 24,656
94KFSN 94KR05 16K584 21,918 0 0 862 22,780
94AFSA 94AR04 16K594 39,968 0 0 1,571 41,539
94KFSS 94KU02 17K061 0 0 139,502 5,484 144,986
94KFSS 94KU02 17K091 81,742 0 0 3,213 84,955
94KFSS 94KU02 17K092 96,955 0 0 3,811 100,766
94KFSS 94KU02 17K161 87,157 0 0 3,426 90,583
94KFSS 94KU02 17K167 24,497 0 0 963 25,460
94KFSS 94KU02 17K334 24,497 0 0 963 25,460
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94KFSS 94KU02 17K352 56,729 0 0 2,230 58,959
94KFSS 94KU01 17K489 23,723 0 0 933 24,656
94KFSS 94KU01 17K528 49,509 0 0 1,946 51,455
94AFSA 94AR02 17K537 75,811 0 0 2,980 78,791
94KFSS 94KU01 17K600 264,049 0 0 10,379 274,428
94KFSS 94KU03 18K114 0 0 97,471 3,831 101,302
94KFSS 94KU03 18K233 95,924 0 0 3,771 99,695
94KFSS 94KU03 18K272 94,377 0 0 3,710 98,087
94KFSS 94KU01 18K566 0 0 48,478 1,906 50,384
94AFSA 94AR05 18K569 0 0 57,245 2,250 59,495
94KFSS 94KU03 18K581 39,195 0 0 1,541 40,736
94KFSS 94KU03 18K588 53,893 0 0 2,118 56,011
94KFSN 94KR06 19K013 100,050 0 0 3,933 103,983
94KFSN 94KR06 19K171 144,917 0 0 5,697 150,614
94KFSN 94KR06 19K174 26,817 0 0 1,054 27,871
94KFSN 94KR06 19K202 114,490 0 0 4,500 118,990
94KFSN 94KR06 19K213 80,452 0 0 3,162 83,614
94KFSN 94KR07 19K218 98,245 0 0 3,862 102,107
94KFSN 94KR06 19K224 107,270 0 0 4,217 111,487
94KFSN 94KR06 19K273 56,987 0 0 2,240 59,227
94KFSN 94KR06 19K306 119,905 0 0 4,713 124,618
94KFSN 94KR06 19K311 29,654 0 0 1,166 30,820
94KFSN 94KR06 19K328 65,754 0 0 2,585 68,339
94KFSN 94KR07 19K345 143,628 0 0 5,646 149,274
94KFSN 94KR07 19K346 0 0 103,660 4,075 107,735
94KFSN 94KR07 19K364 0 0 53,893 2,118 56,011
94AFSA 94AR02 19K502 64,981 0 0 2,554 67,535
94KFSN 94KR02 19K583 56,729 0 0 2,230 58,959
94KFSN 94KR02 19K659 67,559 0 0 2,656 70,215
94KFSN 94KR06 19K677 119,131 0 0 4,683 123,814
94KFSS 94KU04 20K179 195,200 0 0 7,673 202,873
94KFSS 94KU01 20K505 0 0 0 0 0
94KFSS 94KU05 21K095 0 0 150,075 5,899 155,974
94KFSS 94KU05 21K228 235,684 0 0 9,264 244,948
94AFSA 94AR04 21K337 80,968 0 0 3,183 84,151
94KFSS 94KU01 21K410 0 0 368,740 14,495 383,235
94AFSA 94AR05 21K572 0 0 47,446 1,865 49,311
94KFSS 94KU06 22K269 0 0 0 0 0
94KFSS 94KU01 22K495 0 0 80,710 3,173 83,883
94KFSN 94KR07 23K073 23,723 0 0 933 24,656
94KFSN 94KR07 23K150 45,126 0 0 1,774 46,900
94KFSN 94KR07 23K156 174,829 0 0 6,872 181,701
94KFSN 94KR07 23K165 83,289 0 0 3,274 86,563
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94KFSN 94KR07 23K178 81,226 0 0 3,193 84,419
94KFSN 94KR07 23K284 122,999 0 0 4,835 127,834
94KFSN 94KR07 23K298 58,792 0 0 2,311 61,103
94KFSN 94KR07 23K327 117,068 0 0 4,602 121,670
94KFSN 94KR02 23K493 64,981 0 0 2,554 67,535
94KFSN 94KR07 23K522 37,132 0 0 1,460 38,592
94KFSN 94KR02 23K646 0 47,962 0 1,885 49,847
94KFSN 94KR07 23K671 36,358 0 0 1,429 37,787
94QFSN 94QR01 24Q296 91,919 0 0 2,102 94,021
94QFSN 94QR01 24Q485 0 0 313,821 7,175 320,996
94QFSN 94QR01 25Q460 0 0 398,691 9,116 407,807
94QFSN 94QR01 26Q435 0 0 273,501 6,253 279,754
94QFSS 94QU01 27Q042 163,255 0 0 3,733 166,988
94QFSS 94QU01 27Q053 82,614 0 0 1,889 84,503
94QFSS 94QU02 27Q197 107,709 0 0 2,463 110,172
94QFSS 94QU02 27Q226 215,981 0 0 4,938 220,919
94QFSS 94QU02 27Q253 127,164 0 0 2,907 130,071
94QFSS 94QU01 27Q260 75,847 0 0 1,734 77,581
94QFSS 94QU01 27Q400 0 0 125,190 2,862 128,052
94QFSS 94QU01 27Q475 463,260 0 0 10,592 473,852
94QFSS 94QU01 27Q480 560,255 0 0 12,810 573,065
94QFSS 94QU03 28Q008 102,351 0 0 2,340 104,691
94QFSS 94QU01 29Q496 0 18,891 0 432 19,323
94QFSN 94QR05 30Q111 74,719 0 0 1,708 76,427
94QFSN 94QR01 30Q450 434,782 0 0 9,941 444,723
94KFSN 94KR03 32K145 160,647 0 0 6,315 166,962
94KFSN 94KR03 32K151 76,842 0 0 3,021 79,863
94KFSN 94KR03 32K274 120,163 0 0 4,723 124,886
94KFSN 94KR03 32K291 86,125 0 0 3,385 89,510
94KFSN 94KR03 32K299 75,553 0 0 2,970 78,523
94KFSN 94KR03 32K347 72,201 0 0 2,838 75,039
94KFSN 94KR03 32K349 86,899 0 0 3,416 90,315
94KFSN 94KR03 32K377 97,213 0 0 3,821 101,034
94KFSN 94KR01 32K545 119,905 0 0 4,713 124,618
94KFSN 94KR01 32K552 65,496 0 0 2,575 68,071
94KFSN 94KR01 32K556 74,779 0 0 2,939 77,718

Grand Total 25,292,948 66,853 3,846,852 1,061,874 30,268,527
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01M015 Open PS 15 ROBERTO CLEMENTE SWP 1 89.4 148 41,138                1,093                  42,231           4,073
01M292 Open HENRY STREET SCHOOL SWP 1 82 196 54,480                1,448                  55,928           570
01M332 Open UNIV NEIGHBORHOOD MIDDLE SCHOOL SWP 1 75.6 65 18,067                480                     18,547           656
01M448 Open UNIVERSITY NEIGHBORHOOD HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 84.2 255 70,880                1,884                  72,764           2,074
01M509 Open MARTA VALLE HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 78.4 265 73,659                1,958                  75,617           506
02M047 Open AMERICAN SIGN LANG & ENG SECONDAR SWP 1 74 125 34,745                924                     35,669           1,367
02M303 Open FACING HISTORY SCHOOL (THE) SWP 1 75.6 302 83,944                2,231                  86,175           0
02M419 Open LANDMARK HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 84.4 293 81,442                2,165                  83,607           765
02M459 Open MANHATTAN INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 80.7 274 76,161                2,024                  78,185           907
02M520 Open MURRY BERGTRAUM HS FOR BUS CAR SWP 1 67.3 600 166,776              4,433                  171,209        5,504
02M529 Open JACQUELINE KENNEDY-ONASSIS HIGH SCH SWP 1 75 487 135,367              3,598                  138,965        5,431
02M580 Open RICHARD R GREEN HS OF TEACHING SWP 1 78.5 432 120,079              3,192                  123,271        2,702
02M625 Open HS OF GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION ARTS SWP 1 72.7 215 59,761                1,588                  61,349           4,012
03M149 Open PS 149 SOJOURNER TRUTH SWP 1 83.5 212 58,928                1,566                  60,494           1,051
03M208 Open PS 208 ALAIN L LOCKE SWP 1 87.9 138 38,358                1,020                  39,378           2,199
03M299 Open HIGH SCH-ARTS IMAGNTN & INQUIRY SWP 1 75.1 323 89,781                2,386                  92,167           1,841
03M415 Open WADLEIGH PERF AND VISUAL ARTS SWP 1 76.6 322 89,503                2,379                  91,882           587
03M421 Open WEST PREP ACADEMY SWP 1 68.3 133 36,969                983                     37,952           95
03M860 Open FREDERICK DOUGLASS ACADEMY II SWP 1 68.2 268 74,493                1,980                  76,473           2,564
04M050 Open PS 50 VITO MARCANTONIO SWP 1 83.7 282 78,385                2,083                  80,468           2,159
04M375 Open MOSAIC PREPARATORY ACADEMY SWP 1 93.1 284 78,941                2,098                  81,039           1,596
04M377 Open RENAISSANCE SCHOOL OF THE ARTS SWP 1 80.8 135 37,525                997                     38,522           1,051
04M381 Open GLOBAL NEIGHBORHOOD SECONDARY SCHOOL SWP 1 91.5 130 36,135                960                     37,095           1,865
04M409 Open COALITION SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL CHANGE SWP 1 71.8 200 55,592                1,478                  57,070           0
04M825 Open ISAAC NEWTON MS FOR MATH & SCI SWP 1 84.8 235 65,321                1,736                  67,057           98
05M123 Open PS 123 MAHALIA JACKSON SWP 1 82.9 446 123,970              3,295                  127,265        246
05M194 Open PS 194 COUNTEE CULLEN SWP 1 95.1 154 42,806                1,138                  43,944           1,056
05M197 Open PS 197 JOHN B RUSSWURM SWP 1 86.6 259 71,992                1,914                  73,906           1,923
05M685 Open BREAD & ROSES INTEGRATED ARTS HS SWP 1 77.1 74 20,569                547                     21,116           2,553
06M005 Open PS 5 ELLEN LURIE SWP 1 89.1 574 159,549              4,241                  163,790        1,473
06M115 Open PS 115 ALEXANDER HUMBOLDT SWP 1 95.9 494 137,312              3,650                  140,962        6,683
06M132 Open PS 132 JUAN PABLO DUARTE SWP 1 92.3 494 137,312              3,650                  140,962        739
06M346 Open COMMUNITY HEALTH ACAD OF THE HEIGHTS SWP 1 87.6 530 147,319              3,916                  151,235        1,781

School Allocation Memorandum No. 41, FY 2016
Priority and Focus School Allocations

Table 2
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06M468 Open HIGH SCHOOL-HEALTH CAREERS & SCIES SWP 1 95 566 157,325              4,182                  161,507        1,506
06M528 Open IS 528 BEA FULLER RODGERS SCHOOL SWP 1 94.9 187 51,979                1,382                  53,361           333
07X001 Open PS 1 COURTLANDT SCHOOL SWP 1 94.2 633 153,395              6,173                  159,568        995
07X029 Open PS/MS 29 MELROSE SCHOOL SWP 1 93.2 671 162,603              6,544                  169,147        900
07X031 Open PS/MS 31 THE WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON SWP 1 92.9 645 156,303              6,290                  162,593        3,820
07X154 Open PS 154 JONATHAN D HYATT SWP 1 91.9 341 82,635                3,325                  85,960           2,894
07X157 Open PS 157 GROVE HILL SWP 1 91.8 560 135,705              5,461                  141,166        6,612
07X161 Open PS 161 PONCE DE LEON SWP 1 94 425 102,990              4,145                  107,135        3,030
07X162 Open JHS 162 LOLA RODRIGUEZ DE TIO SWP 1 85.5 319 77,303                3,111                  80,414           685
07X179 Open PS 179 SWP 1 92 332 80,454                3,238                  83,692           1,905
07X224 Open PS/IS 224 SWP 1 94.2 340 82,392                3,316                  85,708           477
07X369 Open YOUNG LEADERS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SWP 1 97.2 239 57,917                2,331                  60,248           2,981
07X385 Open PERFORMANCE SCHOOL SWP 1 93.7 134 32,472                1,307                  33,779           447
07X427 Open COMMUNITY SCHOOL-SOCIAL JUSTICE SWP 1 83.1 261 63,248                2,545                  65,793           2,515
07X473 Open MOTT HAVEN VILLAGE PREP HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 88 308 74,638                3,004                  77,642           4,385
07X520 Open FOREIGN LANG ACAD OF GLOBAL STUDIES SWP 1 89.9 125 30,291                1,219                  31,510           159
07X527 Open BRONX LEADERSHIP ACAD II HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 84 410 99,355                3,998                  103,353        1,991
07X547 Open NEW EXPLORERS HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 82.6 374 90,631                3,647                  94,278           3,059
07X600 Open ALFRED E SMITH CAREER-TECH HIGH SCH SWP 1 83.2 308 74,638                3,004                  77,642           3,245
08X014 Open PS 14 SENATOR JOHN CALANDRA 0 53.8 329 79,727                1,595                  81,322           2,523
08X071 Open PS 71 ROSE E SCALA SWP 1 62.4 1056 255,900              10,298               266,198        4,466
08X072 Open PS 72 DR WILLIAM DORNEY SWP 1 79.3 638 154,607              6,222                  160,829        4,029
08X107 Open PS 107 SWP 1 92.3 421 102,021              4,106                  106,127        1,567
08X123 Open JHS 123 JAMES M KIERNAN SWP 1 88.1 361 87,481                3,521                  91,002           274
08X125 Open JHS 125 HENRY HUDSON SWP 1 87.9 349 84,573                3,404                  87,977           2,675
08X131 Open JHS 131 ALBERT EINSTEIN SWP 1 76.3 445 107,837              4,340                  112,177        2,634
08X138 Open PS 138 SAMUEL RANDALL SWP 1 87.3 658 159,453              6,417                  165,870        3,817
08X140 Open PS 140 THE EAGLE SCHOOL SWP 1 85.6 516 125,042              5,032                  130,074        4,410
08X146 Open PS 146 EDWARD COLLINS SWP 1 93.8 393 95,236                3,833                  99,069           3,314
08X269 Open BRONX STUDIO SCHOOL-WRITERS-ARTISTS SWP 1 85.6 479 116,076              4,671                  120,747        3,027
08X301 Open MS 301 PAUL L DUNBAR SWP 1 79.5 151 36,592                1,473                  38,065           1,204
08X305 Open PABLO NERUDA ACADEMY SWP 1 75.8 232 56,221                2,263                  58,484           809
08X332 Open HOLCOMBE L RUCKER SCHOOL OF COMMUNIT SWP 1 85.3 198 47,981                1,931                  49,912           1,872
08X333 Open PS 333 THE MUSEUM SCHOOL SWP 1 81.9 338 81,908                3,296                  85,204           1,718
08X366 Open URBAN ASSEMBLY ACAD-CIVIC ENGAGEMENT SWP 1 71.1 118 28,595                1,151                  29,746           1,119
08X367 Open ARCHIMEDES ACAD-MATH, SCI, TECH SWP 1 75.5 477 115,591              4,652                  120,243        3,278
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08X375 Open BRONX MATHEMATICS PREP SCH (THE) SWP 1 90.9 251 60,825                2,448                  63,273           1,133
08X376 Open ANTONIA PANTOJA PREP ACADEMY SWP 1 81.3 359 86,996                3,501                  90,497           1,786
08X405 Open HERBERT H LEHMAN HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 68 964 233,606              9,401                  243,007        8,475
08X424 Open HUNTS POINT SCHOOL (THE) SWP 1 86.9 305 73,911                2,974                  76,885           0
08X448 Open SOUNDVIEW ACADEMY SWP 1 85.3 296 71,730                2,887                  74,617           0
08X467 Open MOTT HALL COMMUNITY SCHOOL SWP 1 66.5 149 36,107                1,453                  37,560           37
08X530 Open BANANA KELLY HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 80.5 248 60,098                2,419                  62,517           790
09X011 Open PS 11 HIGHBRIDGE SWP 1 93 687 166,481              6,700                  173,181        2,633
09X022 Open JHS 22 JORDAN L MOTT SWP 1 94 454 110,018              4,427                  114,445        922
09X042 Open PS 42 CLAREMONT SWP 1 97.1 409 99,113                3,989                  103,102        1,802
09X055 Open PS 55 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN SWP 1 91.1 596 144,429              5,812                  150,241        3,071
09X058 Open PS 58 SWP 1 87.4 396 95,963                3,862                  99,825           1,449
09X064 Open PS 64 PURA BELPRE SWP 1 95.8 273 66,156                2,662                  68,818           3,978
09X070 Open PS 70 MAX SCHOENFELD SWP 1 95.7 1275 308,971              12,434               321,405        12,326
09X117 Open IS 117 JOSEPH H WADE SWP 1 84.4 520 126,012              5,071                  131,083        3,907
09X132 Open PS 132 GARRETT A MORGAN SWP 1 89 433 104,929              4,223                  109,152        4,534
09X145 Open JHS 145 ARTURO TOSCANINI SWP 1 86.1 317 76,819                3,091                  79,910           3,003
09X163 Open PS 163 ARTHUR A SCHOMBERG SWP 1 96.5 529 128,193              5,159                  133,352        2,444
09X219 Open IS 219 NEW VENTURE SCHOOL SWP 1 86.5 281 68,095                2,740                  70,835           2,327
09X227 Open BRONX COLLEGIATE ACADEMY SWP 1 83.9 316 76,576                3,082                  79,658           1,980
09X230 Open PS 230 DR ROLAND N PATTERSON SWP 1 92.3 144 34,896                1,404                  36,300           2,154
09X276 Open LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE SWP 1 87.6 169 40,954                1,648                  42,602           170
09X303 Open IS 303 LEADERSHIP & COMM SERVICE SWP 1 95.5 274 66,398                2,672                  69,070           378
09X313 Open IS 313 SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP DEV SWP 1 84.7 294 71,245                2,867                  74,112           2,912
09X323 Open BRONX WRITING ACADEMY SWP 1 90 412 99,840                4,018                  103,858        204
09X324 Open BRONX EARLY COL ACAD-TEACH/LEARN SWP 1 86 431 104,444              4,203                  108,647        440
09X325 Open URBAN SCIENCE ACADEMY SWP 1 73.1 242 58,644                2,360                  61,004           1,056
09X328 Open NEW MILLENNIUM BUSINESS ACAD MS SWP 1 64.5 114 27,626                1,112                  28,738           241
09X329 Open DREAMYARD PREPARATORY SCHOOL SWP 1 80 257 62,279                2,506                  64,785           640
09X339 Open IS 339 SWP 1 89.9 497 120,438              4,847                  125,285        5,513
09X412 Open BRONX HIGH SCHOOL OF BUSINESS SWP 1 77.6 262 63,490                2,555                  66,045           3,118
09X414 Open J LEVIN HIGH SCHOOL-MEDIA & COMMUN SWP 1 77.7 119 28,837                1,161                  29,998           1,415
09X443 Open FAMILY SCHOOL (THE) SWP 1 90.5 475 115,107              4,632                  119,739        3,070
09X457 Open SHERIDAN ACADEMY FOR YOUNG LEADERS SWP 1 83.4 497 120,438              4,847                  125,285        1,422
10X009 Open PS 9 RYER AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SWP 1 88.3 688 166,723              6,709                  173,432        995
10X020 Open PS 20 PO GEORGE J WERDAN III SWP 1 85.5 921 223,186              8,982                  232,168        10,037
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10X033 Open PS 33 TIMOTHY DWIGHT SWP 1 90.3 926 224,398              9,031                  233,429        8,854
10X045 Open THOMAS C GIORDANO MS 45 SWP 1 90.5 647 156,788              6,310                  163,098        2,786
10X046 Open PS 46 EDGAR ALLEN POE SWP 1 87.5 1096 265,594              10,688               276,282        6,916
10X054 Open PS 54 FORDHAM BEDFORD ACADEMY SWP 1 94.2 424 102,748              4,135                  106,883        1,287
10X080 Open JHS 80 THE MOSHOLU PARKWAY SWP 1 78.9 506 122,619              4,935                  127,554        255
10X085 Open PS 85 GREAT EXPECTATIONS SWP 1 95.5 939 227,548              9,157                  236,705        8,007
10X091 Open PS 91 BRONX SWP 1 94.5 701 169,873              6,836                  176,709        7,532
10X094 Open PS 94 KINGS COLLEGE SCHOOL SWP 1 89.7 1111 269,229              10,835               280,064        9,131
10X159 Open PS 159 LUIS MUNOZ MARIN BILING SWP 1 89.6 175 42,408                1,707                  44,115           1,156
10X206 Open IS 206 ANN MERSEREAU SWP 1 90.7 242 58,644                2,360                  61,004           2,325
10X226 Open PS 226 SWP 1 94.7 460 111,472              4,486                  115,958        3,368
10X306 Open PS 306 SWP 1 74.9 566 137,159              5,520                  142,679        5,344
10X310 Open PS 310 MARBLE HILL SWP 1 96.1 684 165,754              6,670                  172,424        4,589
10X331 Open BRONX SCHOOL OF YOUNG LEADERS (THE) SWP 1 89.6 352 85,300                3,433                  88,733           3,807
10X344 Open AMPARK NEIGHBORHOOD 0 40.2 152 36,834                737                     37,571           15
10X360 Open PS 360 SWP 1 84.2 367 88,935                3,579                  92,514           0
10X363 Open ACAD-PERSONAL LDSHP AND EXCELLENCE SWP 1 91 372 90,147                3,628                  93,775           3,555
10X391 Open ANGELO PATRI MIDDLE SCHOOL (THE) SWP 1 81.9 419 101,536              4,086                  105,622        1,729
10X438 Open FORDHAM LEADERSHIP-BUS/TECH SWP 1 88.3 384 93,055                3,745                  96,800           3,906
10X440 Open DEWITT CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 71.9 1452 351,863              14,160               366,023        17,108
10X447 Open CRESTON ACADEMY SWP 1 96 460 111,472              4,486                  115,958        5,147
10X546 Open BRONX THEATRE HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 79.6 336 81,423                3,277                  84,700           2,015
11X021 Open PS 21 PHILIP H SHERIDAN SWP 1 78.2 551 133,524              5,373                  138,897        3,033
11X078 Open PS 78 ANNE HUTCHINSON SWP 1 79.9 626 151,699              6,105                  157,804        5,528
11X087 Open PS 87 SWP 1 75.4 474 114,864              4,623                  119,487        3,028
11X089 Open PS 89 SWP 1 76.5 1082 262,201              10,552               272,753        5,091
11X111 Open PS 111 SETON FALLS SWP 1 83.1 545 132,070              5,315                  137,385        2,313
11X112 Open PS 112 BRONXWOOD SWP 1 94 343 83,119                3,345                  86,464           1,302
11X127 Open JHS 127 THE CASTLE HILL SWP 1 78.6 576 139,582              5,617                  145,199        2,340
11X144 Open JHS 144 MICHELANGELO SWP 1 68.7 381 92,328                3,716                  96,044           0
11X160 Open PS 160 WALT DISNEY SWP 1 60.8 216 52,343                2,106                  54,449           1,386
11X189 Open CORNERSTONE ACAD FOR SOCIAL ACTION SWP 1 80.1 297 71,972                2,896                  74,868           1,715
11X253 Open BRONX HIGH SCH-WRITING & COMM ARTS SWP 1 72.4 277 67,125                2,701                  69,826           1,585
11X265 Open BRONX LAB SCHOOL SWP 1 75.5 343 83,119                3,345                  86,464           2,552
11X270 Open ACAD-SCHOLARSHIP & ENTREPRENEURSHIP SWP 1 68.2 249 60,340                2,428                  62,768           1,536
11X272 Open GLOBE SCHOOL-ENVIRNM RESEARCH SWP 1 92 218 52,828                2,126                  54,954           190
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11X289 Open YOUNG SCHOLARS ACADEMY-BRONX SWP 1 69.4 220 53,313                2,145                  55,458           1,653
11X299 Open ASTOR COLLEGIATE ACADEMY SWP 1 78.5 366 88,693                3,569                  92,262           3,495
11X370 Open SCHOOL OF DIPLOMACY SWP 1 89.7 210 50,889                2,048                  52,937           0
11X418 Open BRONX HIGH SCHOOL FOR THE VISUAL ART SWP 1 67.6 321 77,788                3,130                  80,918           1,231
11X514 Open BRONXWOOD PREP ACADEMY (THE) SWP 1 67.6 282 68,337                2,750                  71,087           2,828
12X006 Open PS 6 WEST FARMS SWP 1 94.1 515 124,800              5,022                  129,822        4,458
12X044 Open PS 44 DAVID C FARRAGUT SWP 1 91.2 269 65,187                2,623                  67,810           0
12X050 Open PS 50 CLARA BARTON SWP 1 95.4 104 25,202                1,014                  26,216           756
12X061 Open PS 61 FRANCISCO OLLER SWP 1 86.9 284 68,822                2,770                  71,592           2,338
12X092 Open PS 92 SWP 1 89.6 405 98,144                3,950                  102,094        4,964
12X134 Open PS 134 GEORGE F BRISTOW SWP 1 89.6 554 134,251              5,403                  139,654        5,213
12X195 Open PS 195 SWP 1 84 783 189,744              7,636                  197,380        4,807
12X211 Open PS 211 SWP 1 89.9 532 128,920              5,188                  134,108        3,829
12X212 Open PS 212 SWP 1 90.1 420 101,779              4,096                  105,875        1,257
12X217 Open SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS SWP 1 80.5 273 66,156                2,662                  68,818           1,474
12X271 Open EAST BRONX ACADEMY FOR THE FUTURE SWP 1 85.4 522 126,496              5,091                  131,587        5,948
12X278 Open PEACE AND DIVERSITY ACADEMY SWP 1 79.9 123 29,807                1,200                  31,007           705
12X286 Open FANNIE LOU HAMER MIDDLE SCHOOL SWP 1 87.7 233 56,463                2,272                  58,735           2,504
12X300 Open SCHOOL OF SCIENCE & APPLIED LRNG SWP 1 87 542 131,343              5,286                  136,629        374
12X318 Open IS 318 MATH, SCIENCE & TECH THRO ART SWP 1 86.7 280 67,852                2,731                  70,583           3,432
12X372 Open URBAN ASSEMBLY-WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SWP 1 79.9 443 107,352              4,320                  111,672        1,458
12X383 Open EMOLIOR ACADEMY SWP 1 81.3 195 47,254                1,902                  49,156           1,474
12X384 Open ENTRADA ACADEMY SWP 1 89.7 261 63,248                2,545                  65,793           0
12X463 Open URBAN SCHOLARS COMMUNITY SCHOOL SWP 1 95.1 270 65,429                2,633                  68,062           1,364
12X550 Open HIGH SCHOOL OF WORLD CULTURES SWP 1 98.2 385 93,297                3,755                  97,052           3,066
12X684 Open WINGS ACADEMY SWP 1 80.2 381 92,328                3,716                  96,044           2,311
12X692 Open MONROE ACAD FOR VISUAL ARTS & DESIGN SWP 1 86.3 371 89,904                3,618                  93,522           474
13K003 Open PS 3 THE BEDFORD VILLAGE SWP 1 86 375 96,698                3,801                  100,499        2,439
13K067 Open PS 67 CHARLES A DORSEY SWP 1 95.9 212 54,666                2,149                  56,815           2,231
13K113 Open MS 113 RONALD EDMONDS LEARNING CTR SWP 1 79.8 449 115,779              4,551                  120,330        5,425
13K266 Open MS 266 PARK PLACE COMMUNITY MS SWP 1 69 89 22,950                902                     23,852           699
13K301 Open SATELLITE EAST MIDDLE SCHOOL SWP 1 91.6 109 28,107                1,105                  29,212           798
13K305 Open PS 305 DR PETER RAY SWP 1 87.1 155 39,968                1,571                  41,539           427
13K307 Open PS 307 DANIEL HALE WILLIAMS SWP 1 82.4 281 72,459                2,848                  75,307           1,881
13K412 Open BROOKLYN COMM HS-COMM, ARTS, MEDIA SWP 1 73.7 292 75,295                2,960                  78,255           2,393
13K596 Open MS 596 PEACE ACADEMY SWP 1 91.5 43 11,088                436                     11,524           761
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13K605 Open GEORGE WESTINGHOUSE CAREER/TECH HS SWP 1 74.1 454 117,068              4,602                  121,670        1,977
14K016 Open PS 16 LEONARD DUNKLY SWP 1 77.6 175 45,126                1,774                  46,900           1,278
14K050 Open JHS 50 JOHN D WELLS SWP 1 75.2 170 43,836                1,723                  45,559           905
14K059 Open PS 59 WILLIAM FLOYD SWP 1 88.3 254 65,496                2,575                  68,071           0
14K071 Open JUAN MOREL CAMPOS SECONDARY SCHOOL SWP 1 76.6 519 133,829              5,261                  139,090        2,455
14K126 Open JOHN ERICSSON MIDDLE SCHOOL 126 SWP 1 74.8 238 61,371                2,412                  63,783           2,762
14K322 Open FOUNDATIONS ACADEMY SWP 1 80.4 86 22,176                872                     23,048           0
14K330 Open URBAN ASSEMBLY SCHOOL-URBAN ENVR SWP 1 85.7 48 12,377                487                     12,864           1,372
14K474 Open PROGRESS HS-PROFESSIONAL CAREERS SWP 1 76 790 203,709              8,008                  211,717        3,805
14K477 Open SCHOOL FOR LEGAL STUDIES SWP 1 81.8 477 122,999              4,835                  127,834        4,236
14K582 Open MS 582 SWP 1 81.7 199 51,314                2,017                  53,331           1,608
14K610 Open AUTOMOTIVE HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 67.5 256 66,012                2,595                  68,607           1,346
15K024 Open PS 24 SWP 1 87.5 607 156,521              6,153                  162,674        5,440
15K136 Open IS 136 CHARLES O DEWEY SWP 1 90.1 436 112,427              4,419                  116,846        5,268
15K169 Open PS 169 SUNSET PARK SWP 1 86.4 1435 370,029              14,545               384,574        2,394
15K261 Open PS 261 PHILIP LIVINGSTON 0 34.8 266 68,591                1,372                  69,963           1,969
15K462 Open SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR LAW SWP 1 75.6 260 67,044                2,635                  69,679           1,790
15K464 Open PARK SLOPE COLLEGIATE SWP 1 70.3 294 75,811                2,980                  78,791           829
15K497 Open SCHOOL FOR INTNTL STUDIES SWP 1 67.3 304 78,389                3,081                  81,470           2,577
15K676 Open RED HOOK NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOL SWP 1 89.1 172 44,352                1,743                  46,095           979
16K028 Open PS 28 THE WARREN PREP ACADEMY SWP 1 95.6 196 50,541                1,987                  52,528           1,217
16K057 Open JHS 57 WHITELAW REID SWP 1 79.1 140 36,100                1,419                  37,519           1,344
16K243 Open PS 243 THE WEEKSVILLE SCHOOL SWP 1 92.3 216 55,698                2,189                  57,887           798
16K308 Open PS 308 CLARA CARDWELL SWP 1 81 323 83,289                3,274                  86,563           4,469
16K309 Open PS 309 GEORGE E WIBECAN PREP SWP 1 84.3 194 50,025                1,966                  51,991           2,182
16K393 Open FREDERICK DOUGLASS ACADEMY IV SWP 1 75.9 66 17,019                669                     17,688           459
16K455 Open BOYS AND GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 71.7 416 107,270              4,217                  111,487        3,046
16K534 Open UPPER SCHOOL AT PS 25 SWP 1 83.6 92 23,723                933                     24,656           239
16K584 Open MS 584 SWP 1 81.7 85 21,918                862                     22,780           1,082
16K594 Open GOTHAM PROFESSIONAL ARTS ACADEMY SWP 1 73.4 155 39,968                1,571                  41,539           1,849
17K061 Open MS 61 GLADSTONE H ATWELL SWP 1 69.5 541 139,502              5,484                  144,986        5,898
17K091 Open PS 91 THE ALBANY AVE SCHOOL SWP 1 85.2 317 81,742                3,213                  84,955           3,417
17K092 Open PS 92 ADRIAN HEGEMAN SWP 1 87.4 376 96,955                3,811                  100,766        3,404
17K161 Open PS 161 THE CROWN SWP 1 81.8 338 87,157                3,426                  90,583           3,050
17K167 Open PS 167 THE PARKWAY SWP 1 91.3 95 24,497                963                     25,460           1,456
17K334 Open MIDDLE SCH-ACADEMIC & SOCIAL EXC SWP 1 74.2 95 24,497                963                     25,460           1,076
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17K352 Open EBBETS FIELD MIDDLE SCHOOL SWP 1 95.7 220 56,729                2,230                  58,959           2,072
17K489 Open W E B DUBOIS ACADEMIC HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 75.4 92 23,723                933                     24,656           0
17K528 Open HIGH SCH FOR GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP(THE) SWP 1 79 192 49,509                1,946                  51,455           0
17K537 Open HIGH SCHOOL-YOUTH & COMM DVLPMNT SWP 1 78.2 294 75,811                2,980                  78,791           2,235
17K600 Open CLARA BARTON HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 70.2 1024 264,049              10,379               274,428        12,566
18K114 Open PS 114 RYDER ELEMENTARY SWP 1 68.9 378 97,471                3,831                  101,302        4,709
18K233 Open PS 233 LANGSTON HUGHES SWP 1 80.9 372 95,924                3,771                  99,695           2,541
18K272 Open PS 272 CURTIS ESTABROOK SWP 1 81.2 366 94,377                3,710                  98,087           858
18K566 Open BROOKLYN GENERATION SCHOOL SWP 1 68.6 188 48,478                1,906                  50,384           0
18K569 Open KURT HAHN EXPEDITIONARY LRNING SCH SWP 1 65.9 222 57,245                2,250                  59,495           141
18K581 Open EAST FLATBUSH COMM RESEARCH SCHOOL SWP 1 83.5 152 39,195                1,541                  40,736           0
18K588 Open MIDDLE SCHOOL FOR ART AND PHILOSOPHY SWP 1 83.6 209 53,893                2,118                  56,011           2,254
19K013 Open PS 13 ROBERTO CLEMENTE SWP 1 92.8 388 100,050              3,933                  103,983        2,484
19K171 Open IS 171 ABRAHAM LINCOLN SWP 1 88.8 562 144,917              5,697                  150,614        3,289
19K174 Open PS 174 DUMONT SWP 1 80.3 104 26,817                1,054                  27,871           490
19K202 Open PS 202 ERNEST S JENKYNS SWP 1 88.8 444 114,490              4,500                  118,990        3,173
19K213 Open PS 213 NEW LOTS SWP 1 85.7 312 80,452                3,162                  83,614           1,045
19K218 Open JHS 218 JAMES P SINNOTT SWP 1 82.6 381 98,245                3,862                  102,107        3,072
19K224 Open PS 224 HALE A WOODRUFF SWP 1 88.9 416 107,270              4,217                  111,487        1,072
19K273 Open PS 273 WORTMAN SWP 1 72.4 221 56,987                2,240                  59,227           1,928
19K306 Open PS 306 ETHAN ALLEN SWP 1 80.8 465 119,905              4,713                  124,618        3,544
19K311 Open ESSENCE SCHOOL SWP 1 86.5 115 29,654                1,166                  30,820           405
19K328 Open PS 328 PHYLLIS WHEATLEY SWP 1 96.6 255 65,754                2,585                  68,339           3,396
19K345 Open PS 345 PATROLMAN ROBERT BOLDEN SWP 1 93.1 557 143,628              5,646                  149,274        4,875
19K346 Open PS 346 ABE STARK SWP 1 69.4 402 103,660              4,075                  107,735        3,076
19K364 Open IS 364 GATEWAY SWP 1 60.4 209 53,893                2,118                  56,011           932
19K502 Open FDNY HIGH SCHOOL-FIRE & LIFE SAFETY SWP 1 79.2 252 64,981                2,554                  67,535           1,866
19K583 Open MULTICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 96.1 220 56,729                2,230                  58,959           183
19K659 Open CYPRESS HILLS COLLEGIATE PREP SCHOOL SWP 1 83.2 262 67,559                2,656                  70,215           1,779
19K677 Open EAST NEW YORK ELEMENTARY-EXCELLENCE SWP 1 82.5 462 119,131              4,683                  123,814        2,587
20K179 Open PS 179 KENSINGTON SWP 1 84.3 757 195,200              7,673                  202,873        3,273
21K095 Open PS 95 THE GRAVESEND SWP 1 63.8 582 150,075              5,899                  155,974        4,874
21K228 Open IS 228 DAVID A BOODY SWP 1 71.4 914 235,684              9,264                  244,948        0
21K337 Open INTERNATIONAL HIGH SCH-LAFAYETTE SWP 1 89.7 314 80,968                3,183                  84,151           3,079
21K410 Open ABRAHAM LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 64.3 1430 368,740              14,495               383,235        13,789
21K572 Open EXPEDITIONARY LRN SCH-COMM LEADERS SWP 1 69.7 184 47,446                1,865                  49,311           0
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22K495 Open SHEEPSHEAD BAY HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 63.1 313 80,710                3,173                  83,883           6,967
23K073 Open PS 73 THOMAS S BOYLAND SWP 1 85.5 92 23,723                933                     24,656           977
23K150 Open PS 150 CHRISTOPHER SWP 1 93.6 175 45,126                1,774                  46,900           495
23K156 Open PS 156 WAVERLY SWP 1 87.5 678 174,829              6,872                  181,701        5,035
23K165 Open PS 165 IDA POSNER SWP 1 77.9 323 83,289                3,274                  86,563           2,812
23K178 Open PS 178 SAINT CLAIR MCKELWAY SWP 1 86.1 315 81,226                3,193                  84,419           2,967
23K284 Open PS 284 LEW WALLACE SWP 1 88 477 122,999              4,835                  127,834        227
23K298 Open PS 298 DR BETTY SHABAZZ SWP 1 97 228 58,792                2,311                  61,103           1,598
23K327 Open PS 327 DR ROSE B ENGLISH SWP 1 80.4 454 117,068              4,602                  121,670        3,166
23K493 Open BROOKLYN COLLEGIATE SWP 1 75.7 252 64,981                2,554                  67,535           1,658
23K522 Open MOTT HALL IV SWP 1 78.7 144 37,132                1,460                  38,592           2,225
23K646 Open ASPIRATIONS DIPLOMA PLUS HIGH SCHOOL Targeted 1 79.1 186 47,962                1,885                  49,847           701
23K671 Open MOTT HALL BRIDGES ACADEMY SWP 1 74.2 141 36,358                1,429                  37,787           2,078
24Q296 Open PAN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL HS SWP 1 86.9 326 91,919                2,102                  94,021           3,017
24Q485 Open GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 63.7 1113 313,821              7,175                  320,996        12,328
25Q460 Open FLUSHING HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 66.4 1414 398,691              9,116                  407,807        16,494
26Q435 Open MARTIN VAN BUREN HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 58.9 970 273,501              6,253                  279,754        13,903
27Q042 Open PS/MS 42 R VERNAM SWP 1 89.4 579 163,255              3,733                  166,988        3,159
27Q053 Open MS 53 BRIAN PICCOLO SWP 1 82.9 293 82,614                1,889                  84,503           97
27Q197 Open PS 197 THE OCEAN SCHOOL SWP 1 80.8 382 107,709              2,463                  110,172        2,826
27Q226 Open JHS 226 VIRGIL I GRISSOM SWP 1 74 766 215,981              4,938                  220,919        2,941
27Q253 Open PS 253 SWP 1 90.2 451 127,164              2,907                  130,071        5,226
27Q260 Open FREDERICK DOUGLASS ACAD VI HS SWP 1 73.9 269 75,847                1,734                  77,581           1,590
27Q400 Open AUGUST MARTIN HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 68.5 444 125,190              2,862                  128,052        4,042
27Q475 Open RICHMOND HILL HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 76.6 1643 463,260              10,592               473,852        22,267
27Q480 Open JOHN ADAMS HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 78.7 1987 560,255              12,810               573,065        10,854
28Q008 Open JHS 8 RICHARD S GROSSLEY SWP 1 74.7 363 102,351              2,340                  104,691        456
29Q496 Open BUSINESS/COMPTR APP & ENTREPRE Targeted 1 72 67 18,891                432                     19,323           614
30Q111 Open PS 111 JACOB BLACKWELL SWP 1 85.2 265 74,719                1,708                  76,427           3,297
30Q450 Open LONG ISLAND CITY HIGH SCHOOL SWP 1 76.4 1542 434,782              9,941                  444,723        19,579
32K145 Open PS 145 ANDREW JACKSON SWP 1 88.1 623 160,647              6,315                  166,962        2,882
32K151 Open PS 151 LYNDON B JOHNSON SWP 1 94.9 298 76,842                3,021                  79,863           3,181
32K274 Open PS 274 KOSCIUSKO SWP 1 92.8 466 120,163              4,723                  124,886        5,018
32K291 Open JHS 291 ROLAND HAYES SWP 1 83.5 334 86,125                3,385                  89,510           0
32K299 Open PS 299 THOMAS WARREN FIELD SWP 1 93 293 75,553                2,970                  78,523           3,848
32K347 Open IS 347 SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES SWP 1 86.2 280 72,201                2,838                  75,039           2,809
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Manhattan Bronx Brooklyn Queens
Borough Per Capitas: $277.96 $242.33 $257.86 $281.96

DBN Status SCHOOL NAME
Title I 

Program Title I Status
Poverty

%
Weighted 
Title I Ct*

Priority and 
Focus School 

Allocation

Parent 
Engagement 

Allocation Total

TL CB 
School 

Staff***

Table 2

32K349 Open IS 349 MATH, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY SWP 1 94.1 337 86,899                3,416                  90,315           4,329
32K377 Open PS 377 ALEJANDINA B DE GAUTIER SWP 1 84 377 97,213                3,821                  101,034        3,997
32K545 Open EBC HIGH SCHOOL-PUBLIC SERVICE SWP 1 92.3 465 119,905              4,713                  124,618        3,286
32K552 Open ACADEMY OF URBAN PLANNING SWP 1 94.8 254 65,496                2,575                  68,071           1,469
32K556 Open BUSHWICK LEADERS HS-ACAD EXCELL SWP 1 92.9 290 74,779                2,939                  77,718           1,089

114,704 29,206,653        1,061,874         30,268,527   799,129

* For non-Title I schools, the poverty count is used as their student count and the parent engagement is based on 2% of their P&F allocation
**For Title I eligible schools, the parent engagement reserve is the same as their Title I parent involvement allocation. 
***Please refer to SAM #39 Collective Bargaining for School Based Staff

Total



* The Performance Index metrics do not appear in the School Quality Guide, but the benchmarks for those metrics were set by the same 

method that was used to produce “Meeting Target” values in the School Quality Guide. 
 

** The increases needed for percentages are in percentage-point terms. 

Renewal Schools Benchmark Menu / EMS 

Middle School of New York / Junior High-Intermediate-Middle 
 

Overview 

Through the School Renewal Program, the NYC Department of Education is working with school communities to transform 

Renewal Schools by providing additional resources and supports, while also setting clear goals for improvement to be met 

over three years. Superintendents, principals, and School Leadership Teams should review data, discuss key areas of focus, 

and select goals from this document to include in the School Renewal Plan. 
 

Guidelines for Choosing Benchmarks 

Leading Indicators 

 Attendance is a mandatory leading indicator, with a benchmark to be met by 2015-16.  

 In addition, choose two elements from the Framework for Great Schools, with benchmarks to be met by 2015-16. 

NYCDOE is developing indicators on the Framework elements based on data from Quality Reviews and the NYC 

School Survey. These benchmarks will be available in June 2015. 

Student Achievement Benchmarks 

 Choose three, with benchmarks to be met by 2016-17. These benchmarks are based on the “Meeting Target” 

values in your school’s School Quality Guide, which was released in October 2014.* 

 Metrics listed as “not applicable” cannot be chosen because the school is already “Meeting Target.” 
 

Leading Indicators 
Baseline  

Level 

Benchmark to 

be met by 

2015-16 

Increase 

Needed** 

Attendance 90.4% 91.4% 1.0% 

Choose two elements from the Framework as additional leading indicators: 

    Rigorous Instruction TBD TBD TBD 

    Collaborative Teachers TBD TBD TBD 

    Supportive Environment TBD TBD TBD 

    Effective School Leadership TBD TBD TBD 

    Strong Family-Community Ties TBD TBD TBD 

    Trust TBD TBD TBD 

 

Student Achievement Benchmarks 
2013-14 

Result 

Progress 

target for 

2014-15 

Progress 

target for 

2015-16 

Benchmark 

to be met by 

2016-17 

Increase 

Needed** 

Choose 3:      

 Performance Index on State ELA Exam 64 65 67 70 6 

 Performance Index on State Math Exam 58 61 65 72 14 

 Average ELA Proficiency Rating 2.21 2.22 2.23 2.24 0.03 

 Average Math Proficiency Rating 2.20 2.22 2.24 2.28 0.08 

Not applicable:      

 9
th

 Grade Credit Accumulation of Former 

8
th

 Graders 
87.0% NA NA 79.0% NA 

 



* “Progress Toward Graduation – Years 2 and 3” is the percentage of students in years two and three of high school who have (1) earned 10 or 

more credits in the most recent year of high school, (2) earned six or more credits in the four main subject areas, with at least three of those 

subject areas represented, in the most recent year of high school, and (3) have a total of two (for year two) or four (for year three) Regents 

requirements completed by the end of the school year. NYSAA-eligible students are excluded. 

Renewal Schools Benchmark Menu / HS 

High School of New York / High school 
 

Overview 

Through the School Renewal Program, the NYC Department of Education is working with school communities to transform 

Renewal Schools by providing additional resources and supports, while also setting clear goals for improvement to be met 

over three years. Superintendents, principals, and School Leadership Teams should review data, discuss key areas of focus, 

and select goals from this document to include in the School Renewal Plan. 
 

Guidelines for Choosing Benchmarks 

Leading Indicators 

 Attendance and Progress Toward Graduation – Years 2 and 3* are mandatory leading indicators, with benchmarks 

to be met by 2015-16.  

 In addition, choose two elements from the Framework for Great Schools, with benchmarks to be met by 2015-16. 

NYCDOE is developing indicators on the Framework elements based on data from Quality Reviews and the NYC 

School Survey. These benchmarks will be available in June 2015. 

Student Achievement Benchmarks 

 Choose three, with benchmarks to be met by 2016-17. These benchmarks are based on the “Meeting Target” 

values in your school’s School Quality Guide, which was released in October 2014. 

 
 

Leading Indicators 
Baseline  

Level 

Benchmark 

to be met by 

2015-16 

Percentage 

Point Increase 

Needed 

Attendance 79.0% 81.8% 2.8% 

Progress Toward Graduation – Years 2 and 3 21.7% 46.7% 24.9% 

Choose two elements from the Framework as additional leading indicators:   

    Rigorous Instruction TBD TBD TBD 

    Collaborative Teachers TBD TBD TBD 

    Supportive Environment TBD TBD TBD 

    Effective School Leadership TBD TBD TBD 

    Strong Family-Community Ties TBD TBD TBD 

    Trust TBD TBD TBD 

 

Student Achievement Benchmarks 
2013-14 

Result 

Progress 

target for 

2014-15 

Progress 

target for 

2015-16 

Benchmark 

to be met by 

2016-17 

Percentage 

Point Increase 

Needed 

Choose 3:      

 4-Year Graduation Rate 27.3% 34.5% 45.4% 63.4% 36.1% 

 6-Year Graduation Rate 54.5% 58.0% 63.3% 72.0% 17.5% 

 Regents Completion Rate 23.5% 26.9% 32.0% 40.4% 16.9% 

 4-Year College Readiness Index 4.5% 5.5% 7.0% 9.5% 5.0% 

 College and Career Preparatory Course Index 5.7% 8.9% 13.7% 21.6% 15.9% 
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Stages of Development in a NYC Community School           
 Stage 1: Exploring Stage 2: Emerging Stage 3: Maturing Stage 4: Excelling 

 

 
Summary 

of Key 
Features 
of Stages 

This stage is marked by optimism 
and curiosity about the work, and a 
belief that “if only” X was in place, 
things would be significantly 
different.  The school team 
brainstorms about the benefits of 
a Community School strategy and 
its potential to serve as a 
mechanism to organize resources 
around student success.    

This stage is marked by deepening 
collaboration among all 
stakeholders and defined 
community partnerships.  The 
work begins by introducing Core 
Structures, such as formalizing a 
partnership with a lead CBO, 
hiring a dedicated Community 
School director, and securing base 
funding. Programs and services 
are developed based on a process 
of strategic data collection and 
analysis that engages parents as 
critical partners in the design of 
the Community School. This 
period is characterized by highs 
and lows, progress and 
frustration. To succeed in this 
stage, there needs to be the 
creation of and commitment to a 
shared vision and clear goals, as 
well as good communication 
processes, clarity of roles and 
responsibilities, responsiveness to 
needs, and regular celebration. 

This stage is marked by steady, 
intentional progress. The vision of 
the Community School becomes 
clearer to all stakeholders, 
consequently there is broader 
support for it. 
Service utilization increases as 
interventions become more 
responsive to identified student 
needs, and quality of service 
delivery improves.  Stakeholder 
relationships are based on mutual 
trust, there is intentional 
coordination of services and 
programmatic integration, and 
desired student outcomes are 
more likely to be met.  To succeed 
in this stage, the Community 
School needs to engage in ongoing 
needs assessment to keep the 
vision and programs fresh, tend 
the relationships, continue to 
demonstrate added value, and 
attend to sustainability. 

At this level the Community School 
is implementing quality programs 
that support the core instructional 
program.  There is a school-wide 
focus on addressing the needs of 
the whole child through targeted 
and universal strategies.  Through 
a model of authentic school-based 
governance, parents play a 
leadership role in the Community 
School and work together with 
school and CBO staff as advocates 
of quality education for all 
students.  Strong relationships 
have been established between the 
school and community and the 
CBO is valued as a committed 
partner. To succeed in this stage 
the Community School needs to 
continue to provide innovative 
programming; to develop youth, 
parent and staff leaders to teach 
others best practices; and to 
incorporate sustainability 
strategies into the core 
operational structures of the 
Community School.  
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The Capacities across the Stages of Development 
 Exploring Emerging Maturing Excelling 

C
o

o
rd

in
at

io
n

 

Characterized by recognition that children 
and families have unmet needs, and that 
the school lacks the capacity to clearly 
identify these needs and to adequately 
coordinate the responses to them.  Focus 
on how to get services and programs for 
children and families, both non‐academic 
and academic enrichment. 

Characterized by selection of a lead partner 
and hiring of a Community School director 
(CSD).  After conducting an assets and needs 
assessment, the CSD identifies community 
partners and programs that align with needs, 
connects these to the right students and 
families, and creates systems for referral and 
follow-up. 

Characterized by the intentional engagement of 
multiple partners and programs that respond to 
identified needs of students, school, families and 
community, and that improve the overall 
conditions for learning. The CSD sits on the School 
Leadership Team and systems are being 
implemented for referrals, follow-up, and 
accountability for all services and providers.  

Characterized by a shift in role of schools as hubs 
of opportunity and civic engagement for students, 
families and neighborhood residents. System in 
place to ensure on‐going, high quality service 
delivery that is comprehensive, responsive to need 
and demand, and seamlessly integrated with 
traditional school programming. 

C
o

lla
b

o
ra

ti
o

n
 

Characterized by recognition that children 
and families have multiple needs, and that 
schools need to partner with parents for 
students to succeed. Exploring how 
families and parents from diverse 
backgrounds can be engaged in their 
children’s education and for building 
partnerships, but do not know how to 
proceed. 
 

Characterized by effective organizing to 
engage families in planning, including regular 
monthly meetings and celebrations, and 
involving parents in decision making by 
introducing a ladder of engagement that taps 
into the wealth of knowledge and expertise 
that parents bring to bear on the work.  

Characterized by the regular involvement and 
leadership of a wide range of stakeholders, 
including families and youth, in the ongoing 
development of the Community School.  Parents as 
active members of the Community School Team 
and School Leadership Team. Parents serve as 
leaders of academic parent-teacher teams, and 
related other programs like parents as mentors and 
ambassadors of the work to the broader 
community. 

Characterized by an authentic school-based 
governance structure and related processes that 
guarantee school leadership is soliciting families’ 
and students’ knowledge and skills in the work, 
and is working in partnership with parents and 
youth to support and share the responsibility for 
student learning. Permanent structures are in 
place that are anchored in positive youth 
development, and ensure that schools are 
welcoming and empowering to students, families 
and community members. 
 
 

C
o

n
n

e
ct

e
d

n
e

ss
 

Characterized by recognition of the social 
and emotional needs of students, and 
their impact on students’ feelings about 
school and ability to learn.  Stakeholders 
agree that they want to create a school 
where all students attend regularly, and 
are able to learn and succeed.  

Characterized by developing efforts to 
respond to the social and emotional needs of 
students. Attention is paid to creating a 
supportive school environment that provides 
positive adult-student and peer to peer 
relationships, as evidenced by small group 
instruction, student choice and mentoring. 
Physical and emotional safety is paramount.  
Alternatives to suspensions are considered. 
 

Characterized by effective structures and programs 
in place to support social and emotional needs of 
students.  These include partnerships with mental 
health providers, training for teachers in 
social/emotional learning, school-wide approaches 
including mentoring, student leadership 
opportunities, and restorative practices, and a 
school environment that is safe, nurturing and 
engaging.  

Characterized by highly effective social and 
emotional learning supports for students and 
families, and a safe school environment which 
encourages positive adult-student and peer-to-
peer relationships. Consistent discipline practices 
are employed by all adults throughout the school 
day. Students believe that staff care about and 
hold high expectations for them as learners and 
leaders, and all students are engaged in their own 
learning.    
 

C
o

n
ti

n
u

o
u

s 
Im

p
ro

ve
m

e
n

t 

Characterized by a growth mindset and an 
understanding that practices can always 
be improved to drive student academic 
success.  There is an interest in working 
collaboratively and providing feedback 
across partner organizations to ensure 
strong instruction that is designed to 
provide personalized learning 
opportunities for student is in place. 
 

The Community School Team uses ongoing 
needs and assets assessment to identify and 
drive school and student level outcomes.  A 
data framework is implemented to inform 
staff meetings, case management, 
programming, performance, policies and 
resource allocation.  Base funding is secured 
for the work. 

Characterized by continuation of ongoing asset and 
needs assessment and the implementation of a 
feedback system so that partners can support one 
another in improving practice.  The CSD is included 
in data inquiry conversations and policy and 
programming decisions.  Student-level performance 
data is effectively shared with families to empower 
them to support student learning at home. 

The Community School Team continually revisits 
its school and student-level outcomes, and it 
refines its indicators.  The team collects and makes 
linkages between student-level academic and non-
academic data and uses this data to tailor 
programming and instruction that is focused on 
results.  Accountability for the outcomes and 
sustainability of the Community School work is 
shared by all stakeholders including CBO partners, 
families and school staff.   
 
 

 





SCHOOL RENEWAL PROGRAM ORGANIZATION CHART 

DRAFT – For Discussion Purposes – July 20, 2015 
 
 

Staffing Summary: 

 K-8 School Renewal Program = 3 FTE; 6 Leadership Coaches; 2 Consultants 

 High School Renewal Intensive = 16 FTE 

 Central Office of School Renewal = 9 FTE; 4 Consultants 

 CSD & HS District-based DSRs = 26 FTE 

Carmen Fariña, Chancellor 

Aimee Horowitz 
Executive Superintendent 

Alonta Wright 
Executive 

Director of K-8 

Sharon Rencher 
Senior Advisor 

to the 
Chancellor for 

State Policy 

Elif Gure 
Executive 

Director of 
School Renewal 

Program 

Chris Caruso 
Executive 

Director of 
Community 

Schools 

School Renewal Program Leadership Team 

 
Carmen Fariña 

Chancellor 
 

Aimee Horowitz 
Executive Superintendent for School Renewal 

 

Alonta Wright 
Executive Director of K-8 

 
 Coordinate PD for DSRs 

 Provide academic coaching to schools at 
all grade levels 

 
Staff 
1 FT Program Manager 
1 FT Intervention Specialist 
4 Principal Coaches 
2 Consultants 

 

K-8 School Renewal Program High School Renewal Intensive 

Deputy Superintendent 
(Vacant) 

 

Director of School Renewal 
Josh Good 

 
 Coordinate intensive support for 5 

Renewal High Schools 

Staff 
4 FT Coaches 

 

Director of School Renewal 
Michael Alcoff 

 
 Coordinate intensive support for 6 

Renewal High Schools 

Staff 
4 FT Coaches 

 

Cyndi Kerr 
Director of School Renewal 

 
 Coordinate intensive support for 5 

Renewal High Schools 

Staff 
4 FT Coaches 

Central Office of School Renewal 

Elif Gure-Perez 
Executive Director of School Renewal 

 

Vacant 
Director of Data & Analytics 

 Manage the coordination of “Renewal 
Rooms” 

 Monitor school performance data and 
liaise with appropriate offices 

 Data and analytics 

Staff 
1 FT Analyst 
4 Consultants for Analytic Support 

Vacant 
Director of Operations 

 
 Oversee Budget 

 Manage rapid deployment of services to 
Renewal Schools 

 MS/HS programming 

Staff 
1 FT Program Manager 
1 FT MS/HS Programmer 

 

Carina Garcia 
Director for Program Planning & Evaluation 

 
 Coordinate Field Based Communications 

 Manage calendar of events 

 Coordinate Directors of School Renewals 
workflow in conjunction w/Supts. 

Staff 
1 FT Program Manager 

Coordinates support for 
Other Renewal High 

Schools in conjunction with 
HS Superintendents & DSRs 

 Supervisory oversight of 16 high schools, 
including al OOT high schools 

 Coordinate training and support to all 
high schools in cohort 



 

 

Division of the Senior Deputy Chancellor 
Office of State/Federal Education Policy and School Improvement Programs 

Organization Chart – DRAFT – June 2015 
 

 

 

 

 

Total Headcount = 51 Senior Advisor/Sr. Executive Director for State/Federal Education Policy & 
School Improvement Programs  

Sharon Rencher 

Special Assistant/Special 
Projects Manager 

Aurora Brice 

State School Improvement & 
Innovation Fund Grant Program 

(SIG/SIF) (Headcount = 11) 
 

Executive Director 
Mary Doyle 

Senior Director, School Improvement 
(SIG/SIF) Grant Implementation 

Heather Berman 

SIG Grant Administrator 
Gil Cox 

SIG Grant Implementation Managers 
(SIM) (7 FTEs) 
Michael Adin 
Daniel Atkins 
Gary Eisenger 

Andrew Gallagher 
Joan Rintel Abreau 

Vacancy – Hiring in Process 
Vacancy – Hiring in Process 

Admin. Asst./Clerical Support 
Evelyn Sanchez 

Program Planning & Evaluation 
(Headcount = 11) 

 

NCLB/Title I Compliance & Support  

Director, NCLB/Title I Program 
Compliance 

Vacancy – Hiring in Process 

Director, Title I Parent Involvement 
 Caresse Deville-Hughes 

Fiscal Operations 

Senior Director of Financial Operations 
Melissa Torres 

Fiscal Director for School Improvement 
Grants 

Phylesia Steele – (1003g) 

Operations Manager 
Gil Palmer 

Admin. Asst./Clerical Support 
Angel Crespo 

 

 

Competitive Grants Planning & 

Development 

Senior Director 
Tiffany Woolfolk 

Director, Grants Forecasting & 
Development 

David Anderson 

Grant Writers (2 FTEs) 
Vacancy – Hiring in Process 

 

State/Federal Funded Programs & 
Fiscal Operations 
(Headcount = 10) 

School & District Comprehensive 
Educational Planning 

(Headcount = 14) 
 

 Executive Director 
Roseann Napolitano 

Director, District Comprehensive 
Educational Planning 

Gus Hatzidimitriou 

Director, School Comprehensive 
Educational Planning 

Roseann Harris 

School Improvement Liaisons (SDIL) 
(10 FTE) 

Louise Adelokiki-Dente 
Katrina Brave 

Michael Loughren 
William Manekas 
Kathleen Mulligan 
Theresa Picciano 
Henry Ramazzotti 

Tammy Sturm 
Matthew Zwillick 

Vacancy – Hiring in Process 

Computer Associate – iPlan Portal 
Sean Ruland 

Magnet Program 

Magnet Project Director (2 FTEs) 
Joseph Gallagher (Brooklyn) 

Todd Levitt (Queens) 

Magnet Recruiter 
Kathryn Venezie (Brooklyn) 

Magnet Project Planner/Curriculum 
Specialist 

Sharon Rosen (Queens) 

Magnet Project Planner/Curriculum 
Specialist 

Giuseppina Cohen (Brooklyn) 

Community Outreach and Technology 
Coordinator  

Reza Pootrakul (Brooklyn) 
 

Executive Director 
Hiring in Progress 

Senior Director, Program Evaluation 
& Progress Monitoring 

Andrea Ferguson 

Director, Project Management, 
Technology, & Communications 

Vacancy – Hiring in Process 

Director, Data Management & 
Analytics 

Franz Loza 

Data Analyst 
Vacancy – Hiring in Process 

Executive Operations Director 
Madelyn Vida 

Special Advisor for School, Family, & 
Community Engagement 

Olivia Ellis 

Executive Academic Officer 
Robert Klein 



External Partnerships for Leadership Programs: 
 

For Teacher Leadership 
● New Leaders Emerging Leaders Program (ELP), A year-long program for teachers who are looking to expand their 

leadership skill and put them into action by leading a team of teachers at their school. There were 20 teachers 
chosen across all five boroughs for the 2014-15 school year. 

 
For Aspiring Assistant Principals or Principals 

● Bank Street Principals Institute (PI), which prepares teachers and guidance counselors for leadership positions in 
NYCDOE schools with a strong focus on instructional leadership. The Bank Street Graduate School of Education's 
Principals Institute (PI) has graduated more than 30 cohorts of New York City leaders and has been cited by 
Stanford University researchers as an exemplary principal preparation program. PI has a strong focus on 
instructional leadership (including special education leadership) and includes an intensive advisory/internship 
component. Classes are scheduled in the evening and summers to allow participants to continue working. The 
program takes place over 18 months and leads to a master's degree in educational leadership, as well as New York 
State School Building Leader (SBL) certification. In 2014-15 there were three cohorts of Bank Street with 
approximately 50 participants. 

● Relay Graduate School of Education (GSE), which serves as an entry point for teacher leaders interested in pursuing 
a path to school leadership with a specific focus on honing strong instructional and cultural leadership skills that drive 
better outcomes for students. The Relay GSE Instructional School Leadership Program (ISLP) offers a unique 
opportunity for high-potential teacher leaders and aspiring leaders who seek a rigorous, practice-based path to 
develop their instructional and cultural leadership skills and explore school leadership as a potential career. Created 
in partnership with DOE Cluster IV and Teach For America (TFA) NY, Relay GSE’s two-year, job-embedded 
program is aligned with the New York City citywide instructional expectations and results in an eventual Master's in 
School Leadership and SBL program upon successful completion (pending NYSED approval). This rigorous program 
will emphasize practice and continuous improvement of the skills and mindsets needed to be an effective school 
leader. In 2014-15 there were 11 participants in the Relay GSE School Leadership Program. 

● Fordham University Accelerated Master’s Program in Educational Leadership (AMPEL) Prepares highly motivated 
individuals to become future visionary and instructional leaders, through an intensive but supportive one-year cohort 
model. For the 2014-15 school year there were 20 individuals in the Fordham AMPEL program. 

● New Leaders Aspiring Principals Program which develops and supports individuals with some leadership experience 
to successfully lead schools through teamwork, simulated school projects, and a year-long principal internship and a 
national education curriculum. New Leaders Aspiring Principals Program provides resident principals with a solid 
academic foundation and real-world experience vital to success in transforming our country's lowest performing 
schools. New Leaders aims to train tomorrow's principals to turn around underperforming schools and the lives of the 

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/teacherleadership/Emerging+Leaders+Program
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/teacherleadership/Emerging+Leaders+Program
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/schoolleadership/Bank+Street+Wallace+Fellows.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/schoolleadership/PILOT+RELAY.htm
http://www.fordham.edu/info/21014/masters_degrees/2916/educational_leadership_accelerated_masters
http://www.newleaders.org/what-we-do/aspiring-principals-program/


students who attend them. Graduates of the program are considered to be some of the most highly qualified principal 
candidates in our partner cities. For the 2014-15 school year there were 9 participants in the New Leaders program.  

● NYC Leadership Academy (NYCLA) Aspiring Principals Program (APP), which develops and supports individuals 
with some leadership experience to successfully lead low-performing schools through teamwork, simulated school 
projects, and a six-month principal internship. APP is a standards-based, 14-month leadership development program 
designed to prepare participants to lead instructional improvement efforts in New York City’s high-need public 
schools—those marked by high poverty and low student achievement. Through a rigorous application process, APP 
selects a diverse and talented group of educators (including former assistant principals, teachers, coaches and 
guidance counselors) deeply committed to closing the achievement gap. 

● NYC Leadership Academy (NYCLA) Leadership Advancement Program (LAP) LAP is an innovative leadership 
program with an intense focus on preparing teacher leaders to become school administrators. Successful completion 
of LAP, which includes completion of coursework and a part-time residency, earns candidates their School Building 
Leader (SBL) certification. Key program design elements include strengthening instructional prowess, deepening 
content knowledge, facilitating adult learning, managing teams, and a systematic approach to school improvement. 

 
For Current Assistant Principals 

● Executive Leadership Institute (ELI) Advanced Leadership Program for Assistant Principals (ALPAP) which prepares 
strong assistant principals with an opportunity to hone existing skills, and to acquire new skills needed for the 
position of principal. Advanced Leadership Program for Assistant Principals (ALPAP), sponsored by the Council of 
School Supervisors and Administrators (CSA) of the City of New York, is an innovative professional development 
program focused on the advanced leadership skills needed to serve as an effective principal. This program provides 
a venue for assistant principals who have effectively met the challenges of their administrative and supervisory roles 
and demonstrated a readiness to become principals, to explore the complex nature of decision-making and authentic 
leadership. 

 
For Current Principals 

● Executive Leadership Institute (ELI) School Based Intermediate Supervisors Institute (SBISI) is designed as a two-
year leadership seminar series (Series I and II) to build, expand and enhance fundamental school leadership skills 
and knowledge through a wide variety of "nuts and bolts" strategies, engagement in critical thinking scenarios, and 
exploration of educational leadership-related literature 

 
Internal Leadership  Programs: 

 
For Teacher Leadership 

● New Teacher Mentoring, The mentor's role is to promote the growth and development of new teachers to improve 
student learning by providing instructional coaching and non-evaluative feedback.The NYCDOE believes that one of 

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/schoolleadership/Aspiring+Principals+Program.htm
http://www.nycleadershipacademy.org/programs-and-services/aspiring-leaders-programs/leadership-advancement-program/index
http://www.csa-nyc.org/pages/38
http://www.csa-nyc.org/pages/37
http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/teacherleadership/NewTeacherMentoring.htm


the first leadership opportunities for teachers is to become a new teacher mentor; there are new teacher mentor 
certification courses held throughout the school. In 2014-15 there were approximately 6,000 new teacher mentors 
across the five boroughs. 

● Teacher Leadership Program (TLP) Strengthening content knowledge, coaching, and facilitative skills are the key 
elements of this program for teachers already serving in school-based leadership roles; TLP is an opportunity for 
teacher leaders to develop their facilitative and instructional leadership skills. It is designed to challenge and support 
teacher leaders across the city in developing the content knowledge and facilitative leadership skills needed to guide 
instructional improvements in schools.Upon completion of the program, teachers may choose to remain in teacher 
leadership roles within their schools or consider applying to a principal preparation program to further strengthen their 
leadership skills and prepare for roles as school leaders. For the 2014-15 school year there were 80 schools selected 
with 300 teacher leaders. 

● Peer Instructional Coach (USDOE TIF Grant and NYSED STLE Grant) support their colleagues through coaching 
and intervisitations to improve instruction and student learning aligned to the Danielson Framework for Teaching 

● Model Teacher (formerly Demonstration Teacher) (USDOE TIF Grant and NYSED STLE Grant) use their classrooms 
as a laboratory classroom to serve as a resource for colleagues' professional growth 

● Learning Partners Program (LPP) Model Teachers (MTs) take on added responsibilities in accordance with the UFT-
DOE contract to support the instructional practice of other teachers in their school through activities such as 
establishing their own class as a laboratory classroom, demonstrating lessons, exploring emerging instructional 
practices, tools or techniques, and reflecting on visits from colleagues. The NYCDOE supports MTs through on-
going professional development to ensure their success as leaders in their schools. For the 2014-15 school year 
there were over 100 LPP Model Teachers across all five boroughs. 

 
For Aspiring Assistant Principals or Principals 

● Leaders in Education Apprenticeship Program, which prepares teachers, guidance counselors, and assistant 
principals to take on school leadership positions within the NYCDOE. The Leaders in Education Apprenticeship 
Program (LEAP) is a 12-month, school-based, on-the-job principal preparation and leadership development program 
run by the New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE).  The program focuses on further developing 
individuals who have a past of demonstrated leadership capacity and transforming them into the future leaders and 
school administrators for New York City public schools. LEAP is a unique model that develops school leaders within 
their current school environment and creates opportunities to harness existing relationships including those with 
current principals to promote leadership growth. LEAP utilizes multiple learning experiences in addition it provides 
apprentices with on-the-ground support and access to a trained and experienced LEAP Faculty Member to enhance 
the personalization of their leadership development.  The LEAP model is aligned with the NYCDOE's instructional 
initiatives and priorities, and it is grounded in research and NYCDOE Quality Review (QR) leadership-based 
competencies. For the 2014-15 school year there were 89 LEAP apprentices represented across all five boroughs. 
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For Current Assistant Principals 
● Assistant Principal Institute, The Assistant Principal Institute (API) is a year-long program designed to prepare strong 

assistant principals for principal positions in one to three years. API is structured to support participants in the 
exploration of specific instructional questions and issues of interest. Through an inquiry model grounded in school-
based study, API participants hone skills of low-inference observation and feedback, generative professional dialogue, 
collaborative problem-solving, and decision-making. This work supports assistant principals shift the lens through 
which they view schools, moving from the perspective they have in their current roles as APs, to thinking, seeing, and 
planning as a building principal would. In addition, participants will have the opportunity to refine a full range of 
leadership skills, with a strong focus on instructional and facilitative leadership. With the understanding that our 
assistant principals assume many roles, all of which are critical to ensuring strong outcomes for all of our students, 
API seeks to enhance our participants’ growth and development in current positions as well as their preparation for the 
role of building principal. There are 60 participants in the API cohort for 2014-15. 

● Learning Partners Program for Assistant Principals (LPPAP), is designed to build upon the leadership capacity of 
strong assistant principals working in Learning Partner Program and Showcase Schools, in order to prepare them for 
a principal role in 1-3 years, either as part of a succession plan for their current school or for schools identified by the 
Chancellor or other Senior Leadership.  

● New School Proposal Process, which supports new school principals in fully realizing the vision of opening a new 
school. There were 12 school leaders chosen for the New School process for 2014-15. 

 
For Current Principals 

● Advanced Leadership Institute (ALI) The New York City Department of Education's (DOE) Advanced Leadership 
Institute (ALI), in partnership with Baruch College, is a one-year leadership development program for high-performing 
principals, network, cluster, or central leaders. Taught by current DOE leaders, ALI combines theory with clinically-rich 
learning experiences to develop the knowledge, skills, and aptitudes necessary to effectively lead at the systems-level. 
Participants accepted into ALI will be eligible for a 60% reduction of SDL tuition fees through Baruch College. Those 
who meet and demonstrate success will receive a certificate of completion from the DOE and be considered for New 
York State (NYS) School District Leader (SDL) certification. Candidates who already hold School District Leader (SDL) 
certification are also eligible to apply. For the 2014-15 school year there were 22 participants in ALI. 

● Chancellor's Fellowship The Chancellor's Fellowship is a leadership development opportunity for top talent at the 
New York City Department of Education (NYCDOE). The program is designed for exemplary principals and central 
leaders who are committed to public education and have a proven record of success. The Fellowship provides 
tangible tools and non-monetary rewards to our 'best and brightest' including professional development; executive 
coaching, career guidance and a network of peers and alumni.The Chancellor's Fellowship is a highly selective 
program for up to twelve participants. Chancellor's Fellows will be trained and provided opportunities in six 
competency categories that collectively define what it takes to be an effective system-level leader. Each Chancellor's 
Fellow will also receive a 360-degree review and five hours of executive coaching. 
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Recruitment for Pipeline Programs and Positions 

● Common Application for Principal Preparation Programs 
● Alumni Dinner Series, piloted school year 2014-15, , a series designed for sitting assistant principals who are graduates of 

Leadership Pathway Programs. These distinctive dinners are intended to provide assistant principals interested in moving to 
the next stop along the Principal Pipeline who will be pursuing principalships for the coming school year, with a unique 
learning experience and intimate exposure to key NYCDOE leadership. The Assistant Principal Alumni Dinner Series 
included presentations by Chancellor Carmen Fariña, Deputy Chancellors Phil Weinberg and Corinne Rello-Anselmi, and 
Senior Superintendent Laura Feijoo.  

● Leadership Pathways System (LPS) is designed to support the NYCDOE’s commitment to creating and sustaining a robust 
leadership pathway for all instructional staff. LPS facilitates the recruitment, development and placement of high-quality 
leaders who drive school improvement and student achievement.  
 
NYCDOE staff are able to log in via any computer to access LPS for multiple reasons: 

Pedagogical Staff (principals, APs, and teachers): 
1. View Profile: the profile includes HR related data like years of experience, current and past titles, job 

locations, certifications, contact information, and participation in a NYCDOE leadership program; 
2. Update Profile: profile users can add comments to their profile, upload cover letters and resumes, edit their 

contact information, and select their leadership interests whether it be for a new position or interest in a 
leadership program. 

  
Hiring Managers (superintendents, senior NYCDOE leaders): 

1. Search Profile: search for candidates based on years of experience, background, certification, candidate 
interests, affiliation with a NYCDOE leadership program, district, name, or school experience; 

2. Save Profiles and Make Notes: hiring managers can utilize LPS to save individual profiles they would like to 
remember or save notes on particular candidates they want to remember and revisit in the future. 

3. Search Schools: hiring managers can also search and view school level profiles to learn more about the 
schools in their district. Information on school profiles include school demographics, school improvement 
results, historical data on leadership changes, and school survey results. 

 
Central Staff: 

1. Reporting: Central staff is able to utilize the entire hiring manager and pedagogical staff features in addition to 
mass reporting functionality. Reports are helpful in tracking leadership development graduates, identifying 
lists of eligible candidates for principal roles, and identifying pedagogical staff that are eligible and ready for 
leadership development programs. 

 

http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/workinginNYCschools/leadershippathways/Opportunities/Common+Application.htm
http://intranet.nycboe.net/HR/leadership_pathways/default.htm


● Principal Candidate Pool, developed and implemented the Principal Candidate Pool to positively impact student achievement 
by ensuring that strong leaders are considered for principal roles. The Principal Candidate Pool is one of the first steps 
before a candidate is eligible to apply for a principalship in New York City, as outlined in Chancellors Regulation 30. The 
NYCDOE has been utilizing the centralized selective hiring process named, the Principal Candidate Pool, since 2008. In 
2013, the process was overhauled to be aligned explicitly to the Quality Review Rubric – in addition to providing professional 
development to potential new school leaders. This process remains to be full scale in NYC and engrained in the culture of 
the NYCDOE. Prior to being eligible to apply for principal positions, all candidates must go through the principal candidate 
pool – or be historical principal candidate pool members. In addition to applying for the Principal Candidate Pool via the 
website, candidates in all of the NYCDOE pre-service training programs undergo the Principal Candidate Pool process by 
virtue of their training program – so that at the completion of their pre-service training they are eligible to apply for school 
leader positions. 

● Beginning December 9, 2013, the NYCDOE launched an enhanced version of the Principal Candidate Pool process in order 
to meet the following objectives: 

1. Align the screening process to clear, high standards that are consistent with the expectations to which principals will 
be held accountable under 3012c 

2. Offer participants an opportunity to receive high quality professional development about the NYCDOE’s expectations 
of principals 
Three professional developments and three on-demand performance assessments focused around the three 
categories of the Quality Review rubric (QR):  

I. Instructional Core across Classrooms 
 Curriculum (1.1) 
 Pedagogy (1.2) 
 Assessment (2.2) 

II. School Culture 
 Positive learning environment (1.4)  
 High expectations (3.4) 

III. Structures for Improvement 
 Leveraging resources (1.3) 
 Teacher support and supervision (4.1) 
 Goals and action plans (3.1) 
 Teacher teams and leadership development (4.2) 
 Monitoring and revising systems (5.1) 

3. Provide hiring managers with multi-dimensional information to help enhance strategic placement hiring decisions 
related to principals 

 

● New Principal Onboarding and Support, including New Principal Intensive 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/DHR/CareerOpportunities/Principal%20Candidate%20Pool
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The DOE has historically provided every first-year principal in the system with 72 hours of one-on-one coaching to 
support their successful transition into the role.  In the past, this coaching was provided through an external contract; 
the contracted organization has as a team of coaches who are mostly retired DOE principals and superintendents. 
The Office of Leadership (OOL) launched a New Principal Support Pilot in September 2014 that currently supports 
35 first-year principals.  The new principals in our pilot receive a robust set of supports that are aligned to current 
DOE expectations, coordinated with their superintendents, and delivered by coaches with first-hand knowledge of 
the current challenges that DOE principals face.  Each new principal receives the following: 

1. One-on-One Coaching – OOL has hired three full-time coaches, all of whom served as a successful DOE 
principal within the last three years.  Each coach works with 10-12 first-year principals, providing each one 
with at least 80 hours of individualized support.  The coaching is grounded in the QR Rubric and the 
Framework for Great Schools, and is thus closely aligned to the DOE’s current expectations for principals.  In 
addition, our coaches work closely with their mentees’ superintendents; they met with each new principal and 
his/her superintendent at the beginning of the year to discuss goals and expectations, and they provide them 
with quarterly updates about the content of their work together and next steps.  

2. Critical Friends Groups – In addition to individualized coaching, every first-year principal in our pilot has the 
opportunity to participate in a Critical Friends Group (CFG) with a small group of new principals whose 
schools are in close geographic proximity.  Each CFG meets about eight times per year and is led by a strong 
sitting principal whose school is close by.  The CFGs give new principals an opportunity to connect with and 
feel supported by one another; our hope is that these relationships will endure far beyond the principals’ first 
year. 

3. Conferences – All of our new principals, coaches, and CFG leaders are invited to two full-day conferences 
each year.  These conferences provide further opportunities to connect, as well as valuable professional 
learning designed to meet the identified needs of new principals. 

4. Online Resources – We are working with DIIT to launch an online platform, housed on Weteachnyc.org that 
connects new principals to one another and to valuable central resources. 

 
Recruitment of High-Quality Personnel: 

● The 2014 teachers’ contract has established an unprecedented career ladder for excellent teachers to support their 
colleagues’ and student’ learning through the introduction of Teacher Leader Roles.   Roles include Model Teachers, Master 
Teachers, and Teacher Incentive Fund (TIF) Teacher Leaders.  During the 2014-15 school year, over 800 teacher leaders 
have been placed in nearly 350 schools, including over 100 Model Teacher positions.  In addition to their duties as teachers, 
Model Teachers take on added responsibilities to support the instructional practice of other teachers in their school through 
activities such as establishing their own class as a laboratory classroom, demonstrating lessons, exploring emerging 
instructional practices, tools or techniques, and reflecting on visits from colleagues. The NYCDOE supports Model Teachers 
through on-going professional development to ensure their success as leaders in their schools. Master Teachers work 
closely with school leadership to define their role which could include, among other duties, supporting the development of 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherLeaderRoles.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Teachers/TeacherDevelopment/TeacherLeaderRoles.htm


peers by facilitating instructional support activities, leading study groups, and facilitating coaching conversations with 
educators.  TIF Teacher Leaders include Peer Instructional Collaborators, who support their colleagues through coaching 
and intervisitations to improve instruction and student learning aligned to the Danielson Framework for Teaching.  Also, 
Demonstration Teachers use their classrooms as a laboratory classroom to serve as a resource for colleagues’ professional 
growth. Lastly, the Interschool Teacher Development Coaches  partner with teachers and school leaders to deepen their 
knowledge of Advance, assessment of student progress, and the Framework for Teaching to help them reflect and grow as 
they meet their students' needs; they  support teacher teams across multiple schools in engaging in differentiated cycles of 
professional learning. 
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School:  14K322 Foundations Academy 

 

Attachment Z 

 

Enrollment 

 

In Foundations Academy, students with disabilities comprise 31% of the school’s population, 13 percentage 

points higher than the percent of high school students with disabilities in the borough, but 4 percentage points 

less than its population in 2013-14.  English Language Learners comprise 6% of the school’s population, 5 

percentage points less than the percent of high school English Language Learners in the borough.  On average, 

72% of incoming students scored a level 1 on the 2014 8th grade ELA/math exams, 25 percentage points higher 

than the average high school in the borough. 

 

Leadership 

 

Neil Monheit is a strong leader, skilled in leading positive changes in troubled schools.  Neil started his career 

fresh out of high school teaching Advanced Placement computer science while still enrolled in college.  A 

business opportunity to start a special events production company and raising a family of five delayed Neil's 

pursuit of a career in education.  After his wife suffered a disabling injury in childbirth, Neil and his wife were 

determined to open a day care center and Neil returned to his passion for teaching.  Seeking to find his niche, Neil 

pursued opportunities at all levels, from early childhood interventionist, SEIT, early childhood classroom teacher, 

Early childhood administrator, middle school teacher, educational consultant, high school assistant principal of 

special education and academy leader, and graduate school adjunct professor of special education and educational 

leadership for both Mercy and Daemen Colleges.  Neil has served on the board of the NYC chapter of the National 

Association for the Education of Young Children and is currently pursuing a Doctorate in Educational Leadership, 

studying measurement and reporting in teacher effectiveness, while serving as principal of Foundations Academy. 

 

Neil pursued his MS in Education and Special Education at Touro College.  He earned his certificate in school 

building leadership from the College of St. Rose and is pursuing his doctorate in Educational Leadership at 

Concordia University. Neil has earned a certificate in Day School Leadership from the Lookstein Center at Bar-

Ilan University in Ramat Gan, Israel and recently completed a week of study on Turn-Around practices at the 

Harvard University Principals’Institute. Neil completed his internship at Norman Thomas High School and was 

subsequently hired as AP of Special Education and quickly assumed other responsibilities including Academy 

Leader, Data Specialist and Supervisor of Attendance. 

 

In his one year at Foundations Academy, Neil facilitated the start of a successful renewal of Foundations 

Academy.  Attendance has improved by 2.4 percentage points.  Families have become more involved in the school 

with two new full-time family volunteers and a 1000% (one thousand percent) increase at school events including 

parent teacher conferences and parent participation at a newly introduced 'Passport to College' ritual that Neil 

developed for the school (see attachment XXX).  The Passport Ceremony has since been adopted by several 

schools city-wide.   

 

When Neil assumed leadership of Foundations in May 2014, the June cohort graduation rate was 12% with three 

graduates from a cohort of twenty five.  This year Foundations realized a 400% (four hundred %) gain in the 

number of graduates leading to a cohort graduation rate of 32.4%. 

 

Partnership 

 

The school will partner with Grand Street Settlement.  This organization will provide the following services: 

 After school and school day services onsite and offsite 

 Extended learning time and summer programs 



 Academic support rooted in evidence-based, proven effective methodologies that are critical to closing 

the achievement  and opportunity gap faced by many children of economically disadvantaged families 

 Support the social, emotional, physical and academic needs of the students. Specific students will gain 

access to programming based on a variety of criteria including: 

 Self-referral 

 Parental referral 

 Teacher referral by consensus when engaging with student-at-a-glance protocols 

 Review of students referrals for inappropriate behaviors 

 Demonstration of aggressive behaviors  

 Repeated reports of cutting 



New York State Education Department: 

Local Education Agency (LEA) 1003(g) School Improvement Grant Application

Under 1003(g) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
14K050: JHS 50 John D. Wells

Categories Code School Central Categories Code School Central Categories Code School Central
Professional Salaries 15 Professional Salaries 15  $               132,905.00  $                  31,425.00 Professional Salaries 15  $               202,983.00  $                  31,425.00 

Support Staff Salaries 16 Support Staff Salaries 16  $                                -    $                                -   Support Staff Salaries 16  $                                -    $                                -   

Purchased Services 40 Purchased Services 40  $               269,400.00  $                                -   Purchased Services 40  $               184,922.00  $                                -   

Supplies and Materials 45 Supplies and Materials 45  $                  21,745.00  $                                -   Supplies and Materials 45  $                    1,006.00  $                                -   

Travel Expenses 46 Travel Expenses 46  $                                -    $                                -   Travel Expenses 46  $                                -    $                                -   

Employee Benefits 80 Employee Benefits 80  $                  25,949.64  $                  18,562.75 Employee Benefits 80  $                  61,088.16  $                  18,562.75 

Indirect Cost (IC) 90 Indirect Cost (IC) 90  $                                -    $                                -   Indirect Cost (IC) 90  $                                -    $                                -   

BOCES Service 49 BOCES Service 49  $                                -    $                                -   BOCES Service 49  $                                -    $                                -   

Minor Remodeling 30 Minor Remodeling 30  $                                -    $                                -   Minor Remodeling 30  $                                -    $                                -   

Equipment 20 Equipment 20  $                                -    $                                -   Equipment 20  $                                -    $                                -   

 $                                -    $                                -    $                     450,000  $                       49,988  $                     449,999  $                       49,988 

Categories Code School Central Categories Code School Central Categories Code School Central
Professional Salaries 15  $               219,063.00  $                  31,425.00 Professional Salaries 15  $               108,364.00  $                  15,714.00 Professional Salaries 15  $               108,364.00  $                  15,714.00 

Support Staff Salaries 16  $                                -    $                                -   Support Staff Salaries 16  $                                -    $                                -   Support Staff Salaries 16  $                                -    $                                -   

Purchased Services 40  $               161,922.00  $                                -   Purchased Services 40  $                  84,028.00  $                                -   Purchased Services 40  $                  84,028.00  $                                -   

Supplies and Materials 45  $                    2,404.00  $                                -   Supplies and Materials 45  $                       878.00  $                                -   Supplies and Materials 45  $                       878.00  $                                -   

Travel Expenses 46  $                                -    $                                -   Travel Expenses 46  $                                -    $                                -   Travel Expenses 46  $                                -    $                                -   

Employee Benefits 80  $                  66,611.40  $                  18,562.75 Employee Benefits 80  $                  31,730.41  $                    9,282.26 Employee Benefits 80  $                  31,730.41  $                    9,282.26 

Indirect Cost (IC) 90  $                                -    $                                -   Indirect Cost (IC) 90  $                                -    $                                -   Indirect Cost (IC) 90  $                                -    $                                -   

BOCES Service 49  $                                -    $                                -   BOCES Service 49  $                                -    $                                -   BOCES Service 49  $                                -    $                                -   

Minor Remodeling 30  $                                -    $                                -   Minor Remodeling 30  $                                -    $                                -   Minor Remodeling 30  $                                -    $                                -   

Equipment 20  $                                -    $                                -   Equipment 20  $                                -    $                                -   Equipment 20  $                                -    $                                -   

 $                     450,000  $                       49,988  $                     225,000  $                       24,996  $                     225,000  $                       24,996 

Categories Code School Central Total
Professional Salaries 15  $                     771,679  $                     125,703  $                                         897,382  

Support Staff Salaries 16  $                                -    $                                -    $                                                    -   

Purchased Services 40  $                     784,300  $                                -    $                                         784,300 

Supplies and Materials 45  $                       26,911  $                                -    $                                           26,911 

Travel Expenses 46  $                                -    $                                -    $                                                    -   

Employee Benefits 80  $                     217,110  $                       74,253  $                                         291,363 

Indirect Cost (IC) 90  $                                -    $                                -    $                                                    -   

BOCES Service 49  $                                -    $                                -    $                                                    -   

Minor Remodeling 30  $                                -    $                                -    $                                                    -   

Equipment 20  $                                -    $                                -    $                                                    -   

 $                 1,800,000  $                     199,956  $                                     1,999,956 

Year 1 Implementation Period
Year 1 (2015-2016)

Total

Total

Year 4 (2018-2019)

Total

Attachment D -  Budget Summary Chart

Agency Code

Agency Name

3.314E+11

Total Project Period

Year 2 Implementation Period

NYCDOE - 14K050: JHS 50 John D. Wells (Cohort 6)

Total

Year 3 Implementation Period
Year 3 (2017-2018)

Total Project Budget

Total Total

Grand Total

Year 2 (2016-2017)

Year 5 Implementation Period
Year 5 (2019-2020)

Year 4 Implementation Period

Pre-implementation Period

Grand Total  $                                                                          -   Grand Total  $                                                         499,987.38  $                                                         499,986.90 

Grand Total  $                                                         499,988.14 Grand Total  $                                                         249,996.67 Grand Total  $                                                         249,996.67 



Partner Services to Support School Design  Rational for Selection 

Grand 

Street 

Settlement 

(Non-SIG 

funded) 

Grand Street Settlement will act as our CBO, 

funded through the NYC DOE Renewal 

process.  After the administration of 

community and school wide surveys to learn 

about needs and strengths of our community, 

GSS will  provide or leverage services 

including: 

1. Art Therapy Outreach Center: Art 

therapy provides an alternative, non-

verbal way for people who have 

experienced trauma to explore and 

express feelings of loss, anger, fear, 

isolation and confusion. Art therapy 

groups offer creative environments where 

people can form supportive connections, 

manage stress and gain an overall sense 

of well-being. In a non-threatening 

therapeutic environment, the universal 

language of the visual arts can encourage 

emotional resilience, behavioral change 

and a new capacity for self-reflection and 

growth. 

 

2.  The Sylvia Center: The Sylvia Center’s 

cooking programs in New York City give 

school-age children and teens the 

opportunity to take an active role in their 

daily diet and to begin eating 

conscientiously. We invite them to try 

new vegetables, come to trust unfamiliar 

foods, and learn to prepare simple, 

delicious, affordable meals. During our 

six-week cycles, students learn basic 

cooking techniques (chopping, grating, 

whisking, kneading, rolling) as well as 

skills essential for any good cook: kitchen 

safety, flavor profiles and creative 

combining, planning and strategizing, and 

teamwork. 

 

3. The Intel Computer Clubhouse: This 

program is an after-school, community-

based learning program that enables 

youth in underserved areas to access 

As we transition to a 

Community School, our needs 

assessment surfaced a very real 

need to better engage with our 

families and the community as a 

whole to ensure 

communications improved, 

access to services was more 

readily available, and that 

families were not only appraised 

of students’ progress but could 

take advantage of academic 

supports themselves. 

 

Several CBO providers were 

approved by the DOE through 

an RFP process and, as a school 

community, we were asked to 

make our selection through an 

interview process. Through this 

process, and as a result of their 

responses, our school 

community felt that Grand 

Street Settlement was the most 

appropriate CBO because they 

demonstrated effectiveness in 

improving attendance at other 

NYCDOE schools they work 

with.  They have a history of 

success providing counseling 

and guidance processes 

including advisory and they are 

also delivering services into the 

housing project across the street 

from our school, where many of 

our students live.  

 

Grand Street Settlement has 

collaborated with NYC’s 

DOE/Title I schools for over 40 

years. They believe in an on-

site, collaborative approach –

working closely with school 

administrators, staff, and 

teachers for the benefit of 



cutting-edge technology and become self-

confident, motivated learners and leaders. 

The network is based on a learning model 

created by the Boston Museum of Science 

in collaboration with MIT Media Labs. 

Intel joined as the lead sponsor in 2000 

and has invested more than $35.0 million 

in ICCN. The network has over 100 

clubhouses in 20 countries, which provide 

over 25,000 youth access to technology. 

 

4. Police Athletic League: The PAL 

partnership will provide prevention 

services to students in need of positive 

recreational outlets like sports and healthy 

lifestyle activities. 

 

5. One To World: One To World brings 

future leaders from around the world 

together with youth - one to one - to share 

similarities and help participants 

appreciate differences to build cultural 

understanding across the globe. Most of 

the "global guides" facilitate hands on, 

experiential learning opportunities to 

participants under the theme of water 

across the world. Participants learn about 

the disadvantages in water filtration, 

shortages, and also about the culture and 

climate of different countries. 

 

6. Free Arts NYC: The Free Arts Day 

Program provides “pop-up” arts festivals 

sponsored by a corporation, group, or 

individual. Kids pair 1-on-1 with 

volunteer buddies for a day of art making. 

Each event offers youth, ages 6-13, the 

opportunity to explore a variety of art 

materials with the support of an adult. 

Events include lunch or a snack and 

culminate in an interactive live musical, 

dance or theater performance. 

 

7. Step-in-Schools, Inc.: Step-in-Schools, 

Inc. pairs programs with a step instructor 

who teaches participants the art of step, 

students and families. Grand 

Street Settlement will work in 

the community to build new 

resources for the school, and 

can leverage a wealth of 

existing social services 

programs in Manhattan and 

Brooklyn. Grand Street 

Settlement has strong 

partnerships, and developed 

linkage system to ensure that 

students and their families 

receive the services needed.  As 

a Settlement House, Grand 

Street Settlement offers a wide 

array of services which are 

available at no cost. This 

includes referrals to our Single 

Stop program: multifaceted case 

management support to resolve 

issues such as landlord/tenant 

conflicts, domestic disputes, 

poverty pertaining to 

housing/food/childcare, and 

connection to taxes and securing 

benefits. 

 

With over a decade of 

successful collaborative 

relationships with SLTs, Grand 

Street Settlement understands 

goal setting and annual 

planning, and can translate these 

into objectives to ensure 

students receive support for 

socio-emotional development, 

academic success with on-time 

promotion.  

 



but also incorporates life skills into the 

lessons. Participants in the program are 

also exposed to higher learning 

opportunities like college trips and goal 

setting sessions.  

 

8. Gentlemen of Quality @ NYU: The 

Gentlemen of Quality @ NYU is an all-

male weekly two-hour group mentor-ship 

for both high school and middle school 

students. Male college students from 

NYU travel to our program to provide 

workshops to our participants on topics 

like healthy relationships, financial 

literacy, and life skills. 

 

9. Aperture Foundation : Aperture’s 

curriculum for middle school and high 

school students, “Visual Literacy 

Through Photography,” offers a hands-on, 

in-depth exploration of storytelling and 

visual literacy through digital 

photography and photobook creation. 

Aperture’s teaching artists and education 

staff present twenty-one, ninety-minute 

classes, throughout the school year. Each 

program culminates in an exhibition of 

student projects at the Aperture Bookstore 

and Gallery in Chelsea 

 

10. New York Cares: Volunteers from 

different corporate companies create an 

Activity day where their employees 

interact with the children on different 

lessons such as, STEAM, Nutrition, 

Health and Wellness and any other 

activities that you are able to think of.  

 

11. Cornell Extension:  Cornell Cooperative 

Extension puts knowledge to work in 

pursuit of economic vitality, ecological 

sustainability and social well-being. We 

bring local experience and research based 

solutions together, helping New York 

State families and communities thrive in 

our rapidly changing world. They provide 



4-H club like atmosphere to the children 

in our program. 

 

12. CookShop NYC: CookShop, the core 

nutrition education program of the Food 

Bank for New York City, gives low-

income children, adults, and teens the 

knowledge and tools to adopt and enjoy a 

healthy diet and active lifestyle on a 

limited budget. With hands-on workshops 

reaching over 40,000 New Yorkers across 

all five boroughs, CookShop teaches 

nutrition and physical activity 

information, as well as cooking skills, 

fostering enthusiasm for fresh, affordable 

fruits, vegetables and other whole foods. 

 

13. PowerPlay NYC: PowerPlay advances 

the lives of girls from undeserved 

communities and helps them gain self-

confidence and life skills for successful 

adulthood. The organization creates 

opportunities for girls by partnering with 

schools and CBOs in all five boroughs of 

New York City to conduct after-school 

and summer programs that emphasize 

sports, education and wellness. Power 

Play’s programs develop girls as leaders, 

advance girls' health and create safe 

spaces where girls play hard, have fun 

and form relationships with caring female 

mentors. 90% of girls in our after-school 

programs increase their physical activity 

and become more attached to school; over 

90% of young women in our high school 

programs attend college 

www.powerplaynyc.org. 

 

14. NUEVA ESPERANZA: HIV/AIDS 

outreach for the bushwick community, 

they primarily target adults but they do 

youth workshops which we've attended 

that are separated by gender. If families or 

participants ever need information or 

outreach for HIV/AIDS information we 

can refer them here. 

http://www.powerplaynyc.org/


 

15. CABS- Community Health Network/ 

Brooklyn: Provides adult and adolescent 

reproductive and sexual health services 

for free or low cost. Also provides general 

health services as well as informative 

services, workshops etc. 

 

16. HEAT- Health and Education 

Alternatives for Teens: Provides sexual 

and reproductive health services for 

youth. Targeting at risk youth and also 

providing services and education for 

LGBTQ youth. HEAT provides 

workshops and informative sessions as 

well as referrals. 

 



14K322 Attachment L: Core Competencies of Instructional Staff (Section E) 

All members of the Foundations Academy faculty are expected to exhibit, develop, and nurture the core competencies of professionalism and reflective practice. In addition, 

however, there are specific competencies expected of each functional role, as described below (not an exhaustive list but a means to begin considering competencies necessary to 

work in our school:.  

P
ri

n
ci

p
al

 

Core Competencies Required Measures of Evaluating Success/Impact 
 Strategic leadership 

 Ability to develop trust amongst those they supervise 

 Ability to develop and nurture trust amongst students and families 

 Ability to manage difficult situations and conversations 

 Ability to effectively provide feedback with the intent of improving instruction\ 

 Ability to manage multiple projects 

 Ability to designate 
 

 Principal Performance Review 
o 60% MOLP (Measures of Leadership Practice Local 
o 20% Local MOSL (Measures of Student Learning) 
o 20% State MOSL 

 SIM Visits 

 DSR Visits 

 NYC DOE Quality Review 

 Superintendent/PLF Visits 

 

 A
ss

is
ta

n
t 

P
ri

n
ci

p
al

 Core Competencies Required Measures of Evaluating Success/Impact 
 Strategic leadership 

 Ability to develop trust amongst those they supervise 

 Ability to take initiative 

 Ability to lead projects 
 

 Student Performance 

 Principal Observations 

 SIM Visits 

 DSR Visits 

 NYC DOE Quality Review 

 Superintendent/PLF Visits 

 

M
as

te
r 

Te
ac

h
er

 

Core Competencies Required Measures of Evaluating Success/Impact 
 Highly Effective ratings in planning, pedagogy, and assessment 

 Ability to coach/mentor staff 

 Planning and preparation aligned to: 3B, 3D, 1A, 1F  

 Ability to have difficult conversations with adults/peers 

 Ability to develop and nurture trust amongst colleagues 

 Ability to take initiative 
 

 Student Performance 

 Principal and AP observations 

 Central DOE school visits 

 SIM Visits 

 DSR Visits 

 NYC DOE Quality Review 

 Superintendent/PLF Visits 
 

Te
ac

h
er

s 

Core Competencies Required Measures of Evaluating Success/Impact 
 Ability to effectively plan  

 Ability to effectively align curriculum and instruction 

 Ability to effectively engage students in a variety of tasks 

 Ability to develop and nurture trust amongst students and families 
 

 Student performance 

 Student work 

 Principal and AP observations 

 SIM Visits 

 DSR Visits 

 NYC DOE Quality Review 

 Superintendent/PLF Visits 



 

 



https://greenpointnews.com/2015/04/01/a-year-in-a-new-principal-is-building-the-foundation-for-success/ 

 

 

Foundations Academy Passports to Graduation ceremony. Principal Neil Monheit is third 

from right in top row. 

A YEAR IN, A NEW PRINCIPAL IS 

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR 

SUCCESS 
APRIL 1, 2015 BY JEFF MANN 

  

Using creativity and a positive attitude, a local Principal is improving results at one of the 

community’s more troublesome schools. Last Thursday, community members joined school 

staff and students for a firsthand look at one of the new programs helping to turn around the 

school. 

https://greenpointnews.com/2015/04/01/a-year-in-a-new-principal-is-building-the-foundation-for-success/


Now in its second year, The Foundations Academy Passport to Graduation ceremony is a 

celebration of student achievement. Students at the small District 14 school receive 

“Passports” that get stamped by Principal Neil Monheit as each successfully completes a 

course of study. Early results from the implementation of the program show the students 

becoming competitive with each other, as well as themselves, as they strive to fill all the 

pages of their passports, graduate and advance towards college. 

Since taking over in mid-2014, Monheit has overseen a renewal that boasts a 12% 

improvement in register over projections and a greater than 3% improvement in average 

daily attendance. The Principal credits the improvement to his staff, who worked with parents 

and students to develop an understanding of what the school’s ideal graduate should to be 

able to do, say and demonstrate. 

“We know students coming into our community as young adults may not always make the 

best decisions,” Monheit said. “We also understand that direct confrontation may lead to a 

negative interaction between staff and students. As caregiving adults we are shaping student 

behaviors. We share our expectations for student behavior and we know that student 

behaviors and decisions improve over time.” 

Monheit’s other strategy for success involves family engagement. In addition to the Passport 

program, the school has launched an “Angel Program,” to help inform families on student 

progress and offer support. Almost immediately, the angel program resulted in significant 

improvements in the number of parents attending parent teacher conferences. 

This year, Foundation students began to participate in several new programs, 

including FAST team – a cross grade-level team of students assisting in clearing the 

hallways, a before school dance program, PSAL Men’s Badminton, PSALWomen’s 

Basketball, PSAL Men’s Basketball and Art & Chess Clubs. 

 



   
 

   
 

 

January 28, 2015 

Dear Colleagues, 

Participation in peer learning walks is an opportunity for colleagues to share best practices and see best-

practices in action.  Your professionalism will support our process.  I anticipate that you will work 

collegially reviewing the classroom performance you see while reflecting on your own practices.  You 

will be asked to submit your findings and reflections within a week after visiting a classroom.  This 

process is non-evaluative and findings from your learning walks will not be used for rating processes.     

At times, administrators may come into the classrooms for informal observation overlapping your visits.  

The teacher leading instruction will be the subject of the administrators visit, not the visiting teachers. 

Expectations: 

 Teachers will pair up to visit a third colleagues classroom 

 All three teachers will meet together in advance of the classroom visit to discuss  and plan the 

focus of the visit 

 All three teachers will meet together to reflect on the lesson 

 Each teacher will submit their own reflections on the learning walk process within one week of 

each visit 

 Teams are expected to change members monthly unless there is an articulated reason approved 

by the principal allowing a team to remain together. 

Peer learning walk planning 

Team Members    1. _____________________2._____________________3._____________________ 

Teacher being visited _____________________ 

Date of planning conference _____________________ 

Date of visit_____________________ 

 Beginning time_________________   End Time_________________     

   
 

 

 

 

 

      

Foundations Academy 
70 Tompkins Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 11206 
Telephone: (718) 302-5092 
Neil Monheit, Principal   



   
 

Foundations Academy 70 Tompkins Avenue    Brooklyn, New York 11206 

Neil Monheit, Principal 

Pre-learning walk planner 

Date _____________________  

Visiting Teacher _____________________Teacher being visited _____________________ 

Using the lesson planning graphic organizer and the Danielson rubric as a guide, what do you want to 

learn about? 

 Use of the aim to frame the lesson and the do now/motivation? 

 Checks for understanding? 

 The Mini Lesson? 

 The classroom environment, setup and management techniques? 

 Implementation of the student-directed learning task? 

 Grouping strategies? 

 Use of sentence stems 

 Questioning techniques? 

 Use of in the moment assessment and methods of recording student progress to inform future 

instructional decisions? 

 Implementation of modifications to support universal design for learning? 

 Implementation of strategies to empower students to self-assess? 

 

For the presenting teacher: 

Why did you choose to be reviewed on this measure?_________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

For the visiting teacher: 

Why did you choose to review this measure?________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



   
 

Foundations Academy 70 Tompkins Avenue    Brooklyn, New York 11206 

Neil Monheit, Principal 

Post-learning walk guiding questions 

Date _____________________  

Visiting Teacher _____________________Teacher being visited _____________________ 

 

What was your focus on entering the classroom? 

What evidence of your focus did you see when visiting the classroom? 

Where can you find it in the Danielson rubric? 

What went well? 

 

Are there alternative approaches or strategies / activities that may have enhanced this lesson? 

 

Were all classroom activities congruent with the presenting teacher’s stated objective? 

 

What challenges did you experience? 

 

For the presenting teacher: 

How did discussing the lesson in advance change your lesson? 

 

What insights did you gain from your post learning walk conversation with your colleagues? 

 

Additional comments?  



   
 

Foundations Academy 70 Tompkins Avenue    Brooklyn, New York 11206 

Neil Monheit, Principal 

Reflection from each team member: 

 

Date _____________________  

Visiting Teacher _____________________Teacher being visited _____________________ 

 

What did you find most helpful in this process 

 

What would you like to change? 

 

What will you do differently next week? 

 

Why? 

 

How will this learning walk with your colleagues influence your practice in the future? 

 



14K322 Calendar Schedule of Events for APPR activities for all teachers 
Attachment G: Part 2 
 
Activities Dates Responsible parties 

Initial Planning Conferences & 
Goal Setting 

Sept 10 – Sept 22 Principal and AP 

Norming cycle of observations Sept 16 – Sept 30 Principal and AP 

Cycle 1 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post-
observations (Informals) 

October 1 – October 20 Principal and AP 

Formals Pre, Obs and Post 
Master and Peer Collaborative 
Teachers 

October 21 – October 30 Principal and AP 

Cycle 2 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

November 2 – November 
18 

Principal and AP 

Formals Pre, Obs and Post 
Teachers (Not teacher leads) 

Nov 18 – Nov 30 Principal and AP 

Mid-Year Conferences December 1 – December 
10 

 

Cycle 3 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

December 10 – December 
24 

Principal and AP 

Cycle 4 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

January 4 – January 20 Principal and AP 

Cycle 5 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

January 20 – February 15 Principal and AP 

Cycle 6 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

February 25 – March 10 Principal and AP 

Cycle 7 – Pre-Observations, 
Observation and Post- 
observations (Informals) 

March 10 – April 5 Principal and AP 

End of year conferences June 1 – June 12 Principal and AP 

Additional Observations As necessary based on 
teacher support needs 

Principal and AP 

 
Subject to change 



We will hire 2 Master Teachers in Year 1 (expanding to 4 in Year Two when the 
timing of funds being released aligns to our hiring timeframes) and 2 Peer 
Collaborative Teachers (Renewal Funded) as a means to both ensure the highest 
quality instruction for our students and that our remaining teachers receive daily 
mentoring, coaching, and professional support from experienced and 
accomplished professionals  

Tasks Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 

Hiring Staff July/August 
2015 

Principal 
Central staff 
DSR 
Teacher leaders 

Assistant Principal-We will hire an Assistant Principal (funded 0.5 on SIG) to 
ensure our faculty receives the necessary content, pedagogical, and supervisory 
support.  

Tasks Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 

Hiring Assistant 
Principal 

July/August 
2015 

Principal 
Central staff 
DSR 
 

WitSI -We will implement the WiTSI model as a means to support our students in 
their ability to write coherent sentences, paragraphs and essays.  Strategic inquiry 
will also support teacher growth and deepen teachers’ commitment to their craft 
as they realize the direct gains their students are making in response to the 
teacher’s planned interventions.   

Tasks Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 
Assign roles to inquiry team 
members 

Teachers Sept 16 then 
meetings 
twice weekly 
during 0 
period 

Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

Set norms and expectations Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

 Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

WITsi training on sentence level 
structures 

Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

 Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

Creation of Baseline 
assessments 

Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

 Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

First round of inquiry – establish Teachers  Principal 



benchmarks GSS Educational 
Staff 

AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

Assignment of inquiry students Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

 Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

6 week Rounds of inquiry 

Topics to be determined 
collaboratively through the 
inquiry process based on 
student need  

Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

 Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

Mid-year review and 
assessment 

Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

Week of Jan 
11, 2016 

Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

Ongoing inquiry rounds Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

 Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

End of year review Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staff 

First week of 
June 16 

Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 

Presentation of progress Teachers 
GSS Educational 
Staffs 

First week of 
June 16 

Principal 
AP 
WITsi consultant 
GSS Staff 
Foundations Faculty 
Students 

ELT -As part of our Renewal status, we will be implementing an additional hour of 
academic/instructional time every single day as a means to ensure every student 
is able to access high quality instruction in their areas of need (to be determined 
through baseline assessments at the start of the year and then through interim 
and teacher assessment, student work, teacher inquiry, and leadership inquiry 
throughout the rest of the year). Additionally, we will offer after-schools and 
clubs from 4:15 – 5:45 each day, and as part of our Saturday academy.   

Tasks Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 
Determine schedule and 
programs for embedded ELT 
time (Renewal Hour) 

All students End of 
summer 

Principal, DSR, SIM, 
Renewal Coach, CBO 

Create initial after-school 
offerings for the first Semester 

All students End of 
summer 

Principal, DSR, SIM, 
Renewal Coach, CBO 



Create initial after-school 
offerings for the second 
Semester 

All students January 206 Principal, DSR, SIM, 
Renewal Coach, CBO 

Create Saturday Academy 
schedule 

All students End of 
September 

Principal, DSR, SIM, 
Renewal Coach, CBO 

Create plan for reviewing 
effectiveness of ELT programs 

All students September Principal, DSR, SIM, 
Renewal Coach, CBO 

NYU Access -We will partner with NYU in the development and implementation 
of Access; a program designed to NYU Access will offer low-skilled high school 
graduates a one year NYU college experience, the ability to earn college credit 
and the opportunity to secure above-entry-level positions in the workforce and 
opportunities to succeed in two and four year colleges upon leaving NYU.  
 Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 

Plan for program 
development/Research 

School Admin July 15 – 
Jan 16 

Principal 
SRI coaches 
NYU staff 

Develop Curricula School Admin Jan 16 – 
June 16 

Principal 
SRI coaches 
NYU staff 

Build Internship 
Partnerships Pipeline 

NYU March 16 – 
Aug 16 

NYU Staff 

Launch program Students May 16 – 
July 16 

NYU Staff 
Principal 

Extended Cabinet Inquiry -We will implement a system of inquiry at the cabinet 
level to include the Principal, DSR, SIM, instructional coach, and CBO. This will 
allow school and district leadership to monitor student and teacher performance 
as a means to adjust the structures of support for teachers, Master Teachers, 
students, families, and the community.  

Tasks Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 

Determine members of 
cabinet 

School admin, 
SIM, Renewal 
Team 

Summer Principal & DSR 

Create calendar of 
meetings 

Cabinet 
members 

September Principal & DSR 

Align cabinet cycles to 
cycles of assessment & 
inquiry 

Cabinet 
members 

Ongoing Principal & DSR 

Determine patterns, 
trends, areas of success 
and areas of focus 

Cabinet 
members 

Ongoing Principal & DSR 

Grand Street Settlement will act as our CBO, coordinating a plan that will include 
broad parent and community engagement, mental health service enhancements, 
and expanded learning and enrichment.  They will leverage their existing 
relationships to deliver services to our studnets, their families and the community 



at large. They will deliver direct services and referral services to our students in 
the form of mental health services, tutoring, wellness activities, sporting 
activities, and the arts. 
 
 
 

Tasks Target Groups Timeline Key Personnel 

Hire Staff Community 
School Director 

July 15 Grand Street 
Settlement Director 
of Operations 
Principal 
DSR 

Hire Staff  July 15 – 
Aug 15 

Community School 
DirectorGrand 
Street Settlement 
Director of 
Operations 
Principal  
DSR 

Train on Mavenlink All GSS Staff Aug 15 Principal 
AP 
Community School 
Director 
GSS Staff 

Define roles, 
responsibilities, Individual 
project timelines, 
accountability measures, 
develop workflow 
protocols 

GSS Staff AUG 15 Principal 
AP 
Community School 
Director 

Home visits, Families 
 

AUG 15 Community School 
Director, GSS Staff 

Community Kickoff Event All 
Stakeholders 

AUG 15 Principal 
AP 
Community School 
Director 
GSS Staff 

Child study teams 

 

Students and 
families 

Sept 20 
Then 
monthly 

AP 
Community School 
Director 
Social Workers 
Outreach Coordinators 
Guidance counselors 
Parent Coordinator 
Community Associate 



Attendance Team Students and 
Families 

Sept 24 then 
monthly 

AP 
Community School 
Director 
Social Workers 
Outreach Coordinators 
Guidance counselors 
Parent Coordinator 
Community Associate 

After school tutoring Students Sept 18 then 
daily 

AP 
Community School 
Director 
Social Workers 
Outreach Coordinators 
Guidance counselors 
GSS Educational Director 
Tutors 

Saturday school Students Sept 18 then 
weekly 

AP 
Community School 
Director 
Social Workers 
Outreach Coordinators 
Guidance counselors 
GSS Educational Director 
Tutors 

 



14K322 Bell Schedule 
 

    

 
Period Start End 

 
0 8:07:00 AM 8:55:00 AM 

 
1 8:57:00 AM 9:45:00 AM 

 
2 9:47:00 AM 10:35:00 AM 

 
3 10:37:00 AM 11:25:00 AM 

 
4 11:27:00 AM 12:05:00 PM 

Lunch/ Common Planning 
5 12:07:00 PM 12:55:00 PM 

 
6 12:57:00 PM 1:45:00 PM 

 
7 1:47:00 PM 2:35:00 PM 

 
8 2:37:00 PM 3:25:00 PM 

Renewal  
9 3:27:00 PM 4:15:00 PM 

pm school 
10 4:17:00 PM 5:45:00 PM 

 
11 5:47:00 PM 6:35:00 PM 

 
12 6:37:00 PM 7:25:00 PM 

 
13 7:27:00 PM 8:07:00 PM 

 

Teacher time is 8:55 – 3:15  

Renewal hour for pro-rated teacher participation is 3:15 – 4:15 

Regular periods are 50 minutes inclusive of 2 minutes for passing 

Lunch is 40 minutes inclusive of 2 minutes for passing 

The renewal hour allows for extending each period and shortening lunch to increase instructional time 

each period and add one additional credit bearing period to the school day 



Interim Assessment Calendar 14K322 

Calendar/Schedule of Interim Assessments in ELA and Math 

Month Activities 

 Implementation timeline.   Inquiry cycles to proceed on six week rounds 

throughout the year 

August  Prepare professional development for staff on the calendar of data 

driven instruction/inquiry cycles. 

 

 

September   Staff training on WITsi strategies 

 Establish norms (to be revisited in cycles) 

 Initial training on inquiry process 

 Staff training on the development of baseline performance assessments 

 Round 1 of teacher inquiry / common assessment of student learning 

 Assignment of students to inquiry study teams 

 

October  Identification of skill gaps 

 Research/Design and implementation of interventions 

November  Continued training on WITsi strategies to broaden instructional tool kit 

 Ongoing six week cycles of inquiry 

 Teacher learning will determine focus of inquiry and implementation of 

intervention 

January – June  Presentation of data to teacher teams 

 Presentation of aggregated data to students 

 Continuing cycles of inquiry with presentations at the end of each 

round 

 Culminating presentation in June 

  

Cabinet Level Inquiry 

 

August  Establish calendar and norms for cabinet level inquiry 

 Assign roles, coaches, lines of responsibility 

 Training on noticing – wondering protocols grounded in evidence to 

support the work 

  

September  Baseline assessment of teacher performance 

 Norming on instructional focus, multiple entry points, metacognition, 

teacher vs student centeredness 

 Determination of training foci for teachers or groups of teachers 

 Design and implementation of PD to support teacher needs 

 Implementation of feedback pathways 

 Training on data collection tools 

 

October   Continued 6 week cycles of inquiry and interventions to improve 

teacher performance 

 

November  Analysis of teacher performance trends as compared to student learning 
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/ performance data 

January - June  Presentations by teachers and teacher leaders on their learnings through 

the inquiry cycle 

 January and June presentation to teachers of aggregated schoolwide 

performance trends for teachers and students 

  

   

September  Child study team (six week cycles) 

September  - 

June 

 Norming team expectations 

 Intervention trainings 

 Gathering of behavioral/qualitative  and quantitative student 

performance data 

 



Tentative Staffing Plan for Foundations Academy  

Full-Time     Schedule (Monday – Friday)   

Community School Director             9 am – 5 pm / 10 am – 6 pm (Some Saturdays and Evenings) 

The Community School Director will be based in Foundations Academy and will be charged with 
brokering partnerships, organizing programs and services, and maximizing family/community 
engagement.  The CSD will join the GSS staff at the school in delivering the competencies 
available across GSS into planning and organizing extended learning opportunities, attendance 
interventions, and student/family supports within the school and the greater community. The 
CSD will create and maintain partnerships with diverse segments of the community for a 
continuum of services within the school neighborhood, and integrate community partnerships 
into the existing school structures. The CSD will ensure that the work plan is executed according 
to the shared vision of Foundations Academy’s School Leadership Team and the school's needs. 
This professional will identify student, school, and community needs; synchronize the 
objectives of the school and community with measures that support grade promotion, 
academic preparedness, and social support. The CSD will also develop events and campaigns 
that promote high attendance and a grade promotion culture for all students. This will include 
managing a data-driven incentive program, events to celebrate school accomplishments, and 
develop an engaging and welcoming school culture for both students and parents.  
 

Social Worker (MSW)              8 am – 4 pm (Some Saturdays and Evenings) 

The Community School Social Worker will provide students and families with guidance and support 
services. The social worker will advocate on their behalf to ensure students and their families gain 
access to the necessary mental health support services needed to succeed academically. The social 
worker will work closely with the Community School Team (director, case manager, outreach worker, 
and tutor) to provide resources that will enhance the Community School. 
 

Case Manager                7: 30 am – 3:30 pm / 8 am – 4 pm (Some Saturdays and 

Evenings) 

Through one-on-one and small group sessions during school day and after school hours, the case 

manager will identify academic, medical, and mental health interventions necessary to support targeted 

groups of students. The case manager will provide students and parents with engaging, creative and 

supportive activities through Community School events or community partnerships. The case manager 

will work closely with the Community School Team (director, social worker, outreach worker, and tutor) 

to provide resources that will enhance the Community School. 

 

 

Part-Time     Schedule (Days of the week may vary)   



Expanded Learning Coordinator         1 pm – 6 pm 

The Expanded Learning Coordinator will responsible for the supervision of the ELT program and staff. 

The ELT Coordinator is directly responsible for the successful day-to-day operation of the ELT program, 

ensuring that quality services are provided. 

Educational Specialist   2 pm – 4 pm / 3pm – 5 pm  

Supervise day to day educational component for High School aged participants and create a 
comprehensive, structured, academic model for tutors to follow when implementing educational 
program.  
 

Outreach worker   10 am – 2 pm / 11 am – 3 pm (Flexible) 

The outreach worker will work closely with families and Community School staff to support parents’ 

skills, parent-child relationships, family relationships, and parent-school communication. The outreach 

worker is responsible for initiating and maintaining a regular and sustainable supportive relationship 

with high-risk families via home based services. The outreach worker will ensure optimal academic, 

social, and emotional development of both parents and students.  

 

Tutor (3)    Lunch time and/ or after school 

The tutor will be responsible for providing homework help and small group tutoring for elementary 

school students after school on a daily basis. The tutor will track students’ academic progress and 

implement academic interventions to support students. The tutor will work closely with parents to 

engage them in supporting students with homework help and preparation for testing. 

Activity Specialist (3)   After school  

Activity Specialist will assist in promoting growth, leadership and positive self-image in all young people 

during Expanded Learning Time (ELT). Grand Street Settlement is seeking Athletics, Culinary, Dance, 

STEM, Yoga and Music specialists. The role and responsibility of activity specialists is to promote health, 

wellness, creative expression, global learning, leadership and academic excellence to HS aged youth. 
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Introduction  
This Supports and Structures Report for K322 Foundations Academy synthesizes data on the 
following elements reflected in the New York City Department of Education’s (NYCDOE’s) 
school framework for great schools:  

 Rigorous instruction 

 Supportive environment 

 Collaborative teachers 

 Effective school leadership 

 Strong family–community ties 

 Trust 

These elements are anchored in decades of research on school improvement, most notably 
research conducted by the Chicago Consortium for School Research. (In particular, see Bryk, 
Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu, & Easton, 2010.1) All of the current efforts in New York City 
to support the school change process are anchored to these six elements, including review tools 
(such as the school quality snapshot), professional development initiatives, and interventions 
(such as enhanced behavioral supports). 

This report is based on data collected during on-site individual interviews with the school 
principal, six teachers, the instructional coach, a guidance counselor, and the parent coordinator. 
All data were audio recorded when permission was granted and promptly synthesized by the 
research team after the interviews. In addition, AIR staff drew on data from the 2014–15 School 
Comprehensive Education Plan (SCEP), the School Quality Snapshot, a sample English 
language arts (ELA) lesson plan, curriculum overview document, sample pacing calendar, 
sample of student work A, and sample of student work B. (Reviewed documents are listed in 
Appendix A.). Collectively, this report provides a concise and well-documented overview of the 
school’s context, history, and current practices associated with the elements of the New York 
City framework for great schools. 

Please note that throughout this report, we use quotations from interviewees to illustrate 
important points. These quotes are used in cases when they will effectively convey a prevalent 
viewpoint. Except in rare cases, the themes we describe in the report are those expressed by 
multiple respondents. 

School Overview 

Foundations Academy high school serves students from Grade 9 through Grade 12. The school 
building, which Foundations Academy shares with two other schools, is wedged between two 
conflicting housing projects in the Brooklyn neighborhood, Bedford-Stuyvesant. Despite 
increasing gentrification in this neighborhood, the area surrounding the school is notorious for 

1 Bryk, A. S., Sebring, P., Allensworth, E., Luppescu, S., & Easton, J. (2010). Organizing schools for improvement: 
Lessons from Chicago. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press. 
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street violence and gang activity. Although most of the student population comes from the 
surrounding neighborhood, respondents reported that the violence and conflict is not brought into 
the building. Respondents described the school as “a peaceful middle place,” “neutral ground,” 
and a place where “kids feel safe.” 

According to the School Quality Snapshot, Foundations Academy served 110 students in the 
2013–14 school year, nearly all of whom are low income. The student population is composed of 
62 percent Black, 33 percent Hispanic, 2 percent Asian, and 1 percent White students. The 
student body includes 6 percent English language learners (ELLs) and 40 percent students with 
special needs. Boys account for 69 percent of the students enrolled and girls account for 41 
percent. The average attendance rate for the 2013–14 school year was 72 percent. Respondents 
reported that the student population is very challenging, with significant needs both academically 
and in terms of social emotional supports. Many of the students come from single parent homes, 
foster care, juvenile detention centers, or have been transferred to Foundations Academy from 
another school due to safety concerns. According to the 2013–14 Quality Review Snapshot, 20 
percent of the students graduated within 4 years, 52 percent of the students graduated within six 
years, and only 10 percent of the students graduated from high school and enrolled in a college 
or other postsecondary program within six months.  

When asked to describe the school, almost every respondent interviewed in March 2015 
emphasized that the small size of the school makes it very unique. “It’s a personalized high 
school experience,” described one respondent. “It becomes a really close bond much faster,” 
reported another, “I have a good rapport with students I don’t even have in my class.” Although 
respondents indicated that there is a strong level of trust between the students and the staff, 
respondents described a rupture in the level of trust between the staff and the administration. 
Respondents described a “tension” and a “pressure” that stems largely from a lack of 
communication and follow-through, particularly with regard to disciplinary issues. 

Foundations Academy has also suffered from a high rate of staff turnover within recent years. 
According to one respondent, “The turnover with the staff has been ridiculous. We’ve gone 
through our third principal and that’s hard in terms of students getting acclimated and setting 
strong protocols and school norms. It is a problem in terms of uniformity between parents, 
teachers, and staff.” Another respondent explained, “We had a stronger ELA department and 
now there are only two of us. … We’re all pretty much bare bones now.”  

Concurrent with high staff turnover, Foundations Academy has suffered low enrollment. Several 
respondents observed that the performance level of the students coming into Foundations 
Academy is getting lower every year and that this is the greatest impediment they face in terms 
of improving academic performance. Interviews indicated that this is one of the school’s greatest 
concerns and efforts are in place to develop relationships with feeder schools to increase the 
enrollment rate in the coming years. 

Please note that throughout this report, we use quotations from interviewees to illustrate 
important points. These quotes are used in cases when they will effectively convey a prevalent 
viewpoint. Except in rare cases, the themes we describe in the report are those expressed by 
multiple respondents. 
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Six Transformative Elements of School Improvement 
This section of the report summarized information gleaned from interviews and document review 
as it pertains to the six elements of the New York City Framework for Great Schools. The 
narrative description includes relevant information from school interviews and supporting 
information from documents, where applicable. 

Rigorous Instruction 

Summary Respondents indicated that Foundations Academy is implementing 
rigorous instruction by promoting student-centered learning and creating 
differentiated lessons to meet students’ various needs and abilities, 
emphasizing the use of Writing Is Thinking With Strategic Inquiry 
(WiTSI) strategies. Respondents, however, expressed concern that the 
academic expectations are inappropriate given the needs of the students. 
Respondents also described multiple structured opportunities for staff to 
receive instructional coaching and professional development. 

High Expectations 

All teacher respondents discussed how students are held to high standards, discussing how 
instruction must be tied to specific objectives. One teacher stated that there is a clear expectation 
from administration that all students can learn and meet these expectations, regardless of past 
performance. Through small class sizes, teachers can give individualized attention to students. 
One teacher discussed how the small classes help facilitate peer learning. Another teacher 
described how these expectations are clear to students through the use of exit tickets, which show 
students what they should be learning. A few teachers also noted that expectations are posted on 
signs throughout the school. In addition, the 2014–15 SCEP Overview references an instructional 
focus on teachers demonstrating high expectations through scaffolded, engaging, and meaningful 
tasks. 

However, most teacher respondents discussed how the academic expectations for students might 
be inappropriate given their other needs. Two described this issue in terms of Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs, discussing how students need to have their social-emotional needs better met 
before they can focus on academic expectations. Respondents also qualified that these 
expectations are not consistently communicated or achieved. One respondent explained that 
“students weren’t exposed to high expectations before and not much was being asked of them. 
Right now they are being exposed to that and it is a hard transition.” Another teacher reflected 
that after the past the administration, “there is a lot of learned helplessness, so that when it comes 
to teaching [students] and providing a test on Regents prep, a lot of them get easily frustrated, 
but a lot of [students] have the potential to succeed.”  

Instruction and Professional Development 

The 2014–15 SCEP reveals that Foundations Academy received Highly Effective, Effective, 
Developing, and Ineffective [HEDI] ratings of “developing” for all four tenets related to 
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Rigorous Instruction (3.2 Common Core State Standards [CCSS] curricula, 3.3 higher-order 
thinking, 3.4 vertical and horizontal collaboration, and 3.5 data-driven culture). In the Needs 
Assessment narrative, the school discussed how administrators and the High School Renewal 
Initiative (HSRI) coaches have been working with teachers to develop quality lesson plans that 
promote accountable discourse, data tracking techniques, and rigorous and aligned curricula. The 
annual goal for Rigorous Instruction, and similarly for Collaborative Teachers, is to implement 
CCSS-aligned curricula and engage students in rigorous tasks that will lead to improvements in 
student performance. 

All teacher respondents discussed the new requirement to submit lesson plans for review in 
advance; however, teachers had mixed feedback about how helpful this system was. One teacher 
described how the feedback on the lesson plan was beneficial and improved the planning 
process; however, another teacher believed that the expectations for the level of detail in the 
lesson plans were impractical and the amount of feedback was disheartening.  

Teacher reports of curricular programs varied. The most frequently described program is WiTSI, 
which was mentioned by most respondents, including four teachers. Described as a program for 
all students, every respondent who mentioned WiTSI described it in favorable terms. As one 
teacher explained, “With the WiTSI program we have finally taken an approach which addresses 
the weakness of our students… with WiTSI we are taking a look at the writing piece, the literacy 
piece, building reading skills, [and] comprehension skills.”  

Other supports discussed were the instructional coaches and lesson observations. Two teachers 
reported that the instructional coaches help to set instructional standards through feedback and 
discussions. One teacher also described using the EngageNY resources and reported that they 
were helpful in planning instruction around the standards. Another teacher requested that more 
outside content experts come in to provide professional development on task alignment so that 
they can continue to refine and improve instruction. 

The instructional supports reported by respondents are aligned with the 2014–15 SCEP. The 
action plans in Rigorous Instruction, Collaborative Teachers, Effective School Leadership, and 
the Overview sections list strategies to support rigorous instruction and strengthen student 
performance. Strategies include ongoing professional development for English, mathematics, and 
social studies teachers with specific training on WiTSI; content-focused coaching provided by 
the external consultant, Metamorphosis; classroom observations in those subjects with actionable 
next steps offered; coaching by the HSRI in developing curricula with multiple on-ramps for 
learning; and scaffolded lesson plans. Strategies are to start in September 2014 and run through 
June 2015. 

Two locally developed curricular documents were submitted by the school. A sample ELA 
lesson plan was provided that stated instructional objectives (in the form of “Student will be able 
to” statements), guiding questions, aligned CCSS, and assessments. Title, material, texts, and 
additional information about scaffolds and modifications were also listed. 

A curriculum overview document was provided listing modifications made to ninth-grade 
Algebra I and module 2 for ELA. It was stated that ninth-grade mathematics teachers were using 
EngageNY Algebra I modules and that ninth-grade ELA teachers were implementing units from 
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a “writing project conducted by the DOE Central Office.” Concepts covered in first and third 
module of ninth-grade Algebra I were explained with the aligned CCSS stated alongside. Lesson 
titles were mapped to various topics covered in the modules.  

Supportive Environment 

Summary Interviewees reported that Foundations Academy is a safe environment, 
although there was widespread concern that the school’s discipline policy 
is extremely inconsistent. Respondents listed several supports for students, 
including afterschool tutoring, enrichment programs and Positive 
Behavioral Interventions and Supports. Efforts to increase attendance 
have improved; however, respondents were divided on whether sufficient 
efforts are in place to promote college and career readiness. 

Almost all of the interview respondents indicated that Foundations Academy has a safe school 
environment. Although it is located directly in between two housing projects with violent 
reputations, respondents described the school as a “peaceful middle place” and “neutral ground.” 
One respondent echoed, “Kids feel safe here.” There are no metal detectors installed at the 
entrance of the school, and one respondent specifically noted a schoolwide desire to keep it that 
way. In addition, almost every respondent indicated that the small school setting also fosters very 
close and supportive relationships between the students and their teachers; as explained by one 
respondent, “the kids always know they have someone they can talk to.” 

To promote and ensure safety and order throughout the school, most respondents reported that a 
protocol is in place for behavior management: Teachers are to report incidents online through 
Jupiter Grades. Almost all of these respondents, however, indicated that there is little to no 
consistent implementation of this protocol. As one teacher explained, “in theory we have a 
discipline policy, but in actuality, we have none. We do a lot of write-ups, but nothing gets 
done.” Almost unanimously, teachers expressed concern for lack of follow-through despite 
continual referrals and write-ups on Jupiter Grades. “Nothing happens,” explained one teacher. 
“There is no discipline in this school.” 

In terms of academic supports, respondents acknowledged afterschool tutoring and Regents 
preparation provided during afterschool hours and on Saturdays. A few respondents recognized 
these programs as one of the school’s strengths; however, three respondents specifically stated 
that although these opportunities are being offered, students are not taking advantage of them. 
According to the 2014–15 SCEP, Academic Intervention Services are provided for major subject 
areas in small group or one-to-one settings before and after school. The school will use a blended 
learning model and WiTSI model to provide support. A criterion for determining services is 
whether or not a student has failed two or more classes the previous marking period. The plan 
also mentions efforts to streamline and make transparent the referral system for student 
performance and behavioral data by taking it online and making it accessible to all stakeholders.  

Respondents imparted divided opinions on whether the school challenges and supports students 
to pursue college and career readiness. Four teacher respondents specifically noted that they did 
not feel that there was emphasis on college and career readiness, whereas three respondents 
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indicated a strong focus on preparation postgraduation. One respondent even described 
Foundations Academy as a college preparatory school, noting that:  

[I]n addition to the kids coming to the school and doing what they need to do to graduate 
high school, we are focused on getting them into good SUNY schools. We start the 
college process pretty early. We are focused on making sure that the kids get into some 
good schools, and if they are not interested in college, I’m talking to them about careers. 

No respondents provided specific examples of structured efforts in place to promote college and 
career readiness. 

Although many respondents indicated that attendance has been a consistent weakness at 
Foundations Academy, most respondents provided examples of new structures in place to 
improve student attendance, including outreach phone calls and texts to families. Parents and 
families now receive a text message within five to ten minutes of the school day if their child is 
not present. School leadership also explained that every morning, a student volunteer gives wrist 
bands to students who arrive on time. Students with wrist bands are allowed to use the new 
Student Activities Center at lunch time as an incentive to arrive to school on time. Most 
respondents reported apparent improvement in attendance.  

In terms of social-emotional supports, respondents reported that the school has a guidance 
counselor and a social worker who have had a positive influence in addressing the social-
emotional needs of the student population. In addition, most respondents cited examples of two 
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports systems incorporated throughout the school: the 
Passport Ceremony and the Recognition of Student Achievement system (RSA). The Passport 
Ceremony takes place at the end of every semester to celebrate students for completing their 
credits. Students walk across the stage and get their passport stamped. The passport acts as a 
graphic organizer for graduation requirements and an incentive for students to track their own 
progress. The RSA is a recently implemented system in which students can receive “Foundations 
Dollars” for demonstrations of positive behavior and can then use those token dollars to earn 
awards and trips. Respondents indicated no consistent implementation of this system and several 
respondents reported that there is mixed buy-in. The principal corroborated that this 
inconsistency is partly because the system has only been in place for a few months. 

Additional social-emotional supports were referenced in the 2014–15 SCEP. At-risk services are 
determined by having less than 90 percent attendance and two or more principal or one 
superintendent suspension. Services will be offered in small-group or one-to-one settings before, 
after, and during school. Respondents also provided evidence of sensory feedback solutions for 
socially and emotionally disturbed students. Some identified examples include sensory sand, 
Velcro strips, and a reported favorite among the students, sensory balls for students to sit on. 

Respondents cited examples of afterschool enrichment programs available for the students, 
including basketball teams for the boys and girls, a dance program and an art teacher who comes 
in once a week. The 2014–15 SCEP also references student-run initiatives such as the 
antibullying campaign, art club, and committee for social justice. Several respondents, however, 
indicated that there is still a great need for more afterschool programs and community-based 
organizations to come in and work with the students.  
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Collaborative Teachers 

Summary Foundations Academy has a coteaching structure with common planning 
time every day to promote teacher collaboration, although responses were 
mixed on how effectively common planning time is used. Teachers also 
receive instructional support and professional development twice a week 
with an emphasis on coherence in curriculum and lesson planning. There 
was mixed feedback regarding the effectiveness of instructional support as 
well. Respondents reported that the small school environment is conducive 
to teacher collaboration. 

The 2014–15 SCEP indicates that K322 received HEDI ratings of “developing” for all four 
tenets related to Collaborative Teachers (4.2 organized lesson plans to meet student goals, 4.3 
instruction to achieve targeted goals, 4.4 safe environment tailored to strengths and needs of all 
students, and 4.5 variety of data sources).In the Needs Assessment, the school discusses how 
common planning time for teachers has been created, inquiry teams have been set up, and 
observation schedules have been established. Two mornings a week are dedicated to professional 
development, according to the SCEP. 

The school’s annual goal for Collaborative Teachers, per the 2014–15 SCEP, is as follows:  

By June of 2015, teachers will implement CCLS aligned curriculum in the 9th and 10th 
grade ELA and Algebra classes as evidenced by teacher submission to two CCLS lesson 
plans per marking period. There will be an increase in the percentage of students 
producing CCLS-aligned work that reflects rigorous habits and higher order thinking 
skills. This will be measured by 10 percent in the percentage of students earning 10+ 
credits in ninth-grade cohort. 

All teacher respondents reported that they collaborate through the school coteaching structure. 
One teacher described how “team teaching evolves on its own,” and that the coteaching 
relationship requires significant discussion about practice, scaffolding, and differentiation. 
Teachers have common planning time built into their schedule every day in which they can work 
together with their co-teacher and collaboratively plan; however, all teachers reported that they 
only used this time to work with their coteacher and do not typically collaborate with other 
teachers in the building during this time.  

Respondents indicated that teachers focus on their coteaching relationships because the school is 
so small, but they reported it can be difficult as teachers have only one or two staff members 
teaching relevant content for them to collaborate. As one teacher explained, “how helpful 
[common planning time] is depends on who you are working with. In terms of interdisciplinary 
studies, having to collaborate is more difficult because other people are wearing so many 
different hats….” Although there was no negative feedback about the coteaching system, there 
were also no specific positive comments on coteaching and its benefits to practice other than one 
teacher, who described how having another teacher in the classroom allowed more time for 
individual student support. 
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One member of the school leadership explained that at Foundations Academy, “there is a big 
focus on coherence in curriculum and lesson planning.” Observations conducted throughout the 
school year reportedly seek to recognize quality lesson reports and coherence. This is consistent 
with the 2014–15 SCEP, which states that progress will be monitored at the midpoint benchmark 
through classroom observation and feedback of ninth-grade Algebra and ninth- and tenth-grade 
English teachers “through the lens of designing coherent instruction and looking at student 
tasks.” A review of the ninth-grade cohort scholarship reports will also occur at the end of each 
marking period and semester. 

Similarly, consistent with the 2014–15 SCEP, teachers have professional development in the 
morning two times a week in addition to common planning time. Respondents reported that these 
sessions last for approximately 80 minutes and are “driven more by student work” and “a mix of 
writing strategies, looking at tasks, coming up with writing strategies, and looking at the next 
steps.” This aligns with the 2014–15 SCEP action plan for Collaborative Teachers that lists the 
following strategies: training on WiTSI and Metamorphosis; content coaching from HSRI 
coaches; biweekly inquiry team meetings to look at student work to inform lesson planning; 
participation in learning walks and teacher to teacher feedback; development of CCSS tasks that 
include multiple entry points; and sharing Universal Design for Learning strategies with parents 
throughout the year. Activities specifically for ninth-grade Algebra and ninth- and tenth-grade 
English teachers include ongoing professional development around implementing curriculum, 
structured common planning time for incorporating WiTSI and Metamorphosis strategies, and 
creating standards aligned writing tasks that match content areas and pacing calendars for each 
semester. 

There was mixed feedback regarding the effectiveness of instructional support provided for the 
teachers at Foundations Academy. Two teacher respondents discussed how feedback from 
instructional coaches was overwhelming. One teacher described feeling like there was “always 
something to be corrected” and further noted that efforts to address these concerns did not impact 
student learning or behavior. Other teachers shared that the instructional coaches work with them 
and provided ideas and support but did not have any specific positive or negative feedback. 

Teacher respondents did indicate that the small school environment at Foundations Academy is 
conducive to informal teacher collaboration beyond instruction. “Because it is small,” described 
one respondent, “the teachers have more of an opportunity to talk with other teachers about how 
students are behaving in their other classes.” Most teachers stated that they felt very comfortable 
discussing issues or expressing frustrations with their fellow teachers and several of them 
described the environment as having a “team aspect” and a “community feel.” 
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Effective School Leadership 

Summary Respondents agreed that this year, the principal has set high expectations 
for Foundations Academy with a focus on rigorous instruction, although 
there was mixed feedback on how appropriate his goals are for the specific 
student population. The principal spends a lot of time in classrooms and 
uses lesson plan review to monitor instruction. After a high rate of teacher 
turnover last year, there were varying opinions on the level of trust 
between the staff and the principal. 

The principal has been in his role since the beginning of the 2014–15 school year and took on the 
position after having experience as a turnaround principal in other schools in New York City. 
The principal discussed working closely with the instructional coaches but does not have a 
distributed leadership model in place where other staff members can contribute to decision-
making. There has been significant turnover at the school regarding staffing based on new 
expectations set by the principal, with half the staff being new teachers this year. The principal 
has also established several support systems, such as a behavioral system that uses “school 
money” to reward students for positive behaviors and social-emotional supports such as Velcro 
tabs for sensory issues. However, only two teachers described the dollar system, as it had only 
been in place for a short amount of time. All teachers focused on the instructional expectations 
that the principal sets as being the main priority in the school. 

The principal described how he has tried to set “clear, assertive expectations” regard to 
instructional practices this year but acknowledges that not all teachers have had equal buy-in for 
these expectations. The principal explained that these expectations have had a positive influence 
in the school community at large: “Students will tell you that instruction has improved this year. 
They feel that they are learning what they need to learn and guidance is better.” These efforts are 
in alignment with the school’s 2014–15 SCEP. The annual goal for Effective School Leadership 
states that the school community will:  

“[E]ngage in reflective practice, classroom intervisitations, family engagement, a short 
cycle observation process and inquiry aligned to the schools vision and instructional 
focus resulting in an improved coherence of lesson and unit planning; these measures will 
lead to a doubling of the 2014 graduation rate.”  

Most teachers described how the principal is often in their classrooms, conducting as many 
observations as possible to monitor instruction and know what is happening throughout the 
school. The principal also acknowledged this:  

“I spend a lot of times in the classroom. Even if I’m not observing a teacher, I’ll go in 
and do my work inside of a classroom. I’ll be in a classroom 40 percent of the time. I 
may not be observing, but it still gives me a pulse on how things are going in that room.”  

The principal has also used lesson plan review to monitor instruction and help target supports for 
struggling teachers. The principal shared that this lesson plan review is designed to ensure that 
teachers are consistently aligning their planning to specific learning outcomes. As the principal 
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described, “you can develop pedagogy all you want, but if it’s not aligned it will be mislearning. 
It fosters thoughtfulness on a weekly plan and a daily plan.”  

The teachers in the school all spoke to the impact of the principal’s instructional expectations; 
however, responses varied widely. Half of the teacher respondents described how these 
expectations from the principal are fostering a culture of higher expectations and improving 
instruction. One teacher described how “The principal is really promoting that, and doing higher 
order thinking questions.” Several teacher respondents, however, discussed how the academic 
goals were not appropriate for the current group of students. A lack of trust toward the 
administration was also referenced as there are only three returning teachers from last year.  

All teachers and the principal described how attendance has been a challenge and that the 
engagement strategies that the principal has put in place (calls home and “passport” credit 
ceremonies) have improved attendance at the school. There were some differences, however, in 
how staff described the goals for the student population. The principal explained that because the 
school has had low enrollment and attendance for several years, one goal for the near future is to 
establish feeder school relationships and increase enrollment from a diverse group of students. 
However, no teachers articulated this goal. One teacher described how the school location was 
perceived as dangerous, even if the school itself was not, and that this would continue to be a 
major barrier to enrollment and limit the student population.  

Strong Family–Community Ties 

Summary Concern for the community surrounding the school was described by all 
respondents. Parental engagement was reported as an ongoing challenge, 
but noticeable improvements have been made during the past year. 
Multiple initiatives were described that enhance parent outreach and 
build partnerships with community-based organizations (CBOs). 

Community Ties 

Interview respondents consistently indicated that the low performance at Foundations Academy 
is a result of the surrounding community. Lodged between two housing projects, several 
respondents described the surrounding neighborhood as rife with gang violence and conflict. 
According to several interviewees, the danger of the community, and even more so, the 
perceived danger of the community, is in direct correlation with the low enrollment at 
Foundations Academy. As described in the section on Effective School Leadership in this report, 
low enrollment is currently considered one of the school’s greatest obstacles. Respondents 
reported that the surrounding neighborhood filters a significant population of students with 
learning disabilities into the school, and the neighborhood’s violent reputation encourages 
families to send their children to other schools. 

Respondents did, however, identify some examples of positive relationships with the community. 
For example, one respondent listed several different politicians and community members who 
have come into the building to speak with the students. The CBOs active within the school 
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include Renaissance and InRoads; however, most respondents indicated a need to involve even 
more CBOs. As one respondent stated:  

“There is not enough time in the day for us to address every single student’s needs. We 
need to get a CBO in here. I know some CBOs have peer tutors and peer mediators. 
There is nothing like one teenager seeing another teenager going through the same things, 
but making positive choices. That would help build our school community.”  

A few respondents also mentioned that the school has a connection with a nearby college, 
Medgar Evers College, which was also referenced in the 2014–15 SCEP. But respondents were 
unclear on the extent of this relationship. 

Parent Engagement 

Although none of the respondents cited parent engagement as one of Foundations Academy’s 
strengths, seven of the 10 respondents specifically mentioned that there has been noticeable 
improvement in parental involvement within the past year. Half of the respondents specifically 
cited the Passport Ceremony, described in the Supportive Environment section of this report, as a 
successful event to engage parents and families. The 2014–15 SCEP lists the school’s annual 
goal: “By June of 2015, the school will realize an improvement in school family communication, 
family participation and family satisfaction with school outreach as measured by parental 
participation in school sponsored events increasing from 2.5 percent to 18 percent.”  

Parental outreach is now a contractual obligation for all teachers. Every Tuesday morning, time 
is allotted exclusively for outreach and communication to parents and families. A few 
respondents noted that in the past, parents were frequently frustrated when they would receive 
several phone calls from multiple different teachers, all addressing the same problem. 
Foundations Academy has recently implemented the Angel System, which many respondents 
indicated has proven helpful in addressing this issue, as well as many others. As described by 
one respondent, with the Angel System, “every teacher is responsible for contacting 10 to 15 
kids. These are the kids that you know. You are making phone calls for them. That doesn’t mean 
you can’t call for any kid outside of your list of 10, but you need those 10.” According to this 
respondent, “it makes it more manageable for the teacher,” and, “if the parent is just hearing 
from that one teacher, the relationship is a little bit different.”  

Teachers are encouraged to contact the parents and families of their “Angels” via phone call or 
text message using the school’s Google Voice account. This provides a solution for teachers who 
are not comfortable using their private cell phone numbers, and it allows the school to track all 
contact and interactions with parents. Although many respondents confirmed that this has been a 
successful and useful tool, a few teachers indicated that it is still difficult to locate functional 
phone numbers for all of the students, and some parents will not answer the phone or respond to 
messages. In an effort to address this, administrative leaders enthusiastically reported that the 
school will begin to make home visits within the next few weeks. Furthermore, the school has a 
parent coordinator who extends her personal cellphone number in an effort to engage parents as 
well. 

A few respondents also mentioned that Foundations Academy has a School Leadership Team 
(SLT). The 2014–15 SCEP states that the SLT is composed of the principal, the United 
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Federation of Teachers leader, the parent teacher association president, the chair (not specified 
which organization), three parents members, one teacher, and two student representatives. 
Throughout the interviews, however, respondents reported that there is very limited parent 
participation within the SLT. The roles and responsibilities of the SLT were not described in the 
SCEP or by interview respondents.  

The 2014–15 SCEP indicates that the school received HEDI ratings of “developing” in all four 
tenets related to Strong Family and Community Ties (6.2 welcoming school atmosphere, 6.3 
engagement with family and community, 6.4 partnerships with families and agencies, and 6.5 
data sharing). Based on the Integrated Intervention Team report, the Needs Assessment discusses 
changes the school has made in family outreach and informing families of student achievement, 
specifically partnerships with local colleges to promote college readiness and a passport to 
college ceremony, parent volunteers who work with the parent coordinator, and school 
partnerships with district primary, middle, and high schools to build a pipeline for student 
enrollment and sharing resources.  

Strategies cited in the action plan include: (1) hiring a social worker; (2) communicating with 
families via phone, texting, e-mails and surveys; (3) having faculty participate in Angel 
programs; (4) hosting family events and developing afterschool programs for the whole family; 
(5) acknowledging parents whose students demonstrate scholastic improvements; (6) holding 
parenting and support workshops at parent teacher association events; and (7) giving families 
access to student performance via the online gradebook (Jupiter). Activities run from September 
2014 through June 2015. The plan also includes inviting parents to participate in school learning 
walks and training parents in analyzing student performance data. 

Trust 

Summary Respondents reported that there is a culture of trust among students and 
among teachers, but a very low level of trust between the teachers and the 
new administration. Central trust has reportedly shown improvement 
during the past year. 

Almost all respondents reported that Foundations Academy does not promote a culture of trust, 
although respondents had divergent opinions on the source of the described mistrust and 
“tension.” Most respondents indicated that the students feel very supported and have a high level 
of trust for the teachers. School leadership explained, “The students trust the teachers a lot. They 
have faith in the teachers.” A few respondents, however, also stated that some of the teachers do 
not believe in the students nor do they trust in the students’ ability to succeed. Additionally, the 
2014–15 SCEP states that the principal holds biweekly meetings with a student senior committee 
to address current school issues and promote student-led programs as an effort to promote trust. 
There was no mention of these meetings throughout the interviews. 

Most teachers did express concern that the administration does not understand the challenges that 
students bring to the school and the challenges that teachers must address every day. According 
to one teacher:  
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“If the administrators had classroom experience like teachers in a real class setting with 
the population of our students, it would be different. To me, I feel like they keep saying ‘I 
understand what the problem is,’ but the solution they have is not applied to the 
population we have. We try what they say, but it doesn’t work with our students.” 

Many of the respondents attributed the high level of mistrust at Foundations Academy to high 
demands and pressure on the staff combined with poor communication from the administration. 
Respondents reported that the leadership has very high expectations, but that they are not always 
informed on why or how expectations are set and decisions are made. One respondent described 
that “everything happens behind closed doors.” Another respondent corroborated, “I know [the 
principal] wants things to be done, but if you want things to be done, you have to let us know.” 
The reported inconsistent follow through on discipline issues was also noted as a source of 
tension between the administration and teaching staff.  

Several teachers indicated that they felt the administration did not trust them or were not 
confident in their teaching abilities. One respondent explained, “The dialogue has changed over 
the months. [The principal] would never straight-out say, ‘I don’t think you are a good teacher,’ 
but … the dialogue has changed to ‘what good teachers do is this.’” Several respondents also 
mentioned that the leadership will sometimes observe one specific classroom several times a 
week, a tendency that left teachers feeling targeted.  

Most respondents largely agreed, however, that there is a high level of trust between the teachers. 
Respondents described the relationships between teachers as “a close bond,” “a trusting climate” 
and as having a “team aspect.” Many respondents attributed this closeness to the small size of the 
school. 

In terms of central trust, two respondents reported that they felt more supported by NYC 
Department of Education than they ever had before. One respondent, however, explained that 
with all of the recent changes, it is still too soon to tell. 
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Appendix A. Reviewed Documents 
Materials included in the document review are listed here only if locally developed curricular 
materials were submitted by the school. 

1. 2014–15 School Comprehensive Educational Plan (SCEP) 

2. 2014–15 School Quality Snapshot 

3. Sample ELA Lesson Plan 

4. Curriculum Overview Document 

5. Sample Pacing Calendar 

6. Sample Student Work A 

7. Sample Student Work B 
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School Information Sheet for 14K322 

School Configuration (2013-14) 

Grade 
Configuration 

09,10,11,12 Total Enrollment 110 SIG Recipient N/A 

Types and Number of English Language Learner Classes (2013-14) 

# Transitional Bilingual N/A # Dual Language N/A 
# Self-Contained English as a Second 
Language 

N/A 

Types and Number of Special Education Classes (2013-14) 

# Special Classes N/A # SETSS N/A # Integrated Collaborative Teaching 5 

Types and Number of Special Classes (2013-14) 

# Visual Arts 10 # Music N/A # Drama N/A 

# Foreign Language 2 # Dance N/A # CTE N/A 

School Composition (2012-13) 

% Title I Population 72.0% % Attendance Rate 78.5% 

% Free Lunch 85.3% % Reduced Lunch 4.7% 

% Limited English Proficient 6.0% % Students with Disabilities 22.0% 

Racial/Ethnic Origin (2012-13) 

% American Indian or Alaska Native 2.0% % Black or African American 59.3% 

% Hispanic or Latino 34.7% % Asian or Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 1.3% 

% White 2.0% % Multi-Racial N/A 

Personnel (2012-13) 

Years Principal Assigned to School 1.17 # of Assistant Principals 1 

# of Deans N/A # of Counselors/Social Workers 1 

% of Teachers with No Valid Teaching Certificate N/A % Teaching Out of Certification 26.5% 

% Teaching with Fewer Than 3 Years of Experience 33.3% Average Teacher Absences 4.4 

Student Performance for Elementary and Middle Schools (2012-13) 

ELA Performance at levels 3 & 4 N/A Mathematics Performance at levels 3 & 4 N/A 

Science Performance at levels 3 & 4 (4th Grade) N/A Science Performance at levels 3 & 4 (8th Grade) N/A 

Student Performance for High Schools (2011-12) 

ELA Performance at levels 3 & 4 57.1% Mathematics Performance at levels 3 & 4 35.8% 

Credit Accumulation High Schools Only (2012-13) 

% of 1st year students who earned 10+ credits N/A % of 2nd year students who earned 10+ credits N/A 

% of 3rd year students who earned 10+ credits N/A 4 Year Graduation Rate 20.0% 

6 Year Graduation Rate 60.3%  

Overall NYSED Accountability Status (2012-13) 

Reward  Recognition  

In Good Standing  Local Assistance Plan  

Focus District X Focus School Identified by a Focus District  

Priority School X  
 

 
 
SCHOOL PRIORITIES AS DESCRIBED BY THE SCHOOL:   
 

1. Beginning in September 2014, teachers will be engaged in a short cycle observation process using the Danielson 

Framework for Teaching.  Teachers will receive training in deconstructing the rubric to enhance their 

understanding of the relevant indicators to improve their craft 

2. Beginning in October 2014, teachers will be engaged in differentiated professional development to meet their 

needs as identified through the observation process.  Professional development will be provided by school 

leaders and teacher leaders. 

3. Beginning September 2014, teachers will engage in professional development in the deconstruction of the 

common core learning standards. 

4. Beginning September 2014, teachers will engage in common planning time exploration of student achievement 

to inform data driven instruction using protocols led by teacher leaders and will engage in classroom walk-

throughs to learn best practices and identify areas for improvement. 

5. Beginning summer 2014, teachers will work to develop common core and college-bound assessments to measure 

student progress during the 2014-2015 academic school year.  Teacher leaders and school leadership will 

develop an assessment calendar for formative assessment enabling opportunities for reteaching, and student 

acquisition of knowledge & skills. 
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Tenet 2 - School Leader Practices and Decisions: Visionary leaders create a school community and culture 
that lead to success, well-being and high academic outcomes for all students via systems of continuous and 
sustainable school improvement. 

# Statement of Practice H E D I 

2.2 The school leader ensures that the school community shares the Specific, 
Measurable, Ambitious, Results-oriented, and Timely (SMART) 
goals/mission, and long-term vision inclusive of core values that address 
the priorities outlined in the School Comprehensive Educational Plan 
(SCEP). 

  X  

2.3 Leaders make strategic decisions to organize programmatic, human, and 
fiscal capital resources. 

 X   

2.4 The school leader has a fully functional system in place aligned to the 
district's Annual Professional Performance Review (APPR) to conduct 
targeted and frequent observation and track progress of teacher 
practices based on student data and feedback. 

 X   

2.5 Leaders effectively use evidence-based systems and structures to 
examine and improve critical individual and school-wide practices as 
defined in the SCEP (student achievement, curriculum and teacher 
practices; leadership development; community/family engagement; and 
student social and emotional developmental health). 

  X  

 OVERALL  RATING  FOR TENET 2:   D  
Tenet 3 - Curriculum Development and Support: The school has rigorous and coherent curricula and 
assessments that are appropriately aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) for all students 
and are modified for identified subgroups in order to maximize teacher instructional practices and student-
learning outcomes. 

# Statement of Practice H E D I 

3.2 The school leader ensures and supports the quality implementation of a 
systematic plan of rigorous and coherent curricula appropriately aligned 
to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) that is monitored and 
adapted to meet the needs of students. 

  X  

3.3 Teachers develop and ensure that unit and lesson plans used include 
data-driven instruction (DDI) protocols that are appropriately aligned to 
the CCLS and NYS content standards and address student achievement 
needs. 

  X  

3.4 The school leader and teachers have developed a comprehensive plan for 
teachers to partner within and across all grades and subjects to create 
interdisciplinary curricula targeting the arts, technology, and other 
enrichment opportunities. 

  X  

3.5 Teachers implement a comprehensive system for using formative and 
summative assessments for strategic short and long-range curriculum 
planning that involves student reflection, tracking of, and ownership of 
learning.   

  X  

 OVERALL  RATING  FOR TENET 3:   D  
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Tenet 4 - Teacher Practices and Decisions: Teachers engage in strategic practices and decision-making in 
order to address the gap between what students know and need to learn, so that all students and pertinent 
subgroups experience consistent high levels of engagement, thinking, and achievement. 

# Statement of Practice H E D I 

4.2 School and teacher leaders ensure that instructional practices and 
strategies are organized around annual, unit, and daily lesson plans that 
address all student goals and needs. 

  X  

4.3 Teachers provide coherent, and appropriately aligned Common Core 
Learning Standards (CCLS)-based instruction that leads to multiple points 
of access for all students. 

  X  

4.4 Teachers and students work together to implement a program/plan to 
create a learning environment that is responsive to students’ varied 
experiences and tailored to the strengths and needs of all students. 

  X  

4.5 Teachers inform planning and foster student participation in their own 
learning process by using a variety of summative and formative data 
sources (e.g., screening, interim measures, and progress monitoring). 

  X  

 OVERALL  RATING  FOR TENET 4:   D  
Tenet 5 - Student Social and Emotional Developmental Health: The school community identifies, promotes, 
and supports social and emotional development by designing systems and experiences that lead to healthy 
relationships and a safe, respectful environment that is conducive to learning for all constituents. 

# Statement of Practice H E D I 

5.2 The school leader establishes overarching systems and understandings of 
how to support and sustain student social and emotional developmental 
health and academic success. 

  X  

5.3 The school articulates and systematically promotes a vision for social and 
emotional developmental health that is aligned to a curriculum or 
program that provides learning experiences and a safe and healthy school 
environment for families, teachers, and students. 

   X 

5.4 All school stakeholders work together to develop a common 
understanding of the importance of their contributions in creating a 
school community that is safe, conducive to learning, and fostering of a 
sense of ownership for providing social and emotional developmental 
health supports tied to the school’s vision. 

   X 

5.5 The school leader and student support staff work together with teachers 
to establish structures to support the use of data to respond to student 
social and emotional developmental health needs. 

  X  

 OVERALL  RATING  FOR TENET 5:   D  
Tenet 6 - Family and Community Engagement: The school creates a culture of partnership where families, 

community members, and school staff work together to share in the responsibility for student academic 

progress and social-emotional growth and well-being. 

# Statement of Practice H E D I 
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6.2 The school leader ensures that regular communication with students and 
families fosters their high expectations for student academic 
achievement. 

  X  

6.3 The school engages in effective planning and reciprocal communication 
with family and community stakeholders so that student strength and 
needs are identified and used to augment learning. 

  X  

6.4 The school community partners with families and community agencies to 
promote and provide training across all areas (academic and social and 
emotional developmental health) to support student success. 

  X  

6.5 The school shares data in a way that promotes dialogue among parents, 
students, and school community members centered on student learning 
and success and encourages and empowers families to understand and 
use data to advocate for appropriate support services for their children. 

  X  

 OVERALL  RATING  FOR TENET 6:   D  
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School Review – Findings, Evidence, Impact and Recommendations: 

 

Tenet 2 - School Leader Practices and Decisions:  Visionary leaders create a school 

community and culture that lead to success, well-being, and high academic outcomes for 

all students via systems of continuous and sustainable school improvement.  

Tenet Rating D 

 

Debriefing Statement:  The recently appointed school leader articulates a school vision focused on high 

expectations and student well-being and has begun to make strategic decisions to achieve this vision.  

Communication protocols to engage all stakeholders and structures to monitor staff pedagogical practice are 

evolving.  The lack of established systems limits the school community’s ability work together to implement the 

vision of long-term student success. 

Strengths: 
 

2.3 The school has received a rating of Effective for this Statement of Practice:  Leaders make strategic 

decisions to organize programmatic, human, and fiscal capital resources. 

Overall Finding: 

The school leader analyzes resource allocations and is proactive in seeking funding to support his vision and to 

address student needs.  He has identified programming and human capital needs and is using the resources 

provided to meet the immediate needs of the school community. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader is new to the building, but he worked in close collaboration with staff to select a 

school-based option (SBO) to maximize professional development (PD) efforts.  The program 

modification will provide PD for 80 minutes on Mondays and community outreach for 75 minutes 

on Tuesdays, as well as additional staff PD focused on school and student-specific needs.  In 

addition, the school leader will allocate period five as common planning time and enhance extended 

learning time for students Wednesday through Saturday.  

 The school leader has identified critical school personnel with the goal of expanding their current 

roles and identified teacher leaders to increase student college- and career-readiness. 

 The school leader requested additional funding and met with local politicians to fund the upcoming 

graduation ceremony.  In response to the school leader’s request, the Superintendent is providing 

discretionary funds for paper and other materials so that teachers are not limited to access to 

copies.  Per session funds are being used for outreach efforts to recruit students for the incoming 

ninth grade class and for school personnel to help complete college applications before the end of 

the school year.  

Impact Statement:  

The school leader is using available resources to address the immediate needs of the school community in 

order to improve student success. 

2.4 The school has received a rating of Effective for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader has a 
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fully functional system in place aligned to the district's Annual Professional Performance Review (APPR) to 

conduct targeted and frequent observation and track progress of teacher practices based on student data and 

feedback. 

Overall Finding: 

The school leader has a functional system in place aligned to the district’s APPR to conduct observations and 

track teacher progress based on student data and feedback. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader has a schedule for observations aligned to the district’s APPR and has asked 

teachers to reflect on their progress and to set goals for next year.  The school leader met with 

teachers individually to assess their strengths and weaknesses.   

 Teachers report that the school leader has provided verbal and written feedback during informal 

observations and walk-throughs and has observed all staff multiple times in the ten days he has 

been in the school.  As a result of the observation data collected, the school leader has reinstated 

fifth period common planning time to focus staff efforts to address immediate student needs and to 

implement protocols for looking at student work to develop high expectations for student 

performance tasks.  While common planning time was reinstated on a volunteer basis, the school 

leader and teachers report that all staff is present during the common planning time and all attend a 

daily fifteen-minute session at the beginning of each day with the school leader.  This allows the 

school leader to monitor on-going PD efforts with coaches and to assign per diem substitutes to 

cover classes when teachers express a desire for peer inter-visitations or extended time with the 

math and English language arts (ELA) coaches assigned to the building.  Coaches provide online 

feedback to teachers and the school leader provides teachers with feedback on individual teacher 

goals and progress. 

 The Assistant Principal (AP) meets weekly with the guidance counselor, and the school leader and 

counselor report that the AP refocused the guidance counselor’s work by encouraging her to attend 

academic policy workshops to help align school goals to CCLS expectations.   

Impact Statement:  

The school leader’s systems aligned to the district’s APPR ensures that staff are held accountable for 

continuous school improvement.  

 

Areas for Improvement: 
 

2.2 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader 

ensures that the school community shares the Specific, Measurable, Ambitious, Results-oriented, and Timely 

(SMART) goals/mission, and long-term vision inclusive of core values that address the priorities outlined in the 

School Comprehensive Educational Plan (SCEP). 

Overall Finding: 

The school leader does not consistently ensure that the school community shares the SMART goals and school 
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vision to address priorities outlined in the SCEP. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader plans to increase the involvement of stakeholders by creating a long-term, data-

driven mission of college- and career-readiness with a focus on helping students take ownership of 

their learning.  The school leader stated that few stakeholders could articulate the current mission 

and vision.  Therefore, he met with teachers to elicit the characteristics of a successful learner to get 

staff input asking them, “What should a graduate look like?”  In order to achieve the attributes 

articulated by stakeholders and posted in the school leader’s office, the school leader is developing 

a vision to drive the school forward. 

 The school leader indicates that in examining the current SSCEP, the goals in the plan are 

incomplete and do not address the needs of the school.  Therefore, he is refocusing school efforts 

based on current data and instructional practice, and encouraging staff, parent, and student buy-in 

to achieve newly established school priorities. 

 The school leader is in the process of aligning and adapting the school’s vision and goals and 

collecting both qualitative and quantitative data as a baseline for moving the school forward, but 

recognizes that work still needs to be done. 

Impact Statement:  

The new school leader is working to ensure that all stakeholders know and support the school’s vision for 

student achievement.  

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Establish student-centered SCEP goals that are consistently evaluated, monitored for progress, and 

adapted as needed.  Ensure that school documents reflect the high expectations identified. 

2.5 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  Leaders effectively use 

evidence-based systems and structures to examine and improve critical individual and school-wide practices as 

defined in the SCEP (student achievement, curriculum and teacher practices; leadership development; 

community/family engagement; and student social and emotional developmental health). 

Overall Finding: 

The school leader is beginning to implement systems to examine and improve critical school-wide practices. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader has begun to monitor both in-house PD based on observation data collected, as 

well as network coaching efforts by requesting that coaches input their recommendations for 

teacher growth using google.docs to ensure alignment of school and district supports.  Teachers are 

held accountable for improvement in their pedagogical practice to address students’ needs. 
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 The school leader has posted college and transcript data and asks students, “Are you green?” to 

reinforce student and staff awareness of current student progress toward graduation, credit 

accumulation, and college- and career-readiness skill development.  This progress is posted in green 

on bulletin boards in public areas.  The school leader also shared the 2012 School Quality Review 

(SQR) report for transparency so that teachers were aware of how the school was perceived and to 

enable teachers to implement the recommendations made by the reviewers. 

 A review of formal and informal teacher observation reports revealed that teachers received 

feedback that identified areas for teacher Individual improvement, such as classroom management, 

which appeared in their individual improvement plans.  However, the only next steps for individual 

implementation that were suggested were to look at behavior intervention plan data.  The new 

school leader has revised school observation protocols to be more timely and responsive to critical 

teacher and student needs. 

 The school leader has identified the need to ensure that practices for monitoring instruction and 

curriculum be more rigorous so that instruction is data driven and the curriculum meets the needs 

of all students.  In addition, the school leader has identified the need to ensure that strategies for 

monitoring school and individual practices have direct alignment with improvements to student 

achievement. 

Impact Statement:  

The school leader’s development of evidence-based systems and structures to examine and improve critical 

individual and school-wide practices are beginning to help the school increase awareness and understanding of 

data-driven protocols in order to improve student achievement. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Ensure that all stakeholders can communicate individual student data with next steps provided to 

students to allow them to reach achievable goals that are aligned to school-wide SCEP.  Ensure that 

strategies for monitoring the work of the school directly lead to improvements in student 

achievement. 

Tenet 3 - Curriculum Development and Support:  The school has rigorous and coherent 

curricula and assessments that are appropriately aligned to the Common Core Learning 

Standards (CCLS) for all students and are modified for identified subgroups in order to 

maximize teacher instructional practices and student-learning outcomes. 

Tenet Rating D 

 

Debriefing Statement:   The school is beginning to revise assessments and redesign curricula, including units of 

study and lesson plan templates, to reflect alignment to the instructional shifts of the Common Core Learning 

Standards (CCLS) and college and career skill development.  However, there is an absence of clear 

modifications or adaptations of units to address the needs of English language learners (ELLs), students with 

disabilities, and other subgroups, thus limiting opportunities and access to learning that meets the needs of all 

students. 
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Strengths: 

All ratings for this Tenet are Developing or Ineffective and therefore, comments are listed under Areas for 

Improvement. 

 

Areas for Improvement: 

 

3.2 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader 

ensures and supports the quality implementation of a systematic plan of rigorous and coherent curricula 

appropriately aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) that is monitored and adapted to meet 

the needs of students. 

Overall Finding:   

The school leader is beginning to ensure that teachers implement rigorous and coherent curricula aligned to 

the CCLS and adapted to meet the needs of students. 

 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The current school leader has articulated to teachers his expectations for rigorous and coherent 

curricula.  The ELA network coach has helped to adapt ATLAS materials to the CCLS expectations and 

the AUSSIE coach has helped develop a school-wide literacy initiative.  The school leader also 

provided teachers with a suggested lesson plan template, and asked teachers to design daily lesson 

plans aligned to the CCLS.  Most lesson plans reviewed included essential questions, assessments, 

and closures.  However, the review team noted inconsistent use of scaffolded materials or 

purposeful groupings to meet the needs of students.  

 A document review indicates initial plans to implement the CCLS in ELA and global studies, as well as 

a pacing calendar, but teachers do not currently consistently provide students with skill 

development strategies to address specific needs. 

 Although standards for writing and literacy are posted in classes, lesson plans reviewed do not 

reference the CCLS and the school leader stated that he plans to hire an instructional support 

person to help develop comprehensive units and instructional plans that include accommodations.  

Further, the school leader stated that teachers are beginning to motivate students to take 

ownership of their learning.  

Impact Statement:  

The curricula used do not consistently meet the needs of students, which hinders student college- and career-

readiness. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Provide common planning time for teachers to collaborate on aligning the curriculum to the CCLS.  

Monitor lesson plans to ensure rigorous and coherent CCLS units that include the instructional shifts 
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3.3 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  Teachers develop and 

ensure that unit and lesson plans used include data-driven instruction (DDI) protocols that are appropriately 

aligned to the CCLS and NYS content standards and address student achievement needs. 

Overall Finding: 

Lesson and unit plans do not consistently include DDI protocols or align to the CCLS to address student needs.  

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 Documents reviewed demonstrated that lesson and unit plans do not include a variety of complex 

materials aligned to the CCLS.  Teachers are not consistently using data to revise teaching strategies 

or to create multiple points of access for students.  Core subject departments are beginning to 

revise curricula and instructional practices to ensure CCLS alignment and access for a diverse range 

of learners. 

 A document review demonstrated that assessments are not consistently included in unit plans to 

help identify skills or benchmarks for student progress.  Similarly, while the instructional shifts were 

evident in some lesson plans, student work did not reflect rigorous CCLS expectations.  Further, the 

majority of lesson plans reviewed did not include higher-order questioning.   

 

Impact Statement:  

The inconsistent alignment of lesson and unit plans to DDI protocols and the CCLS limit student achievement. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Ensure that units and lesson plans include DDI protocols, higher-order questioning, and are adapted 

to meet student needs.  

3.4 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader and 

teachers have developed a comprehensive plan for teachers to partner within and across all grades and 

subjects to create interdisciplinary curricula targeting the arts, technology, and other enrichment 

opportunities. 

 

Overall Finding: 

Teachers do not consistently plan interdisciplinary curricula targeting the arts, technology, and other 

enrichment opportunities. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school is beginning to use technology to support learning in ELA, by using peer and teacher 

editing on google.docs.  Students in the small student meeting presented online ELA portfolios with 

real-time feedback provided by teachers and peers that allowed them to improve their writing 

products.  The team observed SMARTBoards in all classrooms that were used by teachers, but were 
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not used interactively with students.  

 In extended learning time and Regents prep classes, teachers report the use of technology 

programs, such as Brain Pop and Castle Learning to differentiate and scaffold questions.      

 

 Due to student enrollment, enrichment classes are limited and a music position was cut this year.  

However, the school leader is encouraging cross-curricular connections through the visual arts 

teacher.  However, there are few formal opportunities for all students to learn through an 

interdisciplinary curriculum.  

Impact Statement:  

Students do not consistently have opportunities to engage in thoughtful cross-curricula activities and this 

hinders student success.  

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Formalize the collaboration between ELA and social studies teachers and extend these efforts to 

include art and technology.  Provide PD for staff to expand the interactive use of available 

SMARTBoards.   

3.5 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  Teachers implement a 

comprehensive system for using formative and summative assessments for strategic short and long-range 

curriculum planning that involves student reflection, tracking of, and ownership of learning.   

Overall Finding: 

Teachers do not consistently use assessment data to revise curricula or modify plans to meet the needs of 

subgroups.  Feedback to students is inconsistent, and lacks the specificity necessary for actionable next steps 

that lead to improved student achievement. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader encourages the use of data and actionable teacher feedback to students.  

However, the review team found limited evidence of teachers using data to revise curriculum or 

plans to meet the needs of students.   

 While the school leader stresses the importance of student ownership of learning, peer evaluation 

and self-reflection, most instruction during classroom visits was teacher directed.  While there was 

some evidence of students reflecting on their work using rubrics, this was not consistent across the 

school. 

 While the school has a part-time Individual Education Plan (IEP) coordinator, there was little 

evidence that accommodations are made for students with IEPs in unit or lesson plans.  While 

conversations around data are beginning, students are not grouped consistently based on data.   
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Impact Statement:  

The inconsistent alignment between curriculum and assessment limits student achievement. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Examine units and lesson plans to determine if assessments are included and incorporate clear 

delineations in rubric language and performance task data that reflect the instructional shifts, and 

reinforce the need for teachers to provide accurate, actionable, high quality feedback.   

Tenet 4 - Teacher Practices and Decisions:  Teachers engage in strategic practices and 

decision-making in order to address the gap between what students know and need to 

learn, so that all students and pertinent subgroups experience consistent high levels of 

engagement, thinking, and achievement. 

Tenet Rating D 

 

Debriefing Statement:   School leaders and staff are beginning to engage in conversations about student 

progress and instruction.  However, there is inconsistent use of data to inform teacher practice.  As a result, the 

academic needs of all students are not addressed.  

 

Strengths: 
 

All ratings for this Tenet are Developing or Ineffective and therefore, comments are listed under Areas for 

Improvement. 

 

Areas for Improvement: 

 

4.2 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  School and teacher 

leaders ensure that instructional practices and strategies are organized around annual, unit, and daily lesson 

plans that address all student goals and needs. 

Overall Finding: 

Teachers do not ensure that instruction is organized around plans that address all student needs. 

 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader is currently refocusing the work of the instructional coaches so that they can 

model and mentor teachers.  The school leader stated that he is working to ensure that student 

intervention strategies appear in unit and daily lesson plans and that teachers design student 

accommodations aligned to IEP goals. 

 Discussions with teachers and analyses of planning documents indicate that teachers are at an early 

stage of using data to inform instruction.  Lessons reviewed by the review team demonstrate that 

teachers are not consistently using data to modify instruction to support student needs.  

 While teachers were aware of the ELL students in their classes, teachers stated that they were 
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unfamiliar with the data that would inform appropriate interventions for this subgroup.  Further, 

while a bi-lingual paraprofessional helped translate text so students could complete assigned tasks; 

there were no evidence goals or purposeful interventions for ELLs.      

Impact Statement:  

The school’s instructional practices do not consistently promote high levels of student engagement and inquiry, 

which hinders student achievement. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Utilize coaches to provide modeling and mentorship in order to ensure instruction is adapted to 

meet the needs of students.   

4.3 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  Teachers provide 

coherent, and appropriately aligned Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS)-based instruction that leads to 

multiple points of access for all students. 

Overall Finding: 

Teachers do not consistently provide coherent CCLS-aligned instruction that leads to multiple points of access 

for all students.   

 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 While one teacher used the Socratic Method to promote student higher-order thinking, in most 

classrooms, the review team found that students were engaged in the same task with little 

differentiation.  Additionally, while some teachers used turn and talk or think-pair-share strategies, 

there was little evidence of purposeful grouping, and teachers did not consistently assess if students 

understood the content taught.   

 

Impact Statement:  

Teacher instructional practices do not consistently lead to high levels of student engagement and achievement.   

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Promote CCLS rigor in instruction and higher-order thinking skills to engage students.  Challenge 

students by including questions based on content complexity and monitor student learning in order 

to adapt instruction to meet student needs. 

 

4.4 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  Teachers and students 

work together to implement a program/plan to create a learning environment that is responsive to students’ 

varied experiences and tailored to the strengths and needs of all students. 
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Overall Finding: 

Teachers do not consistently implement a plan to create a learning environment that is responsive to student 

needs.   

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 Teachers report that they establish class rules and expectations, which the review team found 

posted in some of the classrooms visited.  However, while students were respectful during 

discussions, they were often disengaged and off-task during lessons that were teacher-directed and 

were not reflective of a student-centered environment.   

 Limited opportunities are provided for students to discuss or offer their views and opinions on a 

wide range of topics.  Further, instruction is not consistently matched to student needs, results in a 

learning environment that does not provide an opportunity for students to increase their active 

participation in learning. 

Impact Statement:  

The learning environment does not consistently meet the needs of all students, which hinders student success. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Engage in CCLS aligned instructional practice that promotes challenging and relevant inquiry-based 

intellectual growth and includes opportunities for students to share their ideas in an inclusive 

classroom where differing views, perspectives and values are invited, recognized and celebrated.  

 

4.5 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  Teachers inform 

planning and foster student participation in their own learning process by using a variety of summative and 

formative data sources (e.g., screening, interim measures, and progress monitoring). 

 

Overall Finding: 

Teachers do not consistently use assessment to inform in instruction or to foster student participation in their 

own learning process. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 Discussions with teachers, classroom visits, and a review of documents indicate that teachers are at 

an early stage of using data to inform instruction.  Teachers are beginning to collaborate on aligning 

plans and data, but presently there is not a consistent approach for using data to adapt lesson plans 

or instruction.  Teachers and students state that students are often placed in groups based on 

friendship or proximity in the classroom, rather than by ability or need.   

 Discussions with students and a review of documents indicate that the quality of teacher feedback is 

inconsistent.  While some teachers conference with students about next steps based on rubrics, and 

discuss how students can improve their work, the review team found most teachers do not 
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consistently provide students with specific feedback that includes actionable next steps to improve 

their learning.    

Impact Statement:  

The inconsistent use of data-based instruction limits student achievement. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Provide PD for teachers on how to analyze and use data to meet student needs.  Ensure that 

instruction promotes student self-assessment and ownership of their learning.   

Tenet 5 - Student Social and Emotional Developmental Health:  The school community 

identifies, promotes, and supports social and emotional development by designing 

systems and experiences that lead to healthy relationships and a safe, respectful 

environment that is conducive to learning for all constituents. 

Tenet Rating D 

 

Debriefing Statement:   The school leader and staff have begun to address the social and emotional needs of 

students.  However, the analysis of data in regard to student behavior interventions and other social and 

emotional developmental health needs of students is not consistent across the school.  As a result, 

opportunities for students to become socially and academically successful are not optimized.  

 

Strengths: 

 

All ratings for this Tenet are Developing or Ineffective and therefore, comments are listed under Areas for 

Improvement. 

 

Areas for Improvement: 

 

5.2 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader 

establishes overarching systems and understandings of how to support and sustain student social and 

emotional developmental health and academic success. 

Overall Finding: 

The school leader is working with staff to develop systems to support student social and emotional 

developmental health. 

 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The AP for guidance reports that the guidance counselor conducts a school-wide advisory for the 

four grade levels weekly and follows-up with students regarding academic progress or behavior 

issues from the past month.  In addition, the counselor meets with individual or small groups 

informally to support students.  The AP monitors the log weekly and provides feedback regarding 

the counselor’s work with students.  However, the counselor shared daily incidents can impact the 
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consistency of the advisory meetings. 

 While the guidance counselor reports that social and emotional developmental health is a school 

priority and that teachers support her efforts, the referral process is inconsistent.  Some teachers 

report using Skedula and Pupil Path, online student data systems, or they e-mail parents directly to 

address student’s immediate needs.  Students report that teachers are always checking in with 

them and most state that they have an adult that knows them and that they can reach out to for 

support.   

 

Impact Statement:  

The inconsistent use of systems to support student social and emotional developmental health hinders student 

success.  

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Implement a formal system whereby each student is known and mentored by a designated school 

adult and ensure that staff identify the needs of all students and monitor internal resources to 

promote and support student social and emotional developmental health. 

5.3 The school has received a rating of Ineffective for this Statement of Practice:  The school articulates 

and systematically promotes a vision for social and emotional developmental health that is aligned to a 

curriculum or program that provides learning experiences and a safe and healthy school environment for 

families, teachers, and students. 

Overall Finding: 

The school does not articulate a curriculum or program aligned to a vision to support student social and 

emotional developmental health. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 While the guidance counselor meets with all students as part of advisory, she stated that there is no 

formal agenda or curricula for advisory or for the teaching social and emotional developmental 

health. 

 Discussions with teachers, support staff, and school leaders indicate that there has been no PD and 

there is none planned to build adult capacity to address the social and emotional needs of all 

students.   

Impact Statement:  

The lack of a curriculum or plan to support student social and emotional developmental health limits student 

success. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 
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should: 

 Establish and implement a formal advisory curriculum that supports the school’s goals and vision.   

 Develop a curriculum that incorporates research-based practices aligned to the school’s vision for 

student social and emotional developmental health.  Ensure procedures are in place to monitor and 

revise the PD so that it meets student needs.  

5.4 The school has received a rating of Ineffective for this Statement of Practice:  All school stakeholders 

work together to develop a common understanding of the importance of their contributions in creating a 

school community that is safe, conducive to learning, and fostering of a sense of ownership for providing social 

and emotional developmental health supports tied to the school’s vision. 

 

Overall Finding: 

Stakeholders are beginning to work together to develop a common understanding of their roles in support 

student social and emotional developmental health.   

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leaders stated that there is work to be done to ensure that stakeholders share a 

common vision of their roles in supporting student social and emotional developmental health.  

However, discussions with students, staff, and parents demonstrate that they are currently not clear 

on their roles.  For example, teachers stated that they are not sure of referral procedures and 

students stated that they would like a greater voice in the life of the school.   

Impact Statement:  

Stakeholders are not clear on their roles in supporting the social and emotional developmental health of 

students, which hinders student success. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Ensure the school community uses a plan that incorporates PD, protocols, and processes to define 

and strengthen stakeholder roles and responsibilities in supporting student social and emotional 

developmental health. 

5.5 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader and 

student support staff work together with teachers to establish structures to support the use of data to respond 

to student social and emotional developmental health needs. 

 

Overall Finding: 

The school collects data on the social and academic needs and progress of students, but does not analyze or 

monitor it rigorously to support students.   
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Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 The school leader articulated the need to organize, analyze, and disseminate data to identify and 

support student needs as one of the school’s priorities.  Further, the school leader shared the need 

to disaggregate data and monitor systems that support individual student social and emotional 

health.  As a result, the school leader asked the AP to monitor the guidance log to ensure the 

effective use of the school counselor to address absence and lateness.  However, the attendance of 

at-risk based students with long-term attendance issues has not improved and remains below 50 

percent.   

 

 While the AP monitors the guidance advisory log and the mandated services counseling log, no 

formal plan to hold staff accountable for student social-emotional success was evident.  The school 

leader has shifted the focus of the attendance team to determine appropriate supports that best 

meet student needs. 

 The school leader has begun to analyze student achievement data, but there is no current plan for 

using data to support student social and emotional developmental heath.  However, the AP and 

guidance counselor both stated that the school leader has raised awareness across the school about 

the connection between student social-emotional data and academic achievement. 

Impact Statement:  

The inconsistent use of data to support student social and emotional developmental health limits student 

success. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Develop, in collaboration with stakeholders, a plan with systems and structures  for the collection, 

analysis, and use of data to address student social and emotional developmental health needs and 

to increase opportunities for academic success.   

Tenet 6 - Family and Community Engagement: The school creates a culture of 

partnership where families, community members, and school staff work together to 

share in the responsibility for student academic progress and social-emotional growth 

and well-being. 

Tenet Rating D 

 

Debriefing Statement:   The school is developing structures and supports for families to improve the home-

school partnership.  There are limited opportunities for parents to advocate for their children.  Therefore, the 

ability of families to support the achievement of school goals and student academic progress is hindered. 

 

Strengths: 

 

All ratings for this Tenet are Developing or Ineffective and therefore, comments are listed under Areas for 

Improvement. 
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Areas for Improvement: 

 

6.2 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school leader 

ensures that regular communication with students and families fosters their high expectations for student 

academic achievement 

Overall Finding: 

The school leader is beginning to ensure that communication with students and families fosters high 

expectations for student academic achievement. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 While stakeholders stated that the school leader speaks to high student expectations, the 

orientation packet for incoming ninth graders provides little information regarding the CCLS and 

academic expectations.  The school leader shared that he is in process of making revisions to 

address these deficiencies prior to beginning recruitment efforts for the next academic year.     

 The school leader stated that the parent coordinator and student support staff have been directed 

to articulate student expectations for academic success and student well-being, as they frequently 

interact with parents.  The school is beginning to communicate with families via phone, e-mail, and 

the newsletter that is translated, all of which focus on student achievement. 

 The school leader designated an area to house an Adult Learning Center to increase stakeholders’ 

involvement in the developing professional learning community.  Parents and the parent 

coordinator describe the center as a much-needed community resource that provides an 

opportunity to increase family engagement.  Further, the school leader has begun to create a 

professional library for all stakeholders to encourage personal and professional growth and high 

academic expectations for students.  In addition, the school leader is beginning to consult with 

parents about the home-school partnership in order to improve communication with families. 

Impact Statement:  

As a result, efforts to gain family support for school-wide initiatives to improve student achievement are in 

progress but have not yet begun to contribute to students achieving the academic success required to be 

college and career ready. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Ensure that communication with families fosters high expectations for student academic 

achievement. 

6.3 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school engages in 

effective planning and reciprocal communication with family and community stakeholders so that student 

strength and needs are identified and used to augment learning. 
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Overall Finding: 

The school leader is developing reciprocal communication with family and community stakholders to support 

student success. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 

 Both school leaders and the parent coordinator indicate that they have an open door policy for 

parents and report that they vary meeting times to increase opportunities for family engagement.  

Parents state that they feel welcome at the school and believe that the new school leader is 

responsive to family concerns.   

 Report cards are distributed on open school night where parents have an opportunity to speak with 

teachers and support personnel.  The school also provides computer training for parents to access 

information and passwords for Pupil Path.  However, low parent attendance at meetings, trainings, 

and conferences has led the school leader to reevaluate the school’s communication strategies.  AS 

a result, the school leader is planning to implement changes in the coming year.   

Impact Statement:  

Inconsistent reciprocal communication between the home and school limits student success. 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of strategies for communicating with parents and make improvements 

where needed so that the school and parents can work together for the benefit of all students.  

6.4 The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school community 

partners with families and community agencies to promote and provide training across all areas (academic and 

social and emotional developmental health) to support student success. 

Overall Finding: 

The school community is developing a plan to partner with families and community agencies to support 

student success. 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 The PTA president serves as a liaison and shares information between the school and local 

community based organizations, such as the Coalition for Educational Justice and NY for Community 

Change, two that provide PD to parents to access community resources.  However, staff and school 

leaders shared that parent involvement is an area that the school needs to develop. 

 The parent coordinator spearheads community outreach efforts with the Beacon program, the 

school-based community center that operates afterschool, on weekends, during school holidays and 

vacations, including the summer.  However, there is limited training provided to parents to support 

their children’s learning.  As a result, the school leader shared that he is reaching out to parents to 

evaluate parent needs in order to plan for the next school year.    
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Impact Statement:  

The school is developing plans to train parents in order to support student academic achievement.   

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Develop a comprehensive plan, in collaboration with pertinent school staff and community 

agencies, to ensure that classroom teachers and guidance staff understand how to create and 

sustain family relationships.     

6.5  The school has received a rating of Developing for this Statement of Practice:  The school shares data in a 

way that promotes dialogue among parents, students, and school community members centered on student 

learning and success and encourages and empowers families to understand and use data to advocate for 

appropriate support services for their children. 

Overall Finding: 

The school does not consistently share data with families in a way that promotes dialogue and empowers 

parents to advocate for their children. 

 

Evidence/Information that Lead to this Finding:  

 The Parent Coordinator trained parents on Pupil Path and contacted parents who did not attend the 

workshop to come to school to obtain their password and to receive personalized computer and 

data analysis training. 

 After reviewing academic progress data, the school leader developed a chart for students and 

families to assess individual student achievement and progress.  The data chart is color-coded to 

reflect credit accumulation, attendance, and Regents pass rates to empower students to take 

ownership of their learning.  However, both staff and parents confirm that more support and 

training is needed so that parents fully understand the data so that they can advocate for their 

children’s success.  

Impact Statement:  

The school is developing a plan to help parents use data to support their children’s success. 

 

Recommendation: 

In order for the school's strategy and practices to align with the Effective rating on the DTSDE rubric, the school 

should: 

 Develop a plan whereby school leaders, data specialists, student support staff, program 

coordinators, and community organizations share data and integrate data systems in order to 

identify family needs and target appropriate support strategies.  Ensure that student data is shared 

in a way that families can understand so that parents can advocate for student supports to augment 

achievement. 
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Foundations Academy is a high school with 102 students from grades 9 through grade 12.  

The school population comprises 68% Black, 28% Hispanic, 0% White, and 0% Asian 

students.  The student body includes 7% English language learners and 38% special 

education students.  Boys account for 50% of the students enrolled and girls account for 

50%.  The average attendance rate for the school year 2013-2014 was 72.0%. 

 

School Quality Criteria 
 

Instructional Core 

To what extent does the school… Area of: Rating: 

1.1  Ensure engaging, rigorous, and coherent curricula in 

all subjects, accessible for a variety of learners and 

aligned to Common Core Learning Standards and/or 

content standards 

Additional 
Findings 

Developing 

1.2  Develop teacher pedagogy from a coherent set of 

beliefs about how students learn best that is informed 

by the instructional shifts and Danielson Framework 

for Teaching, aligned to the curricula, engaging, and 

meets the needs of all learners so that all students 

produce meaningful work products 

Focus Developing 

2.2  Align assessments to curricula, use on-going 
assessment and grading practices, and analyze 
information on student learning outcomes to adjust 
instructional decisions at the team and classroom 
levels 

Additional 
Findings 

Developing 

School Culture   

To what extent does the school… Area of: Rating: 

3.4  Establish a culture for learning that communicates 
high expectations to staff, students, and families, and 
provide supports to achieve those expectations 

Additional 
Findings 

Developing 

Systems for Improvement   

To what extent does the school… Area of: Rating: 

4.2  Engage in structured professional collaborations on 
teams using an inquiry approach that promotes shared 
leadership and focuses on improved student learning 

Celebration Developing 

  

The School Context 
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Area of Celebration 
    

Quality Indicator: 
4.2 Teacher teams 

and leadership 
development 

Rating: Developing 

 
Findings 
Since February, all teachers are engaged in structured professional collaborations using an inquiry 
approach that is still in an emergent phase.  Distributive leadership practices are developing to 
support leadership capacity-building.  
 
Impact 
Teachers are collectively building their capacity to identify and address gaps in student skills. The 
impact on teacher practice and student progress has yet to be realized. 
 
Supporting Evidence 

 All teachers in the school serve on one of two teacher teams that have each identified a 
group of students who attend school regularly but are not meeting expectations for their 
learning.  The teams are currently led by an assistant principal and the principal.  Each 
team targets specific writing skills aligned to the Judith Hochman approach to writing, which 
focuses on the building of complex sentence writing skills and tracks mastery of those 
skills.  For example, students are explicitly taught conjunctions and subordinate clauses 
within each content area.  Differentiated scaffolds are planned as students build mastery of 
these writing skills. Curricular and instructional decisions are made as a result of the 
findings from the students’ work.  

 The instructional cabinet is developing protocols for mirroring the inquiry process at the 
leadership level by looking at teacher practice, using subcomponents of the Danielson 
Framework for Teaching.  For example, in February, the administrative team looked at 
specific attributes of teacher practice within Danielson’s components 1e (Designing 
Coherent Instruction ) and 3c (Engaging Students in Learning) , identified gaps in areas 
such as embedding multiple entry points into tasks, implementing purposeful groupings, 
and mastering effective pacing of the lesson.  The agendas and notes from the March 
cabinet inquiry meetings that followed, focused on helping teachers to develop lessons with 
multiple entry points.  Supported by School Renewal coaches, this process of using 
Danielson aligned tools to monitor and improve teacher practice is intended to strengthen 
school-wide understanding of the inquiry process. 

 An experienced science teacher assumed the role of coaching her Integrated Co-teaching 
team (ICT) partner.  However, such strategic collegial pairings have not been initiated for 
other teachers across the school. 
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Area of Focus 
    

Quality Indicator: 1.2 Pedagogy Rating: Developing 

 
Findings 
Across classrooms, teacher practices inconsistently provide multiple entry points into lessons to 
support all learners.  Class discussions reflect uneven levels of student thinking and participation.  
 
Impact 
Teaching practices do not regularly offer students ample opportunities to fully engage in learning 
tasks via multiple pathways that support them in producing quality work products. There are uneven 
levels of student engagement, thinking, and participation during lessons. 
 
Supporting Evidence 

 In three out of eight classes, multiple entry points were evident in the form of visual aids or 
support for students, by paraprofessionals. A social studies teacher provided bilingual 
support to English Language Learners via small group conferencing in Spanish, while other 
students worked independently.  In most classrooms students had to complete the same 
task and students who finished early sat waiting without an opportunity to engage in an 
extension activity.  For example, in an English class, while ten of nineteen students had 
finished the task and were having private conversations with peers, two students had not yet 
engaged in the task and seven were on task. 

 In the majority of classes, students’ cognitive engagement with the work was inconsistent.  
For example, in a carousel activity in a social studies class, most students were engaged in 
completing the graphic organizer but were unable to articulate how it connects to the 
learning objective or the purpose for which they were organizing information.  During partner 
discussions in another social studies class, students neither annotated the text nor cited 
evidence from it when responding to the prompt.    

 Evidence of purposeful teacher moves to promote peer to peer student talk was evident in 
four out of eight classrooms.  In three of these classrooms, teachers asked students to turn 
and talk with a partner.  In one math class, the teacher used cold calling and informed 
students that she would come back to them when they did not have a response.  Students’ 
responses in that class evidenced their expectation that the teacher calls on non-volunteers 
and expects a response.  For example, one student voluntarily responded after initially not 
having any response.  In the other four classes observed, there were no purposeful teacher 
moves nor was there evidence of authentic student to student discussion. 
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Additional Findings 
    

Quality Indicator: 1.1 Curriculum Rating: Developing 

 
Findings 
School leaders and faculty are in the process of aligning curricula to the Common Core Learning 
Standards and building coherence across grades and departments.  Curricula and academic tasks 
inconsistently emphasize higher order skills and rigorous habits for all students.  
 
Impact 
The school has not yet implemented demanding curricula that provide all students with access to 
rigorous tasks, across grades and subject areas, which promote college and career readiness for 
all learners.  
 
Supporting Evidence 

 The school is adapting Engage NY modules in English language arts and math and has 
adopted social studies curriculum from New Visions and a high school with a strong track 
record of student achievement in social studies.  In addition, the school has relied on its 
network team for support in building detailed curriculum maps in the sciences. The science 
maps include learning objectives, content, assessments, instructional strategies, and 
necessary resources.   

 In an effort to build consistency in curriculum planning, the school leader asked teachers to 
address what students will learn, pedagogical strategies to be used, media types, and 
evidence of learning, when planning lessons.  However, lesson plans show that teachers 
are at different stages in thinking about and using this protocol.  For example, while the 
United States History and Government lesson plan addressed these considerations with 
some specificity, the Global History lesson plan addressed some of the questions with less 
specificity, and the lesson plan for an Integrated Algebra class did not illustrate guiding 
questions.  

 The Principal has offered training to teachers to support coherent instructional planning, the 
designing of rigorous tasks, and alignment of curricula to the Common Core Learning 
Standards.  Lesson plans viewed showed some applications of this training. For example, 
both social studies lesson plans demonstrated alignment between the learning objective, the 
strategy for achieving that objective, and the materials to be used.  The Integrated Algebra 
lesson plan summarized lesson activities by asking a procedural question aligned to the 
learning objective and a conceptual question aligned to the Essential Question.   
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Quality Indicator: 2.2 Assessment Rating: Developing 

 
Findings 
The school is developing the use of assessments and grading policies to provide staff and students 
with actionable feedback toward goals across grades and subject areas.  Teacher assessment 
practices inconsistently reflect the use of ongoing checks for understanding.  
 
Impact 
The school’s developing assessment practices and inconsistencies in teachers’ use of assessment 
data, limit positive impact of assessment data on classroom instruction and students’ self-
assessment. 
 
Supporting Evidence 

 The school’s assessment program includes a common grading policy, common rubrics and 
other assessment tools.  However, while some students are able to articulate how rubrics 
are used to assess and further their learning, the majority of students interviewed were 
unable to articulate the school’s grading policy. Several also reported that they were 
infrequent users of the school’s student grade management system, which offers access to 
feedback on all students’ performance across content areas.   

 Feedback to students based on rubrics is not consistently actionable or reflective of the 
specific task shown in the students’ work.   For example, teacher feedback on a student’s 
math work read, “Come to class regularly.” Feedback on a science project read, “You lacked 
in-depth analysis of trends/patterns in your weather map.”  An English assignment lacked 
rubric and feedback to students whose work was viewed during the Quality Review. 

 Teachers’ checks for understanding were observed in some classes.  In an algebra class, 
the teacher used cold calling and later returned to the student who was unable to respond 
initially. In an ICT science classroom both teachers actively circulated, asked questions to 
assess students’ understanding, and provided support accordingly.  In contrast, there was 
no assessment of student work in a geometry class where the teacher distributed the exit 
ticket and then immediately started working on it with the whole class, without giving 
students an opportunity to demonstrate their understanding.  In a social studies ICT class, 
although both teachers circulated, assessment of student work was limited to assignment 
completion. 
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Quality Indicator: 
3.4 High 

Expectations 
Rating: Developing 

 
Findings 
Through various efforts led by school leaders, the school is developing in communicating to 
students and families, expectations connected to college and career readiness.  Feedback and 
guidance supports are developing the level of detail needed to help students for the next level. 
 
Impact 
Students have an understanding of promotional and high school commencement requirements and 
expectations. However, all students do not yet consistently demonstrate awareness of a connection 
between the work they do in class and expectations for college and career readiness, as well as 
high expectations for their personal and academic behaviors. 
 
Supporting Evidence 

 School leaders have implemented systems and practices to communicate the requirements 
for promotion and graduation and to assist students and families in tracking their progress.  
One innovative practice is a “Passport to College” ceremony in which students receive 
stamped, personalized “passports,” tracking completion of credits and other requirements 
toward graduation. The counselor meets with students on a monthly basis to discuss 
transcript and report card progress.  The school uses an in-house “monetary” rewards 
system to promote positive academic and personal behaviors.  The school also uses Jupiter 
grades to communicate progress to students and families.   

 The efforts of school leaders to communicate high expectations for college and career 
readiness were not consistently mirrored by teachers or reflected in comments made by 
students.  There were few examples of student work and projects and teacher feedback to 
help students get to the next level was inconsistent across grades.  In interviews, students’ 
comments included, “I am ahead in all my classes.  They just keep me busy,”  “I always 
finish my work and then just wait,” and “I am not sure what my next steps are.”   The 
majority of students interviewed stated that they did not regularly check the online grading 
system to monitor their progress.  Additionally, the majority of students communicated that 
they did not take advantage of the in-house “monetary” incentive system.  The two parents 
present for the parent meeting also indicated that they had not checked the online grading 
system to view data on their child’s performance. 

 Feedback and advisement supports are beginning to develop the level of detail and clarity 
needed to prepare students for the next level. Seniors have access to advisory sessions in 
which teachers implement an in house curriculum, with students currently working on tasks 
such as drafting their college essays. Students are given feedback by their guidance 
counselor who uses an online data base to inform them of their progress towards 
graduation; however school data seen during the Quality Review indicated that only 8 out of 
35 seniors are on track to meet expectations for graduation.  
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School Quality Guide
2013-2014

School Overview

School: Foundations Academy

DBN: 14K322

Principal: Neil Monheit

School Type: High School

Grade
  Enrollment

2011-2012              2012-2013           2013-2014

Student Population Characteristics                2011-2012     2012-2013     2013-2014

Grade 9 51 64 29

Grade 10 32 30 32

Grade 11 27 16 29

Grade 12 31 40 20

141 150 110All Students

% English Language Learners 6% 6% 6%

% Students with IEPs 38% 37% 40%

% Students with IEPs (less than 20% time with non-disabled peers) 23% 21% 22%

% Free Lunch Eligible 72% 72% 72%

% Overage Under-Credited 22% 23% 21%

% Asian 1% 1% 2%

% Black 67% 59% 63%

% Hispanic 30% 35% 32%

% White 1% 2% 1%

% Other 0% 0% 3%

Average Incoming ELA Proficiency (based on 8th grade) - 2.35 2.11

Average Incoming Math Proficiency (based on 8th grade) - 2.48 2.02



School Quality Guide Summary

Quality Review

Student Progress

Student Achievement

School Environment

Closing the Achievement Gap

Dates of Review: March 18, 2014

Principal at Time of Review: Jimmy Molina

UNDERDEVELOPED DEVELOPING PROFICIENT WELL DEVELOPED

NOT MEETING TARGET APPROACHING TARGET MEETING TARGET EXCEEDING TARGET

NOT MEETING TARGET APPROACHING TARGET MEETING TARGET EXCEEDING TARGET

NOT MEETING TARGET APPROACHING TARGET MEETING TARGET EXCEEDING TARGET

NOT MEETING TARGET APPROACHING TARGET MEETING TARGET EXCEEDING TARGET

State Accountability

The school's current status: Priority

This designation is determined by the New York State Department of Education 
under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Flexibility Waiver. 
More information on New York State accountability can be found here: 
http://schools.nyc.gov/Accountability/tools/accountability/default.htm.

2

NOT MEETING TARGET APPROACHING TARGET MEETING TARGET EXCEEDING TARGET

College and Career Readiness



Quality Review 3

QR Lead Reviewer: Deena Abu-Lughod

Dates of Review: March 18, 2014

Principal at Time of Review: Jimmy Molina

To what extent does the school...

Ensure engaging, rigorous, and coherent curricula in all subjects, accessible 
for a variety of learners and aligned to Common Core Learning Standards 
and/or content standards?

Develop teacher pedagogy from a coherent set of beliefs about how students
learn best that is informed by the instructional shifts and Danielson
Framework for Teaching, aligned to the curricula, engaging, and meets the
needs of all learners so that all students produce meaningful work products?

1.1

1.2

2.2

Excerpt: The school is beginning to design curricula and tasks that reflect the 
Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS) and the instructional shifts so that 
some student learning experiences are more rigorous and promote college 
readiness.

Excerpt: Some pedagogical practices reflect the school's belief in student-
centered learning by providing opportunities for student discussion to elevate 
the levels of student thinking and participation.

Excerpt: Align assessments and rubrics to content and the standards so that 
these data sources inform adjustments to curriculum and instruction and 
enable teachers to provide meaningful feedback to students to improve their 
levels of achievement.

DEVELOPING

DEVELOPING

UNDERDEVELOPED

The Quality Review is an evaluation of the school by an experienced educator based on a formal school visit. The educator 
observes classrooms and engages in conversations with parents, students, teachers, and school leaders to assess 
schoolwide practices. The Quality Review report provides specific feedback to support the school’s efforts. The 
information displayed here reflects the most recent year that a Quality Review was conducted at this school. Some schools 
will not have Quality Review information if they opened within the last two years or if their most recent review took place 
prior to August 2010.

3.4

Excerpt: N/A - This indicator was rated but not written about in the school's 
final report.

DEVELOPING

Engage in structured professional collaborations on teams using an inquiry 
approach that promotes shared leadership and focuses on improved student 
learning?

4.2

Excerpt: N/A - This indicator was rated but not written about in the school's 
final report.

DEVELOPING

Align assessments to curricula, use on-going assessment and grading practices, 
and analyze information on student learning outcomes to adjust instructional 
decisions at the team and classroom levels?

Establish a culture for learning that communicates high expectations to staff, 
students, and families, and provide supports to achieve those expectations?

DEVELOPING



Quality Review - continued 4

QR Lead Reviewer: Deena Abu-Lughod

Dates of Review: March 18, 2014

Principal at Time of Review: Jimmy Molina

Areas of Celebration Areas of Focus

Rigorous, engaging and coherent curricula 
aligned to the Common Core Learning Standards

Research-based, effective instruction that yields 
high quality student work

Structures for positive learning environment, 
inclusive culture, and student success

Support and evaluation of teachers through 
feedback using the Danielson framework and 
analysis of learning outcomes

School-level theory of action and goals shared 
by the school community

Curricula-aligned assessment practices that 
inform instruction

•

•

•

•

•

•

DEVELOPING



Graphs Walk-Through

How to Interpret the Graphs Used in the Remainder of the Report 

Most of the metrics in the report are presented through two standard graphs, which are intended to help place the school’s performance in context. 

Graph Showing Metric Values 

This graph shows the school’s performance on each metric over the past three years, as well as the range of historical performance by peer schools and 

citywide schools used in the School Quality Guide (or Progress Report) for those three years. Peer schools for an element ary or K-8 school are similar 

along the following student population characteristics: Economic Need Index, percent of students with disabilities, percent of black or Hispanic students, 

and percent of English language learners. Peer schools for middle schools are similar along the following student population characteristics: students’ 

average proficiency on 4th grade ELA and math tests, percent of students with disabilities, and percent of students two or more years overage upon entry 

into 6th grade. Peer schools for high schools are similar along the following student population characteristics: average 8th grade ELA proficiency, average 

8th grade math proficiency, percent students with disabilities, percent students with self-contained placements, and percent over-age students. 

 The vertical bars show the school’s values on the metric for the last three years, with the school’s numerical values (e.g., 30, 19, and 19 in the 

example below) displayed at the bottom of the bars. These bars can show trends over time in the school’s own performance. 

 

 Each year, the School Quality Guide compares the school’s performance against multiple years of historical performance by pee r and city 

schools. The middle horizontal line, in black, shows the average from this pool of historical performance by peer schools or the city, depending 

on which comparison group is being used. Comparing the top of the vertical bar with this black line shows whether the school is above or 

below the average of the pool of historical results achieved by the comparison group. 

 

 The top and bottom horizontal lines, in gray, show the top and bottom of the “range” of historical values for the comparison group. The range 

spans two standard deviations above and below the average; in general, this range contains approximately 96% of the values attained by 

schools in the comparison group. The lower gray line shows the value at the bottom of the range for the comparison group and the higher gray 

line shows the value at the top of the range for the comparison group. The position of the vertical bar between the two gray lines shows 

visually where the school falls within the distribution of results achieved by the comparison group. 

      

   Graph Showing Percent of Range 

This graph displays the “percent of range” of the school’s values for the last three years. The percent of range reflects where the school’s value falls 

between the bottom and top of the range. In mathematical terms, percent of range = (school’s value – bottom of range) / (top of range – bottom of range). 

The colors to the right of the chart display the ranges for the various ratings. The range for Exceeding Target is shown in dark green, Meeting Target is 

shown in light green, Approaching Target is shown in orange, and Not Meeting Target is shown in red. 

 

100% of range 

Average value among similar schools or city 

This school’s result 

0% of range 

Exceeding Target 

Meeting Target 

Approaching Target 

Not Meeting Target 
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Student Progress
Student Progress measures the ability of a school to help students progress toward the eventual goal of earning a Regents Diploma.

NOT MEETING TARGET 6

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 1st Year 
(n=10)

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 
10+ Credits in 1st Year (n=6)

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 2nd Year 
(n=28)

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 
10+ Credits in 2nd Year (n=10)

This metric shows the percentage of first year high school students who 
accumulate 10 or more academic credits, with particular focus given to credits 
earned in English, math, science, and social studies.

This metric shows the percentage of first year high school students in the school’s 
lowest third of incoming achievement who accumulate 10 or more academic 
credits, with particular focus given to credits earned in English, math, science, and 
social studies.

This metric shows the percentage of second year high school students who 
accumulate 10 or more academic credits, with particular focus given to credits 
earned in English, math, science, and social studies.

This metric shows the percentage of second year high school students in the 
school’s lowest third of incoming achievement who accumulate 10 or more 
academic credits, with particular focus given to credits earned in English, math, 
science, and social studies.
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Student Progress - continued
Student Progress measures the ability of a school to help students progress toward the eventual goal of earning a Regents Diploma.

NOT MEETING TARGET 7

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 3rd Year 
(n=40)

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 
10+ Credits in 3rd Year (n=12)

English - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n=27) Mathematics - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n=46)

This metric shows the percentage of third year high school students who 
accumulate 10 or more academic credits, with particular focus given to credits 
earned in English, math, science, and social studies.

This metric shows the percentage of third year high school students in the school’s 
lowest third of incoming achievement who accumulate 10 or more academic 
credits, with particular focus given to credits earned in English, math, science, and 
social studies.

This metric reflects student pass rates on the English Regents exam, weighted 
based on students’ likelihood of passing the exam given their performance on the 
8th grade ELA exam. Schools receive more credit on this metric when students 
pass the exam at a greater rate than would be expected based on their 8th grade 
exam scores.

This metric reflects student pass rates on the Math Regents exam, weighted based 
on students’ likelihood of passing the exam given their performance on the 8th 
grade Math exam. Schools receive more credit on this metric when students pass 
the exam at a greater rate than would be expected based on their 8th grade exam 
scores.
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Student Progress - continued
Student Progress measures the ability of a school to help students progress toward the eventual goal of earning a Regents Diploma.

8NOT MEETING TARGET

Science - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n=49) Global Studies - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n=54)

United States History - Weighted Regents Pass Rate 
(n=39)

Average Completion Rate for Remaining Regents 
(n=88)

This metric reflects student pass rates on Science Regents exams, weighted based 
on students’ likelihood of passing the exam given their performance on the 8th 
grade Math exam. Schools receive more credit on this metric when students pass 
the exam at a greater rate than would be expected based on their 8th grade exam 
scores.

This metric reflects student pass rates on the Global Studies Regents exam, 
weighted based on students’ likelihood of passing the exam given their 
performance on the 8th grade ELA exam. Schools receive more credit on this 
metric when students pass the exam at a greater rate than would be expected 
based on their 8th grade exam scores.

This metric reflects student pass rates on the United States History Regents exam, 
weighted based on students’ likelihood of passing the exam given their 
performance on the 8th grade ELA exam. Schools receive more credit on this 
metric when students pass the exam at a greater rate than would be expected 
based on their 8th grade exam scores.

This metric measures student progress in the past year towards passing the five 
Regents subject tests required for a Regents diploma. The metric shows, out of the 
remaining subjects that the students needed to pass to obtain a Regents dipoma, 
the percentage of subjects that the students passed in 2013-14.
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Student Achievement 9
Student Achievement measures the school’s graduation rates and the types of diplomas received by the school’s students.

Four-Year Graduation Rate (n=25) Four-Year Weighted Diploma Rate (n=25)

Six-Year Graduation Rate (n=48) Six-Year Weighted Diploma Rate (n=48)

This metric shows the percentage of students who graduated with a Regents or 
Local Diploma within four years, after entering 9th grade in 2010-11.

This metric reflects the diplomas received within four years by the students who 
entered 9th grade in 2010-11, and provides greater credit for advanced diplomas 
associated with greater proficiency and for diplomas obtained by students with 
higher-need demographic characteristics.

This metric shows the percentage of students who graduated with a Regents or 
Local Diploma within six years, after entering 9th grade in 2008-09.

This metric reflects the diplomas received within six years by students who entered 
9th grade in 2008-09, and provides greater credit for advanced diplomas 
associated with greater proficiency and for diplomas obtained by students with 
higher-need demographic characteristics.
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School Environment
The NYC School Survey is administered annually to all parents, all teachers, and students in grades 6–12. Through the survey, these
members of school communities respond to questions that gauge their satisfaction with elements of the school’s learning environment.
In 2013–14 accountability reports, these responses were reorganized to broadly align to guiding concepts in the Quality Review rubric:
the instructional core, school culture, and systems for improvement. Please note that this organization is designed to help school
communities better interpret survey responses, but survey responses do not contribute to Quality Review ratings in these categories.

NOT MEETING TARGET 10

Survey Satisfaction - Instructional Core Survey Satisfaction - School Culture

Survey Satisfaction - Systems for Improvement Attendance

This metric shows the average percent of positive responses to the NYC School Survey 
questions related to the school's instructional core.

This metric shows the average percent of positive responses to the NYC School 
Survey questions related to the school's culture.

This metric shows the average percent of positive responses to the NYC School Survey 
questions related to the school's systems for improvement.

The attendance rate includes the attendance for all K-8 students on a school's 
register at any point during the school year (September through June).
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College and Career Readiness NOT MEETING TARGET 11
College and Career Readiness measures the college-readiness of students, based on their achievements in high school and their 
outcomes after leaving high school.

4-Year College Readiness Index (n=25) 6-Year College Readiness Index with Persistence 
(n=48)

Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 6 Months (n=31) Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 18 Months (n=48)

This metric shows the percentage of students who graduated with a Regents 
diploma and met CUNY’s standards for college readiness in English and math 
within four years, after entering 9th grade in 2010-11.

This metric shows the percentage of students who (1) graduated with a Regents 
diploma and met CUNY’s standards for English and math, or (2) graduated from 
high school, enrolled in college, and persisted in college through the beginning of 
their third semester; within six years after entering 9th grade in 2008-09.

This metric shows the percentage of students who graduated from high school and 
enrolled in college, a vocational program, or public service within six months of 
their scheduled graduation date, out of students who entered 9th grade in 2009-
10.

This metric shows the percentage of students who graduated from high school and 
enrolled in college, a vocational program, or public service within 18 months of 
their scheduled graduation date, out of students who entered 9th grade in 2008-
09.
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College and Career Readiness - continued NOT MEETING TARGET 12
College and Career Readiness measures the college-readiness of students, based on their achievements in high school and their 
outcomes after leaving high school.

College and Career Preparatory Course Index (n=25)
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This metric shows the percentage of students who successfully completed 
approved rigorous courses and assessments within four years of high school, after 
entering 9th grade in 2010-11.



Closing the Achievement Gap
Closing the Achievement Gap measures the extent to which the school serves and succeeds with students in special populations.

NOT MEETING TARGET 13

SCHOOL'S 
RESULTS

POPULATION 
PERCENTAGE

SCHOOL'S 
RESULTS

POPULATION 
PERCENTAGE

SCHOOL'S 
RESULTS

POPULATION 
PERCENTAGE

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14

Four Year Weighted Diploma Rate

English Language Learners (n = 1) 4.0%

Self-Contained / ICT / SETSS (n = 6) 60.5% 40.4% 20.0% 33.3% 0.0% 24.0%

All Students in the Lowest Third Citywide (n = 15) 69.4% 66.0% 21.1% 63.3% 0.0% 60.0%

Black / Hispanic Males in the Lowest Third Citywide (n = 6) 63.6% 46.8% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 24.0%

College and Career Readiness

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, College and Career Preparatory Course 
Index (n = 15)

9.7% 66.0% 0.0% 63.3% 0.0% 60.0%

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, 4-Year College Readiness Index (n = 15) 0.0% 66.0% 0.0% 63.3% 0.0% 60.0%

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 6 Months 
(n = 13)

13.2% 59.4% 5.6% 75.0% 0.0% 41.9%

Movement from SC/ICT/SETSS to Less Restrictive Environments (n = 36) 1.18 34.8% 1.35 32.0% 1.36 32.7%



Summary of Section Ratings

This 
School's 
Results

Percent of 
Peer Range

Peer Comparison (weighted 75%)

Points 
Possible

Points 
Earned

Peer Range

0% 100%

Percent of 
City Range

City Comparison (weighted 25%)

City Range

0% 100%

Student Progress

Student Achievement

School Environment

Average Average

College and Career Readiness

This section shows how the ratings are calculated for the Student Progress, Student Achievement, School Environment, College and 
Career Readiness, and Closing the Achievement Gap sections.
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Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 1st Year (n = 10) 43.1% 90.9% 55.4% 100.0% 0.067.0% 80.1%

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 2nd Year (n = 28) 57.1% 37.5% 80.7% 45.4% 46.9% 100.0% 19.2% 10.9 4.259.1% 75.0%

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 3rd Year (n = 40) 47.5% 37.4% 77.2% 25.4% 43.6% 100.0% 6.9% 10.9 2.357.3% 72.4%

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 10+ 
Credits in 1st Year (n = 6)

20.4% 83.6% 30.1% 100.0% 0.052.0% 66.7%

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 10+ 
Credits in 2nd Year (n = 10)

13.9% 73.9% 21.0% 100.0% 0.043.9% 61.0%

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 10+ 
Credits in 3rd Year (n = 12)

15.7% 69.7% 18.7% 98.7% 0.042.7% 58.7%

Average Completion Rate for Remaining Regents (n = 88) 17.9% 13.7% 47.3% 12.5% 12.1% 95.5% 7.0% 13.0 1.430.5% 53.8%

English - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n = 27) 0.42 0.37 1.07 7.1% 0.45 1.37 0.0% 13.0 0.70.72 0.91

Mathematics - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n = 46) 0.81 0.16 1.30 57.0% 0.39 1.63 33.9% 13.0 6.70.73 1.01

Science - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n = 49) 0.46 0.22 1.40 20.3% 0.16 2.06 15.8% 13.0 2.50.81 1.11

Global Studies - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n = 54) 0.19 0.17 1.03 2.3% 0.29 1.31 0.0% 13.0 0.20.60 0.80

United States History - Weighted Regents Pass Rate (n = 39) 0.56 0.23 1.15 35.9% 0.38 1.42 17.3% 13.0 4.10.69 0.90

Student Progress Section Rating
22.1

Not Meeting Target 
29.5 or Lower

Approaching Target 
29.6 to 50.1

  Meeting Target    
50.2 to 69.5

Exceeding Target 
69.6 or Higher

Four-Year Graduation Rate (n = 25) 20.0% 22.7% 77.3% 0.0% 37.2% 100.0% 0.0% 25.0 0.050.0% 71.4%

Six-Year Graduation Rate (n = 48) 52.1% 43.6% 83.6% 21.3% 52.0% 100.0% 0.2% 25.0 4.063.6% 78.3%

Four-Year Weighted Diploma Rate (n = 25) 44.0% 44.9% 214.7% 0.0% 81.6% 281.0% 0.0% 25.0 0.0129.8% 181.3%

Six-Year Weighted Diploma Rate (n = 48) 160.4% 74.9% 214.5% 61.2% 93.8% 275.0% 36.8% 25.0 13.8144.7% 184.4%

Student Achievement Section Rating
17.8

Not Meeting Target 
26.3 or Lower

Approaching Target 
26.4 to 55.1

  Meeting Target    
55.2 to 75.5

Exceeding Target 
75.6 or Higher

School Survey - Instructional Core 80.5% 73.1% 95.3% 33.3% 75.0% 98.6% 23.3% 22.0 6.886.8%84.2%

School Survey - School Culture 72.9% 71.8% 93.2% 5.1% 73.7% 97.3% 0.0% 22.0 0.885.5%82.5%

School Survey - Structures for Improvement 68.0% 66.9% 94.7% 4.0% 71.0% 98.0% 0.0% 22.0 0.784.5%80.8%

Attendance 72.1% 69.2% 88.6% 14.9% 73.4% 99.0% 0.0% 34.0 3.886.2%78.9%

School Environment Section Rating
12.1

Not Meeting Target 
19.0 or Lower

Approaching Target 
19.1 to 46.6

  Meeting Target    
46.7 to 66.1

Exceeding Target 
66.2 or Higher

4-Year College Readiness Index (n = 25) 0.0% 0.0% 11.0% 0.0% 0.0% 47.8% 0.0% 20.0 0.05.5% 23.9%

6-Year College Readiness Index with Persistence (n = 48) 6.3% 10.1% 44.7% 0.0% 5.9% 90.9% 0.5% 20.0 0.027.4% 48.4%

Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 6 Months (n = 31) 9.7% 8.9% 52.7% 1.8% 12.1% 92.3% 0.0% 15.0 0.230.8% 52.2%

Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 18 Months (n = 48) 10.4% 20.8% 63.6% 0.0% 25.7% 96.3% 0.0% 15.0 0.042.2% 61.0%

College and Career Preparatory Course Index (n = 25) 0.0% 0.0% 33.0% 0.0% 0.0% 75.2% 0.0% 30.0 0.016.5% 37.6%

College and Career Readiness Section Rating
0.2

Not Meeting Target 
21.4 or Lower

Approaching Target 
21.5 to 49.6

  Meeting Target    
49.7 to 72.6

Exceeding Target 
72.7 or Higher



Summary of Section Ratings - continued

This School's 
Population 
Percentage

This School's 
Population Percentage 
(Percent of City Range)

This School's 
Results (Percent 

of City Range)

This 
School's 
Results

Closing the Achievement Gap

Closing the Achievement Gap

14.3

Not Meeting Target 
26.1 or Lower

Approaching Target 
26.2 to 46.8

  Meeting Target    
46.9 to 67.8

Exceeding Target 
67.9 or Higher

This section shows how the ratings are calculated for the Student Progress, Student Achievement, School Environment, College and 
Career Readiness, and Closing the Achievement Gap sections.

Average of Results (Percent of City Range)

This Closing the Achievement Gap section reflects the degree to which the school is helping high-need students succeed. In some 
cases, schools will not receive a rating in this section because those students make up a very small proportion of the school’s 
student population. 

The metric values, listed as “This School’s Results,” show the school’s results with its students in the relevant group. The metric 
scores, listed as “This School’s Results (Percent of City Range),” show how the school’s results compared to the rest of the city. A 
metric will not be scored, however, if those students are a very small proportion of the school—specifically, if “This School’s 
Population Percentage (Percent of City Range)” is less than 25.0% (meaning that the school’s population percentage is more than 
one standard deviation below the citywide average). For these unscored metrics, “This School’s Results (Percent of City Range)” will 
be left blank. 

The section score is the average of the school’s metric scores, and the section rating is determined by the range that the score falls 
within, which will be shaded in the ratings table above. A school will not receive a rating, however, if it has fewer than three scored 
metrics in this section. 
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Four Year Weighted Diploma Rate

English Language Learners (n = 1) 4.0% 7.2%

Self-Contained / ICT / SETSS (n = 6) 24.0% 0.0%62.5% 0.0%

All Students in the Lowest Third Citywide (n = 15) 60.0% 0.0%92.3% 0.0%

Black / Hispanic Males in the Lowest Third Citywide (n = 6) 24.0% 0.0%63.3% 0.0%

College and Career Readiness

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, College and Career Preparatory Course Index (n = 15) 60.0% 0.0%92.3% 0.0%

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, 4-Year College Readiness Index (n = 15) 60.0% 0.0%92.3% 0.0%

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 6 Months (n = 13) 41.9% 0.0%71.4% 0.0%

Movement from SC/ICT/SETSS to Less Restrictive Environments (n = 36) 32.7% 1.36100.0% 100.0%



Integrated Algebra (n = 39) 57 28% 0%

Geometry (n = 12) . . .

Algebra 2/Trigonometry (n = 0) . . .

Comprehensive English (n = 27) 55 37% 11%

U.S. History (n = 39) 57 44% .

Global History (n = 54) 47 13% .

Chemistry (n = 0) . . .

Physics (n = 0) . . .

Earth Science (n = 2) . . .

Living Environment (n = 47) 55 32% .

Languages Other Than English (n = 0) . . .

Regents Exams Includes all students in the high school who took the respective exams in January, June or August 2014.

College Exams Calculated as highest result for the 2014 four-year graduation cohort anytime during their high school career.

Mathematics (n = 25) .

4.0%

Critical Reading (n = 25) .

16.0%

Writing (n = 25) .

16.0%

Mathematics (n = 25) .

16.0%

English (n = 25) .

0.0%

Reading (n = 25) .

0.0%

Science (n = 25) .

0.0%

Math 1 (n = 25) .

0.0%

Math 2 (n = 25) .

8.0%

Reading (n = 25) .

8.0%

Writing (n = 25) .

4.0%

Average Score % passing

Average Score

Mathematics:

ELA:
Social Studies:

Science:

Languages:

SAT:

ACT:

CUNY:

College and Career Readiness Metrics Disaggregated

Post-secondary Enrollment Rate 9.7%

   CUNY 2-year 0.0%

   CUNY 4-year 3.2%

   NYS Public 0.0%

   NYS Private 6.5%

   Out-of-State 0.0%

   Public Service 0.0%

6 Months After Graduating

0.0%

0.0% 2.1%
16.0% 31.3%
0.0% 2.1%

8.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

   Vocational Program

College Readiness Index (counting positively requires ALL thresholds)

   % attaining Local Diploma

   % attaining Math College Readiness Standard

   % attaining English College Readiness Standard

College and Career Preparatory Course Index

   % scoring 65+ on the Algebra II, Math B, Chemistry or Physics Regents Exam

   % scoring 3+ on any Advanced Placement (AP) Exam

   % scoring 4+ on any International Baccalaureate (IB) Exam

   % earning a diploma with a Career and Technical Education (CTE) Endorsement

   % passing an industry-recognized technical assessment
   % earning a diploma with an Arts endorsement

   % earning a grade of "C" or higher in a course for college credit

   % passing another course certified by the DOE as college- and career-ready

18.8%

0.0%

4.0%

0.0%

0.0%

.

0.0%

0.0%

.

.

.

0.0%

4.0%

% of 4-year Cohort

% of 4-year Cohort

% of 6-year Cohort

% at College Ready Threshold for Exam

% at College Ready Threshold for Exam

% of 4-year 
Cohort Taking

This page provides more granular data on student outcomes. While the numbers here do not individually count for points, the detailed 
deconstruction should provide deeper insight into 2013–14 student outcomes.

Additional Information 16



Peer Group Schools

Each school's performance is compared to the performance of schools in its peer group. Peer schools are those New York 
City public schools with a student population most like this school's population, according to the peering characteristics. 
Each school has up to 40 peer schools (except for K-8 schools, which have up to 30 peer schools).

Peer groupings are created using a matching methodology that examines the mathematical difference between a school 
and all potential peers on the peering characteristics. Schools with the smallest difference across all the characteristics are 
peered together.
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DBN SCHOOL

AVERAGE ENGLISH 
PROFICIENCY

AVERAGE MATH 
PROFICIENCY

% STUDENTS WITH 
DISABILITIES

% SELF-
CONTAINED

% OVERAGE

14K322 Foundations Academy 2.11 2.02 40.0% 21.8% 20.9%

01M292 Henry Street School for International Studies 2.17 2.07 31.8% 12.4% 14.3%

02M429 Legacy School for Integrated Studies 2.18 1.97 45.1% 26.8% 11.3%

04M409 Coalition School for Social Change 2.15 2.03 29.6% 14.5% 12.5%

05M469 Choir Academy of Harlem 2.22 2.04 29.0% 13.1% 18.7%

05M685 Bread & Roses Integrated Arts High School 2.04 1.98 32.8% 17.9% 16.4%

07X520 Foreign Language Academy of Global Studies 2.05 1.99 33.3% 24.3% 12.7%

07X547 New Explorers High School 2.14 2.04 26.3% 16.6% 14.0%

07X600 Alfred E. Smith Career and Technical Education High School 2.10 2.05 31.0% 16.4% 11.5%

07X655 Samuel Gompers Career and Technical Education High School 2.17 2.06 32.3% 23.1% 10.9%

08X295 Gateway School for Environmental Research and Technology 2.12 1.98 34.1% 19.2% 12.0%

08X305 Pablo Neruda Academy 2.06 2.01 33.4% 18.5% 17.0%

08X452 Bronx Guild 2.18 1.98 34.0% 14.9% 17.5%

08X519 Felisa Rincon de Gautier Institute for Law and Public Policy, T 2.22 2.04 29.0% 13.5% 14.1%

08X530 Banana Kelly High School 2.07 1.94 32.1% 20.1% 19.8%

08X561 Bronx Compass High School 2.29 2.10 30.8% 23.6% 12.3%

09X239 Urban Assembly Academy for History and Citizenship for You 2.02 1.96 41.0% 15.4% 15.4%

09X276 Leadership Institute 2.03 1.93 26.9% 18.5% 23.8%

09X404 School for Excellence 2.07 2.02 32.3% 19.2% 21.7%

09X414 Jonathan Levin High School for Media and Communications 2.14 2.04 25.3% 16.1% 19.7%

10X438 Fordham Leadership Academy for Business and Technology 2.14 2.04 28.0% 16.1% 14.6%

10X660 Grace Dodge Career and Technical Education High School 2.09 2.03 34.5% 21.4% 14.7%

11X415 Christopher Columbus High School 2.11 2.01 28.6% 18.9% 12.0%

11X544 High School for Contemporary Arts 2.23 2.06 31.9% 14.9% 13.9%

11X545 Bronx Aerospace High School 2.25 2.18 33.7% 16.1% 9.7%

12X251 Explorations Academy 2.11 2.05 31.4% 19.0% 12.9%

12X278 Peace and Diversity Academy 2.05 1.88 30.7% 19.6% 22.8%

12X479 Bronx Career and College Preparatory High School 2.21 2.10 28.5% 17.0% 15.2%

14K071 Juan Morel Campos Secondary School 2.09 2.11 28.1% 15.1% 15.6%

14K610 Automotive High School 2.15 2.11 35.7% 17.6% 11.9%

14K632 Frances Perkins Academy 2.16 2.03 32.5% 21.0% 17.2%

16K688 The Brooklyn Academy of Global Finance 2.19 2.08 31.8% 23.0% 16.2%

17K625 Paul Robeson High School 2.13 1.97 38.1% 19.0% 19.0%

19K660 W. H. Maxwell Career and Technical Education High School 2.09 1.97 34.6% 26.3% 15.6%

21K620 William E. Grady Career and Technical Education High School 2.20 2.12 32.5% 16.2% 10.7%

29Q496 Business, Computer Applications & Entrepreneurship  High Sc 2.11 1.96 25.1% 16.1% 22.7%

32K552 Academy of Urban Planning 2.07 2.00 29.1% 22.0% 17.9%

84M433 Renaissance Charter High School for Innovation 2.17 2.01 37.2% 17.7% 10.3%

84M522 Broome Street Academy Charter School 2.23 2.03 36.2% 20.9% 23.5%

2.14 2.02 32.3% 18.6% 15.7%PEER GROUP AVERAGES



Metric Targets for 2014-15
The previous pages in this report have shown the school's performance in 2013-14 and earlier. In contrast, this page is forward looking 
and shows targets connected to the category ratings for the 2014-15 school year.

Not Meeting Target Approaching Target Meeting Target Exceeding Target

2014-15 Metric Values Needed for Each RatingThis School's 
2013-14 

Result

Student Progress

Student Achievement

School Environment
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Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 1st Year 60.2% to 69.8% 69.9% to 78.9% 79.0% or higher60.1% or lower

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 2nd Year 57.1% 52.9% to 62.2% 62.3% to 70.9% 71.0% or higher52.8% or lower

Percent of Students Earning 10+ Credits in 3rd Year 47.5% 51.3% to 60.0% 60.1% to 68.4% 68.5% or higher51.2% or lower

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 10+ Credits in 1st Year 41.8% to 55.1% 55.2% to 67.6% 67.7% or higher41.7% or lower

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 10+ Credits in 2nd 
Year

34.2% to 47.3% 47.4% to 59.7% 59.8% or higher34.1% or lower

Percent of Students in School's Lowest Third Earning 10+ Credits in 3rd 
Year

33.6% to 45.7% 45.8% to 57.1% 57.2% or higher33.5% or lower

Average Completion Rate for Remaining Regents 17.9% 25.2% to 33.2% 33.3% to 40.9% 41.0% or higher25.1% or lower

English - Weighted Regents Pass Rate 0.42 0.61 to 0.75 0.76 to 0.89 0.90 or higher0.60 or lower

Mathematics - Weighted Regents Pass Rate 0.81 0.56 to 0.79 0.80 to 1.01 1.02 or higher0.55 or lower

Science - Weighted Regents Pass Rate 0.46 0.60 to 0.85 0.86 to 1.11 1.12 or higher0.59 or lower

Global Studies - Weighted Regents Pass Rate 0.19 0.46 to 0.64 0.65 to 0.81 0.82 or higher0.45 or lower

United States History - Weighted Regents Pass Rate 0.56 0.54 to 0.73 0.74 to 0.91 0.92 or higher0.53 or lower

Four-Year Graduation Rate 20.0% 40.9% to 57.0% 57.1% to 68.5% 68.6% or higher40.8% or lower

Six-Year Graduation Rate 52.1% 56.4% to 68.4% 68.5% to 76.9% 77.0% or higher56.3% or lower

Four-Year Weighted Diploma Rate 44.0% 99.6% to 150.3% 150.4% to 186.2% 186.3% or higher99.5% or lower

Six-Year Weighted Diploma Rate 160.4% 117.9% to 160.4% 160.5% to 190.6% 190.7% or higher117.8% or lower

School Survey - Instructional Core 80.5% 77.9% to 84.0% 84.1% to 88.4% 88.5% or higher77.8% or lower

School Survey - School Culture 72.9% 76.4% to 82.4% 82.5% to 86.6% 86.7% or higher76.3% or lower

School Survey - Structures for Improvement 68.0% 73.2% to 80.7% 80.8% to 86.1% 86.2% or higher73.1% or lower

Attendance 72.1% 74.0% to 79.6% 79.7% to 83.6% 83.7% or higher73.9% or lower

College and Career Readiness
4-Year College Readiness Index 0.0% 2.9% to 6.7% 6.8% to 9.8% 9.9% or higher2.8% or lower

6-Year College Readiness Index with Persistence 6.3% 18.3% to 29.7% 29.8% to 39.0% 39.1% or higher18.2% or lower

Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 6 Months 9.7% 20.0% to 33.8% 33.9% to 45.2% 45.3% or higher19.9% or lower

Postsecondary Enrollment Rate - 18 Months 10.4% 31.8% to 45.1% 45.2% to 56.0% 56.1% or higher31.7% or lower

College and Career Preparatory Course Index 0.0% 8.3% to 19.0% 19.1% to 27.8% 27.9% or higher8.2% or lower



Metric Targets for 2014-15 - continued
The previous pages in this report have shown the school's performance in 2013-14 and earlier. In contrast, this page is forward looking 
and shows targets connected to the category ratings for the 2014-15 school year.

Not Meeting Target Approaching Target Meeting Target Exceeding Target

2014-15 Metric Values Needed for Each RatingThis School's 
2013-14 

Result

Closing the Achievement Gap
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Four Year Weighted Diploma Rate

English Language Learners 103.0% to 163.8% 163.9% to 225.6% 225.7% or higher102.9% or lower

Self-Contained / ICT / SETSS 0.0% 110.0% to 196.9% 197.0% to 285.1% 285.2% or higher109.9% or lower

All Students in the Lowest Third Citywide 0.0% 71.2% to 127.4% 127.5% to 184.5% 184.6% or higher71.1% or lower

Black / Hispanic Males in the Lowest Third Citywide 0.0% 65.3% to 116.8% 116.9% to 169.1% 169.2% or higher65.2% or lower

College and Career Readiness

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, College and Career 
Preparatory Course Index

0.0% 7.3% to 12.9% 13.0% to 18.8% 18.9% or higher7.2% or lower

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, 4-Year College Readiness 
Index

0.0% 1.4% to 2.4% 2.5% to 3.6% 3.7% or higher1.3% or lower

Students in the Lowest Third Citywide, Postsecondary Enrollment 
Rate - 6 Months

0.0% 11.4% to 20.3% 20.4% to 29.4% 29.5% or higher11.3% or lower

Movement from SC/ICT/SETSS to Less Restrictive Environments 1.36 0.27 to 0.46 0.47 to 0.67 0.68 or higher0.26 or lower


